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aragonl8k preamplifier
the value of music

An informed and rational consumer makes purchasing decisions based
upon quality and value. Aragon's new 18K preamplifier was created for
this person. The 18K was engineered for the person who understands that
musical reality does not come from marketing hype, and quality is not
determined by the number of switches on the front panel.
The fully discrete Class A 18K is manufactured using parts engineered
to military and medical tolerances. The IPS power supply is housed in a
separate chassis for the quietest possible performance. The machined
aluminum knobs operate with the utmost precision and feel.
We invite you to compare the $995 18K with preamplifiers selling for
three times the price, and discover what reviewers around the world have
discovered.. .Aragon. Made in America and internationally acclaimed as
the finest quality and value attainable.
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In August, as well as the second installment of
J. Gordon Holt's glossary of subjective terminology, we will have areport from Robert
Harley on atapeless digital recording session
from Dorian, aguide to recorded performances
of Mahler's Second Symphony, and areport
from the 1993 Summer CES.
Components reviewed will include the
Counterpoint Clearfield Metropolitan, Genesis
3, and Boston Acoustics Lynnfield 500L loudspeakers, the Audio Research LS3B line preamplifier, the Pioneer PD-S95 CD transport, the
Microscan D8 speaker-resonance dampers, and
the very affordable SOTA Comet turntable.

And now an erratum: In the April "Letters"
column (p.18), Iinadvertently referred to the
recording company operated by Brad S. Miller
as "Musical Fidelity of Nevada." Musical Fidelity is aBritish company making high-value
amplifiers and preamplifiers. Mr. Miller's company is Miller Nevada Ltd. Inc., and owns the
following brand names: Mobile Fidelity
Productions of Nevada and Mobile Fidelity
International (not to be confused with the
California-based premium reissue company
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, which itself is a
division of MFSL Inc.). My apologies for any
confusion.
—John Atkinson
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SOUNDS LIKE?

In thefirst installment of athree-part series,J. Gordon Holt offers aguide to the
language of subjective reviewing.
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I
FYOU'VE GOT THE MONEY, HONEY, I
'VE GOT THE ...
LPs

Guy Lemcoe explores the world of buying vinyl by mail-order.

SIBELIUS'S SYMPHONY 5

Barbara Jahn surveys recordings of this most approachable of the Finnish composer's
symphonies.
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Peter W. Mitchell discusses differences in soundstage presentation.
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LETTERS

Topics this month: wire; jitter; thefinal word on pornography in music; possible reasons
why women are not attracted to the High End; the supposed "war of words" between
Stereophile and The Abso!ute Sound; and Stereophile's May review of the
Diapason loudspeaker system.

I
NDUSTRY UPDATE

High-end news from the US and UK, including the news that more turntables were
sold in 1992 than single-well cassette decks, alisting of dealer-promoted seminars
taking place in July and August, the winners in the 1993 Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio's "Golden Note" Awards and the Federation of
British Audio's Awards, Denis Wratten remembered, and the latest information from
Pacific Microsonics on High Definition Compatible Digital (HDCD).
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BUILDING ALIBRARY
BarbaraJahn surveys recordings of Sibelius's Symphony 5.
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New Rock albums? We got:Joan Annatrading, Black 47, CoverdaleePage, Depeche
Mode, Bill Frisell, the Mothers of Invention, Mudhoney, and PJ Harvey's devastating
Rid of Me Plus: Jazz of the acoustic persuasion from Terence Blanchard and Dom
Um Romlio, solo piano from Marcus Roberts and HankJones, and Laverne Butler's
debut album. And Classical, too: Kovacevich, Sawallisch, and Brahms's Piano
Concerto 2; Abbado's gorgeous new Pelleas et Melisande; rare andfascinating
Furtwângler; equally rare and beautifully recorded Reger; Schnittke's tough new opera,
Life with an Idiot; and two great new Cheeky discsfrom Igor Kipnis, one of which
we've named Recording of the Month. And lots more.
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Larry Archibald discusses high-end but low-priced systems.
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The premise of pure classic design
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technology.

style.
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looks
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performance.
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loudspeaker

engineering. the Celestion IS. a tall
et immen.ely powerful floor
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standing

column and the Celestion CS 135. an

The pinnacle of such a blend is

exceptional

subsvoofer designed to

Celestion's new range of affordable

provide a deep yet subtle extended bass

bookshelf and floor-standing speakers.

u) the Cele‘tion 1.3. and 5 speakers.

Designed to suit the budget or
more sophisticated music system. the

Performance, technology and style
in one unique range.

range is enhanced by the new Celestion
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Only from Celestion.
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89 Doug Brown Way •Holliston, Mass. 01746
Voice: (508)429-6706 •Fax: (508) 429-2426
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PETER W .M ITCHELL

THE STEREO SOUNDSTAGE

W

hat is the angular separation of
your loudspeakers as viewed from
your favorite chair? Whatever
your answer, it's wrong. Of course Idon't
mean that it's afactually incorrect answer,
just that any single value of subtended angle
cannot be ideal for all recordings.
Classical stereo theory, applicable to recordings made with crossed-pair coincident
microphones, suggests that for optimal playback the speakers should be placed 45° to the
left and right of the stereo centerline, subtending atotal angle of 90°. But in many livSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

ing rooms (and dealer showrooms as well),
the total angle is only 45° or so. Many books
and magazine articles suggest an intermediate
answer of 60° (±30° from the centerline),
with the two speakers and the listener's chair
forming an equilateral triangle.
Your preferences may depend on the recordings you play. When recordings that
were made with widely spaced microphones
are heard through awide-angle (90°) playback system, the resulting stereo image tends
to form two separate pools around the speakers, with a"hole in the middle" (ie, center-
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MIRAGE 90-S
ERIES.
In aperfect world your listening room scuts
5W and the conductor begins on your cue.
In the real world you need loudspeakers
with the musicality and lifelike presentation
to transport you to that perfect world.
Introducing the new Mirage 90-Series.
Embodying the celebrated spatial qualities
of our revolutionary M-1 Bipolar
loudspeaker. With graceful styling and
significant technical advancements. With
the singular power to express the boundless
magnificence of the world's finest music
And with the finesse to relate
each critical detail.
We invite you to audition the new
90-Series at your nearest Mirage dealer.
And experience music without bounds.

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

See the music.
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(416) 321.1800
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stage sounds become phasey or ill-focused).
This may account for the American preference for arelatively narrow spread 0145° to
60° between speakers, an angle at which
spaced-mike recordings usually cohere into
areasonably stable image with some center
focus. But when coincident-mike recordings
are heard through speakers only 45° apart,
the total apparent width of the orchestra may
be only half the distance between the
speakers, sounding like fat mono instead of
real stereo.
The obvious answer is that we should all
mount our speakers on rollers or lateral
tracks, so that we can move them closer
together for some recordings and spread
them apart for others. Of course, there might
be some practical difficulties, particularly
with Tiptoes and thick speaker cables. And
in the "wide" setting you wouldn't want to
get the speakers close to sidewalls whose
reflections would color the sound and muck
up the imaging. A better approach might be
to leave your speakers where they are, mounting your chair on afront-to-back track so
that you can move closer to the speakers for
coincident-mike recordings and farther away
for spaced-mike recordings.
For some of my listening, Isit back in my
easy chair with my feet up. At other times I
sit on the edge of the chair, leaning forward.
For all Iknow, this more attentive posture
may subconsciously alter my perceptions in
some way. In any case it moves my ears 18"
closer to the speakers, and it alters the sound
far more dramatically than most of the tweaks
I've tried (damping rings, green ink, different
cables). The recorded soundstage becomes
wider and deeper, ambience is more distinctly
separated from instruments and voices, and
achorus becomes an assemblage of individual voices rather than ablended sonic mass.
(Best of all, this improvement is free!)
This may sound like an April-Fool joke,
but I'm being at least half-serious here. If
you're not convinced yet, look at what Guy
Lemcoe said (Vol.15 No.3, p.142) when
Michael Green "tuned" Guy's listening
room. The tuning consisted mainly of removing some superfluous RootnTune panels,
moving the speakers 2' forward into the
room, and Guy's chair forward by 2', thus
reducing the total chair-to-speaker distance
by about 4! The result, according to GL: "I
suddenly felt privy to the musical experience
STEREOPHILE, JULY 1993

to adegree beyond any I'd experienced before.
Ibecame an intimate part of the soundstage—
no longer an observer, but aparticipant in
the experience! Minute performance details
became unambiguous, lessening the interpretive burden. A result of this was that Ibecame
amore relaxed listener."
In my experience, the change caused by
moving closer to the speakers is not always
for the better; with some recordings Istill
prefer to sit back in my chair. The optimum
distance clearly depends on the recording.
If this weren't so, Iwould simply move my
chair forward to the closer position. Since I'm
constitutionally lazy, the ideal solution might
be aknob on my preamp that would vary the
subjective chair-to-speaker distance. This is
not as impossible as it may seem.
There is alarge demand today for processors that can make simulated stereo out of a
mono source. The money that is driving this
technology comes not from the music industry but from Turner TV and Hollywood,
where producers who are colorizing old
black-and-white movies for video sale would
also like to enhance their mono soundtracks
so they will sound good in ahome video theater. Of course film purists kvetch about
colorization, and audio critics have always
complained about fake stereo, especially since
most early examples of each were awful. But
some colorized movies actually are more
satisfying on TV than the black-and-white
versions, because most video equipment has
insufficient visual dynamic range to properly reproduce the chiaroscuro contrasts that
made certain great movies look so fine on
theater screens. Colorization and stereoization are unstoppable anyway, since video
sales and rentals are now avastly larger business than either movie theaters or records.
Such processing may even be agood thing,
at least for new audiences who have no
opportunity to see classic films in atheater.
It also can restore the faded and distorted
colors of movies that were filmed in color
during the '50s using unstable dyes that have
changed in the vaults.
And as cable-TV systems increase from 30
to 50 or 100 channels, every added channel
represents an increased demand for 24 hours
of different programming, 365 days ayear.
A 50-channel cable system needs 1200 hours
of programs every day, 8400 hours every
week, to keep the pipeline filled. For outlets
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eginning with the first Mark Levinson®
products, we defined quality in audio,
using superior components and
craftsmanship to heighten the experience
of music in the home. Twenty years later
we not only continue this tradition, but
enhance it with state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing, so that
today's Mark Levinson audio equipment
is a world-wide reference standard. The
N2 23.5 Dual Monaural Power Amplifier is
one example of this evolution.
An improved version of the widely
acclaimed N2 23 amplifier, the N°23.5 is
not the sort of update that merely takes
advantage of newer and better parts, or
that corrects flaws in the original design.
Rather, it incorporates substantial
improvements in four areas: self-referencing voltage reference in the power
supply regulator amplifier, a new active
balanced input stage, an enhanced

THE

BEST

current mirror, and differential cascode
bootstrapping. If you don't understand this
technical jargon, consider that it took
a team of engineers using advanced
computer-aided design tools over a
year to perfect the NQ 23.5 and bring it
into production. Such sophisticated engineering requires tools and skills seldom
found at high-end audio manufacturers,
and demands aquest for perfection that is
at odds with supplying the mass market.
The sonic improvements are as easy to
hear as the electronic theory behind them
can be difficult to grasp: greater dynamic
contrasts and clarity of fine details and
harmonic structure yield a new level of
musical excitement. The results are available for your evaluation at your nearest
Mark Levinson dealer. Audition the
N2 23.5 for yourself, and learn why Mark
Levinson products remain your best
investment in home music reproduction.

Le_vinson
Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX 1203) 346-1540
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such as Nickelodeon, the Family Channel,
the Comedy Channel, and the Sci-Fi Channel, old TV shows from the '50s and '60s are
being dusted off and recycled. Even the classic
"M*A*S*H" series from the '70s, which has
been running continuously in syndication
for nearly 20 years, is being re-released in
fresh video prints with enhanced sound and
much better video transfers from the original film negatives.
The huge size of the video market is driving rapid improvements in both computerbased video colorization and simulatedstereo processing. In the past, most attempts
to make pseudo-stereo out of mono have
produced obvious side effects (phasiness and
comb filtering), but recently afew processors have done it fairly well. During the Las
Vegas CES Iheard one, in prototype form,
whose artifacts were still audible but not seriously offensive. It's not good enough yet to
make agenuinely satisfying stereo image
from amono source. But if acomputational
algorithm can be used at full strength to
widen amono signal and create fake stereo,
it can also be applied at reduced strength to
widen all of the individual images in astereo mix. Thus, asound that already contains
the elements of atrue stereo image can be
usefully widened and still sound pretty good.
lithe processing is applied conservatively,
its artifacts may be subtle enough to remain
unheard. This was the case with the prototype processor.
In apaper presented at last fall's AES convention (AES Preprint 3423, "Signal Processing for Simulating Realistic Stereo
Images"), Michael Gerzon emphasized that
one of the benefits of wide-stage stereo is
"directional unmasking!' When two similar sounds arrive at the listener from the same
direction, they tend to be heard as asingle
composite sound whose character is dominated by the louder component. But if the
sounds are separated by even asmall angle
(5° or so), they are easily resolved by the ear
as individual sources.
To mention an obvious example, the contrast between stereo and mono is not merely
the introduction of left-right ping-pong
separation, with violins on the left and bass
fiddles on the right. More importantly, stereo
provides abasic improvement in the quality
of the sound, giving you more to hear—
making it easy, for instance, to resolve the
STEREOPHILE, JULY 1993

individual sounds of two similar instruments
playing in the same frequency range (eg, a
duet between clarinet and English horn in the
middle of the orchestra). It also allows you
to resolve the reflections of these sounds as
they bounce off the walls of the stage, giving you asense of the width or depth of that
stage. All this is part of what some writers
describe as astereo system's ability to "throw"
awide, deep soundstage. And since improved
resolution of the soundstage lets you hear
everything with less mental effort, you may
experience less listening fatigue. (Recall what
GL wrote.)
As Gerzon pointed out, only a small
change in stereo spread is needed to increase
directional unmasking and produce anoticeable improvement in subjective quality. Thus
Ihear an obvious change in soundstage clarity and resolution when Imove my head just
18" forward, and GL experienced adramatic
transformation when he moved 4' closer to
his speakers. Simple experiments with the
placement of your speakers or your chair
could pay off with big dividends. Next year,
don't be surprised if you see acontrol knob
called "distance" or "image width" on apreamp or processor.
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Like finely crafted instruments in the right hands, a
connection with Kimber can mean the difference
between mere notes on apage' or acommand
performance. lithe Music matters to you then
insist on Kirnber to conduct perfection,
right on pitch —everytime.
Msit your nearest Kimber dealer and
re-discover the music for yourself.
Kimber (able products are available at
select audio stores. For the nearest dealer
and abrochure contact us at:

I

(801) 621-5530
2752 S.1900 W.
Ogden UT,
84401 MIER
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The ATOM represents an
amazing

price

break-

through in high performance sound. Although
diminutive and designed to
fit into small spaces, and
small budgets, the ATOM is
first of all designed for
superb sound!
That 's why superior components are used, such as the

cooling/damping. The multi-element crossover is

PARADIGM built bass/midrange

frequency/phase corrected.

drive unit that has no

The Arm must be

less than aprecision

heard to be

diecast chassis,

believed. It is

polypropylene cone

completely nat-

and kapton former.

ural and true to

The tweeter is aX" wide-

live music. And at

dispersion polyamide dome with ferrofuild

$159/pair it's not just abest buy, it's asteal!

Paradigni
•MSLP. COPI RIGHT 0 PARADIGM/ DAV AN

For more information on the Atom as well as other fine Paradigm
speakers visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Dealer, or write:
AudioStream, MPG Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada: Paradigm, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON ML 3P5
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.) Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time
to do it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long
or address more than one topic.

W HICH WIRE?
Editor:
In 1976, Iknew Iwanted an amplifier which
was the sonic equivalent oía straight wire
with gain. In 1993, I'm not even sure what
brand of straight wire.
P.ROBERTS
Canyon, CA

No WIRE—NO MAGAZINE
Editor:
Irecently sold my complete set of Stereophile.

STEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

Ialso sold aMarantz 7and 8, once recommended by Stereophile, for over double my
original cost.
Iwould bet that you could not tell the
difference in sound using the cables that came
with the Marantz and the $1395 "interconnect" touted in your May issue What do you
think Iwill get for that cable or a$5000 cartridge in five years?
Your current recommendations verge on
fraud.

WorldRadioHistory
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THE BEST IN THE WORLD FOR THEATERS,
SOUND STAGES, RECORDING STUDIOS
AND CUSTOM HOME INSTALLATIONS.

•
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XLO ELECTRIC-COVANY, INC.
9480 UTICA STREET •SUITE el 2
RANCHO CUCAMONGteCA 9I73Ú USA
TEL. (909) 466-038,2_,X-(909) 464-3462

No, Iwill not renew my subscription.
JOSEPH S. PHILLIPS
New York, NY

No JITTER
Editor:
The primary reason Iam writing' is to comment on Robert Harley's January article on
digital clock jitter (Vol.16 No.1, p.114). After
reading it, Iwas prompted to investigate further. Iwent to my local hi-fi emporium and
auditioned the Audio Alchemy DTI. Iwas
amazed to find that sonic improvement was
realized in all the systems we tried it with. I
bought one. At home, Idiscovered that all
parameters of performance were improved,
particularly in the area of soundstaging.
Height, width, and depth were all improved
dramatically.
Addressing clock anomalies will produce
the next major advance in digital sound. It's
that important! Thanks for such an informative piece of work and an excellent magazine.
ROBERT T. SHAW
Bremerton, WA
Robert Harley reviewed the DTI in May '93, p.193.
—JA

NOPREJUDICE
Editor:
Re: Mr. Kirkpatrick's letter in the May 1993
issue. My footnote in January vis-à-vis Japanese gear in the White House (p.63) had
nothing to do with race or even Japaranoia.
It could have been Swedish or Bolivian gear
which fills the White House The point Iwas
making is simple: All heads of state (Clinton, Major, whoever) should support their
own country's manufacturers, and not just
the automobile makers who produce highly
visible products. Hence, Major should use
British gear instead ofB&O, while the White
House should be full of US-made hardware
rather than Japanese. Imagine the outcry if
the Presidential Lincolns were replaced with
Lexuses or BMWs ...
Iand every other reviewer have to approach
products and issues with open minds, as
immune as possible to geopolitical prejudices.
1Being asubmariner and an audiophile, Iwas delighted to
see the cover of the March'93 issue. The submarine you chose
(USS John Marshall, now decommissioned) happened to be
the first boat Iwas assigned ta The admiral in the foreground
looks alot like my skipper from that first boat. It's nice to see
some humor exists among our group of very serious people
STEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

And this has to do only with simple, oldfashioned fairness—screw PC and all of those
bogus, "right on" self-interest groups. But
it's safe to assume—in ICirkpatrick's defense
—that the Japanese don't seem to care about
being liked, let alone loved. Then again, we
in the West are much better at reviling the
successful than at rising to compete with them.
KEN KEssLER
Canterbury, England
Lewis Lipnick recently succeeded in contacting the new
occupants of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue with the idea
of their being supplied an American ¡ugh-end system,
only to be told that they weren't interested. Presumably
they are happy with the mainlyJapanese system that
the Electronic Industries Association installed in the
White House in the late '70s.
—JA

No TENOR?
Editor:
My May issue of Stereophile arrived just afew
minutes ago. Iimmediately turned to the "Record Reviews" section and began reading Les
Berkley's review of Bades Harpsichord Works
with Albert Fuller on Reference Recordings
(RR-51).
Imust correct avery regrettable mistake
contained in the review. Mr. Berkley refers to
the "late tenor Hugues Cuénod" Albert Fuller
and Ihad dinner together on April 21, 1993,
during the course of which he told me of a
delightful phone conversation he had had with
M. Cuénod earlier that day. Hugues Cuénod
celebrated his 90th birthday last summer. By
all accounts, he is in excellent health and still
in remarkable control of his legendary arsenal
of musical and vocal resources.
Mr. Fuller's transcription for solo keyboard
of"Bist du bei mir" was conceived in honor
of his many performances of the piece with M.
Cuénod. Following Mr. Fuller's notes on the
works contained in the recording, he writes,
"This recital was recorded in grateful memory of Gregory Bernard Smith, atrue and
beloved companion"
For readers interested in exploring Hugues
Cuénod's art, the tenor can be heard on several
Nimbus recordings.
RANDALL FosrvEErr
New York, NY
ENOUGH ALREADY
Editor:
Fred Johnson's letter (May 1993, p.23) impugns
the honesty of the listening tests Iran for TDK
15
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at the 1992 AES convention, likening them
to the rigged truck-crash tests appearing on
NBC news.
Though you've already been generous in
allowing me space in these pages, Ican't let
such an odious comparison go unchallenged.
The TDK tests were not as sensitive as they
would have been had we been able to set them
up with areally good system in areally good
room; this we freely admitted. But, within the
limits imposed by the circumstances, they were
designed, run, and scored honestly. Many people made five-of-five correct identifications and,
as you would expect when testing for aslight
but audible difference, the distribution was
weighted toward the positive end, with many
more scoring four-of-five.
TDK's use of the results seems to me well
within the bounds of normal advertising practice, whatever one may think of that. Readers
arc, as Johnson says, capable ofjudging this
question for themselves.
Enough, already. Thank you for publishing this clarification.
E. BRAI) M EYER
Lincoln, MA

ART OR PORNOGRAPHY?
[Though Istated in May's "Letters" (p.23) that the
subject of musical snobbery, as evinced by Mr. Peter
Reichelt's recent series of letters in Stereophile, was
dosed, thefollowing letter states so wall my oum position
that If& it worth running. But after this, the subject is closed. ..
at leastfor awhile.
-JA]
Editor:
Imust compliment Peter Reichek's most recent
correspondence in the March Stereophile (p.20).
I've never read anything in your magazine
which screamed so loudly for àresponse. As
astudent of theater arts and an avid music lover,
the question of what makes great art is very
important to me.
Mn Reichelt breaks art down into five categories, assigning the highest value to "Pure
Art!' and separating it from the others: "Commercial Art!' "Propaganda!' "Entertainment:'
and "Pornography!" He makes anumber of
claims about this "Pure Art:' which Iwill
address sequentially.
First, he states that pure art "stands upon the
shoulders of classical tradition!" This is dearly
fallacious, since in any artistic field, at one point
there was no "classical tradition!' Greek drama,
for example, is considered now to be ahistorically and artistically important reference, but
16

at its inception, it was something new, something which had never been done that way
before. Many of the great musical and literary
artists throughout history greatly departed
from, or even outrightly subverted, the traditions from which they came, and in so doing
usherectin new ideas. In that essence lies the
value of art: It periodically forces us to reexamine the ways we think, act, and live.
Shakespeare, who I'm sure Mr. Reichelt
would characterize as agreat artist, was a
maverick. Because of the rigid social mores of
the time, theater artists were about ahalf-step
above criminals, and even in the height of his
career, Shakespeare's plays were performed outside the town's borders because of their questionable moral content. (Which is, not coincidentally, one of the things Mn Reichdt objects
to in modem music) And yet today, we respect
Shakespeare's works as classics because the aesthetic and social values they promoted have become an integral part of the Western mind-set.
Reichelt objects to rock music because it rests
"on its own tradition," yet that's what any art
form rooted in anon-European tradition must
do. In fact, rock music has traditions which go
back for centuries, but to an African rather than
aEuropean culture. Ifind it perplexing, therefore, that Reichelt feels so concerned about,
among other things, "ongoing racism," when
it appears that he rejects any music which
doesn't have its roots in the classical European
tradition. The key to racial harmony lies in accepting the very real differences between cultures, rather than trumpeting the superiority
of one's own cultural heritage and denigrating the heritage of others. As avolunteer English teacher in Eastern Europe, I've witnessed
firsthand the results of the latter type of
thinking.
Second, Mn Reichelt states that "Pure Art"
"advances the medium in atechnically, intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually uncompromising way!' Iagree completely, but would
amend the statement which precedes it to say
that it reexamines and often redefines moral and
aesthetic standards. These standards might
include issues of politics and sexuality, yet Rdchek would consider that apollution of the pure
art by alower one. Let's look at Shakespeare
as he stacks up to Reichelt's first four agendas
of art:
Commercial—Shakespeare's Globe Theater
received no government finding, unlike many
of today's fine-arts institutions. One of Shake-
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speare's first agendas was to write theater pieces
which would attract people to the theater. If
his work hadn't appealed to amass audience,
he would have had to find another occupation.
Propaganda—Shakespeare was avery political writer, and his work is of value today because his ideas are still applicable to the social,
sexual, and political systems of today. For example, The Metrhant of Venice examines the issue
of anti-Semitism and many of its implications.
Entertainment—Having worked for Shakespeare Santa Cruz as aspotlight operator for
A Midsummer Night's Dream,I can readily attest that escapism is the primary purpose of
this play.
Pornography—If you think Shakespeare isn't
extremely sexual, you haven't been reading carefully. Consider this gem from As You Like It:
Orlando: Can Inot say, 1thank you? My better
parts are all thrown down; and that which here
stands up is but aquintain, amere lifeless block.
These agendas are not unique to Shakespeare, and most great theater is considered
such precisely because of its applicability to
real-life dilemmas. Bertolt Brecht, for example, was specifically propagandist—he told
you what his opinion was, and then he proved
it on the stage.
Shakespeare is not polite, and his work is
not merely an aesthetic exercise for "those
educated enough to appreciate it." Personally,
Ifind little interest in so-called museum-piece
productions in theater or music, because they
lack the very thing which makes art exciting in the first place. Ihave seen Shakespeare
performances in which every effort was made
to faithfully reproduce period clothing, period music, etc., but no effort was made to
extract any kind of modern meaning from
the text. The words remained the holy relics
of an ancient master—enshrined and revered
for their beauty, and yet completely uninterpreted. These classic works are given such
importance for their aesthetic value that the
artists who created them must have—as
Mozart said in Peter Shaffer's contemporary
masterpiece Amadeus—"shit marble."
Let me bring this back to musical art. As
amusic lover who appreciates agreat deal of
modern (not just rock) music, and one who
generally doesn't appreciate classical music,
Inevertheless realize that for some people,
classical music is ameaningful and deeply
emotional art form. The art of classical music
lies outside my cultural experience, and with
18

some exceptions, Igenerally don't appreciate
or understand its value. Why is Peter Reichelt
so loath to say the same thing with respect
to rock music?
Instead, he says that his critics believe that:
"It's okay to denounce aperson who prefers
aform of art which exists on an emotionally
and intellectually more advanced and evolved
level—a denunciation which is atransparent attempt at justifying mental laziness, blatant ignorance, and fear of the unknown!' I
shall ignore the Eurocentric undertone of that
statement because Ihave already addressed
that fallacy above. But to address the point
at hand: He is not being attacked because he
prefers classical music, nor is classical music
being attacked. Rather, he is being attacked
because he refuses to accept as valid any aesthetic viewpoint but his own. And to add
insult to injury, he bases his viewpoint of all
rock music on asmall selection of rock music
which is very old. All the rock music he mentions in his letters was recorded before Iwas
born. (Though no doubt for different reasons, Iprobably view the hippie movement
with as much skepticism as he does, and I
certainly don't rely on Crosby, Stills, and
Nash for my sexual mores.) Indeed, Iwould
consider it mental laziness, blatant ignorance,
and fear of the unknown to make pronouncements such as he does without agreater level
of firsthand experience with awide variety
of modern rock music.
Logically speaking, it is afallacy to declare
something to be universally true without
testing all cases. Furthermore, it's highly
questionable to declare something to be generally true without agood body of knowledge regarding the subject. Isuggest that Mr.
Reichelt acquaint himself with some current
rock music before making any more unilateral pronouncements. For example, one of
my favorite recordings is Jane Siberry's The
Walking [reviewed in Vol.11 No.8, p.163]. In
my opinion, her music is the epitome of
poetry—truly great art. I'd suggest that Mr.
Reichelt pick up acopy, listen to it, and read
the lyrics. He probably won't like it, but he
can't possibly deny that it has at least some
artistic value. I'd also like him to listen to one
of my favorite rap recordings, Hypocrisy is the
Greatest Luxury by the Disposable Heroes of
Hiphoprisy.2In light of this particular piece
2I'd also like to see areview of this album in Stereophile.
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Sound Fundamentals

from Fried
The Signature Series

The Signature Series consists of the Seta V, the
Q/5, the A/5 and the R/5. Each of these models
has been improved dramatically. All have an
improved 1" soft dome tweeter and new diffraction-reducing bevelled grills that result in greater
detail and imaging. All of the crossovers have been
further refined to provide seamless, flat response
over their intended frequency range.
From the very affordable Seta V to the new A/5,
Fried's two-way designs are nothing short of incredible. Line tunnel bass loading produces the tight,
accurate bass that has always been amark of Fried
speakers. Don't be fooled by the "boomy" bass that
most speakers create. Once you hear the difference,
you will never want to go back to the resonant,
reactive designs of others. All of these models are
available in black ash or dark oak laminates.
The R/5 is Fried's lowest priced three-way design.
A deeper cabinet for improved bass response,
newly positioned drivers and an improved crossover network make this speaker even better than
its well-known predecessor, the R/4. This speaker
is now offered in three wood veneer finishes: black
ash, light oak, and walnut.
The Reference Series
The Reference Series includes the Studio V, the C/5
mini monitor, and the D/2 subwoofer. These
speakers represent the state of the art in loudspeaker design. The Studio V is athree-way monitor
with full transmission line loading of the bass and
midrange. The C/5 is atwo-way mini-monitor
with transmission line loading. Although outstanding on its own, it is naturally teamed up with apair
of D/2 subwoofers for acomplete system. The
D/2's footprint matches the C/5 and is afull transmission line bass unit.
Our latest generation of products, the Signature
Series and Reference Series, designed without
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The Fried/eta Vand Studio V

attempting to break or bend the immutable laws of acoustics, brings us one step
closer to acoustic truth. In buying aFried
product, you will not "lock yourself out"
of progress in the field, in that we will
continue the long-standing Fried policy of
sending newsletters describing new developments and providing, at reasonable cost,
speaker upgrade kits.

1FRIED
PRODUCTS o CORPORATION

I323 CONSHOHOCKEN RD.
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401-2707
215027701014 FAX 215027704390

To request product literature, reviews, and
information about the dealer nearest you,
please call 1-800-255-1014.

Classé Audio Inc.
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9414 Cote de Liesse Road, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H8T 1A1 Tel.:(514) 636-6384 Fax:(514) 636-1428

of work, perhaps he could reevaluate the following statement:". .
rock is for the politically naïve, socially blind, morally licentious
people of any age group."
Which leads me to my final point. What
is good art, and what is "debased art"? Reichelt suggests that rock'n'roll is responsible
for sex, drugs, and anumber of other social
ills. Did promiscuity begin with rock'n'roll?
Did drugs? Of course not. Whether you call
it "sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll" or "wine,
women, and song," the three have been related ever since people learned to sing, drink,
and screw. Reichelt displays ahistorical myopia which characterizes most reactionaries.
It goes like this:
Things were purer, cleaner, better, more
enlightened in the past, and currently things
are bad and getting worse. Only by abandoning our lustful, carnal, dirty, sinful ways can
we return to that better time.
This viewpoint also neatly characterizes
his view of art and music: Today's art (rock)
is debased, carnal, and evil, while yesterday's
art (classical) is athing of transcendent beauty.
Not bothering to explain the connection
between rock and the host of social ills he
catalogs, he merely regards that connection
as self-evident, and in that logical jump lies
one of the circles of his argument. He argues
that people are drawn to moral, sexual, and
political depravity by "debased art!' Thus
compromised, people have no self-control,
no ability to judge right and wrong, and are
victims of the powerful, evil, and evidently
more intelligent purveyors of this "debased
art!' Such aphilosophy is suspect because it
releases people from responsibility for their
own actions: The devil made me do it.
Well, I've listened to rock music for along
time, and will continue to do so in the future.
Perhaps Ionly seem to have control over my
own actions, and perhaps these arguments
I've presented are the product of abrainwashed mind. Although Mr. Reichelt might
know for certain, I'm afraid Inever will.
CHRISTOPHER VAN DUKER
Odorheiu Secuiesc, Romania

GABBY, GABBY, HEY!

Editor:
Imust admit that Iwas disappointed the first
time Ilistened to the Pahinui Brothers' recent
release. Iwas expecting something more like
the Gabby Band albums of 20 years ago, the
STEREOPHILE, J
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seminal sessions Gabby recorded with Ry
Cooder. Instrumental in creating this sound
were Gabby's sons—Cyril, Martin, and Bla.
After hearing that Ry and the Pahinui Brothers would once again record together, I
immediately anticipated acontinuation of the
"Pahinui sound!' Fortunately Icame to realize that Cyril, Martin, and Bla are not Gabby.
They are individual artists with many years
of experience in creating their own unique
traditional and contemporary Hawaiian music
With all due respect, therefore, Iconsider
Michael Ross's review ("Record Reviews,"
April, p309) to be unduly harsh, written by
someone with apparently little knowledge
of the wide variety of Hawaiian music currently being written and performed. The
"unfocused" producers (incidentally, the
same people who produced all of Gabby's
work for Panini) were after asound that
would cross over to awider variety of listeners in Hawaii, and hopefully with its simultaneous release on Private Music, to mainland listeners. The first goal seemed to have
been realized by the disc's brisk local sales and
its nomination for several "Na Halal Awards"
(Hawaiian equivalent of Grammys), including Best Contemporary Hawaiian Album.
To many listeners in Hawaii, the arrangements of the traditional songs on the album,
sung in the "Gabby Band style" as atribute
to their father, are fresh and melodious. Their
rendition ofJohn Lennon's "Jealous Guy"
is performed "Jawaiian" style, asort of combination Hawaiian and Reggae that is extremely popular here. The other songs and
arrangements on the album attest to the versatility of the performers and their desire to
make truly innovative Hawaiian music.
Thanks to Guy Lemcoe for "discovering"
Gabby and including his work in Stereophiles
prestigious "Records To Die For" (February, p.115). Ienjoyed discussing the music
with Guy at the Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi
Show in San Francisco.. .There are alot
more joyous sounds to be heard.
ALAN EVERSON
Kaneohe, HI
AUDIOPHILIA NERVOSA
Editor:
Ienjoyed Stewart Glick's "Audiophilia Nervosa" in April. The disease is fairly widespread and manifests itself in avariety of
guises. Recently, Iencountered the worst case
21
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Imagine, if you will, the first product of its kind in the world.
A digital processor with true reference performance in the
area of D to A conversion. At the same time, a component
which meaningfully brings digital recording to the home,
and enhances it in the studio.
State of the art Analog to Digital conversion; as well as
Digital to Analog. A digital tape loop. An analog tape loop.
Line stage preamplification of the highest possible quality.
No mechanical pots or switches in the signal path. Digital
volume and balance. And micro-processor based remote
control operation.
Suppose, in addition, this product legitmately laid claim to
superior sound quality, whether the source was analog or
digital. And beyond even this, that it offered true step-up
performance to the now famous PS Audio UltraLink.
What you have would undoubtedly be called revolutionary.
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tering commentary responding to Barry
Willis's "Toys for Boys?" article in your January 1993 issue (April, p.12), you allowed your
publication to be used as asoapbox. Her letter is avalid response up to paragraph four,
but from that point goes downhill to become
ameaningless, self-serving tirade. Barry's
article wàs candid in acknowledging that the
high-end audio industry has neglected to take
women as consumers into consideration.
Westerman's letter was too vehement.
According to Ms. Westerman, it was obviously not politically correct to use the Hawaiian Hula dancer on the cover of your
January issue. The hula dancer was and is a
part of what is uniquely Americana. Perhaps
reading or rereading George Orwell's 1984
would remind all of us why we can't always
afford to be politically correct.
The promotion of high-quality, "AmeriW OMEN &THE HIGH END #I
can Made" equipment is the best way Iknow
Editor:
to get both men and women to purchase highLarry Archibald ("The Final Word," April
end audio that is indeed made in America.
1993, p.354) is wondering why women tend
not to patronize high-end audio. Perhaps I It worked for me. After purchasing foreignmade components for Home Theater, incan answer that for him. Men seek status
cluding a42" television, Imade the comment
symbols in response to societal pressure to
that Iwished Icould buy American-made
appear successful, whereas women are relacomponents. My best friend—my husband
tively free from that (they have their own
—took me to high-end audio dealers and had
pressures). Though the need for expensive
me listen to what Ihad been missing. Iwas
electronics has all but disappeared in the last
able to hear the difference. That, and the fact
20 years of innovation, the high-end cult surthat Icould put my money where my mouth
vives in adesperate male attempt to justify
was and buy American, convinced me that
buying such items and showing them off.
Ineeded to replace my Japanese-made steMy partner, Theresa Raynor, is an accomreo with ahigh-end audio system.
plished opera singer, computer music engraver,
Now Ihave purchased two new compoand enthusiastic audiophile. She does not use
nents and am saving for some loudspeakers
aUNIVAC computer, and she does not use
designed by aColorado-based company and
vacuum-tube amplifiers. She knows that in
manufactured in our sister country, Canada,
this day and age acoustics are 99% of audio
not Japan. Ihave just purchased my second
quality, and that moving aspeáker an inch
set of $100 1-meter interconnect cables—
or hanging adrape affects the sound more
unthinkable ayear ago. Some of the compothan the world's most esoteric D/A converter.
nents Ilistened to did not excite me visually.
[Not actually true.—Ed.]
Sound encouraged me to overlook design.
If women hear things differently, they are
My husband knew that, if he could ever get
also hearing live music differently, so accurate
me to hear the difference, Iwould be sold on
reproduction should be equally appealing.
the idea of purchasing high-end audio
But let's face it: Accurate reproduction is borequipment.
ing when compared to spending six figures
Men who want/need their wives' or sigon equipment and telling the guys about it.
nificant others' agreement and financial comKENT ASHCRAFT
mitment to purchase high-end audio need
Bowie, MD
to take them to visit high-end dealers and be
sure they take avaried selection of their favorW OMEN &THE HIGH END #2
ite music. If she doesn't hear the difference
Editor:
the first time, don't give up; just keep going.
In printing all of Nanette Westerman's blis-

ceptual vs perceptual, analog vs digital, dynamic vs electrostatic.
We went back to retrieve the D-6000s one
Sunday afternoon. Dr. X was out on the lawn
looking back toward the house and talking
animatedly with aguy in acorduroy sports
coat about sightlines and planar interplay. I
was feeling sorry for his wife as we carried
everything out.
"I hate to do this," Isaid. "I know you liked
them."
"No problem," she shrugged, "It's like
everything Rolly does." She watched him
make abig sweeping gesture as he described
his dream house. "You know, last year he
spent $30,000 on architects. And we still
haven't driven asingle nail." "BAFFLED"
Name & address withheld by request
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MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS
-the established leader
in loudspeaker technology
• In 1986, MONITOR AUDIO led the way with its
industry changing metal dome tweeter.
• In 1989, MONITOR AUDIO introduced to the world
its now famous "gold dome" tweeter.
• In 1991, MONITOR AUDIO again rose to the occasion
with the introduction of its widely acclaimed
ceramic coated aluminum alloy metal cone woofer.
• In 1993, MONITOR AUDIO utilized its breakthrough
driver technology in its Home Theater System.
The Tweeter dome is formed from an aluminum/magnesium alloy,
gold anodised to athickness that provides the correct stiffness and
damping, which results in alinear response to beyond audibility and
moves the first order of break-up to around 28KHz. The gold dome
is thinner, lighter and more rigid and therefore more efficient than
pure metal domes which suffer from poor efficiency and uncontrollable break-up modes within the diaphragm material.
The Woofer utilizes Monitor Audio's much touted ceramic coated
aluminum/magnesium alloy cone. The cone is drawn in athree
stage process, stress relieved at each phase to ensure molecular
consistency, rather than spun the conventional way, and then
sandwiched between 50 micron thick layers of heat dissipating
ceramic resulting in acone which combines perfect rigidity and self
damping properties over its entire operating range. The outer surround is moulded NITRILE rubber.
Developed by NASA, it suffers none of the thermo-mechanical instability exhibited by other surround
materials such as pvc. Therefore, the image and tonal balance will not shift with temperature changes.
Audible frequencies are affected by different materials, so by designing both the tweeter and woofer with
the same basic diaphragm material, anatural physical and audible consistency is achieved between high
and low frequencies, resulting in unrivalled realism and cohesion right across the audio range.
Home Theater The Perfect Experience .. Monitor Audio has applied its high performance audio
technology to the System 200 Surround Sound System. The front and rear channel gold dome speakers
are supported by the thunderous System 200 Sub-Woofer and the incredibly precise System 200 Center
Channel .. the first purpose designed Home Theater System with atrue audiophile pedigree.
Monitor Audio's inimitable gold dome technology is used in every Monitor Audio Loudspeaker
from the very affordable Monitor 7Gold all the way through to the prestigious
award-winning Studio 20SE. The cabinets are crafted from 3/4" (18mm) MDF
which, true to Monitor Audio's reputation, are beautifully finished in avariety of
real wood veneers, hand rubbed or Grand Piano lacquers, and veneered on the
inside to balance the "stress" of the panel, ensuring that it will not warp over time.
All Monitor Audio Loudspeakers are designed, engineered and manufactured from
start to finish by Monitor Audio at its own state of the art facilities in England.
For the ultimate in quality and performance .. ask for Monitor Audio .. the one with "the gold dome"
Recipient of the coveted Stereophile "Recommended Components" award 7times since 1988
MONITOR AUDIO USA
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your comfortable spheres of superiority!
And how long will your digital maven
reiterate to himself the "clear" limitations of
late-20th-century science as it relates to
front-end audio design? Two years, five years,
the rest of his life perhaps? He reminds me
of the classic punch-drunk fighter, here
banged around by heavyweights in the scientific community, replaying the 12th round
of some long-forgotten fight:". ..
and then
Itold Lipshitz that quality is only observable
to he who seeks it with proper karma" He's
refined awriting style that might be called
DS—diaphoretic soliloquy—he works up a
real sweat while running in place in front of
amirror. Many in the High End have mastered this "art." Play it again, Sam. ..
and
again, and again, and again!
A woman who harps on the same topic ad
nauseam is simply discounted as anag, aprisoner of hormonal variation. With male gurus,
the ranting is elevated to the status of profound theorizing. Those of the readership
with amodicum of education get the point
by now. In 1993 and beyond, how many
more attempts to unite Eastern mysticism to
amplifier design must we suffer through?
How many more clean windows into the
soundstage will we peer through? How many
more jaws will we witness dropping at some
sonic nuance?
W OMEN &THE HIGH END #3
Why don't women get off on this selfEditor:
congratulatory quest? Men, Ithink, are genSo, Mr. Willis and ahost of others still inveserally more disposed to analyze T-H-I-N-G-S
tigate why women are not devoted audiothan emotions. They tend to confuse the
philes. The High End is now searching its
messenger with the message. But maybe the
soul to find what it has done to alienate the
fair sex from the "mother of all hobbies." I conveyance, the electronics, is just not [as]
important as the actual M-U-S-I-C. Instead
do think that you've missed the forest for the
of accepting this diversity, you apparently
trees. As we occupy many seats in most conwon't hire women writers if their points of
cert halls and populate the world's orchesview or styles are at variance with yours,
tras, music is not an alien art for the gentle
which they obviously are. You then lament
sex. Maybe there's adarn good reason that
this reality. What you've ended up doing is
women care little about the gamesmanship
narrowing your base to the dimensions of a
that graces these pages.
pinhead, hence the repetition I've alluded to.
Alas, you've not stopped to consider that
If your club's participants had spent the
women might ask, "What is the problem
same efforts in finding great performances
with men who must assert their opinions
or great music, they'd care less about the perover and over and over again on the same
ipheral issues of ultimate resolution. That
non-resolvable issue?" Isee Sam Tellig once
voluminous collection of audio perceptions
again given space for his Shure V15 spiel in
makes as much sense as the Imelda Marcos
January 1993. He's performed this service for
shoe collection; they're both monuments to
maybe five years—we get the point! Are there
unfettered ego. Maybe asolution lies with
no better ideas around in Santa Fe that merit
the message of Clinton's inaugural address:
publication?! Perhaps you're now so intellecI-N-C-L-U-S-I-O-N.
tually inbred that you can't see outside of

Discuss what you both see and hear. If she
loves music, she will hear the difference, but
it may take time. A good high-end dealer
should be willing to switch components and
loudspeakers so that the differences that exist
among them can be heard and examined.
Also, the dealer ideally will have aroom
much like one in ahome so you can hear how
the components will sound in your home,
once you find the equipment that excites both
of you. Always obtain literature and product information on items of interest. Don't
buy anything until you both agree or are
willing to compromise. She really does hear
the music differently than you do. Work
together to obtain asystem pleasing to both
of you. Become informed consumers—ask
questions.
Finally, all of that testosterone in one place
can be inhibiting, especially when the men
get together and start speaking "technobabble." Iknow of both men and women who
have been intimidated by the specifications,
jargon, and snobbery which is not uncommon in this marketplace. Consumers will
buy from people who are enthusiastic, share
informed product knowledge, and do not
talk down to them.
SANDRA SMITH
Fort Worth, TX
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The most expensive dynamic speakers in the world
are multi-enclosure, minimum-baffle designs. So is
every full-range Vandersteen speaker. One listen to
the astonishing clarity and realism of Vandersteen
loudspeakers will show you why "boxless" is
definitely better.
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For more than 15 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers
true to both science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately
reproduce the entire frequency range of music and recreate the full dimensions
of the original performance, we can direct you to your nearest carefully selected
Vandersteen Audio dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth ST, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324
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So, thanks, but no thanks. Women aren't
as yet liberated enough to lose touch with
their reality. We'll pass on Big Brother's special high-end membership offer for now. The
price is still simply too high. TRACY BAYER
Hewlitt, NY

STICK TO WHAT YOU'RE ABOUT
Editor:
Thank you for holding the Stereophile HighEnd Hi-Fi Show here in San Francisco. I
enjoyed it, and learned alot. Iam only recently able to afford entry-level audiophile
stuff,3but Ihave been patiently building up
my equipment. Iam amusic fan, not atechnology guy, not an engineer. Iwould like to
learn more about the phono recording and
playback process, and digital recording of
massed voices. Iwould like to read alot more
of the real stuff in your journal—more in the
way of translating the technical world into
words that non-engineers can get agrip on.
Idon't learn alot from the long letters
about "my review vs your review" or "my
philosophy vs Nietzsche," and Idon't need
to read personal attacks back and forth between you guys and The Absolute Sound. Ican
get that from my condominium homeowners'
association squabbles. Or by buying the New
York Daily News. Ican subscribe to The New
Republic or Commentary for racial politics, and
MAD magazine for humor (or is it the other
way around?). Ido want to read more articles
like "The Jitter Game" and "Pace, Rhythm,
& Timing:' and more articles on the difficulties and intricacies of recording massed choral
works. And articles about the neurophysiology of hearing, melody, and harmony. Deep
stuff, Iknow. And I'm glad you acknowledged the trade-offi between time coherence
and coloration. My ears value time coherence immensely.
Concentrate on why we subscribe to the
journal. We like music, we perform in concerts, and we like to reproduce music at home.
Let Harry Pearson be Harry Pearson, let the
punk/rap folk imitate animals. [Very nice!—
Ed.] There are millions of people who would
benefit from knowing more about how to buy
good stuff. Think about them, and whether
3This is what my ears hear: My Thorens TD 166 Mk.I1 with
acheap Grado MF3E cartridge outdoes my Sony X33ES CD
player, through the Adcom 565 preamp, ESS amp (old thing),
and DCM Tune Windows. Iwent searching to buy speakers
or an amp, and instead bought aused Linn LP12. Long live
POP SCRATCH vinyl.
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you can offer them ahelping hand into the
Higher End of music.
DONN RUTICOFE
Richmond, CA

EXCESSIVELY TOUCHY?
Editor:
Regarding the competition between Stereophile and The Absolute Sound, you people who
publish and edit magazines are sometimes
excessively sensitive and touchy.
Stereophile publishes more reviews of affordable equipment, do-it-yourself construction
articles, technical information on equipment,
and more reviews period. TAS publishes
more price-no-object reviews, think pieces,
and interviews with people in the industry.
The two magazines overlap in some coverage, and sometimes even disagree on acomponent. Both magazines are worthwhile to
me and, Ifeel, are not competitive but complement each other. Any reader of one who
does not read both is denying him- or herself
much good reading.
This year is TAS's 20th anniversary in business. It's not exactly an important moment
in the history of mankind, or even publishing, but it is anice accomplishment. If you
don't wish J. Gordon Holt to be interviewed
by Harry Pearson, that's your right. However, the polite and gentlemanly thing to do
is to allow the interview. Isure wish you
would let it happen.
ROBERT POLING
Kent, OH
Mr. Poling is refming to arecent editorial comment
by Founder and Editor ofThe Abso!ute Sound,
Harry Pearson, that complained about Stereophile's Founder and Chief Tester,J. Gordon Holt,
not being availablefor interview in TAS or to write
for Mr. Pearson's other magazine, The Perfect
Vision. Thefollowing two letters were primarily
written to TAS following the same editorial, but
they were also sent to Stereophile As they raise
apoint about Stereophile's content that Iwould
like to address, Ihave published them here with the
writers' permission.
—JA

W HAT "WAR"?

To the Editor of The Absolute Sound:
Ibelieve Iunderstand much of the basis for
[The Absolute Soundfs ongoing "war" of
words with (the current owners of) Stereophile.
As first areader and then asubscriber to both,
Ihave followed the exchanges at times with
asmile, at times with alaugh, but almost al29
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Rejoice.
To come alive in the listening
experience. digital retrieval of recorded
source material without significant flaw
or error is not enough.The music must
be restored, in amanner that is so
involving that the listener forgets the
medium but remembers the music.
Enter the DAC2 digital converter from
Audio Research. The DAC2 is very
likely the most naturally musical DM
converter you've ever experienced.
At any price. Whatever sonic criteria
considered important—midrange
timbres. ambient detail, bass extension
and impact. dynamic nuance—the DAC2
retrieves and restores it all. in astunningly natural musical envelope that is
true to the music. true to your ears.
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There's one more thing the DAC2 will
restore: Confidence in your purchase
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different with digital?
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ways with adistaste which has recently ripened into arevulsion. While Ifind it humorous that the two leading spokesmen for
subjectivity should each find themselves in
the position of attempting to discredit the
other and reviling the other's reviewers for
arriving at differing opinions in reviewing
equipment, the exchanges have deteriorated
to the point where the lack of courtesy, respect—and, most importantly, the recognition that each of you stands for the highest,
most difficult ideals of the High End—is
most disturbing.
Furthermore, based on several comments
of your respective writers, Isuspect that
much of the interchange may be adisingenuous attempt to boost sales by creating controversy. Ihope not! But even if not, both of
you have aresponsibility to act up to the same
standards to which you hold the products
you review and consistent with the market
you represent. After all, you don't see Mark
Levinson (Madrigal) and Krell attacking each
other. And for good reason—it would discredit the end of the market both represent.
In simple words, Ihope you will both grow
up. Disagreement and discourse is healthy;
perhaps collaboration when positions warrant same would be even more constructive.
But both of you certainly need to rise above
the current pettiness in order to effectively
pursue your very similar missions—missions
that are at the heart of the High End.
As always, Iwill continue to look forward
to each issue [of TAM.
M ICHAEL A. NATBONY
Atlanta, GA

PENT-UP HOSTILITY?

To the Editor of The Abso!ute Sound:
Iwas disappointed to encounter your angry
Editorial Note that commenced Issue 86,
regarding Steteophile's refusal to allowl Gordon Holt to be interviewed by The Abso!ute
Sound. I've noted asteady stream of sniping
against Stereophile over the past few years, and
the diatribe on p.6 of the March/April 1993
issue seemed an explosion of pent-up hostility, as though you had been lying in wait for
the opportunity to pour out your bitterness.
Most audiophiles Iknow read both TAS
and Stereophile, and I'd be surprised if your
own data, derived from reader surveys over
the years, didn't indicate that asignificant
percentage of your audience also gets StereoSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 19-93

phile. In fact, the magazines are complementary, and although TAS would have it that
it is the final word on the High End, this arrogant stance ultimately appears ridiculous
to the enthusiast trying to maximize.his or
her enjoyment of music at home. In working so hard to demonstrate that it's alone at
the top, TAS can come off as smug, pretentious, inbred, and exclusive.
And there are at least two areas where Stereophde betters TAS at this point in time. Most
significantly, Stereophile is way ahead when
it comes to music reviews. Although Michael
Fremer is avery experienced listener and a
gifted writer on the subject of popular recordings—and TAS holds its own in this
matter, thanks to this essentially one-man
show—the coverage of classical music by
TAS is woefully superficial. Stereophile has a
larger number of classical writers, many with
prior record-review credentials, and enough
depth so that some can concentrate on circumscribed regions of the classical literature.
Mortimer Frank's perspective on aBeethoven symphony recording is substantially
broader than Sid Marks's, when Beethoven
happens to come up in the course of marathon surveys of the old RCA and Mercury
catalogs. The problem, Ithink, is that TAS
classical music coverage is driven more by
sonic concerns than by musical ones. Magnificent performances of interesting repertoire, in decent sound on non-audiophileapproved labels, are ignored in favor of yet
another six pages of dutiful praise of the latest
batch of Living Presence reissues. Not surprisingly, this skews the kind of music that
is reviewed: Orchestral music is in abundance, but chamber music notices are scarce,
and Ican't remember the last time anew
opera release was evaluated.
A second area where Stereophile has been
leading is in its efforts to make meaningful
measurements on components and attempt
to correlate them with the sonic attributes
audiophiles value. Stereophile is pioneering—
learning as it goes—but, under Jolui Atkinson's leadership, it's pushing the envelope in
this arena—one in which TAS hasn't chosen
to participate. By way ofjust one example,
Stereophilds recent measurements ofjitter in
different DACs, and observations on the
sound of these units, was afascinating exploratory study that generated alot of positive
comment from designers and others with
31
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The beauty of Meridian digital audio components goes
far deeper than our award-winning industrial design.
Exceptional functionality is matched by a mastery of
digital and analog electronics that have won the favor
of the most serious audiophiles, worldwide.
When the first CD player was introduced, Meridian
Audio recognised its benefits and limitations.
Ten years on, we have built areputation for eliminating
the limitations and realising the benefits. Products such
as the Meridian MCD and the new 600 Series have
established our reputation, second to none, for
understanding digital audio and delivering the finest
products.
Contact Meridian and listen to the digital art.

AlERIDIANAMERICA
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112,
Eastpoint (Atlanta), GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111 Fax (404) 346-7111
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good ears and alevel of technical sophistication.
Finally, Imust remind you that an important reason audiophiles subscribe to the
"underground" magazines (a preposterous
term for two publications as polished as
either TAS or Stereophile) is for guidance in
terms of equipment to investigate further for
purchase. Though there have been some
exceptions, the conclusions of TAS and Stereophile are frequently the same: The ears of
TAS are no more "golden," its powers of
observation no keener than Stereophile's. To
mention three products that Ibought over
the past five years: Ilearned as much from
Guy Lemcoe's review of the ARC SP14 as
from Andrew Benjamin's; as much from
Robert Harley's evaluation of the Theta Pro
Generation III as from Anthony Cordesman's; and—dare Isay it?—as much from
Larry Archibald's comments on the (original) Mirage M1 speakers as from HP's.
To be sure, TAS has made its own share of
important contributions to the high-end
world. The language of subjective reviewing
clearly grew up in your pages. But it is petty
and mean-spirited for you to intimate that,
under Atkinson's and Archibald's direction,
Stereophile hasn't made real contributions, too,
and that it's not afirst-class journal reporting
on high-end audio. There's been no indication of respect or collegiality in TAS, and I'm
not surprised that JA is leery of having Holt
interviewed by your magazine. He may have
reason to believe that, under the guise of discussing the "early days" with JGH, you may
use the opportunity to further attack the Stereophile of the present day.
Please don't cancel my TAS subscription.

to discredit the other," as Mr. Natbony states. Yes,
there have been readers' comments on TAS, both
positive and negative, made in our "Letters" column
—surely no one believes that only letters that reflect
amagazine's editorial philosophy get published?—
and some responses that Ihave made to lettersfrom
TAS contributors that have also appeared in "Letters." But in the past seven years, Stereophile has
publishedjust three examples ofdirect criticism concerning The Abso!ute Sound or its contributors
—hardly an "exchange."
Thefirst example was in 1986, after TAS had
published erroneous figures for Stereophile's circulation and accused Stereophile, in print, of submitting afalse statement of circulation to the Postmaster. The second instance was in late 1989 when,
in atranscript of aStereophile writers' conference
(Vol.12 No.11), we published some negative comments by writers about TAS's editorial policy and
competence. The third was in early 1990 (Voll3
No.1), when Icriticized Anthony H. Cordesman's
reviewing stance in response to areader's letter.
Iam sure that many readers willfind this paucity
hard to believe. Ichallenge them, therefore, to look
through back issues of Stereophile to try tofind
more instances. Ithink they'll discover that others
do not exist.4
The "war of words" is thus almost entirely onesided, yet to judgefrom Mr. Poling and Mr. Natbony's letters, there is aperception that there are as
many potshots flying from Santa Fe to Sea Cliff
as there are in the opposite direction—ie, that the
one attacked is as guilty as the attacker. Which is
ashame, because both magazines can stand on their
merits, and perhaps might even be considered complementary, as mentioned by Mr. Quint and Mr.
Poling in their letters. And having talked this subject
to death, what say we listen to some music? Or at
least move on to some discussion ofStereophile's

ANDREW QUINT

Merion Station, PA
"Collegiality," there's the word. Thank you, Mr.
Quint. And Iagree with Mr. Natbony that the
high-end magazines "have aresponsibility to act
up to the same standards to which [we] hold the
products [we] review." And to that end, as outlined
by Larry Archibald in last month's "Final Word"
column, Iactually try to operate apolicy in which
vituperative comment or criticism of our competition
by Stereophile writers within our pages is avoided.
"It takes two to tango,"goes the old saying, but
in this case we have asolo dancer. It is not true that
"the two leading spokesmen for subjectivity should
each find themselves in the position of attempting
S
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4Note that Ido not include Larry Archibald's "Final Word"
in June or this response Neither do Iinclude instances when
our review conclusions differ from those of TAS. Such conflicts are only to be expected, given the different editorial platforms of the two magazines and the different mind-sets of
the reviewers, and fall under the category of that healthy discourse and disagreement which Mr. Natbony implies, in his
letter, that he is in favor of. It must be noted, however, as Mr.
Quint states, that when the same component is reviewed in
both magazines, it is rare for the reviews to substantially disagree When awriter for TAS reaches his conclusions on a
component's performance. Iam sure that the existence of a
forthcoming or already published Sterrophile review of the
same component has no influence on him, any more than it
does in the opposite situation. (Indeed, when amanufacturer
recently charged that Stereophile reviews negatively because
TAS did the opposite, said manufacturer citing the EM) DSP7000 reviews in the two magazines as evidence—see "Manufacturers' Comments:' December'92, p.273—he remained
very quiet about the fact that Stereophile's review had appeared
on the newsstands almost simultaneously with TAS'sJ—JA
33
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review of the Shahinian Diapason speaker. —J
A

A BIZARRE REVIEW?

Editor:
Imust respond to Stereophile's bizarre review
of the Shahinian Diapason loudspeaker system (May '93, p.102) with some personal history. In 1976, Iinherited enough money to
afford any speaker Iwanted. For almost two
years Ilistened to the same handful of albums
at stores throughout the country. Isampled
every speaker available at that time. Ireally
didn't like anything Iheard until the day I
walked into Park Avenue Audio in New York
and heard the Shahinian Obelisks. From that
moment on, Iknew these were the speakers
I'd been searching for—finally aspeaker that
sounded like music.
Ibought the Obelisks—and Isought out
the designer, Dick Shahinian. During these
past 17 years Ihave spent many fascinating
hours with the man and his family, both at
CES and at their factory. With each refinement of his design, my respect grew for both
the man and the product. Ifelt every modification brought me closer to experiencing
pure music.
And then Iheard the Diapasons! My first
hearing left me in tears—I had never felt such
an emotional connection to music. Though
I'm no J. Gordon Holt and certainly no John
Atkinson—I just use my ears and my soul—I
have worked in various phases of the music,
sound, and stereo business for more than 25
years.
Icould elaborate on how angry Iam after
reading the Stereophile review of this remarkable product. Icould explain in detail just
how little regard Ihave for your publication.
Instead, let me urge any music lover to seek
out this speaker, this man, and hear for themselves why Dick Shahinian is one oía handful
of living American treasures. Truly, the music
lives in him and in his speakers.
Scorr TRUSTY
New York, NY

A NEGATIVE REVIEW
Editor:
After reading the very negative review of
Shahinian's Diapason in May, Ifelt it necessary to write and tell of my completely different experience with this loudspeaker. No, I'm
not going to disparage your and JGH's
reviewing ability à/a EAD, but simply state
STEREOPHILE, JULY 1993

that my opinion of the Diapason System is
180° from yours in every area mentioned.
I've owned my pair for about four years
now (you published my letter extolling their
virtues in '89) and have found them to be
tonally accurate, dynamic, realistic, lacking
in glare, able to image and soundstage admirably, etc., etc. My opinions are shared by
all who've listened to my system. This includes audio experts and novices, men and
women. Even my wife, who hears to +16kHz,
loves them.
I'm familiar with systems using Hales/
Muse, WATT Ills/Puppies, B&Ws, Thiels,
etc., yet Ialways come down in favor of my
Diapasons. JA, you measured them as adifficult load to drive, yet Ican hit 100 spls at
3meters without any distressing artifacts.
Believe it or not, Iuse an Audio Research
Classic 60 (wonderful) and passive Ultimate
Attenuators!
Now, Imust admit, I've designed my system and sound room around these speakers.
All walls but one are concrete-backed. The
floor is carpeted concrete. Ispent weeks and
months determining the right location. Iutilized alocal audio engineer to measure and
set up the room for acoustics. This same
engineer rewired my power so analog and
digital are split clear to the pole using cartridge fuses and premium wire and receptacles. He also made me custom interconnects,
interfaces, and speaker wire, etc.
The ironic part? This same engineer originally told me that he was very unimpressed
with the Diapasons. Now he readily admits
they're doing some positive things that he's
never heard any speaker do.
All in all, Iagree with JGH's earlier impressions. Iguess controversy makes audio
enjoyable.
BOB GASH
Lee's Summit, MO

ANOVERLOOKED REVIEW
Editor:
This cavil should, perhaps, be more properly
addressed to Mr. Holt, but having trusted in
the ears of this man for well nigh unto three
decades now, Ilook upon him as somewhat
of an Icon, and one just does not go about
pointing out oversights in the pronouncements of an Icon, does one? Itherefore ask
of you, Mr. Editor, to intercede in my behalf
in conveying the following grievance to Mr.
Holt.

WorldRadioHistory
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"The PS8 Alphas are simply one
of the greatest buys in audio,
providing nmusically satisfying
sound for apaltry S200 ...For their price,
the PS8 Alphas are asensational
audio bargain. Now get out those
checkbooks!"

Jack English, Stereophile,
Vol. 15, No.7 (July, 1992)
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In the review of the Shahinian Diapason/
Double Eagle loudspeaker system (Vol.16
No.5, p.102), there is, in the second paragraph, the following statement: ".. .
and only
his first speaker system has been reviewed by
aUS publication." This is accompanied by
afootnote citing aStereOpus review of the
Obelisks. Iam well aware of the fact that
there are far too many "underground" audio
magazines out there for any one person—
even an Icon—to be aware of, let alone conversant with. The Sensible Sound, however, has
been around for about 15 years, and Ireviewed the Shahinian ARC system in its issue
#43 (Summer 1991) ...
In regard to Mr. Holt's review, it was
gratifying to read that his opinion and general
description of the "Shahinian Sound" coincided so closely with that which Iperceived
from a"poor relative" in the Shahinian line
of speakers. Whether we admit it or not, we
audiophiles seem to have an inherent need
to have our perception of sound validated by
direct comparison to that of a"master!'
JERALD D. BURT
Moreland Hills, OH
My apologies to Mr. Burtfor overlooking his review
of the Shahinian ARC Both Gordon and Iwere
puzzled and disappointed by the sound of the Shahinian Diapason/Double Eagle in our respective
listening rooms. Our experience of the speaker at
hi-fi shows had led us to expect more, though Imust
be honest and say that the sound Dick Shahinian
was obtaining at the most recent shows was more
peaky in the treble than it had been before. Had he
changed the Diapason's tweeter or its balance? He
isn't saying.
However, Isuspect that part of the disparity
between our reviewfindings and those of the three
readers above concerns the music we listen to. Mr.
Shahinian is devoted to large-scale, classical otrhestral
music of the Romantic school and, asJGH pointed
out in the review, the tonal balance of the Diapason
and its imaging abilities have been deliberately
alteredfrom astrictly neutral standpoint to enhance
the illusion of reality with recordings of this kind.
But the price paid is that otherforms of music are
reproduced less well. I, for example, play alot of
chamber music and solo piano recordings, and on
these kinds of music the Diapason sounds distinctly
colored. And on nonclassical music, the Diapason's
heavy bass means that it is not nearly asJleet offoot
as it needs to be to cope withfour-in-the-bar kick
drum and percussive bass-guitar lines.
STEREOPHILE, J
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Richard Shahinian now has the review samples
back and is checking to see if they are out of specification, but the moral of this review is that, as
Gordon has said all along, it's how the component
sounds in your room and system with your music
that counts. In this, reviewers are no differentfrom
anyone else.
-JA

THE COBALT REVIEW

Editor:
As anew owner ola Cobalt 307 DAC from
Theta Digital, Iread the review in the April
1993 Stereophile (p.211) with great interest.
Iheard many of the sonic characteristics of
the 307 when it was demonstrated by Mr.
Mike Moffat of Theta Digital at alocal
Myer-Emco "audio night out" in December 1992.
This letter, however, concerns the measurements section of the April review. Looking at fig.1 and using the maximum output
levels of the two channels, Icalculate a
0.136dB level difference between the right
and left channels, much as the graph depicts.
Ido not, however, get the 03dB level difference RH stated in the text. Another item,
which is more disturbing, is fig.5. According to the Burr-Brown data sheet for the
PCM-67PK DAC, the overall linearity is
supposed to be ±ldB, typically at -90dBFS.
Neither of the plots in fig.5 for the left or
right channel of the DAC seems to attain this
level of linearity. These measurements look
very smooth in comparison to DAC linearity
curves Ihave seen in Stereophile for other
DACs. Exacdy what type of signal was used
for this measurement?
Still another oddity is that when you compare fig3 to fig.5 at the -90dBFS level, fig3
does not show the 2.5dB difference between
the two channels shown in fig.5. In looking
at fig.5, the DAC starts departing from linear
operation at the -60dBFS level. This is the
exact point when the 1-bit system is supposed to begin operation. Fig.5 would lead
one to believe that this might be abad PCM67PK DAC. However, fig3 looks as though
the system was working well. Can you explain this difference in measurements? Ican
think of many possible explanations, but
none of them are any good. Any ideas?
Iwas and still am very happy with this
unit. Perhaps I
just missed something.
RICHARD H. HOLLIS
Hollywood, MD
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HEAR How I
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If you're using adigital music source, such as aCD, Nature dictates
that you transform the bits of information into analog waves.
With our new digital to analog converter, the transition becomes so
smooth, so elegant, any music sounds vastly superior. The high end
sweetens. The low end strengthens. The soundstage deepens. And your
living room comes far closer to capturing not only the sound, but the
very soul of live music.
In fact, it's been said that our new D/AC-1000 can even turn vinyl
die-hards into digital converts.
Surprising? Not when you consider that it comes with an ST fiber
optic connector and three independent power supplies. Features you'd
never expect to find on aunit this affordable.
That's been the Parasound hallmark for over adecade. And that's why
our components continue to astound the high-end audio community.
So if your music is locked up in adigital source, unlock it with a
D/AC-1000. You're bound to create waves. Just as Nature intended.
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The observant Mr. Hollis is correct on both items.
The Cobalt's stated 0.3dB channel imbalance is
actually 0.136dB. The discrepancy in the Cobalt's
apparent linearity betweenfigs.3 and 5is caused
by aquirk in the Audio Precision System One's
DSP signal generator—something Idiscovered and
reported in myJune review of the Meridian 263.
When driven by asteady-state tone to produce
the spectral analysis of an undithered, -9031dBFS
lkl-lz sinewave, digital processors have no trouble
staying locked to the input signal. When measuring
linearity, however, the processor under test is driven
by adigital representation of a500Hz sinewave
of incrementally decreasing amplitude. When the
System One's DSP generator steps down the amplitude, the SlIDDIF output is momentarily interrupted,
causing some processors to lose lockfor an instant.
When this happens, the analog output level drops
until the processor regains lock. The interruption
is so brief that thefront-panel "Lock" LED doesn't
even blink. This explains the apparent negative
linearity error seen in fig.5 but not in fig.3.
Since we began using the Audio Precision DSP
generator (instead of atest CD)for linearity testing,
the Cobalt and Meridian 263 are the only processors
that have been effected by the brief interruption of
the S/PDIF datastream. Despite the momentary
glitch, the input receiver of every other processor I've
tested stayed locked to the S/PDIF signal, resulting in correct measurements. The Cobalt is the only
product whose published linearity measurement was
affected by this anomaly. Ihave increased the System
One's settling delay" and "data samples" parameters to correct the problem. Retesting the Cobalt
revealed its linearity error at -90dBFS to be within
the ± ldB specffication. Finally, thanksfor paying
such close attention to Stereophile's measurements
section.
-RH

THE FINAL WORD
Editor:
Ihave noticed over the last few years adistinct change in the types of letters published
in Stereophile.
Practical and music-oriented feedback has
been replaced by intellectual (I'm being kind)
banter about ...
racism! Topics also include
your reviewers' biases, poor Corey Greenberg (for writing with you. '-xuberance
and wit), and seemingly every nit-picky
thing other than how to best enjoy our favorite toys. This has led me to read "Letters"
only after reading reviews and articles for the
second time.
My seven-year-old, Adam, put things
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back into perspective for me the other night
while we were listening to my system over
agame of Scrabble. We happened to switch
seats (because my "stereo chair" was more
comfortable to him), and he immediately
remarked how different the music sounded
when he sat in my chair. A seven-year-old,
mind you.
When he asked why such adifference
when the two chairs are only 2' apart, Inearly
wept with joy. My son had discovered the
joy of soundstaging and imaging. Iscanned
the room for adue to aproper analogy. There
it was: aViewmaster. Iasked him to look at
his brother William's Beauty and the Beast picture disc and then to close one eye. The rest
is history. Icouldn't resist scurrying to the
bathtub to announce to my hydrating spouse
that her son had just asked me about the Holy
Grail of audio, the raison d'être of my bestest
toy that he's not allowed to touch (not just
yet, anyway, despite the major points he had
just scored).
Now Idon't care how pointless and uninteresting most of the "Letters" column is. My
stereo buddy and I
just enjoy the sound of
music.
An
C. RENZ
Larchmont, NY

"It brings to the music
an air of authority...
....authority which will appeal to those who
demand vigorous performance from an audio
system and wish to be thrust into the presence
of the music by afirm hand. At the same time,
the Gryphon possesses asilky touch, bringing
to mind the old cliché

'an iron fist in avelvet glove."
—"Audio Review," Italy
Bebo Moroni on the Gryphon Preamp

THE
GRYPHON

It's What You've Been Waiting For
Gryphon U.S.A
(216) 791-9400
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Why won't conventional
hi-fi speakers work
for Home Theater?

You need three front speakers -left, right and center to achieve realistic home theater. Astereo pair would place
the dialog in the center (where it belongs) from only one
listening position. You can't use conventional hi-fi speakers
for the center channel, even shielded models, because their
dispersion patterns prohibit raising them too high or laying
them
on their sides.
UNI -0 DRIVER TECHNOLOGY
LETS EVERYONE BE IN
KEF's proprietary Uni-Oedriver, which places its tweeter
THE SWEET SPOT:
at the center of the woofer, allowed KEF's engineers to create
the ideal center channel speakers, the Models 100 and 90. Their uniform dispersion
patterns let them be placed beautifully above or below the screen, creating the
impression that the sound is coming directly from the screen. Moreover, the Models
100 and 90 are both Reference Series, which not only ensures their quality and
consistency; it permits their use as satellites and their seamless integration with
other KEF Reference and 0-Series loudspeakers.
The Uni -O driver. One of aseries of KEF scientific
achievements dedicated to one goal: the most realistic
performance in your home.
KEF Elochortos of Are
fnC
1701 Touc,s, Fleficl CP041.1 Heel's. VA 2311.1.

The Science of Loudspeakers'
WorldRadioHistory

SEE YOUR
PARTICIPATING
KEF DEALER
FOR ASPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER ON THE
REFERENCE FOR
HOME THEATER
CALL TOLL-FREE
FOR THE DEALER
NEAREST YOU.
1-800-859-7232

US: John Atkinson

Ihave mentioned before that dealers who
were putting on seminars should let me have
the details so Ican give them some free publicity in "Industry Update." Progressive
Audio, 1764 North High Street, Columbus,
OH, is presenting Richard Vandersteen of
Vandersteen on July 15; Steve McCormack
and Joyce Fleming of McCormack/The
Mod Squad on August 2; and Bruce Brisson
of MIT on September 22. Seating at these
presentations is said to be limited, so call
Progressive at (614) 299-0565 for times and
reservations.
Richard Vandersteen must be taking a
touring vacation, as he will also be appearing
on Friday, July 16 at aseminar presented by
Audio Etc..., 2616 Colonel Glenn Highway, Fairborn, OH—phone (513) 429-HIFI
(4434) for time and information—and at
7pm, Wednesday, July 21 at aspeaker seminar
being presented by Overture Audio of Ann
Arbor, 618 South Main Street, Ann Arbor,
MI. Tel: (313) 662-1812.
Finally, Almas Hi-Fi Stereo, 4354 North
Woodward, Royal Oak, MI, is presenting
Tom Mincy of Adcom at 7pm, Tuesday July
13. Tel: (313) 549-8090.
Dealers holding similar events should Fax
me the when, where, and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks before the month
STEREOPHILE, J
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of the event—ie, if you're putting on something in October, you should get the information to me by August I. Mark the Fax
cover sheet "For the attention ofJohn Atkinson—Dealer Bulletin Board."

UK. Ken Kessler

The British hi-fi community lost alongserving member when Denis Wratten died
suddenly in April. He was 49.
Wratten began his audio career as ashowgoing enthusiast in the 1950s. He entered the
industry on aprofessional level in the mid1960s, working with Kodak's entry into the
audio field, open-reel tape, before working
on Europe's first Dolby cassette deck at Bell
& Howell. While at B&H, he established the
company as the distributor for Acoustic Research, eventually setting up AR's European
subsidiary in the Netherlands. In 1973, Wratten moved to the ill-fated, governmentfinanced Strathearn Audio' before joining
1Strathearn Audio represented an attempt by the UK government to create employment in Northern Ireland. Unfortunately, despite the massive infusion of government funds
and access to askilled workforce, the bought-in designs to
be manufactured were fundamentally flawed. The more senior
(continued on next page)
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arned aClass Brating in the
A'pril 1993 issue of Stereophile's
Recommended components.
It is one of the least expensive
Components in Class 8power
amplifiers!"
John Atkinson, Stereophile

.„
HAFLER, ADIVISION OF ROCKFORDWorldRadioHistory
CORPORATION •TEMPE, ARIZONA 85281 U.S.A.
(602) 967-3565 •CANADA: (416) 567-1920 •EUROPE FAX: 1491421-487877

EAD in the US in 1976, first as Vice President of International Marketing for Infinity,
then as President of KLH.
Back in the UK following the 1981 sale of
KLH to Kyocera, he set up his own company,
Acoustic Gold, after ashort spell as Marketing Director of Meridian. He became involved
with the Finial laser LP player, initially as a
distributor, but it appeared to many that he
was the only person trying to get the Finial
turntable to work to Western standards. It
was one of the most heavily publicized ventures in hi-fi in the late-1980s, yet it caused
little but grief for Wratten. On apersonal
level, Iowe thanks to him for his assistance
in helping me to follow the Finial turntable's
progress from CES to CES, when the parent company was unwilling to talk to the specialist press. The best thing to happen to his
career was leaving distribution and embarking on his last project, Sequence, where he
was able to channel his expertise into arange
of slim-line speakers. It now appears that
Sequence will play no small part in making
Home Theater acceptable to alarger number of consumers in the UK. Tragically,
Wratten didn't live to see what will happen
to the brand after its well-received debut.
Wratten is survived by his widow, Alison,
and four children.

US: Robert Harley

Pacific Microsonics, the company formed to
develop and market the High Definition
Compatible Digital' (HDCD") process, has
announced some details of the technology
and how the HDCD decoder will be incorporated into CD players and digital processors.
In case you missed my earlier reports?
HDCD is asophisticated analog/digital converter and proprietary encoding process that
produces adigital signal compatible with
members of the British press still remember, for instance, the
first demonstration of the Strathearn turntable, which confounded all present by revolving backwards. About the only
evidence that there was once aStrathearn is its printed-foil
drive-unit, which is still used in some speaker designs, and
its superb anechoic chamber, which was purchased at the
inevitable closing-down sale by. Iremember, Monitor Audio
and Mission.
—JA
2See "Industry Update" in Vol.15 No.11, p.40, and "As We
See It" in Vol.16 No.1, p.7.
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existing 16-bit/44.1kHz digital formats and
hardware—including Compact Disc. The
second part of HDCD is an optional decoder
to be included in some CD players and digital
processors. Discs encoded with HDCD will
still play back on standard hardware without the decoder and sound better than conventional CDs, but the process's full potential
will be realized only by playing HDCDencoded discs through aCD player or digital
processor equipped with an HDCD decoder.
Note that the decoder is not arequirement,
but an enhancement. JA and Ihave heard the
full process firsthand; we feel it is arevolutionary breakthrough in digital audio sound
quality.
The big question has been just when
HDCD decoders will be available. Pacific
Microsonics originally planned to license
HDCD to just afew high-end processor
manufacturers who had the expertise to implement the decoder with expensive and
complex DSP chips. Rather than spend their
resources on this approach, however, Pacific
Microsonics has put its efforts into making
the decoder on asingle custom integrated circuit that will be affordable, easily implemented, and widely available. The company
expects to have the first decoder chip between
September and November of this year. The
price for the chip and the license to use it will
reportedly be "competitive with the best digital filter ICs'
The decoder IC will incorporate adigital
filter that replaces the filters found in most
digital processors (usually an NPC 5803 or
5813). By saving the cost of afilter chip, the
HDCD IC will be more affordable to digitalprocessor manufacturers. Note that the
Pacific Microsonics digital filter is integral
to the HDCD process—the HDCD decoder
cannot be used with other digital filters when
decoding HDCD recordings. However, processor manufacturers who continue to use
their custom DSP-based filters can use the
HDCD chip in conjunction with these filters:
HDCD-encoded discs would be processed
by the digital filter in the HDCD chip; discs
without HDCD encoding would be processed
by the manufacturer's custom digital filter.
How soon HDCD-based digital processors appear in stores will be determined by
high-end manufacturers' speed in getting
products to market. The licensing information, data sheets, application notes, and engi-
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neering samples will be made available to all
manufacturers simultaneously.
So far, only Reference Recordings has been
issuing HDCD-encoded CDs ,
3 mastered
using the prototype encoder. The first beta
samples of the professional HDCD encoder
will be delivered to selected mastering studios
toward the end of this year. The professional
reaction to the process has so far been enthusiastic. This suggests avery exciting scenario
—HDCD encoding may become the standard of the CD mastering industry.
Pacific Microsonics has been understandably secretive about how HDCD works; the
company has major patents pending on the
process. They have now, however, disclosed
the broad principles behind HDCD. The following description is based solely on information supplied to me by Pacific Microsonics.
The HDCD process begins by digitizing
the analog input signal with much higher
resolution than conventional encoding. The
higher resolution occurs in both the frequency domain and amplitude domain, a
result ola very high sampling rate and longer
word length. The high-resolution digital data
are then subjected to areal-time continuous
analysis that identifies certain information
in the signal determined to be perceptually
significant in terms of preserving asense of
frequency extension, space and depth, lowlevel detail, and correct reproduction of
timbre. The algorithm identifying this information is based on psychoacoustic models
of human hearing. Part of these models are
taken from the classic psychoacoustic literature, part from Pacific Microsonics' own
research. This coding technique preserves
information in the original analog signal that
would be lost using conventional digitalaudio encoding methods.
After these "perceptually significant" signal elements have been identified and coded,
the high-resolution digital signal is converted
3Several HDCD-encoded discs are now available from Reference Recordings. They are: Testament, Dick Hyman Plays Duke
Ellington, most of The Oxnard Sessions, Volume Tuso, and Trittico.
Although these discs sound terrific without the decoder—
albeit with alow-level "pumping" of the background noise
in silent passages—they are astonishing with it. (This pumping
was due to aflaw in the prototype encoder and is not apparent
with more recent HDCD recordings.) JA and Ihave heard
Testament with and without the decoder. When decoded, there
was much more space and depth, greater resolution, and lower
noise. Indeed, the decoded signal rivaled Keith Johnson's
unique analog tape machine playing first-generation master tapes.
44

to 16-bit, 44.1kHz data compatible with the
existing CD standard. The encoded perceptually significant elements are then buried
in an apparently inaudible side channel within
the 16-bit, 44.1kHz data. The digital signal
stored or transmitted is thus astandard 16bit, 44.1kHz sampled datastream with information describing characteristics of the highresolution signal hidden within it. This is
why HDCD-encoded CDs are compatible
with non-HDCD-equipped CD players and
digital processors.
The information transmitted in the side
channel is the key that tells the decoder how
to process the digital audio data. The decoder
can then restore as much as is possible the
original high-resolution digital signal. By
putting this kind of intelligent processing at
both ends of the chain, HDCD overcomes
the limitations imposed by a16-bit, 44.1kHz
storage and transmission channel.
To recap, HDCD can be considered asixpart process:
1) The analog signal from microphones,
mixing console, or tape is converted to digital
with high resolution in both amplitude and
frequency domains.
2) A psychoacoustically derived algorithm
4If you find this approach hard to grasp, consider the mantissa
and scale factor approach to describing signal level in this
issue's review of the Maranta DD-92 DCC recorder. Say that
you could bury avery simple, 4-bit code describing ascale
factor within the 16-bit audio data at afraction of the 44.1kHz
sample rate This could then be used to amplify the dynamic
range "window" described by the 16-bit audio data mantissa to give effectively 20-bit resolution. In effect, signal peaks
would become higher in level, the signal noise floor would
become lower in level—an exact analogy with analog signal
compression.
The first trick involved would be how to encode the subband data within the audio data without it becoming audible
and making the undecoded sound worse This is not trivial.
Any signal that describes asecond signal is correlated with
it, and an additional, correlated signal is by definition distortion. Second, the scale factor must be restricted to asmall
enough range, and/or the scale-factor sampling frequency
must be chosen so that the sound doesn't "pump" too audibly
without decoding (just as with analog signal compression).
Note that Iam not saying that this is how HDCD works.
However. Ido believe this kind of philosophy to be the basis
of apparently loss-less digital data compression.
In effect, on atrack-by-track basis, this is exactly what
Robert Harley and Idid when we mastered Stereophiles Test
CD 2. Rather than match the noise floors, as recommended
by John Eargle and other engineers for sampler CDs, we
transferred each of the diverse analog tracks to digital by using
the full 16-bit dynamic range of the A/D converter. As the
peak:mean ratios and the noise floors for each track are wildly
different, there are disturbing jumps in loudness level and
background noise as you play the disc. But if you change the
volume between each track to an appropriate level for the next
track, you are acting as ahuman scale factor on the Test CD's
16-bit mantissa for the purpose of giving better than 16-bit
dynamic range for the Test CD considered as awhole (My
thanks to Larry Archibald for pointing out this analogy.)—JA
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The Price of Audio Heaven Just Came
alittle closer to Earth.
When we first introduced the
Clearfield Metropolitans, there
was aquite alot of speculation:
"What is Counterpoint doing
making loudspeakers?" But then
people started hearing them.
And the speculation changed
to "How can Iafford to get apair
of Clearfield loudspeakers in my
home?" How indeed? By staring
off with the new Diplomats.
This world class
design features
custom made glass
fiber drivers and
the ferro- fluid
damped metal
tweeter found in a
rival speaker costing five times this
price. Add to
that arock solid,
triple-layer constructed cabinet
for clarity and
transparency unrivalled by other
two ways. At just
$1195 apair, msrp.

Add the EmBASSy Wooferstands
when you're readv for upgrading your Diplomats, or just
about any other small speaker you own, because we
made them user adjustable.
For the price of apair of
high end loudspeaker stands
alone, buy yourself true bass
response down to 30 Hz. At
just $795 apair, msrp.

Counterpoint. The Audio Technology Company.
2281 Las Palmas Dr., Carlsbad, CA. 92009
Canada & U.S. (800) 275-2743 Fax (619) 431-5986
WorldRadioHistory

Adcom would
like to make
this perfectly
clear. íi
egandless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
..the effective suppression of AC '12F hash by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players. ...the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb... .
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 198&
Recommended accessory in Stereophile. Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later."
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE -515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130

details you car,r hear

Distributed in Callada len PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R dX..5
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determines which parts of the high-resolution signal are perceptually significant.
3) Perceptually significant elements of the
high-resolution signal are identified and
coded.
4) The high-resolution data is reduced to
16-bit, 44.1kHz data compatible with existing formats.
5) The perceptually significant elements
of the high-resolution signal are described
in aside channel hidden within the conventionally coded audio data and transmitted in
the standard 16-bit, 44.1kHz channel.
6) The side-channel information acts as a
key to the decoder, which restores the original high-resolution signal.
A few other details were revealed. First,
HDCD uses adynamic bit-allocation scheme
that results in greater amplitude resolution.
Pacific Microsonics wouldn't disclose further
information about this, but did say that HDCD
preserves the information important on an
instantaneous basis for high-amplitude resolution—information that would have been
lost in conventional 16-bit coding.
Second, HDCD preserves cues in the frequency domain that produce asubjective
impression of extended high-frequency
response. Pacific Microsonics discovered that
hard band-limiting asignal to 20kHz reduces
music's sense of air and openness. They
therefore identify signal components that
preserve this impression of extended highfrequency response, components they code
in the side channel. HDCD reportedly has
the air, openness, and subjective extension
to rival that of Keith Johnson's 40kHzbandwidth analog tape machine.
Finally, HDCD does not use in-band noise
shaping. This is the technique behind Sony's
Super Bit Mapping that shifts quantization
noise away from frequency bands in which
the ear is most sensitive.
Pacific Microsonics intends to reveal more
information about this innovative and sophisticated process later, perhaps in Audio Engineering Society papers. Meanwhile, it appears
that gready improved CD sound is just around
the comer for music lovers and audiophiles
With mastering studios soon to be making
HDCD-encoded discs and digital processor manufacturers putting the HDCD decoder in their products, 1994 may turn out
to be the year of High Definition Compatible
Digital.
STEREOPHILEJULY 1993

US:ohn Atkinson

According to the March 15 issue of the
industry newsletter Audio Week, home CD
player sales in the US declined by nearly 15%
in 1992 compared with 1991. There were
3,254,805 units sold, with 57.3% of them
multiplay models. Carousel models outsold
magazine models by 3to 1. Cassette-deck
sales declined by 19%, which means that
1992 saw more LP turntables sold than singlewell cassette decks (310,752 vs 303,364)! In
fact, turntable sales were up by 15%, even
though LP sales (2.3 million units) were less
than half what they were in 1991, according
to RIAA figures. CD sales in the US, however, increased from 333.3 million units in
'91 to 407.5 million in '92.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

When digital audio arrived in the late '70s and
early '80s, its 16-bit linear PCM format was
viewed both as an ambitious target and as an
inflexible limit that would define sound quality for ageneration. But in the '90s an interesting divergence is developing: Digital audio
standards are racing in two opposite directions.
At the mass-market level, perceptual coding is being used to drastically reduce bit rates
for reasons of economy, convenience, and
practicality. DCC's PASC encoder uses 384
kilobits/second for stereo, equivalent to an
average data rate ofjust four bits per sample.
The ATRAC encoder in Sony's MiniDisc
uses 300kb/s, or about 3.4 bits/sample. And
at the recent NAB convention, digital radio
developers described FM-band systems
based on perceptual coders with data rates
averaging only two bits per sample.
At the studio level, on the other hand, the
16-bit standard is increasingly being aban-

5Although it is unclear from Pacific Microsonics' information
that HDCD—like DCC, MD, and the various DAB digital
schemes—uses aperceptual coding algorithm to squeeze more
data through the limited window of the storage medium, I
wonder if there might be another approach to audio data
reduction that has yet to be used. With video and computer
images, it has proven possible to achieve enormous datareduction ratios using fractal-based algorithms. Even the most
aggressive data-reduction algorithm applied to audio achieves
areduction ratio ofjust under 9:1, yet 250:1 appears to be possible in image compression, presumably non-real-time, using
afractal technique. Unlike perceptual coder schemes, this
appears to be possible without throwing information away.
What, then, would be the likelihood of compressing audio
data by regarding it, not as audio data, but as representing a
two-dimensional, monochrome image matrix that could be
compressed without loss and subsequently reconstructed by
afractal process? Or is the audio waveform just too complicated or insufficiently redundant? Or is this too cumbersome
aprocess ever to be achievable in real time? Ideas, anyone?—JA
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doned in favor of higher-resolution systems.
This trend began with Chesky's use of a
128x-oversampling A/D converter. Then
Telarc, Dorian, and other audiophile-oriented
labels began using 20-bit converters from
UltraAnalog, Apogee Electronics, et al.
Before long, large record companies such as
Decca/London and Sony also began using
18- and 20-bit converters.
Wherever you look, 20-bit A/D is rapidly
becoming the professional standard, particularly for multitrack recordings. Sony's
popular 3348 digital multitrack recorder is
routinely available with 20-bit converters,
while the Sony PCM-9000 disc recorder can
store up to 80 minutes of 20-bit digital stereo.
The PCM-9000, which can be used for CD
mastering in place of the old video-based
PCM-1630/U-Matic system, uses magnetooptical recording technology similar to that
in the recordable MiniDisc (without, of
course, the MD's sonically compromised
A/D and DIA).
In other new-product news, the new
AGM Periphonic microphone from England
is atetrahedral array of four Brüel & Kjaer
mike capsules with built-in 20-bit A/D converters and adigital matrixing circuit that
uses 32-bit processing for the calculations
that electronically combine and "steer" the
mike signals for full-sphere Ambisonic
recording.
Meanwhile, the 16-bit CD standard remains the primary format for distribution.
The challenge for recording studios is to
transfer their new 20-bit masters to the CD
in away that makes the best use of the disc's
16-bit capacity. As we've said before, in many
early CDs only the first 14 or 15 bits of the
code were accurate. With 20-bit masters and
intelligently designed transfer processors,
today's CDs may achieve full 16-bit accuracy.
Sony made apublic-relations splash last year
with the introduction of its Super-Bit Mapping processor, which is said to transfer 20bit masters to the 16-bit CD with minimum
resolution loss Reference Recordings adopted
Keith Johnson's HDCD process to achieve
asimilar result. [See Robert Harley's report elsewhere in this issue—Ed.]
Now Deutsche Grammophon has unveiled
its "4-D" approach to producing higherresolution CDs. DG, like Dorian, begins by
placing preamps close to the microphones,
to avoid corruption of low-level signals in
48

long cables. A/D converters are also located
in a"stagebox" near the mike stands, so that
only line-level digital signals travel the long
path from the stage to the recording room.
The A/D converters, built by Yamaha, are
oversampling delta-sigma converters that use
Yamaha's "high-bit" gain-ranging circuit to
achieve a21-bit dynamic range. Finally, DG's
mastering for CD employs "authentic bit
imaging" (ABI). This re-dithering process
is reportedly based on AES papers by Stanley
Lipshitz, optimally quantizing small signals
for the best 16-bit playback. Recordings that
use this entire recipe will bear a4-D logo on
the jacket, while ABI is also being used to
remaster the Karajan Gold series.
•••%,1L

Hong Kong:
John Atkinson

"It could never happen in the US" Department: According to aMay 9article in the
South China Morning Post, agang of four
mainland Chinese sold 20 boxes of rubber
bands worth HK$400 to a woman for
HK$200,000 after convincing her that they
would improve the sound of her hi-fi system. Apparently, the police were not impressed, and arrested the four men on charges
of attempting to obtain property by deception.
My thanks to reader Fred Roses for Faxing
me the article.

UK: Ken Kessler

Do awards actually mean anything in hi-fi?

6In my view, the 1992 press conference and demonstration
at which Sony introduced SBM to the US audio press was
essentially afraud. The claimed benefit of SBM was that it
would avoid the low-level quantizing distortion of 16-bit
encoding, allowing analog or 20-bit masters to be transferred
faithfully to the CD medium. Obviously such acircuit would
mainly affect low-level signals, but Sony did not play asingle
recording containing low-level material. Instead the demonstrations focused exclusively on premium-price Legacy reissues of pop material with limited dynamic range (Bob Dylan
and Dave Brubeck). The new discs sounded much better,
because they had been remixed and re-mastered far more
tastefidly than the earlier CD transfers (see "Industry Update:'
February '93, p.49). Their superior sound led some audio
writers to praise SBM. But the improvement, Ifeel, had little
to do with SBM, which Sony has not yet demonstrated correctly in public.
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Star Wars*

0056408

Strikes Back
0091009

The Empire

Return Of The Jed'.
0354704

Cool World

* 1084706

Lethal Weapon

Death Becomes Her

* 1071505

Lethal Weapon 2

*0642702

Lethal Weapon 3

* 1051507

The Sound 01 Music

*0003905

Backdraft

*0559005
*0825000

The Last Of
The Mohicans (1992)
A League Of Their Own

* 1071406
1078005

0630808

Passenger 57

* 1087709

The Hunt For Red October

Sneakers

* 1071604

The Silence Of The Lambe

Top Gun

0426908

Always

0805309
*0921502

Robin Hood:
Prince Of Thieves

*0976803

Die Hard

Bugay

*0853408

The Bible

* 0074708

*0387807

Casablanca

0050708

Dl. Hard 2
The Abyss

*0041806
0881102

It. AWonderful Life
(45th Anniversary Ed.)

0392308

2001: A Space Odyssey

*0844308

New Jack City

0971507

Edward Scisaorhands
Ghost

0104604
*0826008

The Man Who Would
Be King

*0085803

Predator

*0364901

Chinatown

*0202507

Predator 2

*0104307

North By Northwest

*0844209

E.T.: The Extra-Terreetriel

0681106

I3everly Hills Cop

0216804

Beverly Hills Cop II

The Godl ether

0000802

Wayne %World

*0853705

The Godfather Part III

0842302

Conan The Barbarian

*0220509

Body Heat

0602003

Forbidden Planet

*0844407

The Wizard Of Oz

0001404

Jaws

0100008

Kindergarten Cop

0523407

*0642504

0205302
0431908

Batman Returns

* 1029909

Henry V(1990)

0040303

Home Alone

*0104208

The Commitments

0691303

The Last Boy Scout

* 0779108

Dune
The Blues Brothers
Good/ellas

Caddyshack

0602300

0211102

Black Rain

0211706

The African Queen

oostuji

Hard lb Kill

0953505

*0969808

Hook

*0854307

Hamlet (1990)

Back To The Future

*0211409

Memphis Belle

* 0911701

0970608
*0983502

Back To The Future Part II * 0921304

Superman: The Movie

Beck lb The Future Part Ni

Beetiejuice

Field Of Dreams
Fried Green Tomatoes
The Prince OfTides
Patton

* 0497008

*-0001305

0633008

0920306

Dangerous Liaisons

*0638700

100540.
-1
-

Blue Velvet

*0515007

* 0847103
0786703

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue
your membership after fulfilling your obligation,
you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It
enables you to enjoy great savings on the
movies you want—for as long as you decide to
remain amember!
10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of
the Club's operation with your introductory
package. If not satisfied, return everything
within 10 days for afull refund and no further
obligation.
Entertains/
AMYL

Surface (1983)

Batman (1989)

Here's agreat way to build acollection of your
favorite movies—on laserdiscs! Just write in
the numbers of the 3 laserdiscs you want for
$1.00 each, plus shipping and handling. In
exchange, you simply agree to buy two more
laserdiscs in the next year, at regular Club
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus shipping and handling) — and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
Free Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year) reviewing our Director's Selection—plus scores of alternate choices, including many lower-priced laserdiscs. And you may
also receive Special Selection mailings up to
four times ayear. (That's up to 17 buying opportunities ayear.)
Buy only what you want! If you want the
Director's Selection, do nothing—it will be sent
automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just mail the response card
always provided by the date specified. And
you'll always have 14 days to decide; if not, you
may return the selection at our expense.

Road Warrior

0602805

For fastest service, use
One Perm
acredit card and call us
it aTues.
toll free 24 hours aday: LASERDISC CUM

1-800-538-2233
e
(photocopies of coupon accepted)

Columbia House Laserdisc Club

Dept. LKY RO. Box 1112,
Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. As amember, Ineed buy only 2
more selections, at regular Club prices, within the
coming year.
Send me these 3
laserdiscs for
$1.00 each
plus $1.50 each
shipping and handling
(total $7.501

Please Check How Paying:
E.

Acct No
Expiration Date

All Dogs Go To Heaven

0289702

The Empire Of The Sun

*0633206

American Graffiti

0211300

The Addams Family

* 1000900

Star Trek:
The Motion Picture

*0203505

Name

Star Trek II:
The Wrath Of Khan

*0201301

Address

Star Trek III:
The Search For Speck

*0201608

Apt

National Lampoons
Animal House

0211508

Bugs Bunny Classics

0297705

Fatal Attraction

0439307

Under Siege

* 1077908

Allen

0000208

Aliens

0360909

Allen 3

1042508

Boomerang

* 1064005

Patriot Games

* 1051309

Dances With Wolves

*0805200

Star lhrit IV:
The Voyage Home

*0430603

Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier

*0448805

Signature

State

City
Zip

Phone No. (

Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country

1993. The Columbia House Company

2QY/2QZ

My check is enclosed

Charge my introductory laserdiscs
and future Club purchases to: nDiscover
C MasterCard C Diners Club C AMEX E VISA
D

* 1001007

Note: Columbia House Loserdisc Club reserves the right to
reject or cancel any membership. Offer limited to continental
U.S. (excluding Alaska). Applicable sales tax added to all
orders. 1400 N. Fruitridge Avenue, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1112
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Judging from what some of our competitors are doing
and saying, they've been reading our Cable Design
booklet... Maybe you should too.

WorldRadioHistory

Like the film which wins an Oscar, does a
product receiving ahi-fi award suddenly
become abestseller? Iask myself this question
every year, and Ican come up with only one
answer: Who cares? For awards to have validity, the products should be best-sellers in order
to win the awards in thefirst place. Ireckon that
the hi-fi industry, instead of bestowing awards
according to votes from apublic which can't
possibly have in-depth knowledge of all that
is available, should honor products strictly
on unit sales. Which is unlikely, because I
can't think of asingle company which would
publicly reveal its sales figures unless that
company happened to have along-lived classic to boast about—like the original Dynaco
Stereo 70, the Quad ESL, or the BBC LS3/5A.
So we in Britain suffer the Federation of
British Audio (FBA) Awards, ascheme which
becomes more and more irrelevant as the years
go by. This year's postmortem—er, press
release—boasts of "over 1500 voting forms"
being returned by members of the public.
Instead of crowing, the FBA should ask
themselves why so few people bothered to
vote, even with the inducement of aprize
drawing for £1000 worth of hi-fi. The voting
form appeared not just in every UK hi-fi
magazine—which have acombined circulation of around 100,000—but in the music
press as well. As rock mag Q alone has adrculation of over six figures, the number of
ballots returned is pathetic.
Lithe FBA had any sense, it would keep
its lips buttoned. Letting the world know
about the paucity of voters only makes the
FBA look more useless than it really is.
Knowing just how few people voted, though,
may help you to put the 1993 winners (about
which Iwill comment not at all) into perspective:
Best British Source Component:
Arcam Alpha Plus CD Player.
Best British Digital Component:
Audiolab 8000 DAC.
Best British Integrated Amplifier:
Audiolab 8000A.
Best British Hi-Fi Separates: Audiolab
8000C/8000P Pre-/Power Amplifier.
Best British Tuner: Audiolab 8000T.
Best British Loudspeaker Below £200:
Mission 7601.
Best British Loudspeaker £200-£600:
Mission 753.
Best British Loudspeaker Above £600:
STEREOPHILE, JULY 1993

REF R103/4.
FBA Magazine of the Year: What Hi-Fi?.
FBA Journalist of the Year (Joint Winners): Alvin Gold/Malcolm Steward.
FBA Advertisement of the Year: Naim
Audio, "It's A Peach!'
Ilied: Iam going to comment. One pundit,
who actually won an award, was amazed
because his winning product was old and
hadn't been too successful commercially.
Another noted that imports had been frozen
out entirely this year. Yet another observed
...
no, Ican't say any more. 'What has been
admitted to me by at least one FBA member
is that there are only two types of people—
retailers and the British hi-fi press—with
enough experience to identify the noteworthy achievements in the industry (excluding
the votes for magazinejournalist, and advertisement, which can only be chosen by the
magazine readers).

US: Peter W. Mitchell

With digital radio finally becoming areality, the record industry's paranoia about
home taping is rising. A study by Congress's
Office of Technology Assessment several
years ago found that people who are active
home tapers are also among the most active
record buyers. The OTA drew the sensible
conclusion that taping feeds the same appetite
for music that motivates people to spend their
income in record stores. By feeding that
appetite, taping ultimately stimulates more
record sales than it displaces. But the record
industry refuses to accept this conclusion,
believing that every home-tape dub equals
alost record sale. Apparently RIAA executives also believe that home tapers are
strongly motivated by sound quality. From
this demonstrably false notion, the RIAA
concluded that the superior sound of digital radio will abort millions of record/tape
sales.
To offset these expected losses, the RIAA
and its international counterpart (the Londonbased International Federation of Phonographic Industries) are campaigning to indude
a"performance" right in revised copyright
laws. Under existing law, every broadcast of
apiece of music is legally apublic perfor-
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listen
to what
these
magazines
have
to say.

"A CD "changer" with better error correction
than single-disc units? In aword, yes."
High Performance Review
"Our overall impression of this system,
both in its concept and its execution, was
overwhelmingly positive."
Stereo Review
"Their Favorite Program System CD 3101
appears to be the world's most convenient
CD player ... an elegant piece of engineering."
Popular Electronics
"Very few CD players, even high-priced
separate CD transports, have been able to
achieve this level of performance ...
unfailingly reliable and incredibly fast."
Audio

Then listen
to our new
100-CD
Jukebox.

"The NSM setup performed just about
perfectly, delivering superb sonic quality ...
most interestingly, agrowing number
of manufacturers are integrating the
(NSM CD 3101) into their own multi-room
systems."
Audio/Video Interiors

ze•

NSM

The Performance Machine —
For more information & the dealer nearest you, contad:

NSM of Germany's
CD 3101 FPS 100 Compact Disc Jukebox

NSM Consumer Electronics
694 Ft Salonga Road •Northport, NY 11768
WorldRadioHistory
Phone
(516) 261-7700 •Fax 7751

mance for which radio stations pay royalties
to songwriters and music publishers via
ASCAP and BMI. But if record companies
get their way, the specific performance in
each recording would be copyrighted and
would deserve royalties whenever the record is played to an audience. Broadcasters
would be obligated to pay royalties for every
record played.
The RIAA tried to get this provision added
to the last overhaul of US copyright law in
1976, but at that time Congress was mainly
worried about photocopying and the legality
of videotaping. Nothing may happen in this
area right away, but Audio Week recently
quoted asympathetic congressman who suggested that Congress wants to be ready if
worldwide developments require updates to
copyright laws. The reason, of course, is that
software (computer programs, movies, and
recorded music) is gradually replacing hardware (eg, Boeing airplanes) as America's most
economically important export Michael Jackson is as popular in London and Bucharest
as in New York or Los Angeles.

US: John Atkinson

Ken Kessler notes above his dissatisfaction
with the Federation of British Audio Awards,
and Iagree that all such awards schemes can
only survive by demonstrating their relevance. This April saw the third presentation
of the Academy for the Advancement of
High End Audio's "Golden Note" Achievement Awards during the Academy's biennial
weekend held, this year, in New Orleans. A
jury of international journalists—including
this magazine's Thomas J. Norton and
myself—selected the nominees (people, not
products) from alist of over 300 entrants
suggested by the Academy's members, who
subsequently voted. The 1993 winners were:
Analog Playback: Robert Graham of
Graham Engineering, for his Graham 1.5t
tonearm.
Digital Sources: The Madrigal Audio
Laboratories design team for the Mark
Levinson No.31 CD transport.
Digital Processors: The Madrigal Audio
Laboratories design team for the Mark
Levinson No30 DIA processor. (The No30
was Stereophile's overall "1992 Product of the
Year"; see Vol.15 No.12, p.7.)
Electronics: Dan D'Agostino of Krell for
his KSA series of power amplifiers.
S
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Loudspeakers: David A. Wilson of Wilson Audio Specialties, for his WATT/Puppy
speaker system.
Cables 8£ Accessories: Michael Green of
RoomTune Inc., for his RoomTune acoustic
treatment accessories.
Recordings: Keith O. Johnson of Reference Recordings, for his Malcolm Arnold
Overtures collection (Reference Recordings
RR-48 & 48CD). And our congratulations
to Keith and his wife, Marcia Martin, who
became proud first-time parents to Marcus
O. Johnson on May 21.
Styling: Marcel Riendeau of Oracle Audio,
for the Oracle Delphi Mk.IV turntable.
Seven individuals were also inducted into
the Academy's High End Hall of Fame:
Rudolph T. Bozak (1910-1981); Richard
C. Heyser (1931-1987), the inventor of Time
Delay Spectrometry; James B. Lansing
(1902-1949), the founder of JBL; Frank
McIntosh (1906-1990); Richard Sequerra;
Raymond E. Cooke, the founder of ICEF;
and William Z. Johnson, the founder of the
Audio Research Corporation. (The new
inductees join Wilma Cozart Fine, Joseph
Grado, Stuart Hegeman, J. Gordon Holt,
Paul Klipsch, Henry Kloss, Saul Marantz, Bill
Porter, Edgar Villchur, and Peter J. Walker.)
Without exception, Ifeel those honored
with awards by their peers and those inducted
into the Hall of Fame were worthy, meaning that this awards scheme meets the criteria
of relevance outlined by Ken K. But sadly,
despite areasonable turnout of the Academy's
membership, only three of those honored—
Bob Graham, Keith Johnson, and David
Wilson—made the trek to New Orleans. The
only press present were from Stereophile and
The Abso!ute Sound—no writers from the
nonspecialist media attended. The Academy,
Ifeel, stands at acrossroads in its evolution?
It now has to demonstrate that it is more than
just asocial organization, in the way that
Debra Smith has transformed the Professional Audio/Video Retailers' Association
(PARA) by ensuring that what the organi7The Abso!ute Sound's Harry Pearson was the key figure in
the founding oldie Academy, in the fall of 1988 asking Wendell Diller of Magnepan, Joyce Fleming of The Mod Squad
and McCormack, Karen Sumner of Transparent Audio, and
Kathy Gomik of Thiel to be members ola Steering Committee to put together some kind of trade organization for the
High End. HP, however, hasn't yet been able to attend the
Awards weekends. This is ashame, as his brainchild represents the most successful attempt yet by the High End to pull
together for its members' mutual good.
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from Cary

sip •
30

•
•

sia •
30

Musw for

everyone

When was the last time, aside
from live music, that you got
"goose-bumps" listening to a
musical performance? When were
you able to reach out and touch
the performers of the musical
score in your own home? The new
30 Series of vacuum tube high
fidelity equipment will reveal the
delightful, sensual beauty of music
in your own listening room. The
SLP-30 preamplifier and matching
SLA-30 class Astereo amplifier
will keep you drawn into the music
hour after satisfying hour.

Discover bow tdfordable vacuum tube hi-fi
from Cary Audio Design can be by contacting
your favorite high end audio dealer.

adio

oesign
INC

CALL 1-919-481-4494

FAX 1-919-460-3828

111 A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, NC 27511
WorldRadioHistory

Parliament has heard both sides? Let's just say
that the current government and big business are so close that their acts of coupling
defy anatomical probability.
But not to forget the TV coverage: Gerald Kaufman, aLabor MP, blew his stack at
ahearing of the Commons Heritage Select
Committee, the group investigating the scandal. Addressing aslick and suitably smarmy
panel of record-company mouthpieces, he
used the phrase "rip-off" to their faces. What
so incensed GK? Roger Ames of PolyGram
had the nerve, the sheer audacity to account
for amark-up like this: When Ames was
asked why acassette and aCD sell for different prices even though the manufacturing
costs are now the same, he said that CD is a
superior product so it deserves a"better"
price. "Better" is the word he used. Better
for whom? For the record companies.
Kaufman was impressive, refusing to be
intimidated by the record-company personnel, many of whom came across as smug and
supercilious. And Kaufman didn't fall prey
to adaft analogy when Ames asked him why
his suit cost more at one shop than at another.
Kaufman was too cool to say that his was a
better suit. And adifferent suit. But had Kaufman risen to the taunt, he could have merely
said that there isn't adifference between aUS
copy of aCD and aBritish copy of the same
disc. Except for the price.

don is acting president.
After asocial hour at which guests can
hobnob and catch up on the latest equipment,
tweaks, and fave recordings, the group convenes in one of the store's listening rooms for
aguest speaker (or two) and an informal discussion or question-and-answer period. Stephen Hill of Straight Wire and Steve McCormack of The Mod Squad/McCormack, for
example, addressed last November's meeting,
discussing cable design and construction and
an approach to electronics design in the
reproduction of music, respectively. Future
speakers will include an audiologist, arecording engineer, Ralph Karsten of ATMASphere, Sean Yang and Bjorn Bjerede of Bitwise, and H. Jin Takahashi of Nimtec (sole
US distributor of Acrotec 6N copper cable
and wire products).
The first annual Music and Audio Guild
Swap Meet is set for this summer. If you live
in Southern California and are within reasonable driving distance of San Diego, you
owe it to yourself to check out the Guild's
activities. For information, contact the Music
and Audio Guild of San Diego at 312 Highland Ave., Suite D, El Cajon, CA 92020, or
call (619) 442-6624.

TRUE SUBWOOFEIC

With phenomenal true

deep bass extending
below 20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.

US: Guy Lemcoe

Judging from the crowd that gathered at the
Stereo Unlimited store, the San Diego Audio
Society has emerged alive and kickin' from
atwo-year hibernation. More than 50 area
audiophiles, hi-fi hobbyists, and music lovers
were treated to good eats, gossip, and grog
at the gathering. The Society's name has been
changed to the Music and Audio Guild of
San Diego, and meetings are held the second
Wednesday of each month at alocation
announced in the group's newsletter. (Bruce
Heimburg and Mike Kaye have been especially gracious and patient in allowing use
of their Stereo Unlimited store as ameeting
place until apermanent location can be
found.) Local audiophile, music lover, analog
advocate, and record collector Roger GorSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

The HRSW1Os will
extend bass of your
stereo or video system
for that "air shaking all
around you" effect.

HSU Research FIRSW10

Here's what the experts are saying:
"If you have alistening room of reasonable size, nothing can
improve your stereo system dramatically for $750 as the
Hsu Research HRSW10''
Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic Issue No, 19, Spring 1993
1 guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass,
you'll be hooked for life. Highly Recommended"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 3. March 1993
"Truly awesome room shaking bass.....0, -3 dB 14.3 to 40Hr
Don Keele, Audio 11/92
Most effective subwoofer we have tested ... Best Buy"
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 9/92
"Bass extension was truly remarkable"
Robert Deutsch. Stereophile Vol. 15 No. 4. April 1992
'Delivered dean low bass at high levels ... work just splendidly"
David Moran, Speaker Builder 3/92
"Some of the most impressive subwooler systems roe heard"
Peter Mitchell. Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991

Send for complete information and critics' review reprints
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HSU
Research
—

Write or call:

HSU RESEARCH

20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial -money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.
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BRYSTON
THE

UNVEILS

INTENT:

TO

A NEW

DELIVER

GENERATION

THE

TRUE

OF

AMPLIFIERS.

EMOTION

OF

BEAUTIFUL

MUSIC

An original oil painting is displayed in a frame without glass. The artist's intent—the
emotion and interpretation, should never be filtered through any kind of veil.
Music is exactly the same. The closer you can get to the original, the more apparent
the truth and beauty of the emotion embodied in the music becomes.
That is the reason Bryston has always believed in accuracy above all in electronic
amplification. It is also why we have introduced our new generation of amplifiers. We
believe them to be, quite simply, the most accurate products of their kind, anywhere.
Distortion is easily measured; Bryston's performance numbers are second to none,
but we believe that this alone is not enough. True transparency is achieved only through
inherently flawless signal handling, rather than brute-force correction of non-linearity.
Bryston's new generation of amplifiers represent the culmination of 20 years of
research into the art and science of linearity as the best route to musical accuracy.
This is Bryston's way of removing the veil.

20

YEAR

WARRANTY

- A GENERATION

Eb3U (LLI'LLUI
58

OF

MUSIC

Bryston Ltd. Tel (416) 746-1800 Fax (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel (802) 223-6159
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J. GORDON HOLT OFFERS AGUIDE TO SUBJ
ECTIVE REVIEWING
AND BEGINS ATHREE-PART GLOSSARY OF SUBJ
ECTIVE TERMS

S

ubjective audio is the evaluation of reproduced sound quality by
ear. It is based on the novel idea that, since audio equipment is made
to be listened to, what it sounds like is more important than how
it measures. This was anatural outgrowth of the 1950s high-fidelity "revolution," which spawned the notion that acomponent, and an audio system as awhole, should reproduce what is fed into it, without adding anything
to it or subtracting anything from it.
Traditional measurements of such things as harmonic distortion, frequency
response, and power output can reveal many things aproduct is doing imperfectly, but there have never been any generally accepted guidelines for equating the measurements with the way they affect the reproduced sound. And
STEREOPHILE, jULY 1993
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T HAT E CLIPSES EVEN
TODAY'S M OST B RILLIANT

Iillioduang ECLIPSE, the dazzling
lstar of the

WIREWoRLD

line, created

by noted cable designer David Salz.

The connectors are equally outstanding.
Phono plugs* are as gratifying to use as
they are stunning to behold, with a

Its unique design* utilizes

jewelry-like finish and

matched concentric con-

direct gold-plated solid

ductor braids separated

copper contacts.

by microporous léfiont

ECLIPSE

to effectively minimize

speaker

cables feature

electromagnetic

precision-machined solid

and electrostatic inter-

silver spade lugs and, like all

modulation, resulting in

WIREWDRLD cables, carry alifetime

unprecedented spatial coherence, resolution

limited warranty. Hear ECLIPSE soon at

and harmonic integrity.

your dealerfor arare glimpse of heaven.
'Patents Petiding fr.DuPont

W IREOCIRLD"
4Isms`
100% American-Made
3320 GRIFFIN ROAD
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FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33312 USA

TEL 305.962.2650

FAX 305.962.2603

there was strong evidence that many of the things people were hearing were
not being measured at all.

S
THE REPRODUCING SYSTEM

UBJECTIVE REVIEWING ENDEAVORS TO DESCRIBE

WHAT

SOUNDS LIKE .

Subjective reviewing simply skirts the question of how objective test
results relate to what we hear, endeavoring to describe what the reproducing
system sounds like.

YOU CAN'T JUDGE THE FIDELITY OF A
RECORDING

WITHOUT PLAYING IT, AND YOU CAN'T JUDGE THE FIDELITY
OF THE REPRODUCING SYSTEM WITHOUT PLAYING A
RECORDING THROUGH IT.
But what should it sound like? The pat answer, of course, is that it should
sound like "the real thing," but it's abit more complicated than that. If the
system itself is accurate, it will reproduce what is on the recording. And
if the recording itself isn't an accurate representation of the original sound,
an accurate sound won't sound realistic. But what does the recording sound
like? That's hard to tell, because you can't judge the fidelity of arecording
without playing it, and you can't judge the fidelity of the reproducing system
without listening to it—usually by playing arecording through it. Since
each is used to judge the other, it is difficult to tell much about either, except
whether their combination sounds "real." But it can be done.
Even after more than 116 years of technological advancement,' today's
almost-perfect sound reproduction still cannot duplicate the sound of "the
real thing" well enough to fool someone who has learned to listen
analytically—a trained listener. But the goal of literal realism, or "accuracy,"
remains the standard against which asubjective reviewer evaluates any audio
product design.
The casual audiophile hears reproduced sound as awhole, and judges
its quality according to whether it sounds "good." Many reviewers never
reach that stage of perception because—convinced by their measurements
that all competing products sound "essentially the same"—they never make
the effort to listen critically to reproduced sound. The reason asubjective
reviewer hears more than the "objective" reviewer is not that his auditory
equipment is superior. It's because he has accepted the premise that identical
measurements do not necessarily ensure identical sound, and has trained himself to hear the differences when they exist.
The experienced listener does not just hear the totality of reproduced
sound. He hears into it, observing how the component or system handles
avariety of sonic attributes which make up the whole. Instead of simply
"all the highs and all the lows:' he may hear acoloration that his experience has shown to indicate atreble peak. Or he may hear alengthening of
normally brief bass notes which he has learned to equate with alowfrequency resonance or alack of woofer damping. Of course, both these
1Thomas Edison's patent for the phonograph was dated 1877.
STEREOPHILE, J
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AT
HOUSAND-DOLLAR S
YSTEM U
PGRADE
FOR $1597,*
What improvement are listeners looking for when they
upgrade an amplifier or preamplifier? More impact. Better
dynamics. "Holographic" soundstaging. Natural high-end.
Improved articulation. Tight, well-defined bass.
Quantum III PLUSTm by Tara Labs isn't an amp, preamp or
magic black box, but it can make your current system

perform at its best. It's aspeaker cable that will dramatically
improve the performance of any system currently using
budget speaker wire or the stuff the salesman threw in
when you bought your system.
Tara Labs' cables have long been famous for "Class 'A'
performance at abudget price" and this speaker cable is
dramatic proof that that's no hype. We guarantee it.""
Visit your authorized Tara Labs dealer and try Quantum III
PLUS Speaker Cable for aweek at no risk to you. If you
don't hear asignificant improvement, just return it for afull
refund.
Call 503 488 6465 to locate your nearest Tara Labs Quantum

series dealer.
(:) Copyright 1993 TARA Labs. Inc.
'Mfr's suggested list price for a10-ft. pair:
termination extra.
"Most Isra Labs dealers offer areturn privilege
if not completely satisfied with our product.
See your dealer for details.

TARA LABS
Space & Time Audio Products
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problems would be revealed by measurements, but equating their measured
severity with their adverse effects on the sound is another matter. To do
that, we need words to attach to these effects. Those words are what we
call subjective terminology.

TIE LANGUAGE OF SUBJECTIVITY HAS BEEN AROUND
SINCE BEFORE EDISON.
The language of subjectivity has been around since before Edison. Musicians have long been familiar with terms like "mellow:' "strident," "rich,"
and "euphonic," but the advent of reproduced music introduced new kinds
of sonic qualities for which new descriptive terms were needed. The 1953
Radiotron Designer's Handbook—for its time, the "bible" of electronics design
—listed more than 70 terms, most of which are still in use today.
Stereophile magazine, launched in 1962, was the first to review audio products on the basis of their sound rather than their measurements. Stereophile
and other like-minded magazines have expanded subjectivity's working
70-word vocabulary to over 300 terms, all of which are listed and defined
in this series of articles.
Most subjective-audio terms that are not drawn from everyday usage
(such as "strident") fall into three categories: 1) Onomatopoeia—words
that sound like what they describe; 2) Imagery—words that evoke amental
image; and 3) Sensories—words that relate things we hear to more-familiar
things we see or touch. For example, the term "boomy" is onomatopoeic,
because abass peak sounds like the word "boom!' The term "airy" elicits
an image of expansive openness, like alarge, high-ceilinged room with lots
of big windows, to describe treble extension that seemingly has no limit.
And the sensorial term "gritty" will have immediate meaning to anyone
who has ever chewed lettuce with sand in it.
Some terms listed here are not descriptive at all, but designate certain things
that are of concern only to audiophiles who listen carefully. Examples are
resolution and soundstaging, which are two of the sonic characteristics used
for judging system performance Other terms—descriptive and otherwise—
relate exclusively to reproduction from vinyl LPs, which are still favored
over Compact Discs by many audio perfectionists.

SUBJECTIVE TERMINOLOGY CAN NEVER BE AS PRECISE AS
THE LANGUAGE OF PHYSICS.
Different subjective terms often have the same meaning, and some have
more than one meaning. Don't be put off by this. Subjective terminology
can never be as precise as the language of physics. But imprecise or not, it's
still amuch more meaningful way of describing reproduced sound than
just saying, "It sounds fine!'
Now that this glossary is available, there's no longer any excuse for an
audio reviewer saying, "I can hear adifference, but there's no way of describing it." Now, there is away.
Iam indebted to Old Colony Books, of Peterborough, New Hampshire,
for permission to excerpt extensively from my book, The Audio Glossary?
2The authors complete Audio Glossary, containing definitions of almost 2000 audio and audio-related
terms, is available from Old Colony Books, P.O. Box 24, Peterborough, NH 03458. Single copy prices:
S9.95 paperback or S17.95 hardcover, plus S1.75 S&H. Check or VISA/MC.
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We've changed the way you'll
listen to headphones.
You've asked for it.
In discussions with customers and

The A-B biased, discrete transistor,

people calling for info, many of you

output amp pumps 500mW into any

wanted an honest-to-goodness

dynamic headphone. Try it on your

audiophile version of HeadRoom.

Grados, it's killer.

Here it is ... The Supreme.

And, it has HeadRoom's very own

(Man, do Ihate model names).

Headphone Audio Image Processor.

Anyway. This version is seriously

If you'd like to be happy with

tweaked. The Burr-Brown 2604

headphones, please ring us up at

FET input Op-Amps are surface

(406) 587-9466. We'll send you a

mounted with silver solder paste.

free 13 page white paper on how

Left and Right channels are on

HeadRoom works.

separate boards, with separately
decoupled power supplies for

Head Room

maximum separation and punch.

PH(406) 587-9466 FX(406) 587-9484'

The Premium accepts high-level audio signals on two RCA plugs.
And it includes the recently developed near-ear emphasis filter.
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absolute phase, absolute polarity Refers
to the preservation of the initial acoustic
waveform all the way through the recording and reproducing system so that acompression that reaches the original microphone
will be reproduced in the listener's system as
acompression reaching his or her ears. Some
listeners appear to be more sensitive to this
being correct than others, often referring to
the inverted state as "muffled!'
accuracy The degree to which the output
signal from acomponent or system is perceived as replicating the sonic qualities of its
input signal. An accurate device reproduces
what is on the recording, which may or may
not be an accurate representation of the original sound.
acoustical space 1) A large performing or
recording hall. 2) All the spatial and reverberant characteristics of the performing hall
or location in which arecording was made.
acuity 1) The sensitivity of the ears to very
soft sounds. 2) The acquired ability of an
audiophile to hear and to assess the subtle
qualitative attributes of reproduced sound.
aggressive Reproduced sound that is excessively forward and bright.
"ah" (rhymes with "rah") A vowel coloration caused by afrequency-response peak
centered around 1000Hz.
airy Pertaining to treble which sounds light,
delicate, open, and seemingly unrestricted
in upper extension. A quality of reproducing
systems having very smooth and very extended HF response.
aliveness A quality of sound reproduction
which gives an impression that the performers are present, in person, in the listening
room.
ambiance (pronounced "ambee-onts") The
feeling or mood evoked by an environment.
ambience (pronounced "ambee-ints") The
aurally perceived impression of an acoustical
space, such as the performing hall in which
arecording was made.
analytical Very detailed, almost to the point
of excess.
articulation 1) Clarity and intelligibility,
usually of voice reproduction. 2) The reproSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

duction of inner detail in complex sounds,
which makes it easy to follow an individual
musical voice among many.
attack 1) The buildup of sound when an instrument is bowed, blown, struck, or plucked.
2) The ability of asystem to reproduce the
attack transients in musical sound. Poor
attack makes asystem sound slow.
attack transient The initial energy pulse of
apercussive sound, such as from apiano
string, triangle, or drum head.
audibility The measure of the severity of a
sonic imperfection. The scale of audibility,
from least audible to most audible, is: inaudible, subtle, slight, moderate, obvious, conspicuous, and Arrggh!!
auronihilist (pronounced "auro-nigh-illist")
A person who believes that all components
that measure the same, sound the same. A
meter man.
autohype Suggestive self-deception; hearing
something that isn't there, because you expect
it to be. A rich source of audio mythology.
"ow" (rhymes with "paw") A vowel coloration caused by afrequency-response peak
centered around 450Hz. An "ow" coloration
tends to emphasize and glamorize the sound
of large brass instruments (trombone, tuba).

balance 1) The subjective relationship between the relative loudness of the upper and
lower halves of the audio spectrum; "tonal
balance!' 2) The relative loudness of the instruments in aperforming group. 3) Equality
of signal level between the left and right stereo channels, which centers the soundstage
and allows mono program material to image
at the center. Also called channel balance.
ballsy Describes asystem which is stentorian, punchy, and visceral.
banger A very loud LP surface-noise pop.
bass The range of frequencies below 160Hz,
characterized by low pitch.
beyond-the-speakers imaging The placement of phantom images or spatial (stage
boundary) information beyond the positional
limits of the loudspeakers.
billowing, billowy Excessively reverberant.
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Simply the Best
Flatline Cable represents abreakthrough in cable technology. Derived from
extruded Teflon® manufacturing techniques developed for the space program
Flatline Cable breaks new sonic frontiers at aprice you can afford.
• Superb detailed performance

• Ultra transparent sound
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• Separate rectangular conductors
minimize skin effect and eliminate
strand interaction

• Made in the USA
• Delivers cleaner sound

DISTRIBUTED BY
AUSTRALIA
Architectural Audio Design, Pty.
P.O. Box 90
Dee Why 2099
(02) 968-3299

GERMANY:
Soundstage Ltd.
Kettwiger Str 22
4300 Essen
(201) 236388/234595

SWEDEN:
Peter Liclman Say AB
Fijortberga Grand 4
212 30 Malmo
(46) 40 494535

CANADA:
Absolute Sound Imports
7651 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6P 4Y8
(602) 264-0414

MALAYSIA: Sound Stage Sdn. Bhd.
SINGAPORE: 10 un Tun Mohd Fuad 2
Taman Tun Dr. Ismael
6000 Kuala Lumpur.
60 3 7176969

TAIWAN:
Taifu Electronics Co
No 5Alley 6 Lane 995
Ming Sheng E. Rd., Taipei
2341 9137

FRANCE:
Pilote Films
22 rue Godefroy
92800 Puteaux
(1) 49 001350

SPAIN:
Naja Espana S.L.
Olimar 57
Avda Mijas E29648, Malaga
(34) 52 462259

UK:
ProPlus Sound
28 Stoneyfield Lane
Edgeware, Middlesex HA 89SL
819 591982
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420 Franklin Street
Framingham, MA 0I70 1
(5081 879-1242

binaural Literally hearing with "two ears,"
refers to arecording/playback system which
presents the listener's ears with the acoustic waveforms they would have received at
the original event. Only currently achievable
with a "dummy-head" microphone and
playback via headphones.
bloated 1) When describing aphantom
image: excessively wide. 2) When describing sound in general: overly rich, warm, and
reverberant.
bloom A quality of expansive richness and
warmth, like the live body sound of acello.
body A quality of roundness and robustness
in reproduced sound. "Gutsiness."
body sound Ola musical instrument: the
characteristic sound of the material of which
the instrument is made, due to resonances of
that material. The wooden quality of aviola,
the "signature" by which abrass flute is distinguishable from awooden or platinum one.
boomy Characterized by pronounced exaggeration of the midbass and, often, dominance ola narrow range of bass frequencies.
("One-note bass.")
boxy 1) Characterized by an "oh" vowel coloration, as when speaking with one's head
inside abox. 2) Used to describe the upperbass/lower-midrange sound ola loudspeaker
with excessive cabinet-wall resonances.
breakup The sound of severe analog-disc
mistracking.
breathing From adynamic noise-reduction
system: audible changes in the level of background hiss in accordance with changes in
signal volume. See "pumping."
bright, brilliant The most often misused
terms in audio, these describe the degree to
which reproduced sound has ahard, crisp
edge to it. Brightness relates to the energy
content in the 4kHz-8kHz band. It is not
related to output in the extreme-highfrequency range. All live sound has brightness; it is aproblem only when it is excessive.
bunching 1) In double-mono reproduction,
the imaging of all sounds from asmall area
between the loudspeakers. Tight (narrow)
bunching in A+B mode is essential for good
imaging specificity in stereo. 2) In stereo
reproduction, excessive center fill with inadequate spread. Compare with stereo spread.
buzz A low-frequency sound having aspiky
or fuzzy character.
bypass test Directly comparing the output
signal from adevice with the input signal
STEREOPH ILE, J
ULY 1993

being fed to it, by putting the device into and
then out of the signal path and observing the
difference.

center fill Correct image placement between
the loudspeakers of sound sources which
were originally located at or near centerstage. See "localization:' "stereo spread."
center stage That part of the soundstage that
is midway between the loudspeakers.
chalky Describes atexturing of sound that
is finer than grainy but coarser than dry. See
"texture."
characteristic One of the basic constituents
of reproduced sound, which contributes to
its perceived quality. Frequency response,
loudness, extension, soundstaging, and resolution are sonic characteristics.
chesty A pronounced thickness or heaviness
from reproduced male voice, due to excessive energy in the upper bass or lower
midrange.
chocolatey Like "syrupy:' but darker and
more full-bodied.
circularity The paradox of subjectivity:
"You can't judge arecording without reproducing it, and you can't judge areproducer
without listening to arecording."
clean Free from audible distortion.
click A small, sharp impulse that sounds like
the word "click."
clinical Sound that is pristinely clean but
wholly uninvolving.
closed-in Lacking in openness, delicacy, air,
and fine detail. A closed-in sound is usually
caused by HF rolloff above 10kHz. Compare with "open:' "airy."
coarse A large-grained texturing of reproduced sound; very gritty. The continuum of
reproduced sound seems to be comprised of
large particles. See "texture."
cocktail-party effect The auditory system's
controllable ability to separate-out, on the
basis of direction alone, one sound source
from many coming from different directions.
It allows you to follow one voice among the
others at anoisy cocktail party.
cognitive dissonance A conflict between
observations, as when asound has the timbre
of aclose listening seat but the perspective
of adistant one.
coherent 1) Pertaining to amulti-way loudspeaker's sound: seamless from top to bottom; showing no audible evidence of across-
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Kinergetics Research.
Digital Products for
the Analog Generation.
Back in the days when vinyl was king,
Kinergetics Research was leading the way
in analog technology.
Twenty years later, Kinergetics still leads
the way in the application of analog
technology — but today we apply that
technology to afull line of digital products.

For those of us who remember how good
those records sound but also want to be
able to enjoy the music of today,
Kinergetics' engineers have developed
the KCD-40 Platinum. The KCD-40
represents the state-of-the-art in
integrated CD players. Not only does the
KCD-40 employ four 18-bit DACs in a
balanced/differential configuration, but it
also utilizes afully balanced and discrete
analog section.
Performance, flexibility, and styling are the
reasons why the KCD-40 has become the
standard to which all CD players must
measure up to and has thus become the
favorite of the experienced music lover.

KCD-20 and KCD-40 Platinum Series
If analog is how we listen, then the KCD-20
Platinum is what we listen to. In the
KCD-20 our engineering team has
combined the most advanced 16-bit digital
circuitry available with our fully discrete
Hysteresis cancelling analog circuitry.
This design exemplifies our firm belief
that the digital section of CD reproduction
is only one part of the audio puzzle.
The two analog sections of CD processing
are equally critical and in the KCD-20
these sections are superior to analog
sections of all but the most costly
CD players.
Superior sonics and direct drive capability
make the KCD-20 the logical choice for the
CD-only listener who wants to learn what
vinyl was all about.

For the most demanding audiophile
and music lover Kinergetics offers a
masterpiece in audio engineering, the
KCD-55 Ultra. Four 20-bit Ultra Analog
DACs, aproprietary anti-jitter digital
interface, and adifferential digital and
analog stage are but afew of the technical
reasons why this processor has become
the primary listening source of record
lovers all over the world. The non-technical
reason is that the KCD-55 Ultra simply
sounds more like music.

KCD-55 Ultra Platinum Series
Audition these and other Kinergetics
Research products at adealer near you.
The experience will evoke memories of
music as it was meant to sound. Not
analog, not digital. Just music.

I
I1

RESEARCH

P.O. Box 4839, Chatsworth, CA 91313-4839
213/582-9349 •Fax: 213/582-9434
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over or of different driver colorations in
different frequency ranges. 2) Pertaining to
the soundstage: Phantom imaging that
reproduces within the stereo stage the original lateral positions of the performers. See
"bunching," "hole-in-the-middle."
cold The same as "cool," only more so. Having somewhat excessive upper-range output and weak lower-range output.
coloration An audible "signature" with
which areproducing system imbues all signals passing through it.
comb filtering A hollow coloration that,
once recognized, is unmistakable. Caused by
a regularly spaced series of frequencyresponse peaks and dips, most often due to
interference between two identical signals
spaced in time. If that time difference is continually changed, the comb-filter peaks and
dips move accordingly, giving rise to the
familiar "phasing," "flanging," or "jet plane"
effect used in modern rock music.
congested Smeared, confused, muddy, and
flat. Totally devoid of transparency.
consonant Agreeable to the ear; pleasantsounding. Compare "dissonant."
conspicuous Very audible. See "audibility."
continuity 1) Of the soundstage: the repro-

duction of the original lateral positions of the
stereo images. See "bunching," "hole-in-themiddle," "stereo spread." 2) Of amulti-way
loudspeaker: uniformity of coloration from
the operating range of one driver to that of
the other(s).
control The extent to which aloudspeaker
sounds as if it is "tracking" the signal being
fed to it. The sound is tight, detailed, and
focused. See "damping."
cool Moderately deficient in body and
warmth, due to progressive attenuation of
frequencies below about 150Hz.
crackle Intermittent medium-sized clicks.
The usual background noise from muchplayed vinyl discs.
crisp In reproduced sound: sharply focused
and detailed, sometimes excessively so because of apeak in the mid-treble region.
cupped-hands A coloration reminiscent of
someone speaking through cupped hands or,
if extreme, amegaphone.
Next month: Gordon tackles the letters D
through W—so far, no one has used descriptors
beginning with Yand Z (but give us time!)—while
in Part III he offers areverse glossary, where you
can find the words that best describe what you hear.

Fanfare International
500 E. 77th Street, New York, NY 10021
Tel. 212-734-1041
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A Critical Consensus on Sonic Frontiers!
SFL-1 Linestage Preamplifier
"Kudos is due SONIC FRONTIERS for offering the audiophile aline-level preamp
competitive with any price-no-object unit I've heard to date. Specifically, anyone
contemplating the purchase of an Audio Research LS-2 would do well to also audition the
latest SFL-1; you'll be surprised.
Wake up, exalted residents of Class A Towers -the SFL-1 is knocking on the door!"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 2, February 1993 (USA)

SFS-40 Stereo Tube Amplifier
"After hours and hours of A-B listening, the SONIC FRONTIERS rose above the crowd to
earn our commendation as aComponent of Merit. This amplifier is awinner in every
respect, and Ihave no idea how they provide so much amp for the money."
Martin G. DeWulf, Bound for Sound. Issue 10a, 11a 1992 (USA)
"It is wonderful! ...the SFS-40 will likely be the beginning of along love affair for alarge
number of you who are looking for an entry point into the vast world of genuine high end
audio. We highly recommend this unit."
Guy Trepanier, Son HI-FI Video, No. 83, Jan./Feb. /993 (Canada)

SFS-80 Stereo Tube Amplifier
"...the SFS-80 had been one of two amplifiers [the other being the ARC Classic 60] Iused
in my system, but now Iam listening to the SFS-80 exclusively... Ican whole-heartedly
recommend the SFS-80 with great enthusiasm."
Joel Shumer, The Audiophile Voice, Vol. 1issue 3. March 1993 (USA)
'The SFS-80 is an extremely straightforward and well-made amplifier with aHall-of-Fame
parts list and outstanding sonic performance: great power, impressive bass, realistic
dynamics and rich harmonics....the SFS-80 is amusically satisfying power amplifier and
an outstanding bargain."
Jack English, StereophIle, Vol. 16 No. 4, Apri11993 (USA)

Hear it for yourself.
Audition aSonic Frontiers product today!

SONIC FRONTIERS
5

:7

INCORPORATED

760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5
TEL: (416) 847-3245
FAX: (416) 847-5471
WorldRadioHistory
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FYOU'VE
GOT THE MONEY,

GIN LEMCOE OFFERS A GUIDE TO MAIL-ORDER VINYL

G

IANT OVERSTOCK RECORD SALE. 19tt A POUND.
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM.
Imissed it—the ad in the San Diego Reader AND the sale My friend Norman told me about it the day after. He doubled his record collection for ashade
over asawbuck. Why the deal? It seemed that Off The Record, in an effort
to consolidate operations, was closing one of its four stores in San Diego.
19( A POUND! Let's see. ..With LPs weighing around 9to the pound,
that's 45!! of 'em to the dollar. For the same price as ameter pair of the latest
lave interconnect, you could be the proud owner of over 22,000 LPs!!!
Gimme abreak! Iwas told the albums went out the door like lemmings
taking to the sea during migration. AND IMISSED IT!!!
Perhaps you've missed similar (if not as dramatic) deals on vinyl, as many
retailers across the country close out their remaining LP stocks. But fear
not: There are millions of new and used LPs for sale in specialty stores and
private collections throughout the country and the world. All it takes to
snag your favorites is the desire, letters, abit of research, phone calls. ..
and
lots of persistence.
S
TEREOPHILE, J
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Third in aseries...

I'm Not Going To
Ruin My Audio!!!
One of the great myths of the high-end audio community is that adding
processing for video degrades the performance of your audio system. In
reality, the Lexicon CP-2 Digital Surround Processor allows you to add very
high performance home theater and surround processing to your existing
system—at areasonable cost—without corrupting the purity of the audio.
By connecting your preamp's tape (or processor) output to the CP-2's
input, then returning the CP-2's main output to the tape monitor input on
your preamp, you can switch the processor in and out of the main signal path
at will. When it's time to use the processor, simply engage your tape monitor
and you now have state of the art decoding of film surround as well as full
remote volume and balance control. With the tape monitor disengaged, not
only are your main left and right stereo channels unprocessed, the signal isn't
even going through any additional cables or connectors.
Unlike other manufacturers, we don't use a "Pro Logic chip". Our
decoding is performed by our own custom software running our own
Lexichip digital signal processor. The CF-2 is fully Dolby Stereo 3compatible
and can also be easily set up to add 5speaker surround to your system with
the addition of asingle stereo amp and the speakers. Aside from yielding far
better performance, this software is upgradeable if we manage to improve
the performance of the machine.
From your listening position you can adjust any one of 16 different
crossover points of adigital filter that removes bass from the center channel
and feed it to the left and right main speakers. Our proprietary Auto Azimuth
Error Correction gives you perfect decoding of Dolby Surround encoded
films every time, not just with afew "demo quality" releases.
Along with the world's most accurate digital Dolby Pro Logic decoding,
the CP-2 provides high quality ambience extraction. You'll find yourself
dragging out old recordings and discovering them anew. The ability to
extract ambient information and present it from the correct directions
addresses the fundamental spatial flaws of most two channel recordings.
The CP-2 is on STEREOPHILE'S Recommended Component list and
was reviewed by non other than J. Gordon Holt himself, who concluded "...if
you're looking for state-of-the-art decoding offilm surround, the Lexicon CP-2 is the
decoder to buy." Stereophile Vo112, No12 (Dec 1989). Please call, write, fax, or
Email us for acopy of the whole review and more information on the CP-2.
Better yet, go to your local authorized Lexicon dealer and audition it yourself.

lexicon
HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES
100 BEAVER STREET, WALTHAM, MA 02154-8425
TEL (617) 736-0300, FAX (617) 891-0340, COMPUSERVE 71333,434
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This article will introduce you to the fascinating and sometimes frustrating experience of hunting for and buying LPs by mail. If you're new
to this adventure, Irecommend classical record collectors to David Avery's
survey in the Summer 1992 Schwann Opus (Vol3 No3). Keep in mind, however, that Avery's survey is limited to distributors and manufacturers of new
LPs (both in and out of print), and does not mention used or cut-out LP
sources. Also see my Stereophile accounts of vinyl searches in Boston (Vol.13
No.12), St. Louis (Vol.14 No.6), San Diego and West Los Angeles (Vol.15
Nos.6 & 7), and Denver (Vol.16 No.2). Most, if not all, of the stores mentioned in those articles do mail-order business—just send them your want
lists.
The companies and individuals mentioned in this article offer their LPs
for sale at set prices. You pay that price and you get the record—it's that
simple. Records sold at auction, however, are another can of worms, and
are not covered in this survey. If you're the adventurous type, you might
enjoy bidding for instead ofjust buying your LPs.
Remember, this article is only an introductory survey of sources. It reflects
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and individuals I've had direct dealings
with. Use it as akey for opening your own doors. ii it succeeds in getting
the vinyl you seek into your hands, I'll be asatisfied journalist. Happy
hunting!

CLASSICAL
All Books ik Records
L
420 E. Oakland Park Blie
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334 i• te
(305) 537-4899
An impressive list ofclassical LPs, including
several quadraphonic recordings (remember
those?). AB&R claims to have access to
100,000 new and used LPs; give 'em acall to
see if they have the ones you're looking for.
Ars Antigua
1707 E. 2nd Street
Bloomington, IN 47401
(812) 333-2334
(812) 331-1131 (answering machine)
(812) 331-2665 (Fax)
Neat catalog of over 4000 new and used classical LPs at low prices.
Berkshire Record Outlet
Rte. 102, Pleasant St., RR
Lee, MA 01238-9804
e l
(413) 243-4080
t.9
(413) 243-4340 (Fax)
The source for new, cut-out classical LPs
from the US and abroad. Quarterly catalog
now costs $2, but it's worth it. (To my knowledge, there's nothing else like it.) Close to 100
pages of LPs, with well over 100 labels represented. New LPs only. Definitive!
STEREOPHI LE, J
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The Classical Collector
3151 Harrison St.
Evanson, IL 60201
(708) 864-3981
LPS

_

--:-.
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Classical Gems
349 Ellington
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 584-1499 (Contact: Robert Moon)
(415) 593-1471 (Fax)
Specializes in used classical LPs, with close
to 1000 albums listed in their 22-page catalog. The source for the book Full Frequency
Stereophonic Sound—an audiophile's guide to
London "bluebacks."
Classical Island
1274 Thurston Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024
(415) 961-3773
.
..24-page catalog of over 3000 new and used
Classical LPs.
First Chair Records
P.O. Box 629
Walkersville, MD 21793
(301) 845-8997
Excellent source for new and used classical
recordings. Catalog lists, by label, close to
3000 LPs.
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Simplicity is a
complicated
thing...

Less is more. Form follows function. In the process, we have learned
how not to do straightforward things
in roundabout ways ...
And that is as simple as it sounds.

THE

In our efforts to achieve asingle
goal — the reproduction of music
with no additive or subtractive
artifacts — we have abided by
certain simple truths:

GRYPHO\
It's What You've Been Waiting For

Gryphon U.S.A. •Telephone (216) 791-9400 •Fax (216) 791-3131
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Irvington Music
537 S.E. Ash #25
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 230-9210 (Contact: Susan Gunderson)
(503) 230-9214 (Fax)
Neat catalog of about 3000 new and used
LPs, mostly classical, plus afew soundtracks
and some jazz.
Harold Moores Records
2Great Marlborough Street
London W1V IDE, England
(44) 071-437-1576
(44) 071-287-0377 (Fax)
Parnassus Records
2188 Stoll Road
Saugerties, NY 12477-9216
(914) 246-3332
(914) 246-6584 (Fax)
Monthly catalog.

A$
Wing Records
oR e,
_
P.O. Box 4077
New Haven, CT 06525
(203) 393-3161 (Contact: Charlesjones)
Compact, 11-page catalog of over 200 new
and used classical LPs.

1-•

Recollections
Z7)
0 0
2743 Eighth StreetR
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 548-7786 (Contact: Ronald Penndorj)
LPs as fine-art investments is the only way
Ican describe the contents of the beautiful,
individually numbered catalogs I've seen
from Mr. Penndorf. Each issue is filled with
the rarest of rare first-edition classical and jazz
recordings, offered for sale at prices you
might find hard to believe. (If there are highend used-record dealers, then this company
is certainly one of them.) Meticulous care
goes into the preparation of the catalogs: each
entry is graded for play wear, outer jacket and
inner sleeve conditions are noted, and complete pressing data are given. As you might
expect. only the finest LPs (which Penndorf
terms "disqs'") are selected for inclusion in
the Recollections catalogs. Ialso recommend
their journal, Recollections Quarterly. It's agreat
read for the serious record collector and provides enlightening, behind-the-scenes articles
on music, the recording process. and commentary on record collecting.
Record Company
la Dorset Road
Lewes E. Sussex BN7 17P, England
(44) 273 473219 (Contact: Richard Zeff)
Outstanding 166-page, highly detailed catalog of well over 10.000 new, used, and rare
classical recordings.
SFFRE(/1'1111 IJULY 1993

Rediscoveries
243 W. 76th St., Apt. 1B
New York, NY 10023
(212) 496-1681 (Contact: Harvey Gilman)
(212) 877-1276 (Fax)
Carries all the "audiophile" favorites as well
as older, monaural, "performance-oriented"
LPs. Stocks complete catalogs of Mercury
90000 series (including boxed sets), RCA
"shaded dogs" (including Soria series), London "bluebacks," and Lyritas. Also stocks
hundreds of Argos and Deccas, along with
thousands of EMIs. Send him your want
list—he can probably find the records within
48 hours.

J
AZZ &BLUES
Alligator Records
P.O. Box 60234
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 274-7538
(312) 973-2088 (Fax)
(800) 344-5609 (orders only)
This company offers 85% of its catalog of
blues and reggae recordings on vinyl. New
albums only.
Cadence Record Ordering Service
Cadence Building
Redwood, NY 13679
(315) 287-2852 (Contact: Scott Kohler)
(315) 287-2860 (Fax)
Send these folks $2.50 and you'll receive a
copy of Cadence, their 100-page monthly jazz
and blues review. It's chock-full of informative articles, interviews, and record reviews
done the way only fans of the music can. The
middle section of Cadence contains 27 pages
ofjazz and blues recordings listed alphabetically by label. This catalog of well over 3000
recordings is staggering in scope and should
please even the most persnickety jazz devotee.
You'll need amagnifying glass to read the
listings, but it's well worth the trouble. New
LPs only.
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For complete information on AMC VALVE MUSIC
high resolution audio components offering high dynamic range for
digital playback and the AMC dealer nearest you

1• 800 •321• 6396
Stereophile review available upon reopes

WELTRONICS CORP.
1414 S Fair Oaks Ave. Suite 7. So Pasadena, CA 91030 •1-818-799-6396 /Fax 1-818-799-6541
Valve Music products are apart of the AMC H.O M.E. Automation Series.
Engineered and designed in London/Los
Angeles and distributed in 47 countries
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CMP Records
',ecc
155 West 72nd St., Suite 704
o2tR
New York, NY 10023
(212) 769-9362 (Contact: Paul Schulman)
(212) 580-3604 (Fax)
This German company still offers acouple
dozen LPs of music for the adventurous listener. Artists like Jeremy Steig, Charlie Mariano, Eddie Gomez, Trilok Gurtu, and Glen
Velez are among those featured on Creative
Music Productions' highly eclectic selection
of percussion-oriented world music—an
aural smorgasbord.

(908) 531-7003
The jazz half of the Musical Heritage Society.
Jazz Heritage Review, their monthly newsletter,
offers new releases and selected reissues,
many of which are still available on LP. New
LPs only.

Jazz Record Mart
s
11 West Grand
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 222-1467 (Contact: Bruno)
The source for the great Delmark Records
catalog ofjazz and blues, almost all of which
are still available on LP. In addition, JRM has
.• an outstanding selection of domestic and
import jazz, blues, and rhythm & blues LPs
"Double-Time" Jazz ea
••
on labels from Aahpea to Zim, all listed in
Jamey D. Aebersold
i
their informative, 22-page publication,
P.O. Box 1244
Rhythm & News. Get on their mailing list.
New Albany, IN 47151-1244
New LPs only.
(800) 456-1388
/>1\
A 44-page catalog ofjazz records listed alphaLPs
betically, from George Adams to Joe ZawiJazz
'D
53 Bellefontaine
nul. New LPs only, many at discount prices.
•''''
Framingham, MA 01701
(508) 879-3556
a
s
Beautiful catalog with ahand-picked selecFantasy
\o
tion ofjazz LPs from early bebop to the pres2600 Tenth Street N-ge wi'
ent. A great introduction to jazz for the unBerkeley, CA 94710
initiated by amusic-loving audiophile and
(800) 227-0466
high-end dealer. In addition to adiscussion
Fantasy has resurrected music too important
of the music on the records, owner Larry
to let die on the vine. I'm talkingjazz and blues
Goldberg occasionally comments on their
from the vaults of the Contemporary, Debut,
sound quality. New records only.
Fantasy, Galaxy, Milestone, Pablo, Prestige,
Riverside, and Specialty labels. The OJC
Mosaic Records
A/
e
(Original Jazz Classics), OBC (Original
35 Melrose Place
LPs
Blues Classics), and limited-edition OJC
reissues are done right—packaging, proStamford, CT 06902 \o'qpcs''
(203) 327-7111
gramming, and sound quality are faithful to
(203) 323-3526 (Fax)
the originals. The catalog is an invaluable
If you're ajazz lover, you already know about
reference, each listing illustrating the album
this company. If you don't, get to know them.
cover and offering the original label and numMosaic performs asingular service to the fan
ber, full track listings, and personnel. Outby reissuing definitive collections of some
standing!
of the most important jazz ever recorded. The
brochures are treasures, and reflect the care
Jazz Antigua
and research which goes into each project.
212 S. Indiana Avenue
New LPs only. Definitive!
Bloomington, IN 47401
(812) 334-0717
Muse Records
Nifty catalog of around 1000 new and used
160 W. 71st Street
jazz, gospel, folk, ethnic, and Americana
New York, NY 10023
albums.
(212) 873-2020
New OJCs and Muse LPs at $5 each. What
Jazz Heritage
else is there to say? Nothing! Send for their
1710 Highway 35
'93 catalog now!
Ocean, NJ 07712

eLls$
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SoundSource!
PO. Box 35780
Los Angeles, CA 90035
.
(213) 857-5701 (Contact: Wes Oishi)
(213) 937-2309 (Fax)
Looking for those Blue Note reissues from
Japan? Here they are. Don't say you weren't
warned. New LPs only.

.-v

Stash-Daybreak M.O.
140 West 22nd St., 12th Floor Front
New York, NY 10011
(212) 243-4321
(212) 243-4483 (Fax)
(800) 666-5277 (Contact:Jim Eigo)
Stash bills itself as specializing in jazz mailorder, and Ibelieve 'em. The latest catalog is
an education in what's available out there in
this genre. Vinyl is stocked when available
(which isn't often now), and there are special vinyl "blowouts" of the Stash, Hep, and
other labels. New LPs only.
Sweet Thunder Records
575Johnson Street
Victoria, BC V8W 1M2, Canada
(604) 381-4042 (Contact: Demetrios Tsimon)
Fervent jazz lovers who offer aselect list of
recordings with insightful annotations (including sonic quality) under each entry.
Prices may be lower elsewhere, but some of
these albums will be hard to find anywhere.
New albums only—many imports.
True Blue Music
35 Melrose Place
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 327-7111
A division of Mosaic Records which offers
jazz recordings from other labels. New LPs
only.

EVERYTHING ELSE
Acoustic Sounds
ecr
PO. Box 2043
Salina, KS 67402-2043N2-5-?/
(913) 825-8609 (Contact: Chad Kassem)
(913) 825-0156 (Fax)
(800) 525-1630 (orders only)
Iknow this outfit was covered in David
Avery's Schwann Opus article, but no report
on mail-order vinyl would be complete
STEREOPHILEJULY 1993

without Acoustic Sounds. Send Chad three
bucks and you get abeautiful, 120-page catalog filled with what Chad calls "the highestquality recordings available today." About
half those pages are filled with listings of LPs,
from close to 100 labels, whose high-quality
production and/or performance standards
have earned them areputation among fans
and collectors. (Many titles have appeared in
Stereophiles "Records to Die For" or in various TAS lists.) Included are the usual "audiophile" favorites from Sheffield Lab, MFSL,
Wilson, Reference, Chesky, etc., and an impressive list of domestic and British pressings of selected pop titles. In addition to
remastering some audiophile favorites (the
Weavers Live at Carnegie Hall, for example),
Chad has alarge, constantly changing inventory of rare albums on RCA, Mercury, EMI,
etc., which he picks from to fill customer
want lists. Since its inception only afew years
ago, Acoustic Sounds has become ahigh-end
institution. Chad's dream of making his
company the audiophile's "one-stop" is fast
becoming areality.
The Album Hunter
P.O. Box 510
Maple Shade, NJ 08052
(609) 482-2273 (Contact: Tony Dee)
(609) 667-6903 (Fax)
Impressive 60-page catalog of new and used
LPs. Lots ofElvis on both domestic and import pressings. Rock, pop, country & western, blues, soul, male and female vocalists,
jazz, and soundtracks. Very limited classical
selection. Most sales overseas to Japan, Italy,
and Sweden.
Andy's Front Hall/Front Hall Records
PO. Box 307, Wormer Road
Voorheesville, NY 12186
(518) 765-4193
(518) 765-4344 (Fax)
(800) 759-1775 (orders only)
Roughly half of Andy's 80-page catalog is
devoted to international folk, traditional, and
acoustic music on its own, as well as other
import and domestic labels. The discography includes anthologies and an alphabetical artist listing. New LPs only. The rest of
the catalog includes selected folk music
books, instruments, kits, and accessories. In
business over 16 years, Andy's Front Hall is
atrue music store.
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The FM tuner for those who believe sonic accuracy is eve, ything.
n
o'e
MAGNUM

dYnalcab

For product information
and acopy of our booklet
"Rediscover FM Stereo"
call 1-800-448-8490

"The FM Specialists"

In the U.S.: 1237 East Main Street. Bldg. #2, Rochester NY 14699:P4X (716)482-8859
Canada & Expoil: 8Strathearn Ave, #9. Brampton, Ontario L6T4L9 (416)791-5888

fl

FAX (416)791-5583

$1199—factory direct

d,ib
uet.taig

MONARCHY
AUDIO ( '
*Ultra-stable Audio/Video Transport

380 SWIFT AVE. UNIT

*Jitter-free Re-clocking Circuitry

S. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080
TEL: (415)873-3055

*RCA and Balanced Digital Outputs
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FAX: (415)588-0335
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Better Records
14238 Dickens, #7
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
(818) 907-3371 (Contact: Tom Port)
(800) 487-8611 (orders only)
"Audiophile records for people who hate
audiophile records," it says on the catalog.
Hmmm! The lists Iwas sent include classical
"golden age" recordings from RCA, Merairy, London, etc., half-speed masters from
MFSL, Nautilus, CBS, etc., direct-to-discs
from Direct Disk Labs, Crystal Clear, EastWind, Sheffield Labs, and M&K, etc., along
with new rock and pop imports and highquality reissues. Seems to be agood source
for LPs appearing on the "hot" lists of highend mags.
County Sales
PO. Box 191
Floyd, VA 24091
(703) 745-2001
An excellent source for traditional bluegrass,
classic country, and old-timey music on its
own and other labels. Buy six LPs, get aseventh free. New LPs only (including alist of
out-of-print collector's items).
Digital Sound
7435 Tripp Avenue
Skokie, IL 60076
(708) 674-8024
oRe'
(708) 764-8027 (Fax)
"Audiophile" orientation. New records only.
Labels include: MFSL, Chesky, Albany,
Reference, Collegium, Fulton (!), Opus 3,
Cardas, Wilson Audio, Water Lily, American Gramaphone, Linn Selekt, ATR, North
Star, ViTaL, and Performance Recordings.
Some out-of-print BIS, Chandos, EBS, Sefel,
Sound 80, and various direct-to-discs.

Don's Recycled Records
P.O. Box 1353
Park Ridge, IL 60068
(708) 825-5046 (Contact: Don Morman)
Good selection of traditional folk music.
Specializes in Irish, blues, stringband, country, and bluegrass. New and used LPs.
Down Home Music
6921 Stockton Avenue
El Cerrito, CA 94530
(510) 525-1494
S
TEREOPHILE, J
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(510) 525-2904 (Fax)
This is the one! My favorite mail-order outfit.
(The retail store is tops, too.) A roots-music
fan's goldmine. The free bimonthly catalog/newsletter, Roots &Rhythm, is full of new
releases or reissues of American, British,
Irish, and Scottish folk music, blues and gospel, rhythm & blues, soul, doo-wop, dance
bands, vocalists, personalities, jazz, ethnic,
country, bluegrass, old-timey, rockabilly, and
vintage rock'n'roll. Intelligent and informative reviews follow most listings. Though
less and less of this music is available on LP,
what is usually can't be found anywhere else.
The staff searches the planet to bring the
goods home. Looking for the UK limitededition Elvis King ofRock &Roll LP boxed set?
i
f
î
!e
Look no further. Enough said! New LPs
Ic
only.
tee -h
Elderly Instruments
1100 N.Washington, P.O. Box 14210
Lansing, MI 48901
(517) 372-7890 (Contact: Chris Rietz)
(517) 372-5155 (Fax)
(517) 372-1212 (Dial-A-Ditty-A-Day)
Elderly's latest, 20th-anniversary catalog is
close to 100 pages of esoteric, unusual, and
hard-to-find recordings of mostly folk, bluegrass, old-timey, and blues. They have recently expanded their selection into jazz, new
age, and rock. New LPs only, at the lowest
prices I've seen. Their "Hot Platters" recommendations are invaluable. Got LPs or CDs
you're tired of? Or CDs you want to trade
for LPs? Check out Elderly's LP & CD
Exchange. Elderly also offers "Dial-A-DittyA-Day:' atelephone "preview" service of
featured music.
But Elderly is much more than just arecord store. They offer four other catalogs for
the novice or professional musician: Books
& Videos, Acoustic Instruments & Accessories, Electric Instruments & Accessories, and
Used & Vintage Instruments. Each is chockfull of material useful to any music-loving
audiophile.
The Elusive Disc
5346 N.Guilford Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-3446 (Contact: Robert Bantz)
(317) 257-5379 (Fax)
"Audiophile" orientation. New and used inand out-of-print half-speeds, direct-to-discs,
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Quiex ils, and other audiophile LPs.
The Final Decade
P.O. Box 1693, Old Chelsea Station
New York, NY 10011
(212) 929-5462
(212) 929-0749 (Fax)
Short list of (mostly) import LPs. Limited
selection of 7", 10", and 12" singles, EPs, and
picture discs. New LPs only.
Green Linnet Records
43 Beaver Brook Road
Danbury, CT 06810 (;.' e.
(203) 730-0333
(203) 730-0345 (Fax) oRe(800) 468-6644 (orders only)
Several titles still available on LP, for $4 each,
of some of the world's best Celtic music.
New LPs only.
Harvard Square Records
P.O. Box 1975
Cambridge, MA 02238
(617) 868-3385 (Contact: Barry Mayer)
(617) 547-2838 (Fax)
70-page catalog of new, out-of-print LPs.
No classical, but damn near everything else.
(A separate list of 25 Musical Heritage Society classical LPs was included in the material lwas sent.) Collectables catalog lists thousands of new 45s by artists from A-Ha to ZZ
Top.
Ed Herbert
4Ballydrain Road
Framingham, MA 01701
(508) 626-9231
(508) 626-9231 (Fax)
"Audiophile" orientation. Seven-year veteran
of Goldmine magazine. Specializes in out-ofprint new (or like-new) MFSLs, half-speeds,
and direct-to-discs. Mostly nonclassical.
Hit List Records
548 West 28th Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10001
(212) 563-9192 (Contact: Steve Bonilla)
(212) 563-9194 (Fax)
(800) 743-5478
You've got to see their ad in Goldmine to get
the new vinyl release schedule.
Insomnia Records
P.O. Box 86308
STEREOPHILE, J
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Los Angeles, CA 90086-308
Catalog included in issue #46 of Option magazine. Mostly indic labels and alternative
music. LPs, EPs, 12" and 7" singles. New LPs
only.
Just For the Record
63 Westridge Drive
Plano, TX 75075
(214) 422-4851
(214) 424-7617 (Fax)
Great browsing catalog of new and used
records. A little bit of everything in all genres.
Les Harris Records
7243 Split Creek
San Antonio, TX 78238
(512) 680-9375
Thousands of 45s and LPs from the '50s and
'60s. To get Les's catalog, pick up Goldmine,
where he's been aregular advertiser since
1986. Used records only.
Maildisc
Box 1311588

Lp s

us

/Is

Staten Island, NY 10313
:
(718) 698-2280 (Contact: Robert Moreno)
(718) 698-2280 (Fax)
"Audiophile" orientation. Stock list includes
the usual audiophile labels, including the four
Athena reissues. Out-of-print (new, unplayed)
list includes various TAS recommendations.
Gotta write for prices on these, though.
Hmmm. New records only.
May Audio Marketing
P.O. Box 1048
‘› ki
Champlain, NY 12919
tee,
(518) 298-4434
(518) 298-5314 (Fax)
(800) 422-7525 (orders only)
"Audiophile" orientation. Proprius, CMP,
Opus 3, Water Lily, and other labels. New
records only.
John McGowan
303 Victoria Crescent
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2M 1X8, Canada
(204) 256-5737
26-page catalog offers an extremely diverse
selection of both new and used experimental,
avant garde, rock, and pop LPs. You don't
often find Faust listed alongside Fairport
Convention, or Klaus Schulze with the Rolling Stones. You do here, along with the first
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LP by my favorite Scottish group, Ossian.
Eclectic and nice!
Midnight Vinyl & CDs
P.O. Box 390, Old Chelsea Station
New York, NY 10011
(212) 675-2768
(212) 741-7230 (Fax)
If you have any interest in non-generic rock,
just send for Midnight Vinyl's Midnight Times
newsletter and drool! They sell the latest
import and independent releases, plus reissues from the last four decades, including
classic blues and rhythm & blues. Mostly
new LPs.
eA
Music Machine
.0Etk
10367 Reistertown Road
Owings Mills, MD 21117
(301) 356-4567
New-release vinyl LPs and lots of 7" and 12"
singles. No catalog, but regular ads in Goldmine. Best price I've seen yet on the Elvis King
of Rock & Roll 6-LP set ($95).
Original Music
418 Lasher Road
Tivoli, NY 12583
(914) 756-2767 (Contact:John Storm Roberts)
(914) 756-2027 (Fax)
An informative 30-page catalog of music
from around the world. Look close and you'll
find several ethnic titles available on vinyl
which you'll probably not find anywhere
else. New records only.
Orpheus & Nine at Colma Serra Stereo
4947Junipero Serra Boulevard
Colma, CA 94014
(415) 992-2282
"Audiophile" orientation. Great big catalog
containing releases from Chesky, Concord,
Opus 3, Reference, and Wilson. New LPs
only.
Pacific Vinyl
8306 Wilshire Boulevard #856
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
(213) 654-4816 (Contact: Ying Tan)
An excellent source for the latest popular releases (including 12" singles), and an expanding jazz selection. "The Big Vinyl," an especially mouthwatering section of the catalog
(wish Icould afford 'em all!), includes classical
(even the King Super Analogues from Japan),
86

jazz, rock, and soundtracks. Owner Ying Tan
makes regular trips overseas to locate vinyl.
He's apparently quite successful. New LPs
only. (A separate listing of used classical LPs
is available.) Reggae fans take note: The Bob
Marley boxed set retrospective, Songs ofFreedom, is available on vinyl; Ying promises to
get afew copies for his customers.

Park Avenue Records
P.O. Box 19296
Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 283-4446
(206) 282-5604 (Fax)
Popular contact: Pete
Classical contact: Paul Hansen
A virtual mother lode of new and used vinyl
from the Pacific Northwest. In addition to
an extensive auction catalog of mostly classical audiophile collector's items (Mercs,
RCAs, etc.), this outfit has several amazing
catalogs of country & western, progressive,
and '60s, '70s, & '80s psychedelic, hard rock,
folk rock, British, punk, new wave, and surf
music. The progressive LP catalog is especially mind-boggling. In it Ifound records
I've heard of but thought I'd never find for
sale. Iwas wrong.
Rock Dream IV
Princeton Meadows Shopping Center
660 Plainsboro Road
Plainsboro, NJ 08536
(609) 275-8171
(609) 936-1671 (Fax)
Specializes in hard-to-find vinyl—new releases in particular. Roughly half the catalog
is rock LP listings. Mostly new records, but
ahandful of obscure, used older titles. 7" &
12" singles (often with non-LP tracks) and
12" LPs galore.
LPs

`e*ISS

Roundup Records o
S'•
/
r
i'Dt
I
_I
P.O. Box 154
North Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 661-6308 (Contact: Dennis MacDonald)
(617) 868-8769 (Fax)
(800) 443-4727 (orders only)
Any fan of roots music should send for the
126-page 1992 Roundup Records Master
Catalog. It costs acouple of bucks, but it's
worth it: inside is atreasure trove of recordings by familiar and not-so-familiar artists
on (mostly) independent labels. If you be-
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Let us deal you our latest
release for afull house!

k

re-

iâNew! Art Pepper/Meet the Rhythm Section

challenge: he taped up his dried-out cork, arrived for the
Art Pepper, alto sax; Red Garland, piano; Paul
date, and proceeded to record an album widely considered
Chambers, bass; Philly Joe Jones, drums. Album notes
the most important of his career. This is an all tube recorddon't always tell the whole story. Contemporary president
Les Koenig who rightly felt that Art had yet to record with ing from the microphones to the tape machine and the
musicians who were his equal, wanted to take advantage of mastering was by Doug Sax. Also present at the mastering
Miles Davis's quintet being in L.A. But Pepper hadn't been was John Koenig (the son of Lester Koenig) to help insure
the transfer true to the original master tape. (LP is 180
playing for several months, and his horn was in astate of
disrepair. To minimize anxiety, the session was kept secret gram vinyl pressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
LP=AAPJ 010 $30.00 CD=CAPJ 010 $30.00
from Art until the last minute. But Pepper always rose to a
•
Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
LP=AAPJ 008 $30.00
CD=CAPJ 008 $30.00
(
LP is I
80 cram sinvi pressing) (CT) is cold limited edition.)
•Ravel: Work; for Orchestra /Skrowaciewski, conducting the Minneapolis Orchestra
LP=AAPC 007 $30.00 CD=APCD 007 $16.00
LP
ISO cram n in Ipressing
CD=CAPC 006 $16.00
•
Rachmaninoif: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise. Donald Johanos, Dallas Symphony Orchestra
•
Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963
LP=AAPFLE 5$30.00 CD=CAPF 005 $30.00
IIt Is noO
•.,
..1, . pie,sun2.) t
(I) is agold limited edition)
.Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man /
Ives the Fourth of July /
LP=AAPC 004 $25.00 CD=CAPC 004 $16.00
Thanksgiving. Donald Johanos, conducting the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
•
Gould: Latin American Symphonette /Gottschalk: ANight in the Tropics.
LP=AAPC 003 $25.00
Abravanel, conducting the Utah Symphony Orchestra
•
Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne. Netania Davrath -Soprano.
LP=AAPC 002 $25.00
Conducted by Pierre De La Roche.
•
Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke the Plains &The Suite from
LP=AAPC 001 $25.00
"The River."Conducted by Stokowski
•
Massenet: Le Cid /Ballet Music. The city of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
LP=AKLA 522 $25.00
LP=AKLALE 522 $30.00 (180 gram)
Conducted by Fremaux LP ISO gram vinyl pre,ing)
LP=ACPR 74018 $25.00
•Ray Brown /Super Bass (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing)

_

_

_

TO ORIEL
R
: 1 800
525 1630
SHIPPING: (..1111,1,:111.1 U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item; $30 for each
additional item. Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
Eei rjr
refundable coupon with catalog
Sheffield Loh -Mobile Fidelity -Wilson -Reference Recording -Chesky
-AudioDuest Harmonia Mundi -DMP -Proprios -RCA Living Stereo
Klavier -Mercury Living Presence Opus 3-Delos TBM -London
Blue Backs -AND MANY OTFIERS.
WorldRadioHistory
We also buy mint and sealed Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, CBS Mastersound, Japanese
Pressings, RCA LSC, Mercury Living Presence and other Audiophile labels.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

e

Find out how good
your system REALLY is.
With Stereophile CDs & LPs.
A reference standard since 1989! Sonatas for
POEM flute
and piano by Prokofiev and Reinecke,

plus Poem, by Charles Griffes. Thrill to the sound of
tube-miked performances which seem to
happen live. Space! Air! Ambience!

INTERMEZZO

Our follow-up triumph! All Brahms. ..
all brilliant, featuring piano virtuoso
Robert Silverman. Piano Sonata in f, Op.
5. Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. Full, rich
sound, recorded with tubes for truth of
timbre!

Ponl :
ailable
On 1.1 ) or CD!

TEST CDI

Phase your system,
test loudspeakers
and room, hear the difference amike makes.
Take this disc with you when evaluating loudspeakers and other gear—contains excerpts
from some of the finest recordings ever made!

TEST

CD2

Jtuhdjreprcresmpeeankters,

and performance. Test how much distortion
you can really hear. Check your amp for distortion and hear what CD jitter sounds like.
Determine what your system is doing
right
or wrong.

ALG3

Mall to:
STEREOPHILE
P.O. Box 5960

POEM
OR CALL
I-800-358-6274

INTERMEZZO

Santa Fe, NM 87502

NAME iPlease Prine

LP

x $11.95 = $

CD

x $11.95 = $

LP

x $16.95

CD

x $16.95 = $

TEST CD1

x $ 6.95 = $

TEST CD2

x $ 7.95 = $

*SHIPPING & HANDLING:
SWEET

$

*S & H = $

At Si/item U.S. and Canada
At Sri/item Foreign lairmaili

TOTAL = $
CITY

E Check enclosed
Please charge my El MC

Ill VISA

E AMEX

STATE/ZIP
ACCT. NO.

Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to
Stereophile. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. WorldRadioHistory
SIGNATURE

EXP.

come aregular customer, you'll receive their
publication, Record Roundup—an excellent
digest of new releases (with reviews of each)
and lists of cut-outs in all formats. You'd be
surprised how much great roots music is still
available on vinyl. But don't wait long to
order your faves—when existing stocks are
depleted, most of these LPs will not be available again. New LPs only.
úr•Liu('`a.'

RPM Sales
P.O. Box 441348
Somerville, MA 02144
(617) 776-1286 (Contact:Jeff Roberts)
(617) 776-2514 (Fax)
One of the best cut-out, overstock, and surplus LP listings I've seen. Revised update format features Jeff Roberts's one-line commentaries on each new selection. Fewer tides than
before, but he's making an effort to separate
the wheat from the chaff.
R.T.S.
Dept. G, 1982 N.
Rainbow Boulevard, Suite #183
Las Vegas, NV 89108
(702) 363-2330 (Contact: Bill)
For the past 20 years aspecialist in soundtracks, original casts, and nostalgia recordings. R:T.S.'s 12-page catalog is loaded with
film music, including many rare and unusual
titles, from all over the world. New, or likenew, LPs only.
Silo/Alcazar Independent Label Recordings
P.O. Box 429
Waterbury, VT 05676
(802) 244-8657
(800) 541- 9904 (orders only)
You've got to love acompany which features
an LP on the cover of its 160-page Main Catalog. Although the majority of the listings are
for CD or cassette, there are still afew vinyl
treasures to be found (such as Alasdair Fraser's
and Jody Stecher's marvelous fiddle/guitar
duets on Culburnie 102, The Driven Bow).
Well worth abrowse for alast chance at some
wonderful music in most non-rock genres.
New LPs only.

available on vinyl. New LPs only.
Ultima Thule
1Conduit Street
Leicester LE2O
JN,England
(44) 533 854545
Valuable catalog of difficult-to-classify (and
find) music. New and used LPs. The home
of Audion, anew-music magazine which
focuses on progressive, experimental, and
electronic music from around the world.
Vinyl Ink Records
955 Bonifant St.
Silver Springs, MD 20910
(301) 588-4695
(301) 495-3105 (Fax)
Another good source for 7" singles and EPs,
12" singles and EPs, and LPs of new wave,
progressive, punk, and hard-core music.
New and used records, including some
limited editions and one-of-a-kinds.
Water Lily Acoustics
P.O. Box 91448
Santa Barbara, CA 93190
(805) 968-8188 (Contact: Kavi Alexander)
An eclectic catalog of performances captured
on all-tube, pure analog recordings. These
LPs are among the finest you'll ever hear. The
music is sublime. New LPs only.
Wayside Music
P.
O.Box 8427
Silver Spring, MD 20907-8427
(301) 589-1803 (Contact: Steve Feigenbaum)
Lots of music you'll have difficulty finding
anywhere else. In addition to their own
Cuneiform label, they distribute avant-garde
music from all over the world for the adventurous listener. New LPs only.

William Everett, Jr.
52 Pumpkin Delight Road
M ilford, CT 06460-4238
(203) 877-3911
"Audiophile orientation." New and used
domestic and import pressings of pop and
rock. Lots of half-speeds from MFSL (including several UHQRs), CBS, and others.
Sugar Hill
fir* Direct-to-discs include recordings from
P.O. Box 4040, Duke Station
•.
1)
Nautilus, Direct Disk Labs, Crystal Clear,
Durham, NC 27706
and M&K. The only dealer Icontacted that
(919) 489-4349
will send youfree records! (Send for his cataA large percentage of this label's catalog of
log to find 'ern.)
mostly bluegrass music (m all its forms) is still
S
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INTRODUCING

THE NEW GENERATION OFPOWER W EDGES...

ATA DEALER NEAR YOU

2624 South Rousselle St.
Santa Ana, CA 92707

Al/DIO
INDUS

powEr
TR

I E

s

Phone 714.545.9495
FAX 714.545.4607

muse electronics
Muse Model One Hundred: "The Muse is one of those rare
products that's difficult to fault; the excellent performance
across the hoard makes it very easy to forget about it and
r

concentrate on the music: ahigher compliment Ican't pay."
Corey Greenberg, Stereophile Vol.. 14, No. 4(Aron. 1991)

•
eglift

Muse Model One Hundred Fifty: "...Tight. well controlled
bass and avery natural, liquid midrange..." Robert Hurley,
Stereophile Vol.. 13, No. 1(
JANEARY 1990)

çr"•')

Muse

Et.v.entosors. INCORPORA Ito P.
O.Box 2198 GARDEN GROSE, CALIFORNIA 92642
TELEPHONE (714) 5544200
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FAX (714) 554-5641
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R EPORTS

C.
E.
C.TL 1BELT—DRIVE

CD TRANSPORT

Robert Harley

C EC TL ICD transport

Belt-drive CD transport with remote control. Outputs: Two coaxial (one RCA jack, one BNC jack), one TosLink optical,
one AT&T ST-type optical. Power consumption: 20W. Dimensions: 14.2" W by 5.5" Hby 16.5" D. Weight: 37.4 lbs (I7kg).
Price: $4650. Approximate number of dealers: 9. Manufacturer. Chuo Denki Ca, Ltd., 1919 Nagayatsu Yoshimi-Mach i
Hiki-gun,
Saitama-Ken, Japan. US distributor Parasound Products Inc., 950 Battery St., San Francisco, CA 94111. Tel: (415) 397-7100.
Fax: (415) 397-0144.

Ifind it astonishing that two products built
on completely opposing engineering principles can both have musical merit. Design
goals exalted by one company are considered
anathema by another, yet both components
produce superb sonic results.
The two products I'm referring to are the
$8500 Mark Levinson No31 Reference CD
transport Ireviewed last month and the new
C.E.C. TL 1belt-drive transport that's the
subject of this review.
STEREOPHILE, J
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No two transports could be more different.
Where one design team went to great lengths
to minimize acertain parameter, the other
company went through equal effort to maximize that parameter. The two transports are
based on completely different design philosophies. And, though they certainly don't
sound alike, both are worthy high-end products. The respective designers managed to
optimize their designs after starting with very
different sets of fundamental beliefs.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Before telling you how the TL 1—the
world's first belt-drive CD transport—
works, I'll give alittle background on C.E.C.
It's alarge Japanese manufacturer that makes
OEM products and components for brandname companies. Although the C.E.C. name
is new to consumers, its products aren't.
C.E.C. has along record of making turntable
parts, particularly motors and bearings. For
example, they manufacture: the bearings in
the SME tonearms; the motor, printed circuit
board, and power supply in the SME turntable; and the Oracle turntable's main drive
bearing. For most of its 20-year existence,
C.E.C. made low-end turntables for the Japanese audio giants. As turntable sales were
replaced by CD-player sales, C.E.C. got into
the CD transport market. They are now one
of the largest suppliers of transport mechanisms in the world, and make complete CD
players for some companies. Although the
bulk of C.E.C.'s design and production goes
to the mass market, there are afew dedicated
tweaks in the company who created the TL
1belt-drive CD transport.
Nakamichi was in the same position in the
early 1970s—its cassette-deck mechanisms
were used in many brand-name components,
yet no one had heard of the company. That
changed when Nakamichi introduced the
revolutionary Model 1000 cassette deck
under its own name. Isuspect that the TL 1
is only the first of many high-end products
we'll be seeing from C.E.C. Just as the
Nakamichi 1000 was an ambitious flagship
product intended to make aname for the
company, so, too, is the TL 1transport.
The TL 1is amonumental from-theground-up design effort. C.E.C. makes virtually everything inside the TL 1, from the
chassis down to the spindle shaft and bearings. The belt-driven transport mechanism
was built exclusively for the U 1. Other than
the various "big-company" drives, the only
other "from scratch" transport mechanisms
of which I'm aware are those made by Linn
Cm the Karik), TeadEsoteric (Esoteric P-2 and
Wadia WT-2000), and Pioneer (their stableplatter mechanism).
The U Ihas amassive internal build concealed beneath gorgeous metalwork. Its 37lb weight, fortress-like build, and stunning
appearance combine to suggest that the TL
1is aserious product. The unit's rounded
92

corners, sloping front and sides, and toppanel sliding window give it afuturistic yet
elegant appearance. In fact, the TL 1is one
of the best-looking audio products I've had
in my listening room.
The top panel holds asliding glass door
that opens to reveal the disc mechanism. A
large and very heavy clamp is placed on the
disc to hold it on the spindle. Closing the
door triggers amicroswitch that spins the
disc and reads the disc's Table Of Contents
(TOC). This switch is also asafety interlock:
The laser won't turn on until the door closes.'
Front-panel controls are minimal. Only
Play, Stop, Pause, Track Skip, and aPower
On/Offbutton are included. A greenish-blue
fluorescent display shows track number and
elapsed time. A button on the remote control switches between elapsed track time and
total remaining time on the disc. The remote
also includes programming functions, a
numerical keypad for direct entry of track
numbers, and audible search.
Four digital outputs are provided on the
rear panel: coaxial on an RCA jack, coaxial
on aBNC jack, ST-type optical, and TosLink. A coaxial digital interconnect, terminated with RCA plugs, is included with the
TL 1. The interconnect has an inductive ferrite capsule around one end, similar to TDK's
Digital Noise Absorbers and AudioQuest's
RF Stoppers. Interestingly, this inductor is
made by Taiyo Yuden, the Japanese company
heavily involved in recordable compact disc
technology?
Icouldn't get all the way inside the TL 1
to see the mechanism and electronics: It's
built like atank. Removing the thick outer
metalwork revealed atightly built inner
enclosure that houses the circuits and transport. Consequently, Icould get only apeek
at the innards. The sturdy inner chassis is
made from extruded aluminum between
2mm and 8mm (
5
/i6") thick. The chassis floor
is 5mm (nearly 1
/") thick. Damping material
4
covers some of the inner chassis parts. The
TL l's solid construction is impressive.
1A word of caution: lithe CD is placed in the transport and
the door closed without the disc clamp being in place, the
motor still starts and hurls the CD around the transport's
interior.
—JA
2Taiyo Yuden joined with Sony and Sonic Solutions to
develop aCD recorder that could be connected to Sonic Solutions' Macintosh-based digital-audio editing system. The
recorded CD would replace Y." U-Matic tape for CD
mastering.
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The TL l's power supply consists of alarge
transformer with four secondary windings,
two of them center-tapped. These feed three
full-wave rectifiers and one half-wave rectifier. Six regulation stages are used, all of
them based on standard three-pin devices.
A pcb in the rear right-hand corner contains the servo and decoding electronics. The
main chip is asurface-mounted Yamaha
YM7121B. This device decodes the EFM
signal output from the laser photodetector,
generates servo signals, and performs CIRC
error correction. The laser head itself is made
by Sanyo.
During the Audio Engineering Society
Convention in San Francisco last October,
JA and Ivisited Parasound (importer of the
TL 1) and saw the unique belt-drive transport mechanism that had been removed from
the chassis. The entire mechanical system is
suspended on asubchassis by four large
springs and rubber cushions. Two large
motors flank the mechanism—one drives the
spindle, the other moves the laser pickup
assembly.
As Iconsidered the TL l's belt-driven
operation, Iwondered if there were engineering justifications for belt-drive (as there are
in an LP turntable), or if abelt-drive CD
transport is merely amarketing ploy. Is beltdrive an advantage in aCD transport. as it
is in aturntable? Ihad some skepticism based
on the vastly different requirements of turning an LP and spinning aCD. Let's take a
brief look at these very different rotational
drive systems.
We all know that belt-drive LP turntables
are generally better than direct-drive models.
The belt isolates the motor's vibration from
the platter. Belt-drive is anatural choice in
turntables because the platter spins at aconstant 33'iarpm—there is no need to control
the platter rotational speed with aservo. The
motor just sits there, spinning at one speed.
If adirect-drive motor is used, not only are
the vibrations from this motor directly coupled to the record and stylus. but so is the
servo-control frequency. which is generally
somewhere in the low treble.
CD transports arc very different. however.
The motor's speed varies greatly. according
to what portion of the disc is being read. At
the inside radius, the disc spins at about
50Orpm. At the outside, it turns at about
20Orpm. This changing speed results in a
STER EOPH ILE. jULY 1993

Constant Linear Velocity (CLV) as seen by
the playback laser. When playing adisc from
start to finish, the motor gradually slows
down (a CD is read from inside to outside).
But when asked to skip atrack, the motor
and servo must respond by rapidly increasing
or decreasing disc speed.
Moreover, aCD transport's rotational
speed is usually under tight servo control.
The data stream read from the disc produces
aclock signal (the 43218MHz bit rate resulting from EFM encoding) that tightly regulates the rotational speed. Accurate speed is
essential for correct data recovery.
In short, conventional thinking suggests
that aCD transport's electronics should have
aclose grip on the mechanism's rotational
speed. This goal would seem to be at odds
with putting abelt between the motor and
spindle, because the belt would apparently
bog down the servo's control. It would be
like driving through an obstacle course in a
car with lots of play in the steering wheel.
Just as the steering-wheel play would produce alag time between turning the steering wheel and the car's reaction, the belt
would produce adelay between the servo
correction signal and the transport's response
to that signal.
Moreover. the TL 1's 1-lb disc clamp
would also appear to slow the servo response.
As discussed in my review of the Mark
Levinson No31 Reference CD transport last
month, alightweight clamp has many advantages in regard to rotational servo performance. Low rotating mass can be controlled
much faster than high rotating mass. These
contrasting design philosophies were dramatically illustrated every titne Imade acomparison between the TL 1and the No.31.
Picking up the No.3 I
's ultra-lightweight
clamp after handling the 1-lb TL 1clamp was
quite ashock (and vice versa). Further, the
TL 1was slower in reading the disc's TOC
and accessing tracks.
C.E.C., however, makes acompelling case
for belt-drive and high rotating mass in aCD
transport. A belt-driven CD transport has
the same advantage enjoyed by belt-drive
turntables—isolating the disc from motor
vibration. In addition, the very heavy clamp
acts as aflywheel, smoothing out variations
in the disc's rotational speed. With such a
large rotating mass, the disc would be less
prone to speed fluctuations and thus wouldn't
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need tight servo control. The TL l's designers
gave up the ability to quickly respond to
changes in rotational speed in exchange for
inherent speed stability. Instead of making
many fine and tight speed adjustments, the
C.E.C. mechanism makes fewer, slower corrections to keep the disc spinning at the right
speed. Consequently, the mechanism can use
avery low-torque motor. This approach is
opposite to that used in the No31 and many
other direct-drive transports.
The TL l's brochure includes acomparison of the rotational servo-correction waveforms of three types of transports: 1) directdrive with no flywheel and amedium-torque
motor; 2) direct-drive with alarge flywheel
and ahigh-torque motor; and 3) belt-drive
with alarge flywheel and low-torque motor
(the TL 1). The TL 1had the highest-amplitude servo-correction signal (as would be
expected for controlling the high-mass flywheel), but was also the smoothest in shape.
The two other waveforms were lower in
amplitude but less like asinewave. Iwas surprised C.E.C. touted this as desirable: Transport designers usually optimize the mechanical design for lowest servo-correction signal
amplitude.
C.E.C. makes other claims about the
superiority of belt-drive and high rotating
mass. First, the high-torque motors used in
direct-drive designs reportedly radiate high
levels of electromagnetic noise; C.E.C.'s lowtorque motor is said to be quieter. C.E.C. also
claims that the flywheel's high inertia reduces
disc vibration and smooths out the drive
motor's cogging effect.
Not only the spindle is belt-driven; so is
the laser pickup. A second motor flanking
the transport mechanism drives the laserhead assembly. This is claimed to reduce radiated electromagnetic noise near the disc. The
laser sled is connected to atoothed gear
driven by the laser-head motor.
These aspects of the TL l's design—beltdriven spindle and laser head, high rotating
mass, and low-torque motor—are unconventional, to say the least. In short, the TL
1is like no other CD transport. But how
does this contrary design sound?

SYSTEM
The C.E.C. TL 1took aplace in my rack
alongside the $8500 Mark Levinson No.31
transport and the $2500 Proceed PDT 3
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(both are made by Madrigal Audio Labs).
The No31 sets abenchmark in transport performance, and the PDT 3is, in my opinion,
the transport to beat at the $2500 level (along
with the Theta Data). Ithus had two serious
contenders for comparison with the TL I. At
$4650, the TL 1costs more than the PDT 3,
but is significantly less expensive than the
No.31.
Digital interconnects included C.E.C:s
supplied coaxial cable, an Aural Symphonies
Digital Standard coaxial cable, and an AudioQuest Optical Pro 2ST-type. When auditioning the TL 1with the Mark Levinson
No.30 digital processor, Iused ST-type optical exclusively (the No.30 processor has no
coaxial input; only AES/EBU, ST, and TosLink). Coaxial output auditioning was via
aPS Audio UltraLink. Ialso auditioned the
TL 1with the MSB Gold processor (review
forthcoming). All the digital processor outputs fed an Audio Research LS2B preamplifier.
Loudspeakers were Thiel CS3.6es (reviewed
in May) driven by aMark Levinson No.23.5
power amplifier. Ialso listened to the TL 1
briefly with Boston Acoustics' new Lynnfield Series 500L loudspeakers and Genesis
III (reviews forthcoming) driven by the
No.23.5, VTL 225 Deluxe Monoblocks, or
aForté Model 4. Loudspeaker cables included AudioQuest Clear, Midnight, and
Sterling. Line-level interconnects were AudioQuest Lapis (balanced and unbalanced) and
Diamond (unbalanced, between the UltraLink and LS2B). Power to the system (except
the power amplifiers) was conditioned with
aTice Power Block and Titan.

LISTENING
My first listen to the TL 1was with it driving
the No.30 processor via ST-type optical
interface. Because Iwas familiar with the
No31 transport, the TL l's presentation took
me by surprise. These were two very different-sounding transports, but the TL 1
appeared to have some very special qualities
of its own. Extended auditioning confirmed
these first impressions. Indeed, Icame to like
the TL 1the more Ilistened to it.
First, the TL 1had an extraordinarily
smooth and analog-like presentation. To call
the U 1laid-back is an understatement. The
music was gentle, sweet, and presented with
amore distant perspective than I'm used to
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hearing. There was afeeling of ease, relaxation, and warmth uncharacteristic of digital.
Even compared to the very refined No31, the
TL 1had asofter, less incisive presentation.
The TL l's overall character can be summed
up as unforced and easygoing.
Specifically, the TL 1had amidrange presentation that can only be described as lush.
That's adescription I've never used for aCD
transport, but the TL l's rendering of instrumental textures was so warm, sweet, and natural that the term is appropriate. There was
a complete lack of grain, coarseness, or
stridency overlaying musical textures. The
music had avelvety softness reminiscent of
good analog. Iwas particularly struck by the
naturalness of the flute on the excellent Gary
Schocker, Flutist (Chesky CD46). It was nicely
set back in the soundstage and had abeautiful roundness and warmth. More importantly, the flute's envelope didn't have a
white-noise-like fuzz riding over the notes.
This lack of grain was abig factor in my
overall positive assessment of the TL 1.
Other instruments benefited from the TL
l's gorgeous midrange liquidity. On the Rob
Wasserman Duets CD (MCA MCAD 42131),
Jennifer Warnes's voice was sweet and delicate, with abloom that was nothing short of
stunning. The TL l's lush liquidity reminded
me of the VTL 225 monoblock tube amplifiers Iprize so highly. Those amplifiers—
and the TL 1—have adelicious midrange
bloom that must be heard to be believed.
The TL 1's treble presentation perfectly
complemented the midrange delicacy. High
frequencies were similarly soft, sweet, and
laid-back. In fact, the TL, 1had the softest treble of any transport I've auditioned. Rather
than being forward, immediate, and present,
the TL l's treble was gentle and less likely to
call attention to itself. Cymbals were set farther back in the soundstage, and had more
brassy sheen and less sizzle than with other
transports.
These characteristics made the TL 1more
forgiving of source imperfections than the
other transports under comparison. Discs
with aforward presentation, hard textures,
and an overly bright treble greatly benefited
from the II l's softer focus. The too-forward
cymbals on Return to Forever's Light as a
Feather (Polydor 827 148-2), for example,
were better portrayed by the TL 1's softer
rendering. These characteristics made the
STEREOPHILEJULY 1993

1an excellent match with the somewhat forward Thiel CS3.6.
Although the presentations of the No.31
and the PDT 3were polite and refined, the
TL 1was even more laid-back, gentle, and
sweet. Consequently, Ifelt the TL 1had a
greater sense of ease than the No31. The TL
1's smoothness, however, came at asmall
penalty in detail resolution. Both the No.31
and PDT 3resolved more musical information. The snare drum at the soundstage rear
in the opening track of Trittico (Reference
Recordings RR-52CD) was slightly blurred
when played on the TL 1compared to the
No.3 l's rendering. The No31 portrayed the
instrument with more detail and with a
greater ability to hear the individual snares
vibrating beneath the drum. The No31 had
more snap, vibrancy, and immediacy, all a
result of its better resolution of fine detail.
Incidentally, the brass section on this recording, which enters just after the passage
described, dramatically illustrated the very
different musical presentations projected by
the No.31 and TL 1. The No.31 reproduced
brass instruments with a slight uppermidrange edge not heard on the TL 1. The
TL 1was softer, more diffuse, and lacked any
trace of glare. One perspective would say that
the No.31 resolved more information in the
recording. Another would contend that the
TL 1was more musical.
The -FL l's soundstaging was excellent, but
not to the standard set by the No.31. The
No.31—and the PDT 3—had greater transparency, depth, and image focus than the TL
1. By comparison, the TL 1was less incisive
and delineated—almost like asoft-focus filter
on acamera. Where the No.31 and PDT 3
had precise and tightly defined image outlines, the TL 1tended to be abit more diffuse. The contrast between light and dark was
greater through the Madrigal transports.
The TL l's overall spatial perspective was
unlike that of any other transport I've auditioned. The music was set back in the soundstage, with more space between the soundstage front and the listener. This slightly
distant character combined synergistically
with the TL l's excellent portrayal of space
to produce astunning sense of depth. By
throwing the soundstage slightly behind
rather than in front of the loudspeakers, the
TL 1gave the impression of avast expanse
of space on certain recordings.
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Keith Johnson's superb recordings on
Reference—Three-Way Mirror (RR-24CD),
The Oxnard Sessions, Volume One (RR-37CD),
and Trittico—were presented with awealth
of spatial information that made the rear third
of my listening room disappear, replaced by
the recorded acoustic. There was also aterrific
sense of air and space surrounding instrumental and vocal images. Ifelt, however, that
the TL 1didn't resolve quite as many layers
of front-to-rear information as did the No31.
The TL 1was certainly holographic, but the
No.31 seemed to have finer gradations of
depth between the soundstage front and rear.
The TL l's bass also differed greatly from
those of the PDT 3and No.31; both Madrigal
products had tighter, better-defined bass
presentations. The TL 1was slower, fatter,
rounder, and had less pitch definition. The
belt-drive unit lacked the ironfisted control
and tautness that characterize the Madrigal
transports. Moreover, the TL 1didn't have
their precise articulation and detail in the bass.
Low frequencies tended to be alittle blurred
rather than finely resolved. There was a
greater sense of weight from the TL 1, but
at the expense of bass resolution. The TL l's
bass presentation could be compared to a
slightly underdamped loudspeaker—a little slow and fat, but full-bodied and weighty.
Similarly, the TL 1's dynamics were not
in the same league as those of the No.31 or
PDT 3. The TL 1just didn't have the sense
of slam, punch, or impact as the two Madrigal transports. This is my biggest criticism
of the TL 1. Music had less rhythmic energy
through the TL 1. On the Robben Ford CD
Talk to Your Daughter (Warner Bros. 25647-2).
the drive of the bass guitar and kick drum
didn't produce the same groove from the TL
1as from the No.31 or PDT 3. Another
rhythmically intense recording, Bill Bruford's
One of aKind (E'G EGCD 40), exhibited a
similar lessening of rhythmic power through
the TL 1. The music was just alittle slower
and less compelling. Ifelt agreater urge to
tap my foot with the PDT 3and No31, afactor that by itself made those the transports
of choice with most music.
Finally, Imust point out that the TL l's
strengths and weakness are specific to certain types of music. Music in which instrumental timbre is of utmost importance—
such as classical music—was best served by
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the TL I's uniquely liquid presentation.
Music with drive, impact, and rhythmic
power was better portrayed by the No.31
and, to alesser extent, by the PDT 3?

CONCLUSION
The C.E.C. TL 1is unquestionably aremarkable transport. Its smoothness, ease, and
liquidity set anew standard in digital playback. Midrange textures in particular are rendered with alushness that Ifind immensely
involving. There is no trace of glare or grain,
something Igreatly value. In these areas, the
TL 1surpasses the performance of even the
Mark Levinson No.31 transport.
On the debit side, the TL l's bass is slower
and not as well defined as those of the reference No.31 or Proceed PDT 3. The C.E.C.
is less dynamic, taut, and powerful in relation to these two other excellent transports,
the result being less rhythmic involvement
in the music. Finally, the TL 1doesn't quite
match the No.31 or (to alesser extent) the
Proceed PDT 3in transparency and resolution of detail.
How much one likes the TL l's presentation will be highly dependent on musical
taste and the characteristics of the rest of the
playback system. Some listeners will be unable to live without the TL 1's analog-like
ease: others will prefer atransport with more
dynamic contrast and better bass definition.
If the No.31 and PDT 3are like excellent
solid-state power amplifiers, the TL 1is the
digital equivalent of aclassic tube design—
more forgiving of source imperfections,
sweet at the expense of some resolution, and
alittle fat in the bass. A careful audition,
preferably in your own system, is mandatory
before buying.
1must reiterate my praise for the TL l's
superb build, stunning cosmetics, and beautiful operation. The top-loading mechanism,
heavy clamp, and sliding glass door provide
atactile dimension to CD playback.
All things considered, Ican enthusiastically recommend the C.E.C. TL 1. It is not
only an eminently musical transport, but also
agorgeous—and innovative—piece of audio
electronics.
3The TL I's tracking and error-correction abilities were only
fair. It played track 32 on the Pierre Verany Test CD. but
skipped on track 33.
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BASIS AUDIO OVATION TURNTABLE
Dick Olsher

Basis Audio Ovation turntable

Belt-driven LP turntable. Speeds: 33!,, 45rpm. Wow &flutter at 33';3:0.02% DIN standard. Rumble: -90dB DIN Standard.
Speed accuracy: ±0.02%. Weight: 70 lbs. Dimensions: 23" W by 16.5" Dby 5.25" H. Sample tested: SN 0891067. Price:
$4395. Approximate number of dealers: not disclosed. Manufacturer Basis Audio Manufacturing, Inc., 2Townsend West,
Suite IIA, Nashua, NH 03063. Tel: (603) 889-4776. Fax: (603) 889-5402.

As audio enters its second digital decade, it
gives me great pleasure to proclaim agreat
audio truth: to groove is divine, to errorcorrect ain't so benign.
To my mind, analog is audio. I'm tired of
the digital-processor-of-the-month parade,
in which each new contender pretends to
massage the same old bits more therapeutically into agentler and kinder organic whole
What we really need is more bits. Will we
ever see asuper CD format based on, say, a
96kHz sampling rate? My gut feeling is
probably that we will. Sadly, it would come
to pass as amarketing ploy to rejuvenate sales
once CD players saturate the market, in the
same way that Super VHS was thrust at the
public. In the meantime, it is my opinion that
the illusion of live music is most convincingly
created where the stylus hits the groove.
Not only is the turntable the foundation—the basis—of any phono system, but
the phono system is the basis of any audio
system. Even the Sirnpsons could tell you that
the veracity of any audio system is limited by
the integrity of the input signal; you know,
garbage in, garbage out. The turntable lays
STEREOPHILE, J
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the foundation for what follows. Without
proper engineering at the source, the battle
is lost: errors at the fountainhead are not correctable downstream.

THE TECHNOLOGY

The Ovation represents the result of two
years of effort on the part of high-end turntable designer and manufacturer A.J. Conti
directed at applying the design principles of
his Basis Debut Gold Standard turntable' to
amore affordable product. Both turntables
are the culmination of a"systems approach"
to design in which all aspects of performance
were broken down and analyzed separately.
After each subsystem was optimized, they
were brought together to form the final
product. I'll focus on three crucial design elements: the drive system, the platter, and the
suspension.
The concept that turntables affect sound
or have asound of their own was popularized
in the '70s. Superficially, the 'table appears
to be nothing more than aconvenient plat1Reviewed for Stereophile by Amis Balgalvis in Vol.13 No.12.
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form for spinning the record—why should
it have asound ofits own? After all, isn't the
cartridge the only transducer in the phono
system's front end?
Ahh! The key to the puzzle is to realize that
the stylus is blind. It cannot discriminate
between the mechanical vibration of the
groove, motor rumble, and other external
vibrational energy. It faithfully outputs an
electrical signal that is the analog of the sum
of the vibrational energy that displaces it. The
perfect 'table would therefore completely isolate the stylus/groove interface from the drive
system and external environmental effects.
The Basis's platter is belt-driven; atrue and
tested method of isolating the platter from
the motor's vibrational energy. To further
isolate the platter, the Swiss-made AC synchronous motor is housed separately and
stands on its own four feet next to the main
subchassis. Removing the motor from the
subchassis entirely eliminates the subchassis/armboard/tonearm pathway of transferring rumble energy to the stylus. However,
Basis doesn't provide afancy, variable-speed
power supply àla the Linn Lingo; speeds are
changed by the rather inconvenient route of
changing the belt pulley. I've heard the Linn
LP-12 with and without the Lingo, and the
improvement wrought by the latter is obvious and worthwhile?
The Lingo works for agood reason. Minute speed fluctuations (flutter) during each
rotational cycle of the record induce frequency modulation and lead to waveform
distortion of music transients. The major
causes of flutter are the motor and non-linear
frictional effects in the bearing. That the
Lingo works by addressing the motor issue
implies that the LP-12's bearing is also of a
very high quality. Otherwise, the bearinginduced flutter would mask the Lingo's
effects.
Another important means of isolating the
drive system from the stylus is to increase the
platter's mass. This increases the platter's
moment of inertia, making it abetter flywheel. This technique was known as far back
as the '50s: The September 1957 issue of
Audiocraft (which featured JGH as aContributing Editor) included an article by Frank
Bertolotti on "Weighting an Inexpensive
Turntable"—a DIY project which told how
2See JA's review of the Lingo in Vol.14 No.1.
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to mass-load acheap platter by adding aring
of cement (yes, cement) at its periphery.3
Despite Sam Tellig's infatuation with the
Acoustic Research turntable as a sound
budget-minded device, Idon't find it to be
sonically competitive with 'tables featuring
more massive and inert platters. The AR's
aluminum platter, for example, rings like a
doorbell.4
The Ovation's platter is, I'm happy to
report, quite heavy, due in great part to the
incorporation of aseries of lead weights.
Though not as massive as the Debut's 28-lb
hunk of platter, at 15 lbs it's certainly no
lightweight. In addition to its mass, the platter is also well damped so as to suppress internal resonances. The acoustic impedance of
the platter is similar to that of vinyl, the intent
being to couple the record as intimately as
possible to the platter and thus dissipate resonant energy transmitted to the vinyl by the
action of the stylus. If the record/platter interface produces an acoustic impedance mismatch, then acoustic energy would be reflected back to the record rather than
transmitted to the platter.
Needless to say, no record mat of any kind
should be used with the Ovation. The insertion of any type of mat only serves to break
the coupling between platter and record. To
improve that coupling, arecord clamp is
provided. It fits over the spindle and allows
the application of considerable pressure to
the record—at least over the label area.
Though quite effective with flat or slightly
convex records, it is unable to keep the entire
surface area of adished record in contact with
the platter. This is where avacuum holddown
system has asignificant edge.
Also noteworthy is the attention paid to
armboard design. Made of dense acrylic and
lead, the armboard is more massive than
some platters, and well-damped, even if its
thickness and composition make drilling a
blank board quite achallenge. Basis advises
the purchaser to obtain apre-drilled board
from the dealer.
The Ovation has an oil-well bearing with
a0.5" shaft diameter. All wear faces are made
of tungsten carbide. The bearing/bushing
3Mr. Bertolotti confessed in print that alead rim would have
been preferable, but that he chose amore "convenient" (the
accompanying pictures prove that Frank knows cement)
course of action.
4But only when you lift it off the sub-platter. When in position, it is better damped.
—JA
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tolerances are held to an impressive -0.0001"
to assure auniform lubrication gap. One of
the potential problems of this sort of bearing, especially at low rpm, is the establishment of a"hydrodynamic" oil film between
the bearing surfaces. The Ovation's largediameter bearing increases the relative linear velocity between the bearing surfaces and
thus helps maintain alow-friction oil film.
The platter/bearing assembly is tested and
aligned at the factory, and the optimum
alignment is marked for proper assembly by
the end user.
The Ovation's subchassis assembly is suspended from two aluminum support arms.
In effect, the subchassis floats atop four suspension cartridges. Each suspension cartridge
consists of silicone fluid damping and asteel
spring attached to the support arm. In engineering terms, asprung isolation system
is usually modeled with mechanical elements of mass, spring, and resistive dashpot
(damper). A.J. Conti feels that only when
each of these three parameters (ie, mass,
spring rate, and damping constant) can be
independently set is it possible to optimize
the isolation system. He points out that if the
damper also has aspring element (such as all
foam rubbers, rubber, and Sorbothane), then
the designer has already forfeited the ability to completely control the system.
Fortunately for A.J., steel springs behave
nearly ideally, with almost no damping component; the vertical resonant frequency may
be set using the ideal spring equation. The
horizontal motion of the suspension mimics
that of apendulum, so that the resonant frequency in the horizontal axis may be set via
the classical equation for pendulum motion.
Therefore, the Ovation's suspension allows
the designer to independently set the vertical
and horizontal natural resonance frequencies.
The Q of the resonances is controlled by
the silicone fluid. The ideal damper would
oppose motion with aforce proportional to
the velocity of motion of the system. Damping with anoncompressible fluid more nearly
follows this ideal behavior than would damping with foam rubbers, Sorbothane, or other
types of compressible materials. Since steel
springs, unlike rubber, neither age nor exhibit
hysteresis effects, and because the springs are
used well below their elastic limit, the suspension system is said to be absolutely stable
over time, requiring no adjustments ever. A.J.
STEREOPHILEJULY 1993

claims that you can stand on the subchassis
without overstressing it. Ipassed.
As ademonstration of the stability of the
Ovation's suspension system, A.J. Conti
invited me to take it for atest drive. First, he
asked me to excite the vertical mode by
repeatedly bouncing the subchassis from
only one corner. Indeed, the subchassis
motion was strictly vertical, without any
horizontal tipping, and all motion was very
quickly damped when Istopped the excitation. Next, he asked me to excite the subchassis torsionally by twisting and releasing it.
Again, the motion was controlled and welldamped, without any high-frequency oscillation. The point, according to A.J., is to
show that the suspension exhibits no harmonic behavior above its fundamental natural frequencies in the vertical, horizontal,
and torsional directions. This gives the Ovation excellent rejection of structural vibration from footfalls up through the audible
range.

PRELIMINARIES

Instructions for assembly of the Ovation are
well-thought-out and clearly presented.
However, acouple of photos or sketches
would have moved things along abit faster.
The assembly process proceeded uneventfully except for the installation of the suspension cartridges. The instructions call for pulling the top of the cartridge through the top
of the support arm. This required avigorous yank rather than the gentle pull implied
by the instructions. Also, abit later, after I
realized that the subchassis could not be
raised sufficiently to hang at the correct
height by merely adjusting the cartridge
springs, Ihad to remove all four cartridges
and add acouple of 0-rings (eight spare 0rings came with the 'table) over the ridge in
each cartridge that the subchassis sits on.
Together with the 0-ring installed at the factory, that made for atotal of three 0-rings
on each cartridge.
In went the cartridges again. Even so, the
subchassis still hung so low so that the cartridges were bottoming out. Having run out
of 0-rings, Iwas forced to shim up the feet
of the base to get adequate clearance for the
bottom of the suspension cartridges. Had the
feet on the 'table's base been adjustable, this
would not have been necessary, and would
have made leveling the 'table much easier.
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Iplaced the Ovation atop my Lead Balloon Stand, using ahomemade platform for
support. The armboard had been pre-drilled
to accept the SME-type mount of the Graham Engineering Model 1.5 tonearm. However, it became obvious that the Ovation had
not been designed with the Graham's needs
in mind. (In all fairness, the Ovation was
finalized before the Graham arm was acommercial reality.)
There were two major incompatibilities.
First, the cutout in the bottom of the armboard was too small in diameter to accommodate the DIN-type connector of the Graham arm's interconnect cable. There wasn't
enough clearance, even when rotating the
bottom of the arm shaft, to squeeze the 1.25"
barrel of the female connector at right angles
to the arm shaft in order to line it up with the
male jack. Ihad to remove the barrel of the
connector before Icould mate the cable to
the arm. Ieventually obtained aspecially
fabricated interconnect cable from Graham
Engineering, one without the bulky barrel
and sheathed in heatshrunk tubing to protect the DIN connector. This cable was also
long enough to allow me to bypass the arm's
phono-jack box and connect directly to the
preamp.
The second problem was of VTA adjustment. Because of the thickness of the Ovation's platter, Ihad to operate the Graham
arm at its maximum VTA elevation, which
meant that Ididn't have enough range to
experiment in with some records. What I
needed was a0.25" shim that would fit right
under the arm's SME base plate so as to elevate the base of the arm relative to the surface of the platter. Basis Audio was kind
enough to make such ashim for me; I'm told
that it's now available to any customer contemplating aBasis/Graham marriage.'

SONIC IMPRESSIONS
The vibrational garbage aturntable can communicate to astylus can compromise ahost
of sonic parameters: pitch stability, soundstaging, imaging, detail resolution, and
dynamics. What immediately caught my
5Ivery much wanted to evaluate the Ovation with the Graham arm and the Symphonic-Line RG-8 Gold cartridge. In
that way, the only change in my phono front end would be
the turntabk in perfect accordance with the first law of audio
reviewing: "Thou shalt change only one variable at atime.
That's why Iwent the extra mile to resolve these compatibility issues.
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attention were improvements in soundstage
transparency, midrange clarity, and image
palpability. What Iwas not prepared for was
the magnitude of these gains. Switching as
Idid from my long-term reference—the
ravishing Australian Aura 'table—led me to
expect, at the most, subtle differences in
interpretation with perhaps no clear overall winner. Boy, was Iwrong.
The Ovation was consistently able to
imbue the soundstage with an incredible feel
for the original recording space. First, it was
easier to see far into the hall. The feeling of
having to strain through layers of fog in order
to make out the back wall of the hall
vanished, as if the midday sun had punched
ahole through the morning mist. The noise
floor of the reproduction was lowered. This
meant that it was easier to delineate musical
phrases as they decayed into the background
of the hall. Image outlines put on weight to
the point of becoming deliciously palpable.
In essence, the sense of being there was
heightened.
Good recordings sounded better, great
recordings sounded awesome. Spatial resolution of massed voices was exemplary.
Through the Sound-Lab A-1 ESLs partnered
by the Fourier Sans Pareil OTL amps, the
soundstage edged closer to concert-hall realism. The chorus on both Ariel Ramirez's Misa
Criolla (Philips 420 955-1) and Laudate!
(Proprius PROP7800) materialized within
the soundstage like never before. Both the
impression of the whole and of individual
voices standing out and then blending into
the fabric of the music was rendered precisely
yet effortlessly. It was because the lower midrange was fleshed out with such startling
clarity—ie, superb pitch stability and articulation of orchestral fundamentals—that
these recordings projected such apotent "you
are there" feeling.
This cleaner window on the midrange
served to increase the immediacy of the
music. The dramatic fire and tension of the
performance, the music's mood and soul,
were communicated more urgently. Take a
listen to Belafonte at Carnegie Hall (RCA LSO6006). This sort of music is impossible to sit
on the fence about: you love it or you hate
it. Ilove it. Through the Ovation Idiscovered this familiar recording afresh. The interplay between Belafonte and the audiencefelt
more real. There's atender moment when
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Belafonte freezes up during a transition
between songs (this is not on the CD). The
audience's empathy was readily felt. Isaid
"felt" rather than "sounded" more real
because the rapport between audience and
performerfelt more human and involving.
Whatever the magic of the original moment,
Iwas able to reach out and feel it in amore
believable manner—as though my entire
psyche had been transported to the scene.
While we're eavesdropping at Carnegie
Hall, Ishould mention the Weavers (Reunion at Carnegie Hall-1963, Analogue Productions APF005). The soundstage depth perspective on this reissue was never better, nor
were Ronnie Gilbert's upper registers ever
rendered more cleanly or sweetly.
In general, female voice was catered to in
amost appropriate manner. Joni Mitchell's
in-your-face image perspective on Blue
(Reprise MS 2038)—a consequence of the
position of the vocal mike—was stunningly
suspended in space, her every phrase caressed
oh-so-right.
Ireceived avinyl test pressing of Lesley
(ViTaL 011) just after setting up the Basis. I
therefore could try avinyl-based Lesley Test,
comparing the sound of the CD with that of
the LP.
Wow! Viva analog! The LP was head and
shoulders above the CD in its ability to preserve the urgency and tension of the original performance Remember, Ihad been there
in the studio and in VTEs Mastering Room;
the LP brought back aflood ofhalf-forgotten
aural memories of the magic of the moment.
The LP carved out amore believable soundstage with amuch better depth perspective.
Lesley's timbre was more correct, and lowlevel detail was easier to resolve. It was clear
that the Ovation and the rest of the phono
system were re-creating amuch more convincing illusion of the live event in the studio.
"What about the bass?" Isense some of
you beginning to wonder. "Where are your
priorities, DO? Are you ever going to talk
about macho audiophile stuff?" Well, bass

lines were nothing short of sensational: tight,
punchy, and dynamic. However, Ithink that
it's amistake to talk about bass reproduction
out of context. With all due respect to test
records and drum solos, my criterion for
good bass is being able to resolve it in the
context oían orchestral recording. Richard
Strauss's Also Sprach Zarathustra, with Fritz
Reiner at the helm of the CSO (RCA LSC2609), provides such atest, with double
basses, bass drums, timpani, and organ pedal
massed together in the "Dawn" Prologue.
If there's abass problem at the front end (or
anywhere in the chain, for that matter), you'll
hear about it on this recording. The Ovation
went for the gold and got it, exceeding all of
my previous references for bass control and
pitch definition.
The Ovation's bass excellence is due in part
to its open construction, which dispenses
with the traditional turntable base. Too often
the suspension is hidden from view inside an
enclosed base. This is like having amegaphone under the platter; it's the turntable
equivalent of aHelmholtz resonator. The
characteristic box resonances may be excited
by structure-borne vibrational energy or via
acoustic feedback. These resonances then
feed back to the arm/cartridge, coloring the
reproduction. Every box-based turntable I've
lived with could be characterized as having
acolored, higher-Q bass range.

FINAL THOUGHTS

The Basis Ovation's combination ola highmass platform with asuperb suspension and
aprecision drive system is an engineering triumph. Just as significant is the old-fashioned
quality with which the design has been
executed.
But beyond the technical details lies aremarkable level of performance. In concert
with the Graham Model 1.5 arm and the
Symphonic-Line RG-8 Gold cartridge, the
Ovation pushed the boundaries of my system
to new heights. Inever had it so good. The
Ovation deserves astanding one.

W HAT YOU HEAR IS W HAT YOU GET
J. Gordon Holt, Robert Harley, & Thomas J. Norton report
on their experiences with the Marantz DD-92 DCC recorder
Digital cassette recorder with analog cassette playback. Inputs: analog, optical digital (TosLink), coaxial digital ¡with I8-bit
STEnEopHILE., JuLy 1993
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IfIRE STRAITS

J

Marantz DD-92 DCC recorder
capability). Outputs: 2analog (I variable), optical digital (TosLink), coaxial digital, headphones. Controls: AC power, Timer
select (Record/Play/Offj. headphone level. Dolby-BIC/Off, auto start marker (On/Off), marker buttons (Erase, Renumber,
Next, Start), synch record (On/Off), input select (Analog/Coax/Opt), record balance and level, drawer Open/Close, Monitor
(On/Off), counter Set/Reset, text display (On/Off), Repeat, Blank Skip, AMS, Record, Append, Mute, bidirectional Play, Next,
Previous, Fast Forward, Fast Reverse, Stop, Pause. DIA conversion: Bitstream differential mode I-bit PDM with 20x-oversampling
filter AO conversion: sigma-delta modulation, 64x-oversampled with I8-bit resolution. Frequency response with direct
digital sources (±0.2dB): 10Hz-22kHz at 48kHz sampling, 10Hz-20kHz at 44.IkHz sampling, 10Hz-14.5kHz at 32kHz sampling.
Analog playback: 20Hz-18kHz ±3dB. SIN ratio (A-weighted): digital >103dB, analog (no NR) >59dB. Dynamic range (digital):
>100dB. Harmonic distortion (digital playback): <0.003%. Channel separation: 100dB at IkHz. Wow and flutter: digital unmeasurable, analog 0.07%. Output level &impedance: analog fixed 2V/1500 ohms, analog variable 0-2V/1500 ohms,
digital coax 0.5V p-p/75 ohms, digital optical TosLink standard. Power consumption: 35W. Dimensions: 17%" W (including end panels( by 5
3
/
4"Hby I4" D. Weight: 25 l. Price: $1199. Approximate number of dealers: 300. Manufacturer Marann
USA, 1150 Feehanville Dr., Prospect, IL 60056. Tel: (708) 299-4000. Fax: (708) 299-4005.

Dcc: J.

GORDON HOLT
Format-limited. There's aconcept to strike
fear and loathing into the hearts of audio perfectionists who grew up learning to love a
home-music format that wasn't limited.
Analog-disc technology was pretty much
open-ended, which meant the sky was the
limit. The only ground rules were astandardized disc speed and groove size. Everything
else—frequency range, distortion content,
signal/noise ratio—was up for grabs, the result being over ahundred years ofcontinuous
technological refinement culminating in
what is arguably the best sound consumers
have ever been able to get in their homes. All
that came to an end with CD, whose necessary format standards effectively locked the
state of the audio art in ajewelbox.
The CD's 44.1kHz sampling rate formatlimits HF range to 20kHz, and CD's 16-bit
linear quantization format-limits signal/noise
ratio to 96dB and amplitude-change resolution to 65,535 steps. The extent to which
these brick-wall limitations will ultimately
compromise sound quality is open to debate,
but one thing that's not debatable is that we
haven't reachcd that point yet. New refinements are improving the quality of CD sound
almost monthly. We still don't know how
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long this can continue, or how good CDs
will sound when their limit is reached. But
somewhere down the line, the CD system's
own limitations are guaranteed to put acap
on future advancements in sound quality.
Those who long for the salad days of good
ol' analog, when LP was king and Sheffield
its favored son, arc due to be disappointed.
Digital can never sound like analog because
it isn't analog. It isn't supposed to sound like
analog. And in many respects, that's ablessing, because analog isn't really all that great.
It's just that 116 years of refinement have enabled us to work around its inherent shortcomings and end up with something that
sounds agreeable to our ears.
Even the most ardent "digiphobes" will
admit, when pressed, that CD does have lower
background noise, longer uninterrupted playing time, less acoustic feedback susceptibility,
and lower distortion during loud passages
than the LP ever achieved. They will even
grant that CD is amore convenient way of
listening to music. No more routine stylus
cleaning, surface dusting (and laundering),
VTA tweaking, and wrestling with limply
recalcitrant inner sleeves. And you can change
tracks from your listening seat with the mere
touch ola fingertip. But, they will argue. CD
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doesn't do space right. It distorts musical
timbres. It grates on the ears. It isn't "musical," and etc., etc., etc. You've read it all in
these pages ever since you subscribed.
But you may also have noticed that, more
and more, Stereophile's reviewers have been
ascribing "analog-like" qualities to the best
of the recent CD players and outboard processors. This isn't because the latest units have
nostalgia features like tick-and-pop generators and tnistracking simulators, but because
they are finally starting to do justice to the
subtleties that high-end audiophiles came to
expect from analog. And all this is happening
within the confines of aperformance-limited
system. We're finally learning how to make
CD sound like real music.
But DCC is different, because what we
hear through it today may well be all we will
ever hear. The reason is what's called "lossy
coding."
DCC' was conceived as away of nailing
the coffin shut on the analog Compact Cassette, whose sales peaked some years ago and
are now declining. DCC, it was reasoned,
would have the cachet of"digital," the ability
to record as well as play back, and the added
attraction of allowing buyers to still play their
"old" cassettes. That meant its cassettes had
to be the same size and shape as the analog
ones, and have about the same playing time.
That also meant somehow shoehorning
CD's 1.4 million bits ofdata per second onto
atape whose analog frequency response is
good to avery tenuous 20kHz at best. The
answer was data reduction.
There are two basic ways of doing this.
One involves using a"lookup table" that
converts frequently recurring large expressions (like "loudspeaker") into unique,
abbreviated codes (like "Ispk"). In playback,
the same lookup table is used in reverse to
convert the abbreviations to the original
words. All the original data is recovered,
which is why this kind of compression is
called "lossless" data reduction.
The other data-reduction technique is to
strip away portions of the original digitized
signal which are deemed to be "unimportant" and discard them. They are never recoverable thereafter, which is why the technique
1The development of DCC was discussed in As We See It
and "Industry Update" in the following issues of Stenwhile:
Vol.14 Nos]. 2.3, 4, 5. 6, g, 9. & 12: Vol.15 Nos.2. 3. 4. It 9,
10. & 12: Vol.16 Nos.2 & 3.
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is called "lossy" data reduction. And that's
what's so scary about the idea of using lossy
reduction on audio signals.
It all started some years ago with the realization that our electronic communications
needs were outgrowing the space available
to them. More service channels are needed,
and more information density (the amount
of information transmitted each second) is
needed to more fully utilize each channel.
Most of our existing communications services were launched more than 50 years ago,
when technological constraints made bandwidth—or frequency range, which determines information density—a very pricey
commodity. Since standards had to be set to
avoid chaos, they were inevitably compromised between the ideal and the then-attainable, which is how we came to have 7k Hz
AM radio, 15kHz FM radio, 200Hz-3k Hz
phone lines? and 4MHz TV that is barely
able to squeeze out 300 picture details from
one side of the screen to the other These are
no longer deemed adequate.
There's just no more room on the AM,
FM, or TV bands for more channels of the
same bandwidth, let alone ones of wider
bandwidth. Even satellite services are increasingly taxed to keep abreast of the increasing
demands for information density. Digital
technology seems to offer asolution.
Because adigitized audio signal can be
processed with much higher precision than
an analog one, it is easy to remove certain
parts with surgical accuracy while leaving
the rest intact. All it takes is the right set of
numbers with which to add, subtract, multiply, and divide the digital codes. This makes
it possible to strip out earmarked parts of an
audio signal that are deemed inaudible, even
when these parts are present in the signal.
The process is called Perceptual Coding or
Adaptive Subjective Data Coding, or ASDC
for short. ("Adaptive" refers to the fact that
the coding changes according to the program
content of the signal, and "subjective" refers
to the psychoacoustic principle(s) by which
the coding is accomplished. And if you don't
know what "coding" means, you need to do
some homework.)
ASDC for Audio: Audio ASDC is based on
known thresholds of human hearing, and on
2Ma Bell (then called Western Electric Corp.) used to offer
a50Hz-15kHz premium service on aper-use rental basis.
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aproven phenomenon called auditory masking. in which aloud sound of acertain frequency renders the car "deaf" to softer sounds
that are near it in frequency. Auditory thresholds are the sound intensities below which
humans hear no sound at all, and these vary
widely with frequency, being lowest at
around 3kHz (OdB), and highest (fiiore than
60dB) below 50Hz and above 15kHz. Inaudible sounds normally occupy information
space; they could be discarded without
affecting the sound.
It all seems logical and straightforward.
But developing an ASDC system into a
workable sound-recording system wasn't all
that easy, because much of the original
research into thresholds and auditory masking had been done using continuous tones
and pink noise. For recording and reproducing real music, the numbers cited in the literature had to be extensively modified, with
heavy reliance on hours of critical listening.
It almost goes without saying that ASDC
performance measurements based on pulses
and continuous sinewaves are virtually useless. (I don't envy Robert Harley's task in
generating measurements for this review.)
That's how we came to have DCC, Dolby
SR-D cinema digital, and MiniDisc. And it
is the way we will soon be getting virtually
all our home-entertainment sounds, including those from DAB and HDTV.
Needless to say, the audiophile community is not overjoyed at the prospect. Even
if one or another of the ASDC systems
sounds completely transparent 3today, might
not there come atime when higher-resolution systems will reveal the lack of all that
information that's been stripped away at the
source, thus effectively negating the advantages of such improved definition? The issue
is of paramount importance to us because,
like all other digital systems, the new datareduced formats will freeze the technology
where it is when they are formally adopted.
They may be tinkered with to make them
sound better, but the fact that they are throwing out vast amounts of sonic information
will continue to be common to them. If they
succeed in the marketplace, it may take 10
years or more before their shortcomings (if
indeed such are found to exist) are recognized
and can be addressed by a"better" system.
3in the sense of errors not being detectable.
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Even more alarming is the prospect that,
if some of these ASDC systems are judged
by listeners to be "essentially perfect," they
will be increasingly used for professional
music archiving—original master recording
for commercial and documentary purposes.
The new technology, with its data "economies," will thus be imprinted on what will
then become the only historical record of
countless musical performances. ASDC isn't
just another new apples-or-oranges recording system. It's awhole new kettle of apricots!
That's why Iapproached this review with
trepidation—as well as curiosity—almost
hoping that Iwould find PASC, the ASDC
scheme adopted by Philips, to be hopelessly,
ridiculously bad. As it turned out, it isn't. The
news is: It's damned good.
From PCM to ASDC by PASC: PASC
(Precision Adaptive Sub-band Coding) is
Philips's proprietary term for their ASDC
processing. The processor is designed to accept any CD-compatible digital signal format,
plus two related but different-in-detail formats. Feeding any of these to the DD-92 allows for direct digital-to-digital copying, while
analog sources require A/D conversion to the
compatible format before processing.
A/D conversion for the DD-92 uses a64xoversampled sigma-delta technique to yield
an 18-bit PCM-type datastream. The two
analog stereo channels are reduced to asingle
bitstream by multiplexing—interleaving
the data from each channel into aseries of
LRLRLR blocks—so that all subsequent
processing can be done by asingle PASC
encoder.
After the signal is in PCM form, the PASC
processor splits the audio band into 32 steepsided but broadly overlapping sub-bands.
Those bands above about 700Hz are analyzed to determine which frequencies are encoded at levels below their calculated thresholds of audibility, and these frequencies are
peremptorily discarded. The range below
700Hz is left untouched, because these are
the frequencies where distortion products
and processing artifacts would be most
exposed.
The digitized sub-band signals are in the
usual PCM fixed-point notation, in which
a16-bit binary number expresses the actual
numeric value of each sample, from 16 zeros
to 16 ones. PASC converts this into amuch
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more economical code using floating-point
notation.
Linear PCM's 16-bit code is extraordinarily wasteful of space, because all leading and
trailing zeros must be encoded. Floatingpoint notation, however, reduces each string
of the original 16 binary digits to amantissa,
which consists of the numbers themselves
(such as the ones and any zeros between
them) and amultiplier which defines the acalai magnitude of those numbers. (See Robert
Harley's discussion later in this report.)
After it has stripped out all "inaudible" signal content, PASC coding uses as many bits
as are necessary to accurately encode the signals from the 32 sub-bands. It outputs the
results in the most compact form possible.
Discarded bits from one band go into a
"pool" that other bands needing more precise
coding can draw on. But what happens if the
pool of available bits is exhausted and the signal momentarily demands more? They are
"borrowed" from the codes representing the
very highest frequencies, whose harmonic
distortion products are above audibility and
are subsequently stripped out by the HF
filtering in playback. The audible result might
be an occasional, extremely brief dulling of
the extreme high end—unlikely to be heard
at all except by adirect before/after comparison. Clever!
"Iltpe Storage: DCC is fundamentally different from Digital Audio Tape (DAT) in that
it doesn't use arotating head drum to achieve
ahigh head/tape scanning speed. Tape-tohead speed in DCC is that of the tape motion,
and is identical to that ola conventional compact cassette at 17/
8ips. To get sufficient bandwidth to record the 384kb/s data rate, athin-

film record/playback head is used with eight
parallel signal data tracks, each 18512m (7.2
thousands of an inch) wide. (The track width
required for playback, however, is 70µm/2.75
thou, meaning that azimuth error will not
significantly affect data reading unless it is
severe.) There is also one auxiliary data track
(containing timing information and tapemotion markers—more about this later).
After coding, the PASC-encrypted data
are written to tape after being formatted into
"frames," each containing 12,288 bytes. The
PASC data occupy 8192 bytes, each spread
out within the frame in acheckerboard pattern across the 8data tracks (fig.1) so that it
will be immune to all but even the most serious localized data loss. System information
occupies 128 bytes, and the remaining 3968
bytes are 40-50% of redundant information
needed for error detection and correction.
This data redundancy, and its physical distribution over alarge area, make DCC immune to head-contact losses as large as
almost half the tape width, as well as complete and continuous loss oían entire track.
To optimize the bit-transition detection
when the tape is read, the 8-bit bytes are
translated to DC-free 10-bit bytes, much as
in the CD system, where each 8-bit byte is
actually written on the disc surface as a14-bit
equivalent derived from alook-up table.
The PASC coding reduces the number of
bits per second (the bit rate, including error
correction and timing information) by afactor of about four, relative to two-channel
PCM's 1411 kilobits/second, for an ultimate
rate of 384kb/s.
The Format: Although the DCC itself
looks similar to astandard Compact Cassette
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Fig. IPASC-encoded data bytes within each frame are arranged in acheckerboard pattern across the
eight signal-data tracks on the tape. A dropout as large as the outline shown does not result in an
uncorrectable error, nor does the absence of one complete data track. (After Philips)
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(it's identical in size and shape) and records
in both directions, it's not aflip-over tape
medium. A sliding metal "shutter" protects
the tape when it is out of the machine and
moves out of the way when inserted (like a
31
/"computer floppy), and the DCC won't
2
load if you try to put it in upside down. A
conventional cassette will play with either
side up, and can be made to reverse-play (or
record) by flipping it over or selecting Reverse
Play on the deck.
The multitrack DCC head is an asymmetrical design, with the nine digital tracks
occupying half of the tape width, and the two
analog tracks occupying the other half. The
head is pivoted, and rotates automatically into
either of two positions, depending on
whether tape travel is forward or in reverse.
When forward-playing or -recording, the
head rotates to put the digital tracks at the top
edge of the tape and the analog ones at the
bottom (fig.2).
Although DCC and CC tapes are identical
in size and shape, they aren't interchangeable,
DIGITAL TRACK DISTRIBUTION ,1 107.5

4.1

VIEW OF MAGNETICALLY SENSITIVE SIDE OF TAPE
HEAD ROTATION

DCC HEAD
Fig.2 The DCC record/playback head rotates,
both to lay down asecond set of nine digital
data tracks in the opposite direction to the
first, and to play back the second set of
analog tracks. The tape cassette therefore
does not have to be removed/replaced to
record or play back the "other side." (After
Philips)
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DCC tapes are single-sided and use ashutter to
protect the tape when not in use.

because the oxide formulations are completely different. In fact, if you try to record
on an analog cassette, the machine will simply ignore the command. Nothing will happen. No DCC deck will record an analog
cassette, either, probably on the assumption
that now that you have abetter way of
recording than analog, you should use it.
DCC machines will do direct copying
from any of three "standard" digital formats:
44.1kHz (CD and DAT), 32kHz (8mm digital and direct-digital broadcasts), and 48IcHz
(DCC, DAT, and professional A/D converters). But just to make sure your copy
doesn't become adigital breeder—that bête
noire of the arrogant, greedy, profit-bloated,
power-mad record industry—all consumer
DCC recorders (including the Maranta DD92) incorporate the Serial-Copy Management System (SCMS), which automatically
tags adigital copy ola commercially prerecorded digital tape or CD with aProtect flag,
so that it can't be used to spawn subsequent
copies.
The DD-92 can also (of course) be used
to make digital recordings of any analog
sources, and these aren't SCMS protected.
You can make as many additional digital
copies from that copy as you wish, with what
is claimed to be no quality loss whatsoever.
(I've heard that song before!) The original
PASC coding is repeated each time arecording is made, but since (presumably) the first
pass stripped out everything that wasn't
"needed," subsequent passes through the
PASC processor should not remove additional data.
Markers: The only feature of DCC that will
be completely new to analog cassette (and
open-reel) recordists is its use of place and
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direction markers. These are short bursts of
data recorded on the tape's Auxiliary track
to signify program Start points and tapedirection Reverse points.
The tape "counters" on most analog cassette decks and their open-reel counterparts
give readouts as asimple series of numbers.
The numbers, which advance from 0000
(assuming, of course, that you reset the
counter), don't relate to specific periods of
elapsed time, but are only approximate indications of how much tape has spooled off the
supply reel. Some of the more sophisticated
analog cassette machines, however, use
toothed wheels on the supply and take-up
hubs to generate pulse trains which allow the
tape counter to read and display real-time
minutes and seconds.
Digital recording media and now DCC
allow the same thing, but with even higher
precision. What's more, each data block has
a sequentially numbered "address" that
allows the counter to maintain correct clocking of elapsed time even if the first track you
play is the third or eighth on the disc.
Every time you start recording on ablank
DCC, the system automatically places a
marker at the Start point, assigns the number
1to it, and numbers each frame to the end
of the recording. Pressing Stop, to cease
recording, automatically writes an End
marker. (If desired, Start markers can also be
automatically placed throughout analogsourced recordings. The deck searches for
each 3-second period of silence and appends
the marker to it.)
If you want to add another recording, the
machine will automatically advance to the
end of the last recording, then—when you
start recording—it places Start marker number 2there and resumes counting time after
the end of the previous recording.
Any Start point can later be accessed simply by pressing the appropriate number on
the remote control. (Numbers above nine
require entering two keystrokes within asecond or two of each other.) The deck will
automatically shuttle to that point and start
playing.
The Reverse Marker: Unlike some Compact Cassette decks, aDCC machine won't
automatically reverse when it reaches the end
of acassette; it has to be told. You can do this
manually, with the two-sided Play button
STEREOPHILE, J
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on the DD-92's front panel, or you can record achoice of two Reverse markers on the
tape. One type signals the deck to fastforward to the end of the tape, reverse direction, and start playing Side B. The other
causes immediate reversal, eliminating the
pause that would otherwise occur while the
tape winds to the end of Side A.
The appropriate Reverse marker is already
inserted on prerecorded cassettes, so those
will reverse automatically. Similarly, adirectdigital copy of that tape (or one of your own
DCC recordings) will contain all the markers that are on that original. If it has aReverse marker on it, the recording machine
will reverse when the source machine reverses, and the Reverse marker will also be copied.
But if the source cassette is analog, or aCD
(which will often run longer than one half
the duration of the DCC tape), you have to
tell the copying machine where and how to
change tape direction. And you have to do
that manually.
If you need to change direction while
recording, pressing the Reverse button will
cause instant reversal, with only abrief interruption of signal. A Reverse marker must be
added later, using the deck's Renumber function (see later).
Recording: Taping on DCC is abit more
complicated than analog taping, because you
have a choice of two ways of doing it:
Append or Record. Append adds the new
recording to what's already on the tape, while
Record allows you to start the new recording
anywhere on the tape.
When you press the Append button, the
deck checks to see if there are any existing
recordings, as indicated by the presence of
timing data. If not, it rewinds to the beginning of the tape, takes afew seconds to record
aLead-in area, and goes into Pause Mode.
If it detects arecording, it fast-forwards until
it encounters blank tape (no time-count data),
backtracks to the last End marker, and goes
into Record Pause mode. Pressing the Pause
button places aStart marker and initiates
recording. Pressing Stop halts the recording
instantly, after which the deck takes afew
seconds to place the next End marker and
then stops.
The Record button puts the deck into Record Pause mode immediately, regardless of
where it is on the tape. You press Pause again
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to place the Start marker and commence
recording. If you start recording in the middle
or at the end of an existing recording, the
Start numbering and elapsed-time count will
relate to the start of the tape. But if you start
in an area of unrecorded tape, both numbers
will relate only to that recording.
Start and Reverse markers can be added or
deleted manually, which may upset the original track numbering. If that happens, pressing the Renumber button on the front panel
causes the deck to shuttle through the entire
tape, restoring the proper sequence to all Start
marker numbers. Renumbering will also
insert an instant Reverse marker at the point
where you went into reverse while recording.
DCC recorders have the ability to display
alphabetical messages—like track titles, and
song lyrics synchronized with the music—on
appropriately programmed prerecorded cassettes Cute, but who needs it? There is no provision for adding text data to self-recorded
cassettes.
—J. Gordon Holt

M ARANTZ DD-92:
J
.GORDON HOLT

The DD-92 is astyle clone of Marantz's CD11 Mk.II CD player,
4 even to the point of
having its front door, LED display, and
mechanical motion controls in the same locations. There are three switch-selectable inputs: one for analog sources and two for
direct digital via TosLink and coaxial interfaces. Outputs are digital optical (TosLink),
digital coaxial, and two pairs of analog, one
at fixed level, the other variable. The ganged
volume control and separate (smaller) balance control on the front panel are for recording from analog sources, and do not affect
the deck's Variable analog output. Playback
volume from the Variable analog outputs is
adjustable only from the remote-control unit,
while headphone volume is controllable only
from the deck's front panel. (Which figures.
If you're dose enough for the headphone cord
to reach, it's probable that your arm will, too.)
The Manual: The instruction manual is adequate but not much more.5 It is poorly
organized, has no table of contents or index,
and does not adequately explain some things
(such as the use and limitations of the Record
4Reviewed by Thomasi. Norton last March (Vol.16 No3,
p.110).
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button). It also contains atwo-page fold-out
showing the connections, controls, and LED
displays of the DD-92 and its sister DD-82.
As far as Icould tell, the diagrams are identical, as indeed are the players themselves,
except for finish (the 92 is gold, the 82 black).
Why, then, were there two diagrams—and
none showing the Remote Control's buttons?
Ergonomics: Isoon found that the DD-92
left something to be desired in the ergonomics department. Although it is abidirectional deck, and should therefore "know"
which direction it's going, it acts downright
mindlessly when responding to fast-shuttle
commands. When it's in reverse (Side B) direction, pressing what you would expect to
be the Fast Forward button—the rightwardpointing double arrows—causes it to rewind.
Pressing the leftward-aiming arrows fastforwards it. This is mucho counter-intuitive.
If you don't first check the directional arrow
on the LED display, and then think before
you press, you might shuttle the damn thing
in the wrong direction. This would have been
so easy to remedy in the design that Ican
only conclude that it must have been just an
oversight on Marantz's part.
Listening Ancillaries: Other components
used in connection with this review were a
Sony CDP-779ES CD player and PCM-Fl
recorder, Threshold FET-10L line controller,
Lexicon CP-3 surround processor, Boulder
500AE amplifiers, Snell Junior THX speakers, and current-production Beyerdynamic
DT-48 headphones (for putting the sound
under amicroscope). Cables were Monster
Interlink M-1000 interconnects and AudioQuest Green speaker cables (front left and
right only).
Most of my listening was done with only
the Threshold and a500AE feeding the Snell
R and Lspeakers and (at times) the Beyerdynamic headphones. The center and surround channels were unused until the last.
The Lexicon and another 500AE drove the
5It never ceases to amaze me how cavalier alot of manufacturers are about their instruction manuals—particularly, Ihave
noticed, those (like Marantz) that don't print their phone number anywhere on their literature. Isuppose the assumption
is that if the owner is bewildered about something, he can
always pick up the phone and call his dealer, but Ibet there
aren't many Marantz dealers out there who could tell him anything about something as new as this. Instructions are usually
acustomer's only direct contact with the manufacturer. Bad
instructions are, quite simply, bad PR.
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Snell subwoofers.
Listening Tests: Iwon't pretend that Iwasn't
very skeptical of the "essentially perfect"
DCC. I'd heard that word "perfect" bandied
about ever since the CD was unleashed on
apublic that had been happy enough with
the imperfect LP—and we all know how
"perfect" CD turned out to be But it appears
that DCC aspires to even less.
Not even DCC's promoters have tried to
persuade us that it isn't flawed, even in comparison with CD. Therefore, Iwas confident
that Iwould have no trouble hearing DCC
doing all sorts of nasty things to the sound.
Iwas wrong.
But before even thinking about making
my first DCC recording, Iauditioned the
four prerecorded DCCs that arrived with my
DD-92. Iwas both shocked and delighted.
They were AWFUL. The sound was, well,
okay on simple program material like solo
voice. But the louder and more complex the
signal, the more it fell apart. Full orchestra
and chorus caused the soundstagc to collapse,
the sound becoming appallingly flat, muddy,
and congested. That was what shocked me.
What delighted me at the same time was the
realization that the sound was so bad that no
one who cared at all about quality could possibly judge it to be "essentially perfect," or
would ever consider using it for archiving
purposes. (If you don't read the rest of this
report, be apprised that later-production
prerecorded DCCs are apparently much,
much better than the ones Iinitially received.)
Then Iremembered how lousy the first prerecorded analog cassettes had sounded in
comparison with what that recording medium was capable of, and decided Ihad better
withhold judgment on DCC until Ihad tried
making some recordings of my own. For
these, twent out and bought the CD version
of the Hoist Planets that Ihad been supplied
on DCC. Ialso picked up the analog cassette
version of it.
Imade two copies of the CD: one digitally,
the other by analog hookup. Here's what I
found.
The digital DCC copy was, quite simply,
amazingly good. Comparing it with the CD,
both using the DD-92's DIA and analog sections, Iwas unable to hear any consistent
difference at all. Both copy and original were
very slightly dry, indicating amild deficiency
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in the DD-92's analog circuitry, but they
were as alike as apair of ball bearings. At
times, Ifelt the DCC's soundstage was ahair
less spacious and its imaging abit less specific,
but there were other times when Ithought
Iheard these things from the DCC copy and
then found Ihad been listening to the CD
instead. Iwas stonewalled.
Neither did the close scrutiny of headphone listening—the toughest test of all for
things like fuzz, crud, and quantization noise
—reveal anything amiss. Yes, there were afew
rough edges here and there, but they were on
the original CD, too. (I also heard some tape
edits Ihad missed when listening through
loudspeakers.) Iwas flummoxed. Could
DCC, heaven forbid, be the first perfect
recording system? Maybe. But the DD-92
itself isn't.
The slight dryness Ihad observed previously was more pronounced when Irecorded
from analog sources, and there was asubtle
but unmistakable veiling of the sound—
subtle enough that, without direct comparison of source and DCC copy. Iprobably
wouldn't have picked it up.
Then Italked to afriend who suggested
that Itry some program material Ihad passed
over on the assumption it would be no challenge for PASC, such as solo flute and xylophone and asmall jazz band with sax and
trumpet solos. Someone else had told him
that DCC had atendency to pump, like adbx
noise-reduction system, on highly exposed
material. Idragged out some suitable CDs,
copied them to DCC, and compared the
playbacks. As far as Icould tell, they were
identical.
What about DCC's vaunted downward
compatibility? How does it do playing analog Compact Cassettes? Not very well. Analog playback was dark, lifeless, and veiled,
with about as much depth and spaciousness
as asupermarket photo print. Ican understand Marantz wanting to put its best DCC
foot forward ("Mustn't make it too good; we
want buyers to hear how much better DCCs
sound than their old cassettes."), but this is
abit much. My advice to anyone who buys
aDD-92 for the purpose of "upgrading"
from aNakamichi Dragon or Revox B-215
would be to hold on to your old cassette
deck. Yes, the DD-92 will play their cassettes,
and in that sense, it is compatible. But sonically, it's in adifferent league, sharing the
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company of Fishers, Sanyos, and Sansuis.

Dcc ON CD-R:
THOMAS J. NORTON
The concept of digital data reduction (or,
more appropriately, "perceptual coding")
inherent in the new home-digital recording
formats is shaping up to be the next major
audio controversy. Audiophiles are, by and
large, convinced that they can hear things to
which the great unwashed public is oblivious. How else can you explain the frequent
mass-market acceptance of sound that makes
the audiophile yearn for agood book in a
quiet room? Masking? Sure, it applies to them,
but not to us. Our ears are beyond such limitations. Uh-huh. And we steer clear of Kryptonite, too.
Masking or not, this writer is uneasy with
the general concept of discarding data, and
believes that amore rewarding approach
would be to make better use of the existing
data space on the current consumer digital
medium—CD!' And what of domestic digital disc recording? Reports persist that moreaffordable CD recorders are being developed,
though it is unlikely they will ever be cheap.
But my own exposure to DCC technology—both with the Marantz DD-92 and,
on three occasions, with Philip's PASC
encoding box (see RH's discussion later in
this issue)—has convinced me that PASC has
been carefully thought out and implemented,
and isfar more transparent than Iever would
have imagined. Whatever one may think of
the physical characteristics and ergonomics
of this first generation of DCC machines, the
sonic qualities of DCC as a record/play
medium arc definitely surprising.
Since most of our hardware reviewers have
had little or no experience with DCC and its
PASC encoding scheme, and since data reduction in some form or other seems—like
it or not—to be in our digital futures. I
hatched an idea to expose our writers to it and
get their feedback. We could not send aDCC
recorder to each reviewer, but we could send
them aCD. More precisely, aCD-R. Since
the superb Meridian CD recorder reviewed
by RH in our November 1992 issue was still
6By this. Ido not mean using the space merely to lay down
multiple data-reduced channels (though this is being proposed), but restructuring the data on the two existing channels
to concentrate the bits in those areas where the human ear is
most sensitive, rather than laying them down in an even fashion as in the present linear PCM system
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here in Santa Fe, Iused it to dub arecordable
CD with 12 musical selections, each recorded
three times. The first selection was dubbed
directly from CD. The second was dubbed
first from the CD to aDCC, then from the
DCC to the CD-R7 And the third was either
direct or via DCC—randomly mixed from
one selection to the next. Thus, the third track
was, literally, ablind test, with only yours
truly in possession of the key. It could even
be called double-blind, since the tester would
not be present. All the dubbing was done
digital-direct. No A/D or DIA conversions
were made beyond those inherent in the original recordings. The digital transport used
to create this CD-R was the C.E.C. U 1, and
the digital interconnect aKimber KCAG.
The plan was to rotate this CD-R to our
reviewers for auditioning on their own systems. They were encouraged to score themselves on the third tracks—though this was
optional. The results were to be written up
as an overall compilation. While readers
would undoubtedly be curious about individual reviewer scores, Idecided not to reveal these.
The added pressure of such disclosure would,
in my judgment, have invalidated the test.
There was also an added objective here. It
appears to be apossibility that data-reduction
techniques may be more transparent on some
systems than others, for reasons not necessarily linearly related to the overall quality
of a given system. By cycling this CD
through eight reviewers and eight different
systems, Ihoped to clarify this.
There are, ofcourse, limitations to this test
technique. By using 16-bit linear PCM
recordings (CDs) as aprogram source, it is
not possible to test Philips's contention that
the claimed 18-bit resolution of DCC (at
least on some machines, the DD-92 being
one of them) actually makes it, in some
respects, sonically superior to CD. Furthermore, the Meridian CD recorder reclocks the
digital data at its input, which may mask or
correct possible jitter in the DCC recording
process. There is also the whole question of
the transparency of the actual CD-R recording process. Since most observers credit it as
7Though the reduced data from the DCC is retranslated to
linear PCM at the DCC recorder's digital outputs to make
it compatible with standard D'A converters), the data discarded by PASC is. of course, forevermore non-recoverable.
Thus, this second track incorporated both the PASC data
reduction and any possible losses inherent in the process of
putting the digital data on the DCC tape and recovering it.
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being at least the equal of the original in most
respects, this was judged an acceptable limitation. Finally, there could be no possibility
of level differences between different tracks
of the same material because the recording
sequence was digital throughout. (Though
Iknow this to be the case, Iactually dubbed
aIkHz test signal on the end of the CD-R,
in both the CD-direct and CD/DCC/CD-R
modes, to leave no stone unturned. The output levels were, as anticipated, the same.)
This procedure does not, of course. test
anything in the analog performance of the
Marantz DD-92 recorder—only its ability
to PASC-encode the data, lay it down on and
retrieve it from the DCC, and produce alinear PCM signal at its digital output. Hardly
trivial considerations.
Well, as the saying goes, the best-laid plans
of mice and men...
In laying out my plan, Inever considered
the vicissitudes of the US Postal Service. The
CD-R was to be cycled sequentially from one
reviewer to the next. Unfortunately, the disc
disappeared in the mail between the second
and third reviewer. Even as we speak, astranger, somewhere, is listening to the strangest
CD he or she has ever heard. Deadlines did
not permit renewing the process, and, in any
case, Ihad made only one CD-R.
But all was not completely lost: Two
reviewers did listen to the CD-R on very
different systems. One did surprisingly well
—he was correct on 9of the 12 selections.
More impressively, he was completely correct on the first six, fading to only three of
the last six (fatigue, perhaps?). He did his
listening over Stax headphones, which definitely tend to be analytical. He said he
thought he noted atrace of noise just prior
to the beginning of one track on the DCC,
which may have given it away. In general, he
said, the DCC selections seemed just abit less
smooth in most cases. Even so, he reported
that he did not find making his selections in
any way easy.
The second reviewer scored 6out of 12,
arandom result. Listening over loudspeakers,
he was correct on the one track he felt most
confident about, Albinez's Festival Day in
Seville from Reference Recordings. He thought
he also noted alevel difference on the DCC
on this and one other cut, but this could not
be the case (see above). He said the DCC
STEPEOPHILE. jULY 1993

tracks were very good, and he wasn't confident in his blind-track choices from one
selection to the next. He also noted that it was
"amazing how the DCC [track] captured the
dimensions of the soundstage" on one track
—"Hostias" from Berlioz's Requiem on Tclarc.
This test, though abbreviated, indicated
that it was not easy to tell the difference
between the CD dub and the DCC dub.
That supports my own impressions. Before
sending the disc off on its ill-fated journey,
Ihad listened to it extensively. While my test
was not in any way blind, and while tlistened
over the Vandersteen 2Ces (loudspeakers
which, while excellent in any number of
ways, could not be judged analytic—usually
to their credit), Iwould not bet real money
that Iwould score better than randomly in
identifying the third tracks in blind listening.
—Thomas J. Norton

PRECISION ADAPTIVE SUB-BAND
CODING: ROBERT HARLEY
The DCC format could exist only if the
amount of audio data had to be reduced to
fit the analog cassette's limitations. Enter Precision Adaptive Sub-Band Coding, or PASC.
This coding algorithm reduces the data rate
for astereo digital audio signal from CD's
705.6kilobits per second per monophonic
channel to 192kb/s per channel. Despite this
nearly fourfilld reduction in data rate, DCC's
sound quality is claimed to be almost equal
to that of the 16-bit linear PCM encoding
used on CD.
Low-bit-rate coding is fundamentally
different from previous digital-audio coding
schemes. Linear PCM encoding—and other
techniques such as delta modulation—attempt
to preserve all the information present in the
original analog signal. A PCM system's goal
is to exactly re-create at he DIA converter
output the signal that appeared at the A/D
converter input. The digit,: data stored on
magnetic tape or optical disc is a"digital analog" of the original signal.
Instead of trying to encode all the information in asignal, low-bit-rate coders preserve only the infirmation judged to be perceptible. PASC and other low-bit-rate coders are
thus called "perceptual coders." They use
psychoacoustic principles to encode only the
signal components that are audible under the
conditions created by the audio signal at any
moment.
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The term "data compression," often used
to describe such coders, is amisnomer. The
audio data don't get "compressed" and
"decompressed" in alossless real-time manner as do the computer data on aPC hard
drive running under DOS 6.0 or Stacker.
Instead, low-bit-rate coders are "dataelimination" devices; they get rid of certain
parts of the signal.
There are two techniques by which PASC
reduces the amount of data representing the
audio signal. The first is amuch more effident coding method; the second ignores certain parts of the signal which the encoder
judges to be inaudible.
A Dynamic System: Let's look first at
PASC's more efficient coding scheme by
comparing it to the linear PCM encoding
used in CD. Linear 16-bit PCM coding uses
afixed 16-bit word length to quantize each
sample of the analog audio waveform.
Nyquist's theorem tells us that the sampling
rate must be at least twice as high as the
highest audio frequency we wish to encode.
With the CD's 44.1kHz sampling rate and
16-bit quantization, we generate audio data
at the rate of 705,600 bits per second per
monaural channel (44,100 x 16).
PASC, by contrast, splits the audio signal
into 32 linearly spaced sub-bands, each about
700Hz wide, and operates on each band
separately. Rather than use afixed number
of bits per sample, PASC has a"bit pool" that
can be distributed to whichever bands contain signal energy at any given moment. If
no signal is present in aparticular sub-band,
no bits are allocated to that sub-band. This
leaves more bits to encode the signals that are
present. This technique makes sense, since
music's spectral content is constantly shifting.
Moreover, the entire bit pool is available to
either the left or right channel. If the left
channel contains less signal, more bits are
allocated to the right channel.
The key to understanding PASC is to realize that it is adynamic system. The way the
audio signal is encoded changes dynamically,
dictated by the amplitude and spectral content of the audio signal. This is in sharp contrast to linear PCM encoding, which is static,
fixed, and doesn't care about the input signal's characteristics.
Another technique PASC uses to reduce
the number of bits required to represent the
112

audio signal is amore efficient notation system. Rather than describe the signal's amplitude with afixed 16-bit binary word, PASC
uses afloating-point notation with ascale
and mantissa. If you have atachometer in
your car, you've used scale and mantissa
notation—the single-digit numbers around
the tach's face are the mantissa, and the
"x1000" legend is the scale. The mantissa
defines the resolution. The scale factor shifts
the reference point for the mantissa up and
down the dynamic range. Put another way,
the mantissa is the pure mathematical value;
the scale factor defines the maximum value
by which the mantissa is multiplied.
In acar's tachometer, the scale is fixed. But
if we wanted to show rpm up to the hundreds
of thousands—for aturbine, for example—
we could do so just by changing the scale
from "x1000" to "x10,000" to "x100,000."
We can see that by simply changing the scale
factor, amuch wider range of numerical
expression is possible. Without mantissa and
scale notation, the tach face would need to
read from zero to many hundreds of thousands of rpm.
The mantissa and scale in PASC coding
represent the audio-signal amplitudes present
in each sub-band. PASC uses amantissa 2-15
bits long, determined by the signal amplitude, the waveform's rate of change, and the
available data capacity. The scale factor is
non-linear, emulating the ear's response to
loudness. At low signal levels, the ear is much
more sensitive to small changes in volume.
The scale factor thus has smaller increments
at the low end of the dynamic range. With
loud signals, the scale increments are coarser.
Fig.3 shows how the mantissa length and
scale factor change in response to different
amplitude signals.
Masking: Finally, all these encoding techniques are performed only on signals considered "audible" by PASC. Determining what
information will be audible under defined
playback conditions is based on studies of
human auditory perception. Only sounds
above the threshold of hearing are coded.
This threshold constantly varies according
to the presence or absence of other signals.
The fundamental principle upon which
PASC (and all perceptual coders) is based is
the phenomenon of human hearing called
auditory "masking." When exposed to two
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Fig.3 In floating-point notation, the "mantissa" is the purely numerical value of asample; cg, 0.7. The
"scale factor" gives the maximum value of the scale on which the mantissa is measured; cg, 10mV.
Together, these indicate 10 x0.7 = 7mV. The top trace shows amusical waveform, with three
small sections (A, B, and C) picked out. A is below the dynamic threshold, thus both mantissa and
scale factor register zero. Above the threshold in B, the scale factor is only registered once per
12 samples. For relatively fast-changing waveforms, quite low mantissa quantization-3 bits for
8amplitude values—is sufficient. C requires higher mantissa quantization-4 bits for 16 values.
(After Philips)
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sounds, the ear tends to hear only the louder,
which masks the other. An example of masking is not hearing aphone ring while listening to music at moderate to high levels. The
music masks the phone's ring.8
Similarly, loud audio-signal components
mask quieter ones, but only if the masker is
close in frequency to the masked signal. The
threshold of hearing is modified by the presence of other signals. PASC exploits this
phenomenon by ignoring the portion of the
signal that falls below the masking threshold, calculated on the basis of energy content in each sub-band. This is shown in fig.4.
Quiet sounds that are close in frequency to
loud sounds are ignored, thus saving bits. In
addition, the threshold of hearing varies
greatly with frequency; we are more sensitive
in the midband than in the frequency extremes.
PASC takes this into account when allocating
bits to the sub-bands and determining what
information to discard and what to keep.
PASC also relies on masking to hide the
huge amount of quantization distortion
generated by quantizing signals with so few
bits. When high-amplitude signal components are present, PASC allows the quantization distortion to rise because this distortion will be masked by the correctly coded
music signal.
PASC's more efficient mantissa and scale
8Another type of masking, called "temporal masking:' makes
signals inaudible if they occur very close in time to another
signal, even if they occur before the louder event. This is called
"backward masking."

M ASKING
Iheard afascinating demonstration of
masking at the Marantz suite at the January 1993 WCES. A CD was played with
aseries often beeps of gradually decreasing loudness. The listeners were asked to
count the number ofbeeps we could hear.
The beeps were replayed, this time with
asmall amount of white noise added to
the signal. The number of perceptible
beeps decreased from ten to seven. The
noise masked the quietest beeps. The
demonstration was repeated several times,
each time with anoise signal of decreasing
bandwidth. In the last comparison, a
noise bandwidth of only 10Hz was found
to be sufficient to mask the three lowestlevel beeps.
—Robert Harley
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Fig.4 Top: the threshold of hearing. On its own,
only the louder sound (long arrow) will be
heard and will need to be recorded. Middle:
the amplitude of the soft tone rises above
the threshold of hearing and will be audible.
Bottom: in the presence of anearby louder
tone, the threshold shifts upward in level,
meaning that the soft tone no longer needs
to be encoded, freeing up information
capacity to be used for more precise coding
of the louder tone. (After Philips)

notation, the bit allocation technique, subband processing, and ignoring information
below the threshold of hearing allow astereo
digital audio signal to be represented with
virtual CD quality by one-quarter the
amount of data necessary for 16-bit linear
PCM encoding.
—Robert Harley

BLIND LISTENING IMPRESSIONS:
ROBERT HARLEY

In addition to making the Marantz DD-92
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DCC machine available for evaluation,
Maranrz supplied me with the entire computercontrolled PASC encoder/decoder. This is the
Philips-built system used first for refining
the PASC algorithm, and later to demonstrate PASC sound quality to the record
industry. The system allows the listener to
simply switch between CD source and the
CD source after PASC encoding and decoding, or run computer-monitored blindlistening trials.
The blind trials were one of two types:
ABX or AB-BA. In the ABX tests, the listener has abox with which he can select the
CD source (position A), the PASC-coded
signal (position B), and X. Position Xis either
A or B. The listener then chooses whether
X is A or B. After choosing, the computer
notes the response and resets the ABX control box for the next trial. The listener can listen for as long as is necessary, switch discs,
or take abreak. This is in sharp contrast to
the way most blind tests are run. Usually an
operator controls the switching times, musical selection, number of trials, and other conditions.
The computer tells the listener (or test
operator) how many responses were correct
and whether the number of correct responses
achieved the 95% confidence level. A 95%
confidence level means that there is only a
5% chance that the correct responses were
due to guessing. This is the threshold above
which alistener is considered to be able to
hear the effects of PASC coding. Note that
nine of ten responses is not considered a
statistically significant indicator that the listener could hear PASC.
In the AB-BA test, amusical segment is
played twice, with and without PASC. The
listener has to decide if the presentation order
is AB (PASC, then uncoded) or BA (uncoded, then PASC). The computer takes control of the CD player (a Marantz CD-11
Mk.II), which plays aspecially prepared disc
of coded and uncoded segments. As with
ABX testing, the computer monitors the
responses from the AB-BA tests.
Although having this system in my listening room was aterrific opportunity to explore PASC's sound quality, the system had
several drawbacks. First, running a CD
player's digital output through the PASC box
when it was set to bypass PASC degraded the
sound when compared with the CD player's
STEREOPHILE, Jun, 1993

digital output taken to the sanie D/A processor. In straight-through mode, the box delays
the signal by half asecond to match the time
taken by the PASC coding. Unfortunately,
this delay wasn't completely transparent,
slightly lowering the test's sensitivity. Second, in ABX mode, the listener couldn't go
back to A or B after selecting X. Unlike the
famous ABX box, once X was selected, the
box wouldn't allow further comparisons
with A or B. This was asignificant impediment to scoring well in the blind tests?
Having said that, however, Ican report that
Iwas surprised—no, astonished—at how
good PASC-encoded music sounded. There
wasn't agross degradation that made PASC
instantly audible. Instead, Ihad to listen very
closely and could identify PASC with confidence only occasionally. The difference was
less than the difference between even very
similar digital processors. This will be even
more astonishing after looking at the effect
of PASC on certain test signals described in
the "Measurements" section of this report.
In the first blind ABX test, Iscored 9of
12 wrong. Ihad assumed that PASC would
add alittle treble hash and make the presentation less smooth. Although Iheard avery
slight difference in the top-octave content,
Imistakenly assumed the brighter presentation was the PASC-processed version.
Although 9of 12 isn't statistically significant,
Ibelieve Iwas hearing the effect of PASC but
falsely assigning the character to the CD.
After making the measurements presented
below and having spent some time with the
PASC box, Ilearned what to listen for: a
reduction in upper treble during complex
passages. Going back to the listening, I
focused on this aspect of the presentation to
identify the presence of the PASC coder. It
was like chasing aghost: There were fleeting moments when Icould hear avery slight
softening of the treble accompanied by a
minuscule reduction in top-octave air. These
occurred during passages with broadband
energy and significant HF content. It was
audible on high-frequency signals such as
cymbals, but not on the upper harmonics of,
9The playback system was aMark Levinson No.23.5 driving
Thiel CS3.6es, with an Audio Research LS2B preamplifier.
The DD-92's digital output (and the PASC coder/decoder's
output) were decoded by aMark Levinson No30 digital processor. The analog front end was aWell-Tempered Turntable
and Arm, fitted with an AudioQuest AQ700ONSX cartridge
and amplified by aVendetta Research SCP2B phono stage.
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for example, violins. Moreover, Ididn't consider the slight, momentary reduction in treble energy as degradation.
Playing the music louder in an attempt to
unmask the distortion introduced by PASC
was like pulling harder to get your fingers
out of Chinese handcuffs: the harder one
pulls, the tighter the trap. Similarly, the louder
the music, the higher the masking threshold.
Evaluation is best performed at low to moderate listening levels. Ialso learned that single
instruments were most revealing of PASC.
The Sound Quality Assessment Material
(SQAM) disc produced by the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU) contains 52 different instruments playing scales or short
musical selections.
After spending time with the PASC box,
Irepeated the blind ABX test, scoring 8of
12 correct. Again, this isn't statistically significant, but Ibelieve Icould detect aslight
difference between PASC and straight CD.
If my first test, in which Igot 9of 12 wrong
by mistakenly assuming PASC would make
the treble brighter (it does the opposite), can
be considered 9of 12 identifications, then my
total was 17 of 24 identifications. Although
still not particularly significant, it suggests
that my responses were better than chance.
Ibelieve Icould have identified PASC more
reliably if the ABX box allowed me to hear
A and B again after switching to X.
Nevertheless, the blind tests suggest two
important points. First, the effect of PASC
is small—it wasn't always detectable. Second,
the difference imposed was not always perceived as adegradation. The slight treble
softening was actually somewhat euphonic
on some music.
1also listened to prerecorded DCC tapes
and did some recording on blank DCC tapes
from CD and LP. The digital-to-digital recordings on DCC made from CD were very
close to their sources. LPs, however, suffered
from an addition of hardness, glare, and a
brighter treble when recorded on DCC
through the analog inputs. On Mike Garson's The Oxnard Sessions, Volume One (Reference Recordings RR-37), the piano took on
aglassy character in the upper registers. The
cymbals became more forward and dry, and
there was some loss of space and depth compared to the LP. In addition, the sense of
individual instruments was blunted by recording on DCC.
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Copying the same track from the CD (via
aMark Levinson No31 transport and No30
processor) in the digital domain produced no
such differences. The degradation was clearly
imposed by the DD-92's AID circuit rather
than PASC. Idid, however, feel that the CD
was slightly better than the DCC copy. This
seemed to suggest that the DD-92's integrated-circuit PASC coder was not quite as good
as the wire-wrapped engineering prototype
used in the blind tests.
This was further indicated by comparing
avocal and acoustic bass duet, "The Ballad
of the Runaway Horse" from Rob Wasserman's Duets CD (MCA MCAD 42131). Jennifer Wames's voice had just atad more grain
on the DCC copy, and the background
vocals were less differentiated from each
other. Again, the difference was very slight.
Ihad anumber of prerecorded tapes on
hand, but it was impossible to judge their
quality without access to the CD equivalent.
Ihad, however, one such pair in both formats,
Bonnie Raitt's Nick of Time. Iplayed the CD
on the Mark Levinson No.31 transport and
the DCC on the DD-92, with both decoded
by the Mark Levinson No.30 processor
through the same digital interconnect. I
found the CD distinctly better-sounding.
The CD's bass was tighter, deeper, and better
defined. Soundstage transparency was greater,
there was better resolution of detail, and the
CD sounded less congested. The DCC version didn't have the same sense of air and
space, and the lead vocal had aslightly coarser
texture. The images from the DCC tape were
also more like "cardboard cutouts" than lifelike images. Iattribute these differences not
to PASC encoding, but to the likelihood that
different masters were used to produce the
CD and DCC.
Overall, Iwas very impressed by DCC
sound quality. Ihad expected the worst,
based on hearing low-bit-rate coder demonstrations at Audio Engineering Society conventions and listening to their designers speak
of "informational irrelevance" and "psychoacoustic redundancy." One designer even
said: "At 128 kilobits per second, we can fool
the casual listener." Moreover, the descriptions of the playback systems and listening
conditions dunng development of these systems was far from optimal. It therefore came
as a surprise to discover just how close
PASC-encoded audio is to CD quality.' °
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Finally, I'll comment on DCC's functionality. You'll find DCC just fine if you're used
to analog cassette decks. If, however, you've
been spoiled by the instant access of CD,
using aDCC machine is extremely slow and
clunky.
—Robert Harley

M EASUREMENTS:
ROBERT HARLEY

I've separated the DD-92's measurements
into two sections. The first assesses the
machine's D/A converter and A/D converter
performance without PASC encoding. The
second reveals the effects of PASC on some
interesting new test signals.
The DD-92's "Record/Pause" mode passes
signals to the outputs—analog or digital—
without putting the signal through PASC
encoding and decoding. Analog signals,
however, are subjected to AID and D/A conversion in this mode. Thus, the D/A converter
measurements were made by driving the
DD-92 with digital test signals generated by
our Audio Precision System One Dual
Domain and analyzing the DD-92's analog
output. Conversely, the AID converter measurements were made by feeding the DD92's analog inputs and performing digitaldomain measurements on the digital output.
The DD-92 had maximum outputs of
2.19V (left channel) and 2.23V (right) when
the front-panel meters indicated "OdBFS."
This was also the maximum voltage available from the variable-level outputs. Ifound
the meters extremely accurate: They exactly
matched the Audio Precision System One's
indicated output.
No DC was measured at either the fixed
or variable analog output jacks. Output
impedance was 400 ohms across the band
from both the fixed and variable output jacks,
10 But remember that PASC's 192kb/s per channel data rate
is significantly higher than those used in Dolby's SR-D
cinema sound system and other perceptual-encoded media.
Much of the reduction in data rate with PASC is gained
through more efficient coding of the data, meaning that much
less audio information is discarded than with Dolby AC-3,
Sony ATRAC, or other perceptual-coding algorithms. It's
possible that future generations of audiophiles will look back
at DCC, with its two channels of data running at aprofligate
384kbls, as agolden-age medium. And how will we convince
our grandchildren that there was once something called CD
that pumped out data at an inconceivable 1,411,200kb/s? And
what if that 1.4Mbis was used to store data representing asignal digitally encoded with more-than-16-bit resolution at
ahigher-than-44.1kHz sampling rate using perceptual coding
to throw away that which there isn't room to store? Aha!
Could Ihave stumbled on the secret of HDCD? See this
month's "Industry Update" for at least some of the answers.
—JA
STEREOPHILEJULY 1993

lower than the specified 1.5k ohms. Input
impedance measured 43k ohms at all audio
frequencies. With the input level control all
the way up, an input voltage of 225mV produced OdBFS on the DD-92's meters. A
typical input setting was 1o'clock, at which
an input level of 1V produced OdBFS. Unusually, the DD-92's D/A stage inverts absolute polarity. When comparing digital-todigital DCC copies of CDs, this should be
taken into account by switching absolute
polarity on the digital processor decoding
the DCC or CD output.
Frequency response and de-emphasis error
are shown in fig.5. The top pair of traces is
the D/A section alone. The middle traces represent the analog input to analog output frequency response (with AID and D/A conversion but no PASC). The bottom two traces
show the DD-92's playback de-emphasis
error. The DD-92 was extremely flat out to
20kHz. Note the slight channel imbalance,
indicated by the right channel (dotted trace)
being about 0.2dB higher than the left. The
de-emphasis curve reveals amild depression
over awide band through the presence
region and treble. A 0.2dB dip over 2/
2
1
octaves will be audible as aslight softening
of the treble and perhaps amarginal reduction in immediacy. The combined A/D-D/A
frequency response shows ahint of rolloff
and what looks like asmall amount of ripple in the input filter.
Fig.6 shows the DD-92's crosstalk performance. The better (lower) pair of traces is the
D/A converter crosstalk. The worse (upper)
pair of traces shows the DD-92's crosstalk
when measured from the analog input to the
analog output (again, with AID -DIA conversion but no PASC). Note that the AID
converter and analog input line stage decrease
channel separation by about 20dB. The 6dB/
octave rise in crosstalk indicates that the left
and right audio channels are capacitively coupled somewhere. The overall level of channel
separation is good but not exemplary.
Looking next at a1
/-octave spectral anal2
ysis of the DD-92 D/A stage when decoding adithered, lkHz sinewave at -90dB
(fig.7), we can see aremarkable absence of
power-supply-related noise. This noise
would be seen as peaks in the trace at 60Hz
and its harmonics. The overall noise level is
also very low, and the left and right traces
exactly overlap at the test-signal frequency.
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This indicates that both DAC channels are
performing identically. This is excellent performance.
The same type ofspectral analysis was repeated, but with an input signal of all zeros
and awider measurement bandwidth (200kHz),
shown in fig.8. The extreme rise in the noise
floor above 10kHz reveals the digital filter's
noise-shaping algorithm. This is avery steep
curve: There is lots of energy just above the
audio band, peaking at 90kHz. A minuscule
0.0.1.10

level of 60Hz hum can be seen in the trace.
The right channel (dotted trace) has an
unusual peak at 18kHz.
The DD-92's DAC had amazingly good
low-level linearity, shown in the top trace of
fig.9. The DAC was perfect to -108dB, indicating true 18-bit performance. This is
among the best performances I've measured.
Note that this measurement was made with
an 18-bit input signal. All previous D/A converter measurements have been restricted to
16-bit signals. The AID converter linearity
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Fig.I0 Marantz DD-92, no PASC, noise
modulation, —60 to —100dBFS (5dBivertical
div.).
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(bottom traces in fig.9) is, as expected, not as
good. (Note that the D/A linearity has been
offset by +4dB and the ADC linearity by
-4dB so that they may appear on the same
graph.)
The noise-modulation plot (fig.10) shows
nice, tight groupings between the traces
above 2kHz, but some deviation below that
frequency. The space between the traces
below 2kHz indicates that the spectral balance of the DD-92's noise floor will change
slightly as afunction of input level below this
frequency.
Because the DD-92's PASC encoder accepts 18-bit input words, it can reproduce
extremely low-level signals—signals below
the level possible with a16-bit system. With
16-bit data, a-90dB sinewave will be quantized with three levels (0, +1, -1). This is seen
in the captured waveforms ola licHz, undithered, -90dB sinewave shown in all our CDplayer and digital-processor measurements.
With 18-bit data, a-102dB signal will be
reproduced by the same three levels. The
Philips DCC test tape even has alkHz sinewave at the astonishingly low level of-105dB;
the captured waveform is shown in fig.11.
Note the greatly expanded vertical scale; the
peak-peak amplitude is only alittle above
1000/. Although the waveform is somewhat
ragged and overlaid by audio-band noise, the
DD-92 is nonetheless able to reproduce an
undithered signal at -105dB. This is an
impossible feat for a16-bit system. Incidentally, acomparison of an undithered IkHz
sinewave at -90dB between 16-bit and 18-bit
quantized signals (not shown) revealed the
18-bit to have better shape and finer step size,
as would be expected.
The DD-92's D/A section performed well
on the 19kHz/20kHz intermodulation test
(fig.12). When driven by the code representing afull-scale mix of 19IcHz and 20kHz, the
DD-92 had very few intermodulation products. The 1
kHz product (20kHz minus
19kHz) can be seen but is very low in level.
Note the low noise floor of this FFT. There
is, however, an unusual rise in the noise floor
centered on the test-signal frequencies.
The DD-92's reproduction of asquarewave (digital input, analog output) is shown
in fig.13. The waveform's shape, with the
clipped tops and bottoms, is rather different
from the Philips norm, where the "ringing"
due to the bandwidth limiting is reproduced
STEREOPHILEJULY 1993

without such clipping (see March 1993,
Vol.16 No3, p.98). Ididn't measure the DD92's jitter; the DAC was inaccessible, buried
on asub-board between other sub-boards.
There is alot of silicon inside the DD-92. In
fact, it has been reported to me that DCC
machines use three times as many chips as
CD players.
With the DD-92's digital and analog performance covered, let's take alook at how the
PASC coder affects the signal. This next sec-
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tion is meant to reveal aspects of how the
PASC encoder operates on the signal rather
than to attempt to reveal its sonic performance. The truism that listening is essential
to evaluating audio-equipment quality is even
more apparent when considering low-bitrate encoding systems such as PASC. In addition to the fact that these measurements reveal
very little about how the DD-92 sounds, we
have no other low-bit-rate encoder measurements for comparison. The following measurements are, however, fascinating, and
extremely revealing of what's going on in the
PASC coder.
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Measuring low-bit-rate coders such as
PASC requires acompletely different way of
looking at audio measurement. Measurements of other audio components reveal
small deviations from linear behavior. The
output signals from the device under test are
very similar to the input signals. The component's flaws are characterized by how
much the output signals differ from the input
signals. Although we may measure an increase in noise, added harmonic or intermodulation distortion products, or deviations
from flat amplitude response, the component's effect on the signal passing through
it is generally small in an objective sense.
Low-bit-rate coders don't follow these
traditional paradigms. Instead, they introduce
horrendous amounts of measurable distortion, are decidedly non-linear, and don't pass
all the information presented at their input
to their output. This unique behavior requires
acompletely new way of analyzing and
quantifying the performance of these devices.
A good example of the need for new techniques is the case of simple frequency response
Imeasured the DD-92's frequency response
with PASC, using the traditional sweptsinewave technique. In this method, a
constant-amplitude sinewave is swept up in
frequency, and the output voltage of the
device being tested is measured and plotted.
We are looking for slight changes in what is
assumed to be abasically linear device.
Fig.14 would seem to indicate that the
DD-92 has aflat frequency response. And
indeed it does—with aswept sinewave. But
music, with simultaneous wideband energy,
is afar cry from aswept sinewave. So let's
apply adifferent technique for measuring the
DD-92's frequency response: the multi-tone.
This is atest signal comprising many discrete
frequencies, all of which are simultaneously
present. In this particular multi-tone signal,
the spectrum of which is shown in fig.15,
there are 43 sinewaves spaced 500Hz apart
from 500Hz to 21.5kHz. Their combined
amplitude is OdBFS."
Now look at what happens when that test
II Audio Precision's Dual Domain option for the System One
has avery powerful feature that makes generation of these
unusual test signals possible. The software utility"MAKEWAVE.EXE" allows the user to program the AP's DSP (Digital Signal Processing) generator to produce virtually any
combination of signals in the digital domain. JA, for example,
used it to generate the distortion spectra examples on
Sterrophik's Test CD 2.
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signal is encoded and decoded by PASC,
shown in fig.16. Our perfectly flat frequency
response isn't so perfect anymore. Here's
why: In the swept-sinewave frequencyresponse test, PASC needed only to encode
asingle sinewave at any one time. PASC's bitallocation technique just shifted the available
384kb/s to the sub-band that contained the
sinewave at that moment. The bits followed
the sinewave sweep. But when confronted
with asignal containing energy at many frequencies simultaneously, the PASC encoder
had to spread the available bits over many
sub-bands. It simply ran out of bits. Although
most of the test signal emerged intact, the
encoder gave up at the higher frequencies.
The attempt to preserve some of the signal
(at 18kHz, 18.5kHz, 20kHz, and 20.5kHz)
while ignoring other signals (at 17kHz,
17.5kHz, 19kHz, and 19.5kHz) is interesting. Iwould have thought it would just roll
off the highest—and least audible—frequencies first. Incidentally, both channels were
driven simultaneously for this test—a significant factor, given that the entire bit pool
can be allocated to only one channel if necessary.' 2
Not only did PASC remove some highfrequency energy from the test signal, it also
greatly increased the noise floor. The noise
floor in fig.15, seen as the squiggles at about
-118dB, is shifted up by as much as 60dB at
the higher frequencies. This higher floor is
not merely benign noise, but the massive distortion and signal-correlated quantization
noise created by encoding the signal with so
few bits. But note that even with this demanding test signal, PASC manages to keep
the noise floor under 2kHz, about 80dB
below the signal level.
This is, however, an unrealistic representation of amusical signal. No music would
have aspectral distribution of the test signal.
12 Iam reminded of adramatic example of how bench testing
with steady-state sinewaves is inadequate for characterizing
audio equipment performance. The late audio genius Richard
Heyser made abox that had one input and one output. The
device measured perfectly on the test bench: the output signal
was identical to the input signal. But when put in the signal
path with music playing, the box introduced so much distortion that the music was unintelligible.
The secret? The box had arelay that would close (allowing the input signal to pass directly to the output) only if the
input signal was steady-state and symmetrical—such as test
signals used in bench testing. If the signal had any dynamic
changes or was asymmetrical—the very definition of amusical
signal—the relay would chatter between the open and closed
positions. This simple yet highly instructive device exemplified the way Dick Heyser approached audio.
STEREOPHILE, J
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Thus, Iperformed the same test, but with the
test tones spaced lkHz apart, from 500Hz
to 21.5kHz. The test signal is shown in fig.17,
and the effect of PASC on the test signal in
fig.18. It is apparent that PASC is having a
much easier time with this signal than in the
previous test. With fewer signal components
to encode, the available bits can be allocated
to the bands containing the tones.
Fig.18 reveals some additional interesting
information. First, the huge rise in noise and
distortion between and beneath the test tones
is not as great as when the PASC encoder was
driven by twice the number of signal components. Second, the band up to 2kHz is
nearly perfectly encoded. This is to be expected; there is much more musical information in this band, and the ear is more sensitive
at these frequencies. The algorithm apparently gives ahigher priority to encoding signals in this band. In fact, the single sub-band
below 700Hz is given highest priority and
is always perfectly encoded, regardless of the
input signal. Third, there is only one tone
(21kHz) not reproduced at the correct amplitude. This is in sharp contrast to the problems PASC had with the denser multi-tone
signal of fig.16. Finally, the very narrow
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bands of low quantization noise (at 17kHz,
19kHz, and 20.5kHz) indicate that these were
PASC sub-bands in which the test tone's frequencies did not fall. With no energy in those
bands, they could simply shut down, releasing their bits to the rest of the sub-bands.
Inext drove the PASC encoder with the
test signal shown in fig.19. This cluster of
multi-tones will reveal what happens to the
noise/distortion floor between bands of signal
energy. Fig.20 shows the result of PASC on
this test signal. We can see the now-familiar
rise in the noise and distortion. What is interesting is that the noise rises only in those
bands that contain signal energy; the signal
will (presumably) mask them. Where there
is no signal, there is low noise and distortion.
In effect, the large amount of quantization
distortion produced by low-bit-rate coding
"hides" beneath the correctly coded wanted
signals. Where there is no signal which will
mask the distortion, the distortion levels are
low. It is astonishing that these levels of distortion can be hidden by the signal. The fact
that the distortion is masked was indicated
by JGH's, TJN's, and my auditioning.
It is interesting to look at the transitions
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between bands of high and low distortion.
The band between 9.5kHz and 10.5kHz is a
good example. Although there is asignificant amount of distortion between these frequencies, there is no signal that will mask the
distortion-unless it is presumed that the
9.5kHz component is sufficient. PASC may
rely on the fact that such asituation wouldn't
occur in music signals. Also note that there
is aspurious component generated at 3kHz.
Because PASC ignores low-level signals
that will presumably be masked by adjacent
signals, Iadded low-level signals between the
multi-tone components of the fig.15 signal
and performed anarrow-band FFT analysis
on the signal. Fig.21 shows the spectrum of
the original test signal in the neighborhood
of the low-level tone, and fig.22 is the spectrum of the signal after PASC. The 10.25kHz
component added to the 500Hz-spaced
multi-tone is still visible, but is now barely
above the greatly increased noise floor. Had
the 10.25kHz component been 10dB (or
more) lower in level, it would not have been
encoded.
The next test attempted to reveal how
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PASC's bit-allocation scheme works. Idrove
the encoder with two test signals, the first
shown in fig.23. The second was identical to
fig.23, but with the two clusters on either side
of the center cluster removed. Iwanted to see
how the distortion rises around the center
tone cluster with and without the presence
of the other tones. Presumably, the center
tone cluster will be reproduced with much
less distortion when the other signals are
absent. This is because all the available bits
can be concentrated on the center cluster
rather than distributed to encode the other
i
llftromM• 100MluMmo110 01100, dom.@ WC

MOIM

I
"

two multi-tone clusters.
This was indeed the case. Fig.24 is a
narrow-band FFT analysis of the center cluster without PASC. Fig.25 is the same analysis
with PASC, and without the two additional
multi-tone clusters. There is aslight rise in
the noise and distortion. But when the two
multi-tone blocks are added, the distortion
rise is about 30dB greater (fig.26). These
FFTs show how PASC has amore difficult
time correctly coding broadband signals.
Finally, an attempt should be made to
translate the increased distortion introduced
by PASC and other low-bit-rate coders to
an audibility scale. How audible is the huge
amount ofPASC-generated distortion we've
seen in these FFTs?
Fig.27 attempts to answer this question.
The horizontal axis is frequency in octaves,
centered on the test-signal frequency of
4kHz. The lower trace is the integrated distortion product amplitude measured on the
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DD-92 with PASC. The test signal was a
4kHz sinewave. The top two traces are the
50dB spi (sound pressure level) and 70dB spi
masking curves, respectively. Any distortion
products that fall below the masking curves
will be—according to current masking
theory—inaudible. There is about 25dB of
margin between the measured distortion
component and the level at which that distortion will become audible (in theory). Note
how the integrated distortion product's rise
exactly parallels the masking curve,' 3maintaining the 25dB margin. —Robert Harley

ROBERT HARLEY SUMS UP
Much to my surprise, PASC encoding was
able to produce anear sonic replica of the
original linear 16-bit PCM data from aCD.
The difference was only occasionally noticeable, and when it was, the change was not
necessarily judged as adegradation. This is
aremarkable feat from asystem that uses only
one-fourth as many bits as 16-bit linear coding. My objections to PASC in aconsumer
medium have been greatly ameliorated by my
extensive firsthand experience with DCC.
In my view, PASC-encoded music is acceptable—though not preferred—for amass distribution medium such as DCC. As areplacement for the analog cassette, DCC is terrific.
But Iwouldn't want low-bit-rate encoded
formats such as DCC or MiniDisc to replace
the linear-PCM-encoded CD.
Moreover, Iremain concerned about the
idea of making master recordings with lowbit-rate coders. Original recordings should
be preserved with as much information as
possible; the conversion to areduced bit-rate
format for consumer distribution should be
done after the recording. Further, not enough
is yet known about human hearing to risk the
quality of an entire generation of recorded
music. Many types of distortion go unrecognized until they are more clearly identified
and alanguage to describe them is adopted.
Witness the public recantations by early
proponents of CD who claimed that firstgeneration CD players were just fine. Per13 Imust acknowledge the work of Dr. Richard Cabot, Principal Engineer at Audio Precision, for devising many of these
measurements. His AES paper "Measurements on Low-BitRate Coders" was invaluable in the preparation of this report.
See my interview with him in Vol.14 No.1, p.102. Iwould
also like to thank Bart Locanthi, chairman of an AES ad hoc
committee formed to study low-bit-rate coders, for sharing
with me his insights into these devices.
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ceptual coding may one day be the universal
method of coding digital audio, but it is rash
and irresponsible to rush to implement lowbit-rate encoders for master recordings whose
design parameters were dictated by the analog cassette's limitations.
Let no one forget that low-bit-rate encoders
were developed because they are cheaper and
more convenient than linear coding, not
because they sound better. It may be possible
to design aperceptual coder that exceeds linear PCM coding quality (particularly if they
use more efficient coding techniques but keep
the data rate at linear PCM levels), but that
day is not yet here.
—Robert Harley

THE LAST WORD FROM J
GH

Ihave to admit that Iwas very pleasantly surprised by my first at-home encounter with
DCC. No, take that back. Iwas flabbergasted.
Iunderstood the psychoacoustic principles
behind it, and Iadmired Philips's ingenious
bit-allocation scheme, but Ididn't expect to
have any trouble at all hearing glaring flaws
in the resulting sound. The fact that Istill
can't hear any digital artifacts consistently
enough to pin them on the DCC processing, or that Iam not even certain they exist
at all, is more than frustrating: it's almost
humiliating.
But what about those abominable prerecorded cassettes? Learning that my prerecorded DCC samples were pre-production,
Marantz sent me arecent copy of the Hoist.
It sounded as much like the CD as my own
copy of the CD did. I
just hope all subsequent
prerecordeds are as good as this one, but after
those early efforts, I'm not confident about
that.
Years ago, when Stereophile ran aseries of
"Audio Verities" at the bottoms of the front
covers, one of them read, "In audio, nothing is perfect, and every imperfection is audible" DCC is the first exception to that rule.
Its inventors admit there is alot "wrong" with
the sound—they just maintain it isn't audible
To date, Ihave to agree.
The Marantz DD-92 isn't as transparent
awindow on the original analog sound as I
imagine some future DCC recorders will be,
but its veiling appears to be more the fault
of its analog circuitry than its coding abominations. Ido wish to emphasize, though, that
even with the veiling, the sound from this
thing is—as daimed—better in most respects
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than any analog cassette machine I've heard.
It's also formidable competition for most
professional open-reel analog recorders. For
afirst effort, that's pretty damned impressive!
Most people who buy aDCC deck will
use it to copy CDs, as Idid. For this purpose,
the DD-92 will do the job much better than
any reasonably priced analog recording deck,
particularly if used with agood outboard
D/A converter. But Imust add that the best
analog cassette machines, of which Imentioned two, are—except in S/N ratio—so
good when correctly aligned that the differences between them and CD (or DCC) are
really not all that great, at least when playing
their own tapes. And both machines—
particularly the Revox—sound abit more
transparent than the DD-92.
Those who see the DD-92 as abetter way
of making purist-quality live recordings of
their local orchestra or glee club should be
warned that. like all other consumer tape
decks made during the past five years. this
one has no microphone inputs. And areally
good mike preamp will cost you almost as
much as the DD-92.
Iam not too nonplussed by my inability
to hear anything seriously wrong with DCC.
because Iam reasonably confident that if I
and other picky listeners do eventually latch
on to some audible flaws, the system's developers can tinker with it to address those
specific criticisms. And my reaction to ncc
as aresult of 100-plus hours of listening may
well not be the same as my reaction to it five
years or even five months down the line. I
recall my first blush of enthusiasm over solidstate and, later, over CD, only to realize after
more listening that both were steps backward

in some areas Ihadn't been paying attention
to because those kinds of distortion had never
existed before.
So, at the same time Iapplaud what Imust
consider to be•an amazingly successful new
home record/playback system, Ialso feel a
deep foreboding about what it could mean
to the future of music recording. Even the
consumer-directed DD-92—which is almost
certainly not as good as aprofessional DCC
recorder would be—sounds good enough to
start wheels turning in the heads of the major
record manufacturers, who arc always seeking ways to cut costs if it can be done without
compromising product quality "too much:'
Even if DCC and its perceptual-coded ilk are
ultimately found to have some as yet unidentified and even uncorrectable shortcomings
(and some listeners have described Dolby
Labs' AC-2 and AC-3 systems as being
"astonishingly good"). Ifear that some form
of perceptual coding will eventually—and
more likely sooner than later—find its way
into all the mastering labs of the only record
companies that can afford to record the
world's greatest performing groups. And that
could mean the end of the line as far as
developments in music reproduction arc concerned. The prospect is that, with future
original recordings, what you hear will be
all there is to hear. Ifind that idea depressing.
All in all. Iwas very favorably impressed
by how good aPASC-processed recording
sounds. But whether that's good or bad news
is something I'm not prepared to judge. I've
had reason in the past to change my opinion
about abright new technology after Ilearned
to listen through its positive attributes. This
could still happen with PASC.—J. Gordon Holt

¡PEGÜELLO!! 1
Corey Greenberg finds two Real World cables—
the Kimber KC-PBJ line-level interconnect and the
HAVE/Canare 75-ohm coax digital data link—that take no prisoners,
and fools around with Kimber's KCAG silver interconnect.
Kimber KC-P13J line-level interconnect. Price: $621m pair ($14/additional meter pair plus $481pair termination).
Kimber KCAG line-level interconnect. Price: $3501m pair.
Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 450. Manufacturer: Kimber (able, 2752 S. 1900 W Ogden, UT 84401.
Tel: (801) 621-5530. Fax: (801) 627-6980.
STEREOPHILE, J
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HAVE/(Canare) DFlex Gold 75-ohm impedance, coaxial digital data link. Color black. Price: $30/3' each. Manufacturer:
Canare Cable Inc., San Fernando, CA. Approximate number of dealers: I. direct from distributor (see text). Distributor
HAVE, Inc., 309 Power Ave. (where they do the lunches), Hudson. NY 12534-2448. Tel: (518) 828-2000. Fax: (518) 828-2008.
It's always ajolting, life-renewing Ka-BLAM
when anew experience shatters your preconceptions of the order of things. From the
moment you realize your dad isn't running
right alongside you as you fly down the sidewalk on your first two-wheeler, to when you
become amade man, these experiences forever alter how you view yourself and the
world around you.
Okay, so maybe cable isn't in the same
white-knuckled league as riding your first
Schwinn. But I
just had one of my longtime
preconceived notions blasted apart like aclay
pigeon, and all it took was five seconds of
listening to realize that all these years I'd been
completely wrong.
Lately, I've been trying to come to terms
with entry-level hi-fi, and the going hasn't
been as easy as I'd hoped. There's some really
cool budget-priced gear out there, but having
a$30k Linn/Well-Tempered/Sumiko/Theta/
Exposure /
Melos/ Muse /
Aragon /Kimber/
NHT He-Man rig in the very next room
makes it hard as amofo for even the best
entry-level gear out there! I've got apretty
boss Real World system up and running right
now in my living room as Isift through the
genre trying to separate the wheat from the
chapped, but all it takes is asweaty session
in the He-Man room to put things into harsh
perspective.
So what was that preconceived notion of
mine that got shattered? It was Hi-Fi Myth
#69: "The virtues offered by the most expensive cable may well only be audible in the
context ola topflight, very expensive system." And where did Iglean Hi -Fi Myth
#69, you ask? Itook it right from the ittybitty print in Stereophile's own "Recommended Components" listing.
JA, who penned this deathless prose, had
it all wrong! See, I'd always accepted the notion
that the further down the food chain your
system is. the less important it is to use highquality wire. Imean, given that the cable's
task is easy, understandable, and much less
of an issue than the active components in a
given system (Hi-Fi Myth #68), it only

Now, talk to most ofthe nose-up-their-butt
reviewers around Stereophile and you won't
find much enthusiasm for entry-level anything, much less affordable cables. One old
goat actually told me he wasn't interested in
listening to anything that wasn't very expensive. Another boasted of all the top-o'-theline wire he has on hand—he likes to see cable

1Spanish for slaughtering, butchery; said to be the rallying
cry of Mexican revolutionary Emiliano Zapata's troops, in
the spirit of "Take no prisoners!"
—PG

2Sheer Whimsy is also the title of my best-selling autobiography, co-written with the guy who helped Shelley Winters
do hers.
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makes sense that, the lower the overall capability of your associated amplifier, preamp,
CD player, etc., the more the inherent coloration of your system is going to mask the
benefits of good cable, right?
So when Istarted putting together aReal
World system in my living room to evaluate affordable entry-level gear, Igot hold of
some inexpensive cables from the various
lines and didn't think twice. Besides, compared to the He-Man rig, the entry-level system sounded hazy, muddled, and pretty
uninvolving. You know, the way affordable
gear's supposed to sound.
But one day Ifound myself with one too
few budget interconnects, and half out of
necessity and half out of sheer whimsy ,
2 I
used ameter pair of my reference Kimber
KCAG interconnect 'twixt the JVC CD
player and the Acurus integrated amp.
Sacre bleu!!! Icouldn't believe how much better the entry-level system sounded! I'd long
accepted Hi-Fi Myth #69 as fact, but here
was an honest2god less-than-highest-fi system whose sound became dramatically better across the board just by substituting asingle pair of He-Man cable for the $50 budget
cable I'd been using. This Real World system,
for which I'd been trying to lower all my hi-fi
expectations, suddenly had depth, clarity,
detail, imaging—all the things I'd thought it
was incapable of by virtue of economy, and
all the things that were right there all the time,
just waiting for agreat cable to stop throttling
them! It was obvious that, in order to really
do justice to all the entry-level gear I'm currently reviewing, Ihad to find some truly
kick-ass entry-level wire to hook it up with.

DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS
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manufacturers ask him, "How high?" when
he tells them to jump. If Iwere editor of this
mag, both these goats would be cabrito roasting on my spit. But JA's not going anywhere—the goats can rest easy. (For now!)
You can see that with all the high-dollar
wire being thrown around to reviewers
Roman orgy-style, none of them has ever
needed to search for equally good sound in
the Lower Reaches. It is only I, ever your
most humble servant for all eternity and a
day, who wants to talk about killer cheapass wire. Why? I
just want to make people happy.
Now, for speaker cable, the only truly
cheap-ass wire I've found that really comes
this close to the best is AudioQuest's $2.25/ft
Type 4, which has actually sounded better
in my various systems than some other
manufacturers' most expensive offerings. The
Type 4is much better than AudioQuest's
other cheap speaker cables. (The 85e/ft F-14
is fairly decent when you first buy it, but my
experience has been that it tends to oxidize
pretty quickly. Iused arun of F-14 to hook
up my pappy's system less than ayear ago,
and when Irecently had to cut off the ends
to reterminate it for ashorter length, Ifound
that the wire inside the PVC jacket had
become tarnished and dull. Type 4's polyethylene dielectric is bound much tighter
to the solid-core copper conductors, and
Ihaven't run into any of the F-14's apparent long-term oxidation problems with
Type 4.)
For line-level interconnect and digital
cable, Irecently discovered two new cables
that have blown the lid off my level of expectation for killer cheap-ass wire: Canare's $30
75-ohm video/digital link and Kimber's
$62/meter pair PBJ interconnect. Affordable
enough for entry-level Real World systems,
these two cables are right at home in even the
most glorious He-Man Rigs o' the Gods. But
don't take my word for it—for once, here's
some reference-level wire you can actually
afford to BUY and TRY YOURSELF! 3

THE KIMBER KULT

Using Kimber's KCAG interconnect longterm in my He-Man reference rig has really
spoiled me for other cables. Nothing else I've

3lb Significant Others of Audionuts: lithe thought of actually relying on his own judgment made your audionut pass
out, try waving smelling salts under his nostrils or playing
an Amanda McBroom record to rouse him.
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tried even comes close—the best and brightest from A to Z have come and gone, and the
Kimber remains the one to beat.
The $350/meter pair KCAG is remarkably
simple cable: three identical legs of ultrahigh-purity multistrand silver in apearlescent
Teflon jacket (one for signal and two for
ground/shield), tightly braided and then terminated to Kimber's own mystery-plated
RCAs. And that's it. Although the two
ground wires do afford adegree of RFI/EMI
shielding due to the tight twist of the braid,
the lack of afull overall shield does mean the
KCAG is more susceptible to hum and RF
pickup than most cables. Me, Iuse a25' run
between my preamp and amplifier and I've
never had aproblem with noise pickup, but
you definitely have to try this stuff out in
your own home before you drop your wad,
to make sure you don't have an environment
noisy enough to preclude the Kimber.
Kimber also makes a$70 entry-level cable
called KC1 that's identical to the KCAG
except for the use of high-purity copper conductors instead of the KCAG's silver. The
KC1 also comes encased in an overall shield,
alayer of conductive fabric grounded to the
RCAs with adrain wire. That's why the KC1
has an outer jacket and isn't a"nude" cable
like the cool-man KCAG.
The KC1 should sound close to the KCAG,
but it doesn't. It's good stuff for the bwc, but,
compared to the KCAG, there's definitely a
loss of purity in the highs and amarked
decrease in overall clarity. KC1 just doesn't
sound nearly as open or as crystal-clear as the
KCAG. Ray Kimber himself will tell you that
the KC1 is no match for KCAG, although its
electrostatic shield will offer improved
immunity to noise pickup.
Enter the PBJ: For some time now Kimber's been supplying hardware manufacturers
with an unshielded version of the KC1 for
use in internal wiring—the Muse amps, for
one, use this stuff for audio cabling inside the
chassis. Also, RATA's Russ Andrews, the
British Modkateer Parts King, has been supplying the nude KC1 as DIY interconnect,
and selling alot out. The consensus seems
to be that it's the electrostatic shield that limits
the sonic performance of the stock KC1—do
away with it, and you have an affordable
cable that comes very close to Kimber's $350
KCAG.
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Kimber Kable KC-PBJ interconnect

Ray Kimber resisted marketing the "copper KCAG" hookup wire as terminated
interconnect, but he's finally responded to
pressure from both sides of the pond. And
he's done so in atotally cool-man manner.
The interconnect is entry-level-priced at only
$62/meter pair, and Ray's calling it Kimber
PBJ!!! To keep fancy packaging materials
from jacking up the price, he's shipping the
PBJ in those cheap plastic samwich baggies
your mom used to pack your lunch in—you
know, the ones that could deafen your best
friend if you blew one up and popped it right
in his ear. Is that the coolest or what?! PBJ in
aplastic baggie. ..
you just can't get any less
audio-elitist than that, which is why Ijumped
on this cable like it was areal PBJ.
Crunchy or Smooth? So how does it
sound? Very, very close to silver KCAG—in
fact, in my current system, I'm not sure Idon't
actually prefer the PBJ. At the moment, every
piece of gear in my He-Man rig is either
ruler-flat at the top end or very slightly to
the sharp side o' cheddar, and the slightly
softer-sounding PBJ may actually be abetter
match for all this ultra-sheen than the razorsharp KCAG. Compared to the KCAG, the
PBJ tends toward asmoother, less-forward
character. While every other interconnect I've
tried has amarkedly duller and less focused
sound than the KCAG, the silver Kimber can
be less ola good thang i
fthe rest of your rig
tends toward brightness, which isjust how
things are right now in my He-Man rig.
Ineed/want amore neutral playback system than I've grown accustomed to lately, so
I've 86'd the big VTL tube amps and started
128

using high-quality solid-state muscle amps
from Aragon and Muse. The VTLs did alot
of things really well, but the longer Ilived
with them, the more Igrew to suspect them
of coloring the overall character of ¡ny rig too
much, even with the forgiving load of the
ProAc Response Two and Spica Angelus
speakers Iwas using them with. With the
Aragon 4004 Mk.II and Muse Model 160
(full review to come on this Series II Muse
amp), my He-Man rig is now much less
"samey-sounding" and far more revealing
of both recordings played back on it and gear
changes made upstream.
But the downside to all this improved
neutrality and focus is that Ino longer am
buffered (by the seductive softness of the
VTL amps) from the HF hardness that's in
99% of all recordings and hi-fi gear. The
cool-man solid-state amps I've got now pass
on everything that they're fed with aminimum of editorial rounding; sometimes the
sound can get alittle fatiguing on top. The
PBJ's smoother balance goes along way
toward countering this HF hardness, but not
at all in the detrimental fashion of the VTL
amps. The tubes caused asubde loss ofinformation and rounded everything off to a
smooth yet removed perspective, but the PBJ
let all the HF air and hyper-detail through
and avoided tilting the system's overall tonal
balance into disturbing brightness.
But while the PBJ may have less ultrasparkle and U-R-there vividness than KCAG,
it was heads'n'shoulders above every other
cable I've ever had through here in terms of
HF detail, air, clarity, and tonal accuracy. I've
had flagship cables from AudioQuest,
Straight Wire, Cardas, XL0, and others in
my rig at one time or another, but the PBJ
sounded better than anything I've ever used,
except Kimber's own KCAG. None of the
other cables, except the KCAG, could match
the midrange clarity, bass slam, and threedimensional soundstage Iheard with the $62
PBJ. For use as areference interconnect, I'd
choose the PBJ over all of them.
After using the KCAG for so long, there's
one area of its performance that makes other
cables fall flat by comparison: the Kimber's
uncanny sense of side2side and front2back
dimensionality. The KCAG just killed everything else I've tried in this respect, and
endowed the system with an amazing sense
of real instruments sitting in real space. No
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happy to be able to turn you on to a$30 digother interconnect has been able to match the
ital cable that'll blow away the overpriced
KCAG for throwing up avividly detailed
jobs at afraction of the cost.
and totally believable soundscape when the
Canare might not be afamiliar name to
recording has one to begin with—the Kimyou, but it's one of the biggest manufacturers
ber really did sound much less flat and fetof professional cables in the world—the Japtered than anything else I've tried.
anese equivalent of Belden here in the US.
Anything else, that is, except Kimber PBJ.
But while Belden hasn't really kept up with
The PBJ essentially duplicated the KCAG's
the current state of the art in terms of conexciting sense of virtual-space realism, freeductor material, dielectrics, and design,
ing asystem to deliver the best soundstage
Canare has kept aclose watch on the audioand imaging it's capable of. And this ability
phile cable scene and applied key design conis not reserved only for Class A, Fantasy
cepts to its products. While ultra-pure conIsland rigs, either—I heard the same dramatic
ductors and low-loss polyethylene dielectrics
improvement in soundstaging and imaging
aren't usually associated with professionalin my entry-level Real World system (Acurus
sounding cables, these are standard features
DIA-100 integrated, JVC XL-Z1050 CD
of the entire Canare line—including what I
player, NHT Super Zero satellite/SW2 subconsider to be the best-balanced microphone
woofer speaker system, AQ Type 4speaker
cable you can buy, Canare's four-conductor
cable) when Ireplaced another manufacStar-Quad!'
turer's $60 interconnect with the PBJ.
Canare makes areally high-quality preTo be sure, the KCAG was better than the
cision 75-ohm video cable, but recently
PBJ. Focus of image was tighter, and so was
introduced its own 75-ohm RCA plug as well.
the solidity of that image within the soundWhy a75-ohm RCA connector? Unlike
scape. The KCAG had aringing clarity, an
extremely clean and clear sound, that I most consumer-audio applications, in which
alow source impedance feeds amuch higher
haven't experienced with anything else. The
impedance load, 75-ohm video and electrical
PBJ came closer to the silver Kimber in these
coax digital signals require both the source
areas than any other cable I've tried, but the
and the load to have impedances of 75 ohms.
KCAG did, marginally, edge it out.
Any impedance mismatch between source
You know what, though? Not by much.
and load will result in impaired VSWR (VoltDefinitely not almost $300 worth more. And
age Standing Wave Ratio), resulting in an
that makes the $62 PBJ an extraordinary barincrease in reflected echoes of the signal
gain in today's clogged, chaotic cable crowd.
which degrade the data transmission. Canare
If Kimber's amazing KCAG didn't exist, I'd
found that no RCA plug on the market had
use the PBJ in my He-Man rig before I'd use
atrue impedance of 75 ohms. Using any of
anything else. And who knows? The referthem on a75-ohm cable thus resulted in an
ence system sounds so killer wired up with
unacceptable VSWR, so they designed and
PBJ right now, I'm in no real rush to put the
manufactured their own 75-ohm RCA plug.
KCAG back in!
Designed for solderless crimp-termination
only, the Canare plug is the first RCA conHAVE (
CANARE) DFLEx GOLD
nector to be expressly designed to handle
75-OHM DIGITAL CABLE
video and digital signals without degrading
If there's one area of the cable market that
their transmission.
makes me heave, it's the whole muy expensivo
When Isaw this new 75-ohm RCA plug
digital-cable trip. Some manufacturers are
in Canare's latest catalog, Icalled the comcharging nearly 1000 CLAMS for asingle
pany and asked for acouple of 3' samples
$°/0#& length of digital coax!!! Look, I'm the
of their standard 75-ohm video cable.
first to admit that Kimber's $175 AGDL and
terminated with the new plugs in order
Theta's own identically priced digital cable
to hear how they'd sound 'twixt aCD transsound much, much better than gardenport and adigital processor when comvariety 75-ohm coax when used to link up
pared with the two best digilinks I've found
aseparate digital processor with atransport
or aDAT machine. But $1000?!!! Things have
4Lucasfilmi Skywalker Ranch must feel the same way On
gotten too wiggly too fast with these higharecent tour. Isaw miles of multicolored microphone cable.
and every inch of it was Canare Star-Quad.
dollar digital cables—that's why I'm so
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so far: Theta's digital cable and Kimber's
AGDL.
Sound: Between the Theta Data II transport
and Gen.III processors, both the Theta and
Kimber digital links sounded much, much
better than any other digital cable I've tried.
But the Canare was even better, equaling or
surpassing the Theta and Kimber links in
every area of performance.
Not surprisingly, the Theta cable excelled
at sculpting out avividly defined, 3-D soundscape that is still the best I've heard from a
coax hookup. On recordings that feature a
perfectly captured acoustic setting—such as
the uncanny Water Lily Acoustics disc of Ry
Cooder and Vishwa Bhatt, A Meeting by the
River—the Theta link came very close to the
sheer focus and soundstage size of the ST
optical AT&T hookup between the Thetas.
The Canare was just as good, if not better, than the Theta cable in this respect. Los
Lobos' Kiko, for example, sounded almost
identical in terms of image focus and depth
of soundscape with either the Theta or
Canare cables. Most other digital cables I've
tried either flatten the image from front-2back, or reduce the soundstage width. The
Canare did neither, and gave the best performance in these areas I've heard from adigital coax.
The Kimber AGDL data link had impressed me as the smoothest and most
detailed digital cable I'd heard: slightly less
relaxed than the Theta cable, but with amore
strikingly alive sound and better delineation
of recorded detail, especially low-level detail.
The Canare unseated the Kimber. With
image focus on apar with the Theta cable and
even better detail and tonal balance than the
Kimber KCAG, the Canare is now my first
choice in adigital cable at any price.
On first listen, the Canare sounded far less
smooth and alive than the Kimber AGDL
between the Theta duo. The Red Devils'
almighty King King sounded abit more
black'n'blue with the cheaper cable carrying those bits. Idropped the Canare off at a
local Hi-Fi Hut for aweek to let the salesmen try it out, and they came to the same
conclusion: They preferred the Kimber for
its smoothness and midrange purity.
But the Theta Data/Gen.III rig they had
in the store lacks the optional AT&T ST
connection—their reference is Kimber KCAG.
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Listening to both the Kimber and Canare
cables compared with AT&T—and especially
Theta's new best-of-all-transmission-types
S&M single-mode laser interface—the
Canare sounded much more like these upgraded interfaces than the Kimber, or Theta's
own digital cable. The Red Devils are abunch
of raucous mofos, and King Of White Trash
Rick Rubin and New God Of Rock'n'Roll
Engineers Brendan O'Brien recorded King
King with the analog tape meters hellbent for
red leather the whole time. Ofcourse it's going
to sound black'n'blue, and that's just how it
sounds via AT&T, S&M, and the $30 Canare
coax.
Now, Ihaven't had achance to dick around
with the (RIDICULOUS!) 5595 Goldmund
Lineal and the (SAY WHAT?!) $900 NBS
digital cables, and, believe me, Ihave no plans
to do so. For the same money, you can
usually get an ST optical connection for your
processor/transport, and even the Canare
doesn't sound quite as focused and clean as
the AT&T link between the Thetas. No, my
opinion up 'til now has been that any digital coax more expensive than a$175 KCAG
DigiLink was awaste of money. But now, I
think any coax more expensive than the $30
Canare is awaste of money!
How to Become the Cat Who Gets the
Canare: Here's the deal: Being ahumongous pro-sound supplier, Canare doesn't
sell its cables direct to anyone. So people like
you and me have to go through Canare's distributor, HAVE, Inc., in New York. And
being ahumongous pro-sound distributor,
HAVE has astrict $50 minimum for all
orders.
So Icalled them up, did alittle brownnosing, and worked out adeal for any Stereophile reader who wants to buy just asingle
3' Canare 75-ohm cable—just tell 'em kindly
old Aunt Corey sent you, and for orders of
asingle Canare cable only, HAVE will waive
its $50 minimum-order rules
I'm using the Canare with some midpriced
D/A converters in the Real World system
right now. I'm also using the Canare to hook
up my JVC DAT machine to the Theta
Gen.III in the He-Man rig, and Icouldn't be
5Is it just me, or did that last paragraph sound like Drew
Kaplan and his dreaded OAK potpourri o' ripoffs/discontinued merchandise/closeout junk catalog? Now Ihate
myself more than ever.
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happier with the sound in both rooms. The
fact that it's only 30 bux apop makes me all
the happier!

CONCLUSIONS

There you have 'em: Kimber's $62/pair PBJ
interconnect and Canare's $30 digital cable,

two budget-priced cables that really shake
up the whole game. No matter how affordable (or expensive) your system may be, test
Hi-Fi Myth #69 for yourself with these two
inexpensive overachievers. At these prices,
shaking up the whole game has never been
easier!

HARMONIX TUNING DEVICES BY COMBAK
Martin Colloms
Vibration damping devices. RF-I1 CD Foils, RF-56 Tuning Bases, RF-4I3 Tuning Cable Rings, RF-65 &RF-66 Tuning Insulators or feet, and TU-20I large-size insulators. Prices: RF-II, 8for $20; RF-56, 8for $195; RF-4I3, 4for $120; RF-65, 4for
$365; RF-66, 4for $435; TU-20I, 4for $650. Approximate number of dealers: 17. Manufacturer: Combak, Japan. US Distributor. Fanfare International Inc., 500 East 77th Street, New York, NY 10021. Tel: (212) 734-1041. Fax: (212) 734-7735.
Amazing claims have been made, and much
has been recently written, about the bewildering array of "tuning" devices manufactured by Combak of Japan. To the audio
reviewer with ascientific bent, such devices
smack of witchcraft and charlatanism; we've
seen many such appear on the audio scene,
only to fade away. For awhile, for example,
Peter Belt established some sort of following
with his various "energy" devices, which
were purported to "control" electric fields,
but in the main the furor has passed.'
Nevertheless, we have wonder devices to terminate speaker cables, and an array of platforms, stands, weights, bases, and feet on
which to place our equipment. Consider all
those cones and spikes, sorbo pads, massloading bricks, and magnetic sinks, and the
audio field looks very strange indeed.
Ihave to admit that it took abit of nerve,
and several months, before Ifinally decided
to evaluate these fairly costly, if beautifully
finished, devices. Iknew it was possible for
them to have some effect, but could Iascribe
asensible value to what they did?
Two listening systems were employed, and
avariety of experiments made. The first system was loosely arranged; as it happened, a
number of digital devices and ancillary components left over from previous reviews were
powered-up and connected. After this assemblage had warmed up, Idid some finetuning, both to improve resolution and as
1While Ifound little of value in these devices in my own systems. Belt has experimented in many areas. With his "lead
tubes" of over adecade ago, he was one of the first to demonstrate the different effects of different conductors on sound
quality.
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aural exercise for the work at hand. Such
practice, always agood idea before aserious
session, can help fine-tune one's sensitivities before the formal tests begin.
Ican think ofno better way to describe the
results of my experience with the Harmonix products than to tell the story item by
item. Ihad asupply from Harmonix of RF11 CD Foils, RF-56 Tuning Bases, RF-413
Tuning Cable Rings, RF-65 and RF-66 Tuning Insulators or feet, and TU-201 large-size
insulators. Each type will be described in the
order in which it was put into operation.

RF-II CD FOILS: 8FOR $20

The RF-11 CD Foil is asoft, clear-plastic drcular sheet which may be attached to aCD
without the need for an adhesive. This makes
it easy to remove for trials, and the "foiled"
disc is certainly better damped than the naked
variety. The price is on apar with other
damping foils and rings?
With these foils there was certainly a
difference, but it was by no means certain that
there was an overall improvement. Audible
gains in clarity, ambience, and sweetness were
evident, though Ifelt there was also some loss
in impact and attack which seemed to detract
alittle from the sense of pace and timing.
In some systems, the Harmonix CD foils
may help to smooth out the sound alittle;
they may also help tame some recalcitrant
disc balances.
In my view, on well-balanced material they
2Two such, the Compact Dynamics CD Upgrade and the
CD Greenback, were reviewed by Jack English in February
(Vol.16 No.2, p.174).
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S.
Combak Harmonix RF -65 Tuning Insulators

Combak Harmonix RF-I ICD Foils

subtract a little from the rhythmic and
dynamic energy of the music, but their noninvasive nature allows for harmless trials—I
can see no harm at all in experimenting with
apacket.
Note: As with other disc dampers, careful laboratory checks showed no changes in
error rates or jitter. The physical fact of
mechanical-contact damping of the CD is
substantial, however, and easily verified.
Reduced microphony and player servo action
were obvious results.

RF-65 TUNING INSULATOR:
4FOR $365
RF -66 TUNING INSULATOR:
4FOR $435

Available in two sizes, these accessory feet
are just over 1" (28min/30mm) in diameter
(RF-65) and 2" (50mm) in diameter (RF-66).
They look like polished ebony cylinders with
heavy gold-plated metal rings fixed around
the central region. Shaking them reveals no
evidence ola complex interior, though it is
said that they are assembled with the special
Harmonix spring dispersor and internal
resonance-spreading seismic masses.
For the trials, RF-65s were placed under
amassive (>55 lbs) Accuphase DP7O-V CD
player. The latter was located in two sites: an
ordinary cabinet, and asimple turntable-type
table with alaminated-wood upper platform.
While there was little doubt that the platform
itself was responsible for asubstantial improvement for the player when compared
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with the cabinet (estimated at about 7%
sound quality forjust 2% of the player's cost),
the Harmonix insulators were surprisingly
effective The ease with which they could be
removed greatly aided assessment.
To be specific, the "insulator" improved
the transient and timing properties of the
sound, elusive aspects which are often hard
to optimize and control. For example, an
acoustic guitar track showed better definition
and cleaner edges, yet the vocal line was more
accurate, less lispy, and more immediate.
More of the recorded acoustic and atmosphere was recovered, while the overall sound
was more lively and expressive, especially in
the midrange. One could imagine that one
was listening to asuccessful second-generation version of that otherwise familiar CD
player.
It seems ridiculous to describe the "sound"
of an apparently inert set of wooden cylinders, but here we are examining their effect
on asystem. In this respect there is aparallel to be drawn with the subjective assessment
of audio cables.
Given this stabilizing view, the RF-65 has
an effect equivalent to changing from giveaway interconnects to some of the best audiophile cable available—Siltech, say, or even van
den Hul. The improvement should not,
however, be seen as asubstitute for good
cable, but awholly congruent augmentation.
Whereas top-rated cable gives you greater
treble purity, cleaner sibilants, more depth,
focus, and transparency, greater resolution
of ambience and detail, and, if you're lucky,
even greater dynamics and rhythmic drive,
the Harmonix insulators give you more of the
same.
Moreover, the degree of sonic improvement in agood system (ca 9-11%) is impressive. In fact, it is more cost-effective than
expensive cable. Ifelt that the contribution
of the Harmonix devices was all the more
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surprising given that the CD player used was
extremely well-built, with arigid, heavy
chassis and substantial, felt-padded insulating
feet. In fact, given the size of this player's large
feet, the RF-66 would have been abetter
choice.
Iused the Tuning Bases the usual way up,
as suggested by the label. A colleague experimented using adifferent system and found
that, after prolonged trials, the best result was
obtained with the Bases inverted!
In another arrangement Itried them under
my Conrad-Johnson PF-1 FET preamp. This
lightweight design had been working successfully on asingle-tier Mana table (now
patented) with aplate-glass surface Here the
sound quality suffered areversal, presumably
due to an unfavorable conjunction of resonances. If anything, the sound was more congested than before. A trial was made of the
effect ola mass-loading "flux dumper" block
placed on the preamp's top cover. It became
clear that, once mass-loaded, the PF1 was
definitely better with the Tuning Bases.
Loaded into what Imust suppose is their
working-mass range, the Bases improved the
sound by about 5%—worthwhile, but less
of an effect than Iheard with the CD player.
Another trial with the heavier ARC LS2B
showed greater improvement, achieved
without additional mass loading. Compared
with the preamplifier positioned on an ordinary table top, the improvement offered by
the Bases was up to 10%. There must be
some unwanted interaction between the
hard-feet contact surfaces and the glass supporting panel of the Mana table.
Preamplifier improvements were characterized by superior definition and depth,
especially audible in the midrange. Here the
sound was felt to breathe more easily, with
amore atmospheric effect that resulted in a
stronger sense of flow.

lü-20I TUNING INSULATORS:
4FOR $650

Ihad to laugh when Ifirst saw these accessories, which look like nothing other than
baby elephants' feet. It was hard to imagine
that these flock velvet-faced lumps of
polished, turned wood could have aserious
effect on sound quality.
How wrong Iwas!
These "feet" dwarfed even the largest
audio electronic components they were tried
STEREOPHILE, J
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with, and always looked faintly funny. The
Accuphase CD player had now been welltested with the various gadgets, and the
beneficial effect of the smaller RF-65 feet was
familiar. It was time to give the elephants' feet
their chance Their maximum 120mm—yes,
5inches—diameter and 120mm height required some preparation to check their
compatibility with the available mounting
surfaces.
If we had thought the smaller ebony feet
to be surprisingly effective, the more expensive TU-201 was still more convincing.
Given that the Accuphase player is priced
around $7000, the feet had their best chance
to prove their value, and they responded to
the challenge.
Different in size and construction from the
RF-65, the effect was also different. While
the RF-65 was mainly effective in cleaning
up the midrange—and very welcome it was,
too—the 201 improved on the midrange performance and went two better! Remarkably,
it was almost as effective in improving the
bass and treble registers. Without question
there was more speed, slam, and articulation,
even into the low bass, while the treble
sounded as if some serious jitter-reduction
had taken place. In an analogy with analog
(sorry!), it was as if the stylus had been
cleaned.
Space and ambience were superior; for that
CD player in that system, I'd have to gauge
the sonic uplift at 14%.
The story is not quite complete without
mentioning the fact that, while mainstream
players of normal construction responded
well to both types of Harmonix feet, there
was apotentially contentious group which
has hard rather than felt-tipped or rubber
feet. One was the now obsolete Ariston CD1
midprice player, which sounded so much
worse on the ebony feet that it actually mistracked due to an unfortunate coincidence
of resonances.3The 201s looked really silly
under this midi-sized player, which was more
than happy on aplain turntable table. The
Naim CDI was also available for trial; again,
this hard-footed player did not appear to be
convinced by the extra feet.
An open mind is required, as the results are
3Ilater found that Ihad overlooked some self-adhesive pads
of thin felt provided as accessories in the RF-65 box. On
adding these to the ebony insulators, the mistracking disappeared and the sound improved alittle.
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not guaranteed; ahome trial is definitely
advised for these costly accessories.

RF-56 TUNING BASES:
8FOR $195
These are really small, rectangular pieces, 1/2"
(13mm) by ve (8mm) by 1.5mm thick. Available in polished black or gold finishes, the
Tuning Bases have aself-adhesive back under
apeel-off protector, and, though quite tacky,
can be carefully detached and refixed elsewhere. After one came apart while being
swapped from one position to another, Isaw
that it comprised asteel base resiliently coupled to the outer decorative shell by afairly
soft adhesive interlayer carrying three units
of the cutout pattern that is aHarmonix signature. Thus the punched-out interlayer is
not asimple spring, but has arange of distributed compliances coupled to aseismic
outer section of moderate mass. While the
mass is only afew grams, it would seem the
intention is to couple to and distribute
mechanical vibration energy at points where
the Bases are placed. Low-energy points or
nodes will show little effect, whereas highenergy areas or maxima should be most susceptible to the devices.4
Ihad first heard the effect of the Tuning
Bases at the HFN/
RR Penta Show in September '92. In an informal demonstration, the
little Linaeum speaker was played with and
without four RF-56 Bases per speaker, these
placed on the cabinet at the mounting-bolt
positions of the bass/midrange driver. The
track was an old analog recording of Nat
King Cole and George Shearing (Capitol
CDP 748332 2), replayed on CD.
Without the Harmonix devices, the sound
was pretty good, sounding natural. Fitting
the Bases produced some debate as to
whether the sound was better or not, but
there was no doubt that the sound had
changed, and that these diminutive devices
really could affect the audibly resonant
behavior of astiff, heavy, strongly made
loudspeaker enclosure. Ireckoned that they
would have negligible effect on my superrigid, super-heavy Wilson WATTs. ..
but
that story comes later.
4lam in the process of evaluating the Harmonix RF-22 Tuning Bases, the so-called "Magic Measles," which are circular
cousins of the RF-56 Bases and are 20mm in diameter. These
cost S100 for aset of 8. In addition, JE and Iare auditioning
and measuring the effect of the much larger Microscan AntiResonance System.
—JA
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Nat King Cole's voice was clearer, but
with these speakers in that particular room,
the effect was almost too clinical, as if some
of the characteristic analog richness of the
recording's period had been diluted.
Months later, Ielected to try the devices
at home on apair of B&W Silver Signature
speakers, these being potentially problematic
in terms of their unconventional layout with
extruded alloy side bars, Matrix honeycomb
interior reinforcement, and, not least, the topmounted free-space "bullet" tweeter.
Combalc's instructions include placing the
devices in "squares" at the conventional
"four" fixings. However, there is no conventional four-point fixing for the B&W's
tweeter, merely aconcealed vertical post.
There were additional difficulties with the
woofer, as it has asix-point mounting and
four of the fixings are adjacent to strong alloy
side bars, where one might expect less
vibration.
Experimentation determined that Icould
find agood use for just four of the Bases per
speaker, treating both woofer and tweeter
positions. One Base was applied to each of
the two "free" woofer fixings in the vertical axis, on the cabinet, and adjacent to the
driver chassis.
With, at first, just two Bases attached near
the woofer, there were significant gains in
bass tunefulness, mid definition, and, most
interestingly, dynamic expression. Both midrange transients and stereo depth were clearly
improved. Next, some thought was put into
determining the best position for the next
two Bases. The best place was found to be
on the front panel, just below the antidiffraction bevel below the tweeter. The
fourth was placed on the top panel, behind
and just beneath the "bullet!'
The more than obvious improvement in
sibilant clarity and the reduction in treble
edge and grain (low in any case with this
speaker) seemed to isolate the resonance-
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control effect that the second pair of Tuning
Bases had on the tweeter's mounting area.
It was almost too easy to achieve significant
subjective improvements for the tweeter,
something which hours of engineering can
sometimes fail to accomplish. These are serious devices; Iestimate the performance lift
at 10% for this speaker.
Finally Isuccumbed to the urge to try the
Tuning Bases with the Wilson WATT 3. It's
well known just how massively built this
speaker is. It's almost too heavy for one person to pick up, and the braced and leadmass-damped Conan construction make the
WATT feel as if it's made of stone.
Regarding the WATT's bass/midrange
drive-unit, there were the obvious places to
position the Bases—the vertices of asquare
with the four-point fixing for the SEAS
driver. Neither Inor my companions were
prepared for the sonic result. Once again, that
not-so-subtle magic was in action, causing
sharp intakes of breath and comments such
as, "They can't be doing that!" It wasn't that
the Wilsons were crying out for improvement—they were getting along just fine au
nature!. Nevertheless, the two sets of four
Bases (eight per packet) had aworthwhile
influence on this speaker. The dynamic range
seemed expanded, with crisper, betterbalanced maxima contrasting with aclearer
and more subtle presentation of low-level
detail. The midrange sounded smoother,
more even, and aurally more comfortable, yet
the superior attack and life of fast transients
was unmistakable. On afamiliar track with
acoustic guitar and voice, the instrument
sounded more natural, distinctly less "processed" and "electronic."
Ibroke into the second box of eight Bases
and positioned three on each tweeter. In the
case of the WATT's enclosure, the mounting
for the tweeter is concealed beneath adense
acoustic foam. The Focal tweeter itself has
asub-baffle of rigid plastic, the drive-unit
proper held to this with three bolts. Iplaced
the Harmonix Bases adjacent to these bolts
on the tweeter sub-baffle. All the listeners
immediately commented on the increased
purity and the reduction in treble grain. More
space and transparency were evident in the
treble, right down to the upper edge of the
midrange.
Altogether, these little stick-on tablets
would appear to have raised the already
S
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impressive performance of the WATT by an
extraordinary 9%. Some weeks after the
tests, Ihad occasion to remove the Tuning
Bases. Iwas certainly aware of their loss, and
appreciated their reinstatemend 5
Despite this run of successes for the Harmonix Bases, there was one product on
which Iwas pretty sure they would have little
effect—the Puppy section of the Wilson
speaker system. This woofer—not asubwoofer in the true sense—forms the foundation for the WATT, primarily covering the
low, 35Hz-150Hz range. There was adelay
of several weeks before two more packets of
the RF-56 Bases arrived from the importer
and Iwas able to experiment with the Puppy
by placing four units around each woofer—a
total of 16 Bases.
After an initial reference audition without
Bases, Ireset the woofers' fixing bolts, which
had become slightly slackened during ayear's
hard use (a quarter-turn was sufficient; be
careful to not overtorque, or the driver frame
may be distorted). If you've speculated that
some slack here could have an effect akin to
aHarmonix Tuning Base, in view of the
potential for alittle extra damping, then you
would be wrong. Resetting the Puppywoofer bolts improved bass transients and
provided aclearer, more focused vocal range
—overall, worth 2-3%.
With four RF-56s per woofer (in fact, this
is asix-fixing chassis; you could use more!),
the Bases were placed in the usual square on
the front baffle immediately adjacent to the
drive-unit fixings. A 3-4% lift in speaker
quality was obtained which was not confined
merely to the woofer bandwidth. The system's treble was clearer and more delicately
detailed, vocals were significantly more natural and less "speakerish," while the bass was
more articulate in its upper range. The biggest surprise was in the expansion in the
soundstage. This sounded more open, and
was definitely wider and deeper. Removal
immediately confirmed the result. It was as
though the control the Bases exerted on the
Puppy was reflected directly in the quality
of the foundation the Puppy provides for the
WATT. The stereo was improved in propor5Such devices make reviewing more difficult, as there is a
distinct possibility that one's reference gear will benefit. Does
one complicate the issue by trying them when product
reviews are in progress? Reviewers who use Harmonix products on aregular basis must take aresponsible and disciplined
view.
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tion to the acoustical and vibrational quality of the WATT's support.
Looking again at the configuration of the
woofers for the Puppy, it seemed worth trying the Bases directly on the convenient flat
section of the bass-driver chassis adjacent to
the mounting bolts. The quite different effect
here was amild change restricted to the upper
bass, with aslight enhancement of central
focus in the mid. The image-enhancing
properties of the "normal" enclosure placement for the Bases were lost, and the improvement was close to inconsequential.
Taking the complete RF-56 package for
the WATT/Puppy system, the overall improvement approached 15%.
Tuning Bases—other uses: So far I've
covered only the use of Tuning Bases in the
obvious high-vibration regions oía loudspeaker baffle In fact, if you have the money,
it would seem that there is almost no limit
to the places where they could be put to
good use.
A couple may be put in the central regions
of aloudspeaker's rear panel, often an area
of less-well-controlled resonance. Or follow
Combak's recommendation and place four
to each area adjacent to the speaker terminal
panel. If you want (with care and good
advice) to take your speakers apart, then the
devices are said to be beneficial if fitted to the
legs of the drive-unit frames, on the backs
of the driver magnets, and on major crossover components, inductors, and capacitors—always assuming that you can find an
appropriate surface.
One difficulty is the risk, especially with
loudspeakers, of the sound changing simply
due to the process of opening up and then
reassembling the audio component. After a
period of use, speakers undergo some moderate settlement—the fixings relax alittle,
seals bed-in, and the sound quality stabilizes.
At this point judicious retightening may best
help improve deficiencies and should be
undertaken prior to any tests in order to
reference changes which may occur after
reassembly.
There are still more places left to put Tuning Bases! One suggestion is the underside
of the audio components out at the corners
of the main chassis or base. Another position
is clustered around the audio and/or digital
in/out sockets (when in use) of equipment.
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The intention is to act on the region where
audio digital and optical cables arrive, and
reduce microphony of both the cable and the
contact interfaces. This is not so silly as it
sounds, since it is known that residual jitter
on the optical interface is affected by the quality of the mechanical termination holding the
optical faces in stable contact. Many audio
cables are microphonic, while phono-plug
contacts are also susceptible to vibration
unless very carefully toleranced or fitted with
locking arrangements.
How about printed circuit boards? Few of
us will have easy access to the interior of our
audio electronics; moreover, as well as voiding warranties, removing the outer covers of
many units will expose dangerously accessible high-voltage points. However, Combak
suggests five Bases for alarge pcb—one in
the center, and one for each corner. Special
attention needs to be paid to the possibilities of shorting; for example, the Bases could
become detached over along period of time
in the presence of heat, and then short-circuit
pcb tracks. Isuggest that the services of a
technician are required for messing around
inside of equipment.
Idid have aworking prototype CD player,
uncased with only low-voltage DC on
board, so Iexperimented with afew Bases.
The results were interesting and showed that
the Harmonix products could influence resonances in circuit boards.
It appears both that resonance control is
aneglected area in audio engineering, and
that microphony in better equipment is more
important than Ihad suspected, even with
solid-state equipment. Just how high you rate
such improvements depends on system quality, the susceptibility of specific audio components to resonance control, and, last but
by no means least, your own sensitivity. Certainly, after aday's experimentation with a
single box of Harmonix products and with
different equipment used with afamiliar CD
test track, it seemed that familiarity with the
kind of improvement brought about by the
devices increases one's aural sensitivity to the
changes. There is aconsequent danger of
amplifying one's responses.
So far, tests had been conducted using CD
sources. What about the trusty analog
turntable?
My Linn LP12/Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu
Rosewood 2was put to the test. (I must have
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aparticularly good Koetsu sample; it hasn't
been beaten yet!) This combo sits on atwotiered, glass-platformed Mana table and
sounds very good, thank you. Ionly had two
Tuning Bases left to play with at this point,
and stuck one on the Aro arm top between
the center and the circumference, on the center line down the arm.
Wow! A serious gain in midrange clarity
and expression was the result. With this came
amore open upper bass, showing superior
tune-playing and note-by-note differentiation. That really was $25 worth of sonic
improvement—in my view, nearer the $100
mark.
The second RF-56 was tried in various
positions on the floating armboard. There
was little effect in the region of the arm pillar,
but finally amagic spot was found, exactly
central on the armboard. Treble definition
was improved by this single Base, making
vocal sibilants more precise and increasing
both stereo depth and ambience.
Amazingly, these two little Bases contributed atotal of 7% to the improvement
of the turntable system sound quality. The
result was more listenable, with improved
dynamics and rhythm, and more life.
This brings me to aconsistent thread running through these Harmonix results. While
some damping devices which use viscoelastic or mastidheavy-mass types of energy
dissipation do appear to control resonances
and coloration, their application often carries
apenalty. Sure, there's often more ambience
and depth, and the sound is cleaned up to
some degree, but equally often there is aloss
of dynamic expression and rhythmic drive.
The sound can appear to have slowed down,
the severity of this effect depending on the
overall ability of the particular system in that
respect.
There appears to be adifferent emphasis
with the Harmonix products. In asense, the
"tuning" aspect of their description is fair
enough. Consider amusical instrument:
Tuning refers not only to the correct pitch of
the string or bore, but also to the whole
instrument, and whether it plays evenly and
in time.
Harmonix devices appear to "tune" audio
equipment in this sense by increasing the
quality of tune-playing expression and articulation. The mystery is that such small and
relatively simple resonance-dispersing deSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

vices seem to be effective with such awide
variety of audio components and specific
positions.

RF-4I3 CABLE RINGS:
4FOR $120

These devices come in arange of inside
diameters (11, 12, 13, and 14mm), and there
is also an allowable tolerance taken up by a
set screw. These rings have been designed for
fitting to speaker or phono plugs and the
strain-relief backs of mains cables (if you can
find some way of threading them on). I
would avoid using them on power cables for
many reasons, not the least of which is their
limited effectiveness.
Ididn't experiment with speaker plugs,
lacking compatible hardware. This left an
assortment of interconnect cables to try,
including van den Hul's The First and others
with and without locking phono plugs. The
rings are mounted with afairly soft resilient
contact over the plug barrel. With practice,
the correct, moderate tightness may be
judged by ear.
Ifound aless dramatic change with the
cable rings, improving the overall sound possibly by 3%—yes, 3%! By now you'll be
trying to add up these percentages; Ipromise
to give an overall rating at the end.
The First is asingularly non-microphonic
cable; at least the Rings had no negative
influence. Still, slight increases in clarity and
dynamic contrast were achieved, and such
gains are not to be dismissed too lightly.
With Siltech and another type of silver/Teflon interconnect, the Rings could
improve the sound in the 2-4% range; given
the relative ease of fitting, assuming that they
do fit in the first place, it's quite easy to try
them out.

M EASUREMENT IDEAS

In theory, what is required here is an individual mechanical transfer-function test rig.
The foot devices would be driven on one face,
loaded on the other, and the effect of their
insertion measured. Complications would
arise due to the fact that four devices rather
than one are used in practice, and that the
mechanico-acoustic properties of the support and loading structures are extremely
complex.
As regards the Tuning Bases, you need
some kind of excitation and sensing arrange-
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ment which will illustrate that some modification of the resonant behavior of the test
surface is, indeed, occurring. If you can hear
it, then you must be able to measure it. The
problem is that the ear is wonderfully selective and highly analytical. Measuring systems generally have apoorer dynamic range
and are rather less selective. Where the ear is
resolving stereo information from subtly
correlated clues, the test microphone or sensing accelerometer is blundering in monaural
gloom.
Tèsting the Feet A turntable table was fitted
with aConan top, on points, and asmall
wide-range loudspeaker was placed below
it and spiked to the floor, beaming up to the
underside of the "table" top.
The Accuphase CD player was placed on
the top and the accelerometer fitted to the
Accuphase chassis underside in the ratio of
approximately 63/37.
In fig.1, the vibration data for the Harmonix insulator feet were normalized to give a
reference straight line (this shown at OdB).
The RF-65 feet were then removed, the
graph showing the difference. (Note the wide
100dB dynamic range required to show the
vibration spectra.) Though the differences
in the spectral data above 20kHz are probably not valid, those present in the midrange
are significant: for example, ±6dB differences in the 250-300Hz region. This test also
shows the complex nature of the support
interaction, and that the RF-65 is not an inert
object. A solid ceramic or metal insulator
gives slight local mass-loading, but otherwise makes comparatively little change to the
picture obtained with no feet.
Itook two "waterfall" decay responses for
the CD-player chassis. From the graphs (not
shown), it was impossible to immediately say
which is better, but they certainly were different. The 201 Insulators did seem to moderate
and disperse resonance ridges in the 400Hz2kHz range, while the uniformity in the
upper-frequency range was also improved.
There was also amore consistent final decay
rate. These are hopeful signs.
Given that Ifound the TU-201 Insulators
made the CD player sound better, Ichose to
rearrange the presentation of the data (marvelous thing, this MLSSA software!). The
vibration pattern on the CD player with the
best feet was weighted in 1
/-octave bands to
2
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allow some display amplification. The
straight line in fig.2 is the normalized result
with the 201 Insulators; the jagged line in
fig.2 is the spectral difference made by substituting the less effective RF-65 feet. From
4kHz to 20kHz, replacing the elephant feet
with the ebony-composite feet resulted in an
average of 11dB poorer isolation. At lower
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Fig.I Difference in vibration spectrum of
Accuphase CD player made by removing
Harmonix RF-65 feet (I0dB/vertical div.,
accelerometer rutted to the underside of
player chassis).
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Fig.2 Difference in vibration spectrum of
Accuphase CD player made by substituting
RF-65 feet for TU-20I Insulators
(2d8/vertical div., h
1-octave smoothed data,
accelerometer fitted to the underside of
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Fig.3 Difference in vibration spectrum of
Accuphase CD player made by removing
TU -20I Insulators (2dB/vertical div.,
octave smoothed data, accelerometer fitted
to the underside of player chassis). The
chopped peak reaches +23dB.
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frequencies, the graph of the RF-65 feet
showed distinct features, with peaks (relative, of course) at 2kHz, 800Hz, 500Hz, and
200Hz.
Fig3 shows the difference in vibration
spectrum when the 201 Insulators were
removed. The distribution in the treble can
be seen to have been altered (note that the zero
line has been moved down by 2dB) and the
isolation reduced by up to 16dB at 5.5kHz.
The previous 2kHz peak (RF-65) is now
located at 2.7kHz and was 2dB worse. The
900Hz peak is clearly characteristic and is
3.5dB worse, as is the 500Hz mode, which
now peaks at +23dB (in 1
/-octave bands),
2
6dB poorer than the RF-65. There is also a
distinct change at the 200Hz mode, though
it should be noted that there is some loss of
precision at this frequency.
Testing the RF-56 Bases: Though these litde devices have such agood subjective effect,
Ifound it frustratingly difficult to get ameasurement grip on them. A section of speaker
panel was impulse-tested with MLSSA, with
and without an adjacent Base. Only tiny
differences were observed in the decay pattern, though it was clear that after only afew
milliseconds the decay levels in the 4-16kHz
range were afew dB lower—what one might
expect from the elastically mounted local
mass. A small coin attached with Blu-Tack
would have asimilar effect. Measurement
sensitivity was insufficient to show up the
suggested effects in the midrange.
Using the most careful referencing, fig.4
shows the 1
/-octave-smoothed spectral effect
2
of adding an RF-56 to avibrating panel.
(Note the huge magnification on this graph
to illustrate the effect.) Fig.5 is more helpful
in showing that aTuning Base does at least
do something. Here the low-mass accelerometer was placed directly on top of the
Tuning Base (with some unavoidable massloading effect) and its output compared with
the energy driving the panel. The 750Hz
notch was quite deep at nearly 20dB, indicating ahealthy resonant value for the RF-56's
resonator. Though the measurement is
clearly less reliable at higher frequencies, 5dB
of change can be seen in the 1-2kHz octave.

CONCLUSIONS
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Fig.4 Difference in vibration spectrum of vibrating
panel made by adding one RF -56 Tuning Base
(0.5dB/vertical div., 'A-octave smoothed
data).
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Fig.5 Difference between spectrum of driving
signal and spectrum of accelerometer output

Iencourage readers to try out the Harmonix products. I'm confident that, unlike many
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other tune-up devices, these appear to have
aconsistently good pattern of benefit and
performance. Audiophiles must also accept
that the control of resonances and vibration
in audio equipment is amore serious matter than they had perhaps believed. The
beauty of the Harmonix devices is the ease
with which they may be put to the test. A
designer may have to make revisions to
mounting points, to chassis structure, or
speaker-enclosure design in order to achieve
similar effects, at the risk of losing track of
subtle subjective changes, for good or ill.
The Harmonix devices allow acoustically
sensitive areas to be assessed rapidly, verified by on/offion trials. This could turn out
to be avaluable tool pointing to the development of better-sounding audio structures.
Ipromised earlier that Iwould give an
assessment for the overall effect of acombination of devices optimally placed in asystem. This arrangement included Cable Rings
on the interconnects, RF-65 Tuning Insulators on the CD player (also 201 Insulators—
add an extra 3 to 4%), CD Foils where
beneficial to specific discs, and astack of Tun-

when the latter was placed atop an RF -56
Tuning Base (0.5dB/vertical div., V
3-octave
smoothed data, data invalid below 100Hz).
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ing Bases, in this case applied to the speakers
only. Finally, afew Bases were applied to the
turntable.
Upon hearing the final sound, the improvement was felt to be of the order of 3040%—quite unmistakably audible for all
those involved in the evaluations. Judging by
these results, the people at Harmonix do
understand the relationships between their
devices, better music reproduction, and audio
equipment. Whether this has been achieved
empirically or by science does not appear to
matter, provided that they have good control of the results.
Viewing the devices dispassionately, they
do seem quite expensive for what they are.
But how do you value the knowledge incorporated in their design, simple as it may
appear once you've seen it? Putting aside
valuing them as objects, they are clearly effective. In more expensive systems, they make
asignificant contribution to system tuning.
The price of the main system auditioned
totaled $20,000; the set of Harmonix devices

which was used to effect the improvement
in sound quality cost about $1000. In this
context, the devices are clearly cost-effective.
With costly single items, the benefits may
be proportionally greater. About $700 worth
of Bases judiciously applied to the WATT/
Puppy system generated about 12% of
improvement for an additional 5% financial
outlay. Ihave also heard significant improvements to speakers costing as little as $700/pair
with $195 worth of Bases; their use with
floating-subchassis turntables is similarly
effective.
To sum up, Iobtained 30-40% soundquality improvements for an outlay of perhaps 5-10% of system price, and with very
little effort. The sonic gains offered by the
Combak Harmonix devices were wholly of
amusical nature, increasing listening pleasure
to effect greatly improved harmony and
articulation, more transparent, spacious stereo images, and, not least, better dynamic
expression and rhythm. What more can you
ask of an audio accessory?

M ARK LEVINSON NO.27.5
POWER AMPLIFIER
Larry Greenhill

Mark Levinson No.27.5 power amplifier
Solid-state dual-mono amplifier. Rated output power 100Wpc minimum continuous sinewave power into 8ohms (20dBW),
20Hz-20kHz, with no more than 0.03% THD (FTC); 200Wpc minimum continuous sinewave power into 4ohms (20dBW),
20Hz-20kHz, with no more than 0.3% THD (FTC); 350Wpc continuous sinewave power into 2ohms (19.4dBVV), 20Hz-20kHz,
with no more than 0.3% THD (FTC). Raak output voltage: 48V at rated line voltage at 8ohms. Frequency response: 4Hz-122kHz
(-3dB). Input impedance: 50k ohms shunted by 1500pF. Voltage gain: 26.8dB. Power consumption: typically 210W at idle.
Dimensions: 6.9" (I74.6mm) Hby 18.9" (479.4mm) W (chassis plus heatsinks) by 14.2" (360.2mm) D; faceplate 19" (482.6mm)
140
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W. Shipping weight: 95 lbs (43.1kg). Price: $5495. Approximate number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896. Fax: (203) 346-1540.
Although its model number and appearance
technically make the Mark Levinson No.27.5
solid-state stereo power amplifier an upgrade
of the best-selling No.27, extensive circuit
modifications justify considering the No.27.5
a"new" product. First introduced in 1989
and reviewed here in June 1990 (Vol.13 Nos.6
& 7), the No.27 was remarkably smooth,
with high definition and excellent imaging.
Its original $3795 price placed it in the most
expensive class of high-end amplifiers, with
only 17% of power amplifiers costing more
in 1989; the current $5495 price places it
above all but 10% or so of the 649 amplifiers
listed in Audio's 1992 Equipment Directory,
though many of these more expensive power
amplifiers are two-chassis monoblock products, like Madrigal's flagship No.20.6.' Since
The No.27's release, it has regularly made
Stereophiles "Recommended Components"
listings. Although it initially achieved aClass
A rating, more recently it was judged to be
"borderline Class A." Compared to other,
more expensive amplifiers, the No.27 seemed
less transparent and less dynamic.
Ifirst learned of the 0.5 revision from
Corey Greenberg's 1992 Summer Consumer
Electronics Show (SCES) report (Vol.15
No.8, p.81). This upgrade incorporates the
same input buffer circuit innovations found
in other "decimal-point" Mark Levinson
amplifiers. Though the No.27.5's power rating remains unchanged, the amp weighs 10
lbs more, has awider chassis and faceplate,
and costs $1200 more. CG's bulletin ended
on afrustrated note: as noted in the sidebar,
the No.275's larger chassis meant no upgrade
options for No.27 owners?
The No.27.5 now has the same design
(with scaled-down power ratings) used in the
company's highly touted 200Wpc amplifier,
the No.23.5 ($6495, Vol.14 No.9, pp.140146). JA and LL praised the 23.5's lowfrequency extension and weight, soundstaging depth, lack of midrange grain, and detail,
1According to Audio's Equipment Directory, in 1989, 53%
of the 92 basic amplifiers costing more than the No.27's original $3795 price were monoblock designs, requiring two
units; by 1992, the percentage of monoblock high-end amplifiers costing more than the No.27.5 had risen to 66%.
2Corey Greenberg's comment about the larger-chassis/noupgrade policy cuts to the quick: "Hey, you play in this league
you learn to take your lumps."
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Madrigal Audio Laboratories,

transparency, and "You-R-There" presence.
The No.23.5 has become an informal reference for its vivid dynamic contrasts, terrific
detailing, powerful, well-controlled bass, and
forward midrange. If the No.27.5 upgrade

No UPGRADES
Although Madrigal's no-upgrade policy
for the No.23 and No.27 may appear to
be against the consumer's best interest,
in reality it makes good sense for both
manufacturer and customer. Mike Wesley
pointed out to me that aNo.27 owner
would have to invest $7795 ($3795 original list plus $4000 for the upgrade) vs a
final cost of about $3700 for a new
No.275 (the difference between the $1800
obtained from the average private sale of
the No.27 and the $5495 cost of anew
No.27.5).
Madrigal's calculations reflect conservative business practice of costing out the
upgrade as anew product, not as afavor
to customers. If amanufacturer makes a
commitment to an upgradable product,
all redesigns and advancements in that
product must be minor, requiring few
new parts and minimal labor for modifications to units in the field. This will limit
design advances, and may actually devalue
the upgrade These programs also take the
manufacturer's production staff away
from finishing new products.
Even though upgrade programs for
high-end equipment are powerful selling points, they don't necessarily protect
the owner's investment. Owners would
have to reship their amplifiers or preamplifiers several times to maintain value in
the used marketplace; otherwise, the
buyer of aused amplifier can demand a
discount to offset the upgrade cost. Even
companies that often offered upgrade
programs—like ARC—have dropped
them.
Still, this news will be frustrating for
No.27 owners who dread making private
sales. For those willing to go this route,
the upgrade will be well worth it.
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yielded asimilar improvement in detailing
and transparency, it would be returned to
Class A.
I've used aNo.27 amplifier as a100Wpc
reference for the past two years 3 and have
come to know its strengths and weaknesses
all too well. Ironically, the transparency and
sweetness that was missing during the first
review's evaluation took its time to appear
(about 18 months!), but when it arrived, it
bettered all other amplifiers Iwas evaluating, even tube products! Would the new
No.27.5 also not sound its best until after
such alengthy break-in? This presents astiff
challenge to the reviewer, who can only
report on the here and now, good or bad.
With all this in mind, Icouldn't wait to compare avintage No.27 amplifier with the
redesigned unit.

W HAT'S NEW?
From adistance, Nos.27 and 27.5 look identical. Both have the Mark Levinson look:
glossy black finish, 3/
8"
-thick engraved
faceplate, white lettering, front and rear handles, and heatsinks lining each side. Inputs
are made via single-ended RCA connectors
(originally Camacs) or balanced Neutrik XLR
connectors. The amplifier is shipped with tiny
U-shaped shorting pins inserted in the XLR
inputs for single-ended inputs; pulling out
these pins allows for balanced operation.
The No.27.5's voltage gain stages and
power-supply alterations are visible after the
top panels are removed (power off; of course).
The 27.5's wider chassis accommodates apair
of new 8.4"-long, AC-8.5 daughter boards
(one per channel), positioned (by extenders)
3/4" toward chassis center from the mainchannel AC-8 printed circuit boards lining
the inside of each heatsink:' The new voltagegain circuitry is laid out on the larger channel
board, while displaced components have
been moved onto the daughter boards.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

The No.275 employs many of the circuit features described in the review of Mark Levinson's No.23.5 amplifier (Vol.14 No.9, p.141).
Like the No.23.5, the No.27.5 is asolid-state,

31liked the original No.27 enough to purchase it after the
review.
4The same mechanical arrangement of daughter boards and
main-channel boards is shown in aphoto on p.141 of the
No.23.5 review (Vol.14 No.9).
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class-A/B amplifier incorporating apush-pull
output stage and dual-mono, tightly regulated power supplies, one per channel, completely independent of each other. Each channel has its own shielded 729VA toroidal
transformer and two large, 45,000g, triplebypassed electrolytic capacitors. The 27's rails
are maintained at ±65V, with 118mA bias
current. Input and driver stages for each
channel are powered by aseparate regulated
power supply. The input circuitry utilizes a
soft-clipping circuit to prevent amplifier
overload and harsh clipping. Protection circuits monitor and protect the amplifier
against DC offset, shorts at the speaker terminals, overheating, excessive AC mains current, or excessive phase-angle output-stage
power dissipation. Build quality, workmanship, and parts quality in the 27 and 27.5 are
exceptionally high, promising great longterm reliability.
According to Madrigal, five major circuit
changes were made in the 0.5 revision. First,
the passive input buffer was replaced with
an active unit, said to provide abetter match
between inverted and non-inverted signals.
This results in a10dB increase in commonmode rejection for balanced inputs. The
active buffer gives some voltage gain, allowing Madrigal's design team to reduce gain in
later stages. The new amp's gain structure
now has even amounts of gain in several
stages rather than one stage with lots of gain.
This yields better signal/noise ratios, quieter
operation, and lower distortion.
Second, the No.27.5's voltage regulation
has been improved, the voltage reference
being derived from the regulated voltage.
Madrigal's answer to the obvious question—
where does the regulator find this voltage on
start-up, when there isn't aregulated voltage—was to devise abootstrap technique
in which the unregulated power supply is
used at startup. Mike Wesley of Madrigal
suggests that this new regulator is the reason
the new amplifier "sounds more dynamic."
When demanding music passages come
along, the regulator's reference does not sag,
as it might have in earlier designs.
Third, the current mirror components
have been improved in all the Mark Levinson
0.5 series amplifiers. Using aComputerAided Design (CAD) system, the Madrigal
engineers were able to model over 30 iterations of the current mirror circuitry, finally
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finding one that allowed for greatly improved
bandwidth before any feedback or compensation was applied. As aresult, the open-loop
bandwidth of the No.27.5 was extended from
10kHz to 16kHz, meaning that less feedback
and compensation were necessary to achieve
the desired 100kHz closed-loop bandwidth.
Mike Wesley suggests that this translates into
a"more open and relaxed sound, clearer
imaging, and more dynamic impact" in the
No.27.5.
Fourth, cascode bootstrapping is used to
compensate for Miller capacitance in differential mode, balanced operation, while fifth,
there is additional and improved capacitive
bypassing of the current mirrors in the amplifier's second stage. These additions, plus the
changes listed above, added new components
and larger circuit boards, thus requiring the
chassis redesign.

SETUP

Listening was done in alarge room, 26' long
by 13' wide with a12' semi-cathedral ceiling.
An 8' by 4' doorway at the back of the room
opens into the 25' by 15' kitchen.
Cogelco Yellow balanced and Mark Levinson HFC interconnects were used to run the
amplifier in balanced mode, and AudioQuest
Topaz cables were used for comparisons with
the Woodside single-ended input tube monoblocks. Levinson HF-10C cable and Sumiko
OCOS cables were used for speaker connections. The No.27.5's speaker outputs are standard, five-way binding posts, easily accessible
for bi-wiring the OCOS speaker cables.
A variety of loudspeakers were used,
including electrostatics (Quad ESL-63s on
Arcici stands, with aBryston 4B NRB used
to power the Quad/Gradient SW-63 subwoofers), full-range dynamics (Snell B
Minors), and several minimonitors (B&W
805s on sand-filled Sumiko Franklin and
Lowell Stands, Totem is on sand-filled Target
R-1 stands). Each speaker was auditioned
separately in the listening room and placed
at the same location, 4' from each sidewall
and 3' from the back. (I varied the distance
from the back wall from 3' to 8'.) Ilistened
from two positions: from 8' for near-field,
and from my favorite spot, 18' away.
CDs were played on aKrell MD-1 turntable driving aKrell SBP-32X DIA converter. Preamps included aKrell KBL and a
Classé Audio DR-6 Mk.II run in balanced
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configuration with an internal moving-coil
module. Day Sequerra FM Reference and
Quad 66FM tuners provided music from
WQXR and WNCN, our local New York
fine music stations. LPs were played on aLinn
Sondek LP-12 turntable with Lingo power
supply, Ittok arm, and Spectral moving-coil
cartridge, which had been precisely set up by
Casey Mckee, working with Gary Warzin
of Audiophile Systems (US Linn importer).
The sonic performance of the Mark Levinson amplifiers was evaluated using the same
suite of CDs employed in my FM tuners survey in Vol.15 No.9, as well as those discs I've
nominated for Stereophile's annual "Records
to Die For." These discs are particularly good
for revealing differences between amplifiers.
And after attending alecture given by Wilma
Cozart Fine, Vice President of Mercury
Records, on the production (30 years ago!)
of the original Living Presence LPs and their
recent remastering for CD reissue, Iadded
five Mercurys to the list. These excellent CDs
were optimal for tests of bass response,
massed instrumental timbre, and dynamic
range.

COMPARISONS

As well as my original No.27, gain-matched
listening tests were conducted with aKrell
KSA-250 and a pair of Woodside M50
Monoblock tube amplifiers. Iused the nowdiscontinued Krell 5because until this spring
it steadily maintained its Class A "Recommended Components" status. Each amplifier
had its own strengths: vividness, speed, and
bass definition (No.27.5), bass definition
and depth of soundstage (KSA-250), and
smoothness and width of soundstage (M50).

A TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW
The Mark Levinson No.27.5 has some stiff
competition—the original No.27. Properly
broken-in, the 27's enhanced treble detailing
opened up the top end of the otherwise reticent Quad ESL-63s, making it my first
choice for driving these speakers in my listening room. This Quad system was remarkably quick and neutral, playing with speed
and three-dimensional imaging. There was
aeuphonic, silvery, transparent, and sweetened sound to cymbals and hi-hats, particularly on the wonderful instrumental finish
5See "Industry Update," April '93, p.43.
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to Richard Thompson's "Why Must IPlead"
(Rumor and Sigh, Capitol CDP 795713 2).
This Quad system, despite its tendency to
sound too full in the lower midrange and
upper bass, was better at imaging, midrange
clarity, and sweetness than any other loudspeakers Ihave auditioned in my listening
room. Iwas certain that the 27 was an outstanding amplifier for the midrange and top
end—would the 27.5 show excellence in the
bottom end as well?

M UCH MORE DYNAMIC &VIVID

Within the first minute after turning on the
No.27.5, Ihad my answer. Driving ESL-63
electrostatics, the new amplifier had avery
distinct sonic character: great bass definition,
much more bass power and slam, more
dynamic contrasts, and awarmer midrange.
Driving Snell B Minors, the 27.5 had endless amounts of deep bass. It sustained the
deep growl of the organ pedals, which shook
the room in César Franck's Chorale No.1 for
pipe organ (Marcel Dupré, Mercury Living
Presence 434 311-2). At the same time, the
clarity of the upper registers was maintained
effortlessly.
Switching to soundtracks, the No.27.5
delivered more subterranean bass on Randy
Elman's "Something's Wrong" (My Cousin
Vinny, Varèse Sarabande VSD-5364) than
did the No.27 or the Krell KSA-250. Besides
quantity of bass, the No.275 was fast, producing amore startling shock from the explosive
opening of Terry Dorsey's "Ascent" on Time
Warp (Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops, Telarc
CD-80106) than did the Krell KSA-250 or
No.27—a sign that the No.27.5 had generous amounts of bass "slam!' The No.27.5's
quickness was also coupled with definition,
as heard when comparing the new and old
versions of the amplifier on Saint-Sens's
Symphony 3 (Marcel Dupré, organ; Paul
Paray, Detroit Symphony, Mercury Living
Presence 432 719-2). The stairstep descent of
organ notes was best heard with the No 27.5.
Woofer control, however, was the one area
where the No.275 was dearly outpaced. The
huge 250Wpc Krell KSA-250 provided better
damping and control, helping the Snell B
Minors' woofers to generate bass of great
solidity, density, and definition. Although
the No.27.5 produced more bass, it had a
softer, less defined quality than did the big
Krell.

The No.27.5's midrange response had the
forwardness JA described in the No.23.5
(Vol.14 No.9, p.138). This was particularly
evident in comparisons with my wellbroken-in No.27, which sounded smoother,
much sweeter, and more distant. Despite this
forward quality, the No.27.5 had arichness
of orchestral timbre on woodwinds that was
missing with the big Krell. The 27.5 produced aricher rendition of strings and woodwinds than the Krell, which sounded thinner
on these midrange instruments. The 27.5
reproduced the sounds of woodwinds with
asimilar warmth and three-dimensionality
to what Iheard over the Woodside tube
monoblocks.
The 275 imaged better than its predecessor, placing images more precisely in space.
This can be heard on John Aticinson's recording of Anna Maria Stanczyk playing the
Chopin Scherzo in b-flat, Op31 (track 10 on
Stereophile's first Test CD). Driving the Totem
Acoustic 1minimonitors, the No.275 placed
the post-performance "Well done!" comment at the extreme left of the stage, showing
this amplifier's ability to re-create the proper
soundstage perspective. This also can be
heard on the second Stereophile Test CD's
"Mapping the Soundstage" (track 10). LA's
voice changes its apparent location in my
listening room, just as JA describes on p.202
of Vol.15 No.6. While the No.27.5's soundstage width and instrumental ,placement
equal the Krell's, the KSA-250 generates an
image of considerable depth. The 27.5's
imaging abilities can be heard on the instrumental finish to Richard Thompson's "Why
Must IPlead!' There, the acoustic guitar's
sonic image is located just outside the right
speaker. While the 27.5's soundstage width
and instrumental placement equal that of any
amplifier Iauditioned, the Krell KSA-250
had greater soundstage depth.
The No.27.5's treble response was more
extended and etched than the No.27's. The
No.27 seemed smoother, sweeter, and more
distant, for example, on Prokofiev's Romeo
and Juliet suites (Stanislav Skrowaczewski,
Minneapolis Symphony, Mercury Living
Presence 432 004-2) than the No.27.5. The
27.5 had amore detailed presentation, with
more up-front string tone and more depth.
The No.27.5's treble response came across
without strain at higher volumes in my larger
listening room. The sound of vibes remained
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detailed, clear, and open, as heard on Joe
Beck's "Unspoken Words" (The Journey,
DMP CD-481).
In my original No.27 review, the as-yet
un-broken-in 27 sounded compressed and
non-dynamic on arecording of Ronnie Gilbert's soprano voice (The Weavers at Carnegie
Hall, Vanguard 33356). Not so the 27.5,
which was dynamic, three-dimensional, and
vivid right out of the carton. Gilbert's voice
was richer and warmer than heard over the
Krell KSA-250, and just as spacious as heard
over the Woodside tube monoblocks. The
27.5 was even able to resolve Gilbert's
fraction-of-a-second delay as Pete Seeger
sustains anote to find anew harmony on
"Guantanamera." Despite these virtues,
however, the Krell KSA-250 consistently
reproduced greater soundstage depth than
did the 27.5.
What are the No.27.5's weaknesses? The
amplifier's Camac input connectors have
been replaced with RCAs. (Madrigal has
abandoned the expensive gas-tight devices.)
On the other hand, many high-end preamplifiers feature balanced outputs that can feed
the No.27's balanced XLR inputs.

lent risetime and no overshoot or ringing
visible. The lkHz result is not shown because
it was virtually a textbook squarewave
response.
Fig) shows the channel separation for the
unbalanced mode. It is very high, and relatively consistent between channels, with the
high-frequency decrease typical in most
amps and preamps. The balanced crosstalk
is very similar to the unbalanced, except at
ultrasonic frequencies, where it is lower.
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Fig.I Mark Levinson No.27.5, unbalanced
frequency response at IW into 8ohms (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

—Larry Greenhill

TJN ADDS SOME MEASUREMENTS
The input impedance of the Levinson measured just over 50k ohms, while its voltage
gain into an 8ohm load was 26.85dB, both
balanced and unbalanced. Its output impedance was very low, ranging between 0.015
ohms and 0.02 ohms, depending on frequency and load. This suggests that its frequency response will remain consistent into
different loudspeaker loads—a characteristic
of most solid-state amplifiers with low output impedances. Its DC offset measured
2.5mV in the left channel and 0.2mV in the
right. Its unweighted signal/noise ratio
measured 83.9dB. The No.27.5 was noninverting, apositive impulse at the input
remaining positive at the output.
Fig.1 shows the No.27.5's frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms from the unbalanced input. Changing to the balanced input,
or to a4ohm load, did not alter the response,
which exhibits only aminor dropoff at the
frequency extremes. The 10kHz squarewave
response is shown in fig.2. Even at this high
frequency, only asmall degree of rounding
is evident at the leading edges, with an excelSTEREOPHILE, JuLy 1993

Fig.2 Mark Levinson No.27.5, 10kHz squarewave
at IW into 8ohms.
mollo n.151.
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Fig.3 Mark Levinson No.27.5, unbalanced
crosstalk (from top to bottom) R-L, L-R
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Interestingly—though audibly irrelevant—
the balanced crosstalk is higher than the
unbalanced in one channel and lower in the
other.
The THD +noise vs frequency results in
fig.4 are consistently low, slightly (6dB)
higher but not significantly so into lower
impedances. The rise in distortion at ultrasonic frequencies is moderate, the distortion
still remaining below 0.1%. The results
shown are for the unbalanced input. From
the balanced input, the distortion was ashade
lower, but by so small an amount that to
show the balanced curves would be redundant.
The distortion waveform for 4W into 2
ohms (fig5) shows mainly second harmonic.
(The 2W/4 ohm and 1W/8 ohm results, not
shown, look the same, but with progressively
less harmonic content and greater noise.) The
THD +noise vs level curves for the No.27.5,
one channel driven, are shown in fig.6. The

output almost doubles each time the load
impedance halves. The actual discrete clipping measurements (1% distortion at lkHz)
are shown in Table 1, and are greater than
specified.
Fig.7 shows the spectrum of the Levinson
outputting a50Hz sinewave at alevel of 67W
(
2
/
3 power) into an 8ohm load. The distortion components here are very low in level,
the highest being the second harmonic at
-79dB relative to the fundamental, or the

Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.27.5, distortion vs output
111.1•11111

M.., • MA.,

nspore

ex WM 13 111:211.26

power, from bottom to top into 8 ohms,
4ohms, and 2ohms. (Noise dominates
below IW.)

! ! ! !!!

.....

n.
Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.27.5, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom): 4W into
2ohms; 2W into 4ohms; I
W into 8 ohms
(right channel dashed).

Fig.7 Mark Levinson No.27.5, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 67W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in
level, 79dB below the level of the 50Hz
fundamental (0.012%).
0•0111•••011111111215-1.2
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Fig.5 Mark Levinson No.27.5, IkHz waveform at
4W into 2ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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Fig.8 Mark Levinson No.27.5, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 67W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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TABLE I. Levinson No.27.5 Clipping
(I% THD+noise at lkHz)
LOAD
Both Channels
One Channel
ohms
Driven
Driven
W (dBW)
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)
(14
8
(line)

137.5 (21.4) 136.4 (21.35)
I17.5V

138.5 (21.4)
I18.5V

4
(line)

231.6 (20.6)

242.1 (20.8)
I17.5V

231.9 (20.6)
I
I
5V

369.5 (19.7)
I
I6V

2
(line)

equivalent of 0.012% THD +noise. Fig.8
shows the intermodulation spectrum resulting from acombined 19 +20kHz signal at
66.6W output into 8 ohms. The highest
artifact here-at lkHz-is -48dB, or about
0.4%. None of the remaining artifacts are
above -63dB or 0.07% (the value at 21kHz).
The maximum distortion levels into 4ohms
at 115W (not shown) are virtually the same,
though lower-level artifacts are marginally
higher.
There is nothing, certainly, in the Levinson's measured performance which would
temper LG's enthusiastic reaction.
-Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSIONS

The No.27 was asuperb amplifier for the
midrange and treble; the new No.27.5 adds
bass slam, low-frequency extension, and a

PSB

considerable improvement in dynamic range
Both amplifiers have clarity, transient speed,
overall coherency, and freedom from midrange grain. The No.27.5 has greater speed
and definition in the low end, better depth,
and plays with greater dynamic contrasts.
This vividness, detailing, speed, and bass
extension are the same qualities that Stereophile
praised in the more expensive Mark Levinson
No.23.5 and No.20.6 amplifiers.
The No.27.5 is afirst-class, full-range
amplifier for both electrostatic and dynamic
speaker systems. Only the more expensive,
more powerful Krell KSA-250 could top it
in soundstage depth and control of woofers.
But even the big Krell could not always
match the 27.5's rich, full, natural midrange.
While the 27.5's highs were etched, this
should lessen over time (assuming that the
27.5 shares the 27's long burn-in period). In
balance, then, the new amplifier has earned
Class A status in "Recommended Components!'
Overall, the No.27.5 offers superb parts
quality, an overkill power supply, and the
five-year warranty Madrigal gives with each
Mark Levinson component. Those in the
market for an outstanding 100Wpc amplifier should definitely plan to audition the
Mark Levinson No.27.5, while No.27 owners
who change to aNo.27.5 will not regret it.
-Larry Greenhill $

500 LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton

Two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drivers: 8" (200mm) polypropylene-cone woofer, 0.75" (19mm) soft-dome tweeter.
Frequency response (on axis): 50Hz-20kHz, ±1.5dB; 45Hz-2IkHz, ±3dB. Crossover frequency: 2.2kHz. Rated impedance:
6ohms (5 ohms minimum). Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m (anechoic). Dimensions: 23" Hby 10" W by 12" D. Weight: 29 lbs. Serial
numbers of samples tested: 5214921521493. Price: $4991pair, optional SP5 stands, $79/pair. Approximate number of dealers:
112. Manufacturer PSB International Inc., 633 Granite Court, Pickering, Ontario LIW 3KI, Canada. Tel: (800) 263-4641.
Fax: (416) 831-6936. US Distributor. Lenbrook Industries, 1600 Providence Highway, Walpole, MA 02081. Tel: (508) 6608300. Fax: (508) 660-8373.
The PSB 40 Mk.II loudspeaker was highly
rated in Stereophile's first panel loudspeaker
test in July 1991 (Vol.14 No.7). Unfortunately, it was discontinued not long afterward. Its replacement, the PSB 500, appears
at first glance to be very similar. Similar, yes,
but also different in small yet important ways.
Though the look of the 500 is very much
out of the 40 Mk.II's mold, closer inspection
reveals changes. The cabinet is slightly larger
S
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in all dimensions, and the decorative plastic
plate with PSB's logo, which was affixed to
the earlier loudspeaker's lower front baffle,
is gone. The logo is now on the grille itself,
the frame of the latter slightly beveled to minimize diffraction. Nevertheless, the grille is
removable, and Idid all my listening with it
off. The overall finish, as in the 40 Mk.II,
is decent for the price, but is in no way
exceptional-a black-grained vinyl wrap
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around the top, bottom, and sides ("oak"
vinyl is optional), with the front and rear
painted aflat black. The appearance is neat
enough, but not really that different from
dozens of other inexpensive box loudspeakers.
The driver complement of the 500 is the
same as that of the 40 Mk.II: an 8" cone
woofer and 0.75" soft-dome tweeter. The
crossover frequency is 2.2kHz. This small
change from the 2k1-Iz crossover point of the
40 Mk.II was made possible by the 500's new
woofer. The 500's driver is based on the 40
Mk.II's, but is changed in small but important ways. The polypropylene cone is the
same, but the rubber/PVC surround is now
a"reverse roll" design. The magnet has been
increased in size, and the voice-coil is two
layers rather than four. The cabinet tuning
frequency has also been lowered. The
changed surround is said to smooth the
woofer's top end and rolloff, flattening the
response around and near the crossover
region. The altered voice-coil, magnet, and
box tuning are claimed to give the 500 a
tighter bass than its predecessor—without
sacrificing the latter's big, full-bodied sound.
The 500's tweeter, with its anti-diffraction,
beveled-edge mounting plate, is the same unit
as the 40 Mk.II's. The crossover topology
also remains the same—the slopes are still
18dB/octave—though minor changes were
made to accommodate the new woofer and
slightly altered crossover point. The cabinet
is stiffened internally with asingle shelfbrace. The reflex design of the earlier loudspeaker is retained, the port still located in
front, just below the woofer. The outlet of
the port is beveled slightly—a technique
sometimes used to reduce the turbulence of
the air flow.
Oh yes, there's one additional difference:
The PSB 500 costs $500/pair vs $440/pair for
the earlier model.

SYSTEM
Associated equipment used in auditioning
the PSB 500s included the Mark Levinson
No35 D/A processor driven by the Pioneer
PD-65 CD player used as atransport, with
aKimber KCAG digital link. The No35 was
connected to aRowland Consummate preamp using TARA Labs Master RSC. Though
this front end is dearly more upscale than any
likely to be used with the PSB 500s, Ielected

PSB 500 loudspeaker

to feed the speakers from atop-quality source
(the program material for this review was CD
only). At the amplifier end, however, Iused
something abit more modest—the Hafler
9300. The preamp-to-power-amp interconnect was Cardas Hodink. Since the 500s have
but one pair of input terminals and cannot
be bi-wired, Iused asingle run of Symo cable
to drive them. To place the PSBs at the correct listening height, Iused a24" pair of
Merrill Audio stands—a new product line
from this manufacturer. These are very substantial stands to start with, and Ifilled them
with enough lead shot (mixed with abit of
sand) to counterbalance aKrell. It's worth
noting that the cost of the stands and the lead
shot amounted to more than half the cost of
the PSBs—$250/pair for the stands, $80-plus
for 100 lbs of lead shot. The sand was cheap.

LISTENING
The 500s had actually been kicking around
here for several months, waiting for Stereophile's next loudspeaker panel test. When we
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decided to dedicate that test to more expensive floorstanding loudspeakers (the results
are tentatively scheduled for publication in
the September issue), the 500s fell in line for
an individual review. Ihad given them apreliminary—and brief—audition shortly after
they came in, without break-in and with
equipment Idon't specifically recall. Only
one memory lingers from this early listen:
lots o' bass, mostly of the "mid" variety. Prior
to embarking on the more extensive listening
tests for this follow-up, Isubjected the PSBs
to more than 50 hours of break-in with
moderate-level pink noise.
The 500s were transformed by the breakin process. Either that, or there was something serendipitous in the new listening setup.
The stands were different in the early
listen—in all likelihood they were the 24"
Hercules design from Chicago Speaker
Stands, but don't quote me on that—as were
the amplifier and CD setup. But none of this
could have been completely responsible for
the changes Iheard. The bottom end was
now well-balanced with the rest of the audible range; hardly state-of-the-art, but certainly right up there with the best I've heard
in this price class. The 500s still had adefinite tendency toward the full and warm rather
than the tight and lean, but they never got
in their own way, and chimed in with
impressive weight when required.
However, there was some mushiness and
congestion on complex passages. The intricate, high-level interplay in "Passage" from
D4fos (Reference Recordings RR-12 CD) lost
more than abit of its ultimate clarity, inner
detailing, and focus. Yet the PSBs could
immediately do an about-face and surprise.
On "Gates of Dâfos" from the same recording, the bass-drum whacks were solid and
impressive, containing sharp initial transients,
afully satisfying feeling of bottom-end
weight and support, and aclear sense of the
bass reverberation bouncing off the rear wall
of the recording space. The ultimate in lowend extension present in this recording was
not there, of course; the room hardly quivered when the drumset fell from the stage.
But neither did the PSBs overload on this
bass torture test, at least at any reasonable
level.
Idid note signs of distress on at least one
bass-heavy selection, however: "0 Vario"
from Tropic Affair (Reference Recordings RRSTEREOPHILE, JULY 1993

31CD). The bass drum on this selection is
huge—though fortunately softly struck—
and caused some clearly audible rattling and
port-chuffing noise. It wasn't alarming in the
"I wonder if it's damaged" sense, but it did
call for an easy hand on the volume control.
The listening setup Iused—high stands,
loudspeakers toed-in—placed the PSBs' bass
ports at roughly chest level, firing straight
toward my listening chair. Iwas literally
blown away by the bass on at least one piece
of music, the altered version of the introduction to Also Sprach Zarathustra from Time Warp
(Telarc CD-80106), performed with synthesizer enhancement of the bottom end. Not
that the 500s genuinely plumbed the depths,
but at the climax of the piece there was a
clearly discernible wind at the listening
position—well, okay, abreeze—coming from
the port 10' away!' While this could be quite
useful in mid-July, unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on your point of view)
it was arare occurrence. While the PSB's bottom end couldn't really churn out the spls or
subterranean extension of more ambitious
(and more expensive) designs, it wasn't for
lack of trying!
The warmth of the PSB's low end remained discernible throughout my auditioning, but never to an objectionable degree on
instrumental music. It was more obvious on
vocals—specifically male vocals—where it
added abit of excessive fullness to the sound.
Still, it never went too far, never made the
vocals sound muddled or unconvincing. On
the positive side, the subtly rich quality of
the 500 was welcome on full-scale orchestral
recordings, adding abelievable feeling of
weight and size to the sound. While it won't
challenge larger loudspeakers in its ability
to produce a"gigantus" soundstage, it does
produce apleasingly "big" and expansive
sound, which is something rare in my experience with loudspeakers of this size and
price. Clearly PSB has succeeded in its efforts
to tighten the bass of the 500 over that of the
40 Mk.II (the 500's bass does seem abit better controlled, to the best of my recollection)
without sacrificing the other positive qualities
of that earlier loudspeaker.
The top end of the PSB 500 also has afew
rare qualities of its own. It wasn't etched,
edgy, hard, or in any way analytical, but it
1I'll never look at aMaxell ad in quite the same way again.
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was remarkably self-effacing. Being abig fan
of vocal music of all types, Iparticularly
appreciated the 500's way with sibilants.
Instead of sounding like little bursts of white
noise crowding out everything else for afraction of asecond, the sibilants were simply
there, much as they are in real life—clearly
audible but unobtrusive. True, the PSBs
couldn't do anything for the grossly overcooked salivating that passes for vocal detail
on any number of closely miked pop recordings, but at least they didn't exaggerate the
problem.
And what held for sibilants held for any
number of other fine HF details. The 500 was
not, you won't be surprised to learn, the last
word in top-octave airiness, nor did it present the ultimate in orgasmic sparkle and
pristine openness. Its overall balance could
be fairly categorized as alittle dark. But the
details were there, just never pushy or inyour-face. And the feeling of ambient space,
when present in the recording, was convincingly portrayed. The 500s achieved that rare
balance of ease and detail that can be very elusive for any loudspeaker, much less an economy model.
The midrange, of course, is where aloudspeaker is made or broken. Ialways look with
abit of suspicion at atwo-way loudspeaker
which uses an 8" driver. The top end of such
alarge woofer often runs into breakup problems around the crossover point, and frequently adds audible coloration beyond
crossover when its rolloffis less than smooth.
PSB's design objectives for the 500's new
woofer, as I've already noted, included
minimizing both these problems.
They appear to have succeeded. Yes, there
was the occasional trace of boxiness to the
PSB's sound, and here or there ahint of
nasality—but far, far less of these qualities
than Inormally expect in amodestly priced
loudspeaker. On the other hand, that may not
be areally fair generalization; new tools are
helping loudspeaker designers avoid many
of the obvious snares of the past. PSB makes
full use of these tools, including—as Ishould
have already mentioned—heavy use of the
facilities of the Canadian NRC? What colorations there are in the 500's midrange were
well-suppressed at average playback levels,
only rearing their heads at high volumes and
on peaks, when adegree of congestion set
in. The ability to separate fine details from
150

awash oflarge-scale sound was diminished,
and the natural limitations of an 8" driver
working well up into the midrange were
audible. But it wasn't annoying—unless
you're talking about playback levels at which
you'll find more interesting things to worry
about, like the neighbors forming aposse.
(Though the PSBs will play quite loud,
they're not really designed for head-bangers.)
My listening notes are positive, too, about
all those other "little" things—you know,
soundstaging, dynamics, sending out for
pizza. (Well, maybe not the last—just running an attention check. Either that, or I've
just lurched into an interesting analogy.)
Because after all the essentials are taken care
of—overall balance, listenability, and lack of
serious colorations—it takes something more
to tickle the audio palate. Call it what you
will, it boils down to asense of life and threedimensionality. There's no magic involved
in achieving these things (they are not
unrelated to those questions of balance and
coloration). They simply require intelligent
design plus adesigner who is actually looking
for them. Some loudspeakers have them,
some don't. The PSBs have them to asatisfying degree. They have the same sense of
dimensionality that Inoted in my earlier
remarks about the PSB 40 Mk.II. And they
have enough presence, detail, and dynamic
range to provide abelievable feeling of aliveness without lapsing into an etched, analytic
caricature. They won't take on, say, aproperly set-up pair of Apogee Grands or Wilson WAMMs—or even the better loudspeakers in the real-world High End, PSB's
top models included—but no one would
expect them to.
Ibriefly substituted aless expensive, less
powerful amplifier for the Hafler—the
60Wpc Rotel RB960BX. It drove the 500s
with ease, but leaned to asweetness which
was abit too much of agood thing with the
500s. Compared with the Hailer, the sound
with the Rotel was looser, less punchy, less
alive Very listenable, certainly, and erring in
the right direction for abudget system—
away from the hard and aggressive. But the
2In case you haven't visited planet Earth in the past several
years, the Canadian NRC (National Research Council) facilities are among the best in the world for testing loudspeakers—including measurements and listening tests. The
facilities are (Canadian) government-owned, and anumber
of Canadian and US loudspeaker manufacturers lease them
as needed to assess and refine their designs.
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500s definitely had more in them; with the
Hafler they were definitely more sit-up-andtake-notice, without going over the top.

THE SPICA COMPARISON
Since we had apair of Spica SC-30s on hand,
it seemed appropriate to compare them with
the PSB 500s. The Spica had finished very
strongly in our second loudspeaker panel
review (as had the PSB 40 Mk.II in our first).
At $399/pair, it is slightly cheaper than the
PSB and certainly price-competitive.
There were some obvious balance differences between the two loudspeakers. The
Spica sounded leaner in the bass. It was also
somewhat more colored in the midrange—
the top end of the SC-30's 8" paper-coned
woofer appeared to be alittle less wellcontrolled than that of the polypropyleneconed woofer in the PSB. And the Spica's top
end was brighter but less smooth than the
PSB's.
The Spica did have alivelier sound—in the
positive sense—but with that liveliness came
acertain loss of refinement. The SC-30 simply sounded abit more "hi-fi?' To be fair,
however, that "slight" $100 price difference
is not really inconsequential. Given the price
constraints in this end of the market, $100
is actually more significant than, say, the
$1000 difference between a$4000 and a
$5000 pair of loudspeakers. Every dollar
shaved in this price bracket involves real sacrifice; an extra $100 can easily mean the
difference between apaper-coned and a
propylene-coned woofer and agood cone or
dome tweeter. That the Spica does as well as
it does is atribute to its design. PSB has simply made good use of that extra $100, applying it to the product and not to the manufacturer's bottom line.

THE STRATUS M INI COMPARISON

Ialso had the opportunity to briefly compare the 500 with the PSB Stratus Mini
reviewed last month by JA. For this, Ikept
everything the same in the rest of the system,
including the stands and the single, monowired hookup. The Mini was clearly more
open and detailed at the top end and better
controlled in the bass and midbass—though
it neither went as low as the 500 nor produced as solid afoundation with large-scale
orchestral music. The 500 did sound "bigger" and more full-bodied, ifless transparent
STEREOPHILE, J
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and refined. There was more ola sense of
congestion to the 500 on complex material.
Fair enough; it's considerably less expensive
than the Mini.
Iwas less bothered than JA by forwardness in the Mini's low treble—in fact, it was
not troublesome at all in my system and at
my chosen playback levels. But Idid notice
acertain intermittent thickness somewhere
in the upper bass or lower midrange in the
Mini's sound which was very programdependent. Most of the time it was not a
problem. It did not seem to interfere with
solo vocals, for example. But at times it was
evident, slightly obscuring the overall clarity
and masking inner detailing. Inoted no comparable quality in the 500, perhaps because
it was inherently abit less open and revealing
overall. JA noted what may be the same
problem, postulating that it is caused by a
(measured) cabinet coloration. Isuspect that
the cabinet colorations of the 500 were somewhat lower in frequency than those of the
Mini, perhaps also masked somewhat by the
500's greater overall warmth.

M EASUREMENTS
The PSB 500's impedance curve in fig.1
reveals aload which should be relatively easy
to drive. The magnitude does drop to about
3.6 ohms at two points, but remains below
4 ohms only over comparatively narrow
bands. Note that the enclosure is tuned to
30Hz, well below the just-under-45Hz tuning of the 40 Mk.II. A slight ripple in the
magnitude plot at about 300Hz may be, as
such adeviation often is, indicative of acabinet resonance. The B-weighted sensitivity
of the 500, at 2.83V input, was highish at
around 88dB at 1m.
The impulse response of the PSB, taken on
the tweeter axis, is shown in fig.2. It is areasonably clean result, with some mild ringing.
The low bump at about 3.8ms is indicative
of the 500's high-order crossover. The step
response (fig.3) shows the woofer (second,
broader hump) to be connected in the same
positive polarity as the tweeter (initial
impulse), with the woofer's output slightly
delayed in time from that of the tweeter. The
response ripple at 7.7ms in figs.2 and 3is due
to aroom reflection.
A rather busy fig.4 is actually several
different but related curves. Above 200Hz,
the figure shows the anechoic response of the
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500 averaged across a30° window on the
woofer axis (the axis found to provide the flattest measured response). The curve peaking
at 30Hz (again, the cabinet tuning frequency)
is the nearfield response of the port; the latter
exhibits aminor resonance at about 850Hz.
The portion of the curve with the sharp dip
in the 30Hz tuning frequency is the nearfield
response of the woofer—in areflex system,
the woofer motion is at aminimum at the
port tuning frequency—and the remaining,
smoother curve visible below 100Hz is the
combined, complex sum (amplitude and
phase) of both the port and the woofer outputs. Note the bottom-end rise, indicative
of aslightly underdamped alignment; this
is very likely responsible for the 500's warm
sound. The response above 300Hz is very
smooth on average, though there is some
roughness in the mid-treble region. A narrow peak at 8kHz—which Idid not find to
be audible—is preceded by anearly complementary dip centered at 6kHz. The

response above 10kHz is very smooth, which
probably accounts for the lack of any tizzi069
-16411
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Fig.4 PSB 500, anechoic response on tweeter axis
at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with overall loudspeaker LF rollout
below 200Hz (calculated by DRA Labs
MLSSA program by adding the complex
nearfield responses of the woofer and port
in the ratio of their diameters), and nearfield
responses of woofer and port plotted below
200Hz and I
kHz, respectively.
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Fig.5 PSB 500, horizontal response family at 45",
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: reference response;
differences 15° off-axis, 30° off-axis, 45°
off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis, and 90°
off-axis.

Fig.I PSB 500, electrica impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 PSB 500, impulse response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.6 PSB 500, vertical response family at 45",
normalized to response on woofer axis,
from back to front: response difference 7.5°
above enclosure; difference level with top of
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Fig.3 PSB 500, step response on tweeter axis at
45" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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enclosure; difference on tweeter axis;
difference level with top of woofer;
reference response; difference level with
base of woofer; difference on port axis.
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ness in the sound.
The lateral-response family of the 500 is

shown in fig.5, normalized to the woofer-axis
response. (That is, the on-axis response devi-
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Fig.7 PSB 500, cumulative spectral-decay plot on tweeter axis at 45".

Fig.8 PSB 500, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of cabinet top
panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.9 PSB Stratus Mini, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
cabinet side panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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ations are subtracted from all the curves, the
graph therefore showing only the changes
which result from a(hypothetically) flat onaxis response as we move off-axis.) The
response is well-maintained to 30° off-axis,
but this is something of amixed blessing. The
wide dispersion of the tweeter in the lower
half of its passband is far superior to that of
the woofer in the upper portion of its range,
resulting in acrossover notch at far-offaxis angles. This was not aproblem in my
medium-to-large listening room with its
damped sidewalls. In asmaller, livelier room
it could make the overall sound too bright,
as the (relative) off-axis emphasis of the
tweeter is reflected from nearby walls. This
sort of crossover dip is very difficult to avoid
in two-way systems having 8" woofers, and
is atrade-off often made for superior sensitivity/bottom-end extension (compared to
that of atypical, smaller woofer).
The vertical-response family in fig.6, again
normalized to the woofer-axis response
(shown as the straight line in the center)
shows arelatively smooth response from the
point midway between the woofer and
tweeter to just below the center of the woofer.
But once you get level with the tweeter axis
or, especially, above it, a large suckout
develops at the crossover frequency. To hear
the 500 at its best, you need to listen on or
near the woofer axis, and that means arelatively high stand. The dedicated stand which
PSB makes for the 500, which we did not
have and therefore did not use, is said to be
12" high, which will put the average seated
listener well above the optimal axis. A low
stand is more attractive—the 500 looks abit
clunky and top-heavy on atall stand—but
ahigh stand is needed for the best sound,
unless your listening chair is very low or the
lower stand has considerable backtilt.
The cumulative spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot in fig.7 is agood one. The response
below crossover is very clean, with wellcontrolled resonances. The suckout at crossover is visible—this plot was taken on the
tweeter axis. Some slight hash is visible in the
mid-treble (likely the cause of the slightly
rough response in this region), along with
atweeter resonance near 20kHz (the second
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dark band on the right side of the plot—the
first is due to the computer monitor and
should be ignored). The latter was also visible
in our results for the 40 Mk.II and is probably inherent in the tweeter. It is probably
the cause of the slight peak at about 19kHz,
seen in fig.4, and should be of interest primarily to children and small, furry animals.
Assessing the cabinet resonances with an
accelerometer, there were two main modes
noticeable, at 297Hz and 781Hz. These were
relatively minor, as shown in the corresponding waterfall plot for the speaker's top panel
(fig.8—the plots for the side and rear panels
were not appreciably different). For comparison, fig.9 shows the waterfall plot for the
Stratus Mini's side panel under the same conditions: as suspected, its single main mode
lies higher in frequency, at 375Hz, and is significantly higher in amplitude. But note that
the more rigid cabinet of the more expensive
speaker reduces the amount of cabinet
"pumping" in the bass. The larger panels of
the 500's enclosure are more easily flexed at
the bass tuning frequencies.
This is avery respectable set of measurements for abudget loudspeaker. It would be
quite decent even for aspeaker selling for two
or more times the PSB 500's modest price.

AND, IN CONCLUSION ...

Based on past experience, including listening
to astring of high-end loudspeakers over the
months preceding my auditioning of the
PSBs, I'm prepared to take even greater issue
with the Consumer Reports position that
spending anything over, say, $400/pair on
loudspeakers is awaste of money that could
be better spent on anew washing machine
and alifetime supply of Cheerios. Hey, some
of us do have to live within such limits, and
others choose to. But the 500s just might
float your boat until your ship comes in.
No, Ican't say that the PSB 500s knock
more ambitious loudspeakers out of the box.
They don't. But the more Ilistened, the more
aware Iwas that Iwas simply enjoying
myself—too much to bother counting the
hours until Icould set the 500s aside and
return to something more upscale.
S
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F OLLOW-UP
FORTE MODEL 4
POWER AMPLIFIER
Iwas recently rummaging around the Stereophik equipment storage area, looking for
asmall-to-moderate-sized solid-state amplifier to drive the two loudspeakers Iwas to
review for the August issue. Ihad aMark
Levinson No.23.5 and apair of VTL 225W
Deluxe Monoblocks at home, but Iwanted
something more modest in order to get abetter handle on these speakers.
Ispied the smallish Forté Model 4amplifier, a50W class-A unit favorably reviewed
by Corey Greenberg (Vol.15 No.11, p.186).
Tom Norton told me it was available and
suggested it would be agood choice for the
Genesis Ills (he'd tried this combination).
It turned out the Forté wasn't just agood
amplifier, it was agreat one. Iwas taken aback
by this litdé unit's extraordinary musicality,
sweetness, definition, and agile bass. In fact,
the $1595 Model 4was in some ways better than both the VTL 225s and the No.23.5,
each of which costs more than three times
as much. It was sweet and delicate in the
mids, with awonderful bloom to the sound.
There was no trace of solid-state forwardness, treble hardness, or aggressiveness. Ialso
heard aremarkable absence of grain and glare.
Consequently, instrumental textures were
rendered with abeautiful sweetness and
delicacy.
The Model 4also highly resolved musical information, yet was never analytical or
etched. It struck aperfect balance between
liquidity and resolution of deuil, sounding
very much like agood tubed amplifier.
The Model 4's bass was similarly impressive. Although it didn't go as low as the
No.23.5 or have quite the same authority and
impact as this solid-state powerhouse, the
Model 4's bass was quick and very tuneful.
Music had a nice bounce and rhythmic
energy. Pitch definition was also superb.
The Model 4also had aremarkable ability
to present individual instruments as separate
from the whole. The music was the antithesis
of synthetic or homogenized. Instruments
seemed to float between and behind the
loudspeakers. Soundstage depth wasn't quite
up to the standards set by the No.23.5 and
STEREOPHILE, J
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VTLs, but was acceptable.
Iwas also surprised by how loudly the
Model 4would play without strain or congestion. This didn't sound like a50W amplifier, even when driving the cruel impedance
presented by the Genesis Ills. At loud listening levels, the amplifier retained its dynamic
punch, tight bass, and excellent soundstaging.
In short, the Forté Model 4was avery
pleasant surprise. It could compete on a
musical basis with much more expensive
amplifiers, and offered far greater performance than its price would suggest. At
$1595, the Model 4is one of the bargains of
high-end audio.
—Robert Harley

VAMPIRE WIRE TM

...audible results with the
finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagshp Dr, Lutz, FL. 33549 PH: (813) 948-2707
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SIBELIUS'S
FIFTH
SYMPHONY

A

fter the desolation of Sibelius's
Fourth Symphony, written when
the composer was convinced that
he was dying of throat cancer, the heroic
stance of the Fifth came as something of a
shock. Sibelius's creative vision was always
bound up with his religious conviction, and
so the Fifth came to represent something of
apath to spiritual light. He wrote in his diary
at the time of its composition, "In adeep dell
again. But already Ibegin to see dimly the
mountain Ishall certainly ascend ...
God
opens His door for amoment and His orchestra plays the Fifth Symphony."
The work was along time in gestation:
Begun in 1914, it was conceived at atime of
financial hardship and deprivation during the
war years. It was ready for its intended preSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

miere on December 8, 1915 at aconcert to
celebrate Sibelius's 50th birthday, but the
work, as it stood, did not please him. He
immediately withdrew it for revision, refusing further performances until the end of
1916. Three years later, he revised the work
again, and it is this version, asynthesis of the
previous two, that was to remain definitive.
Compared with the Fourth, Symphony
5uses fairly conventional harmonies, but its
form is quite advanced. Here, Sibelius is
employing constant thematic transformation
to bring organic growth to the work as a
whole—architectural structure is of prime
importance.
The first movement is in afairly conventional sonata form, except that the exposition has two groups of subject material. The
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LA NOUVELLE REVUE DU SON September 1992
It has taken little time for Australian firm MAS to
receive worldwide attention. In France. the range of
MAS electronics has seduced us...
METAXAS products belong to this rare category of
electronics which achieve the essential and vital
qualities of a good HI FI system which drive you to
irresistibly listen and enjoy records one after the other.
Bearing In mind its high sound quality, one can
recommend the IKARUS without any hesitation to
difficult to please audiophiles who look for sound
perfection'.
Silvio Delfino, FEDELTA DEI. SUONO, Nov. 1992 ITALY
•The IKARUS manages to combine two characteristics
which are generally incompatible on the one hand It
succeeds in X-raying the music, whilst at the some time
it preserves its spirit and Its musicality. This by Itself
would be enough to promote the MAS integrated to
the very highest level, but the IKARUS does not stop
here...
Its sonic character is very well defined: a middle range
remarkably open, as is the mid-treble region: mid-bass
dry and tight, top end rolling off very slightly, and a
deep bass which is only scarcely noticeable. It is the
clever balancing of all the characteristics, without any
steps or humps which creates a pleasing, Introspective
and detailed sound which is never tiring...
In short, the IKARUS is a fast amplifier, but neither cold
or impersonal...
The IKARUS is In fact an excellent product. rich In
personality, refined. easy to use, very pretty, but most
of all tis a high class product'.
Ernie Fisher, THE INNER EAR Vol 5 No.3 1993. CANADA.
This amplifier (IKARUS) sounds as good as it looks. it's
got that tonal elegance, better described as urbane
musicality. Provided that the back-up components are
of good quality. listener can expect lush, well
reproduced sounds closely akin to vacuum tubes. This
tube-like character prevails from the bass frequencies
right Lip Into the upper midrange area. Do not, repeat.
DO NOT presume that tubes sound veiled or ill defined
in these areas. Rather, the IKARUS has the seductive
musicality, usually associated with tube separates. We
mean it's very nice and very revealing.
Considering the restricted power output (40 Watts per
channel) the MAS manages a thoroughly convincing
bass. Richly potent, bass resolution suffer only In the
lowest regions, and only when one compares its
performance with more expensive separate
components.
The midrange otters clear. yet smoothly executed
detail. The unit's presentation of a sound-stage is
astounding. All dimensions are faithfully reproduced
with the appropriate focal impact. There is enough air
around instruments and voices to beguile even
seasoned listeners.
Mitsugu Kobayashi STEREO SOUND JAPAN, 1993
•I'm surprised that this slim and simple appearance
IKARUS integrated amplifier can perform almost
perfect sound quality with high drive power.
Output stage is normal class AB with 40W/channel into
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first has an idea on winds and horns in E-flat
major, and atheme in thirds for woodwind.
The second group begins with the strings,
followed by an angular figure for winds, and
amore agitated theme that establishes the key
of G. All this material is repeated before a
return to E-flat. The development introduces
anew theme, an eerie bassoon solo over scurrying strings, and reaches aclimax with firstgroup material in the key ofB-major, anticipating the recapitulation. But what is actually
reached is the second section of the movement, the Allegro moderato, which was formerly aseparate scherzo movement in the
original draft of the symphony. Here, old and
new material is intermingled, and an expansive 32-bar coda, introduced in the second
version of the symphony, brings the movement to an exciting close.
The Andante mosso is amore sunny, pastoral
movement consisting of aset of variations
on arhythmic theme. In the bass of two of
these variations, the powerful, leaping horn
theme of the finale is introduced.
The third movement, Allegro molto, is again
in modified sonata form. The first subject is
aperpetuum mobile that establishes mood
rather than aspecific theme. The second is
the preempted horn theme in swinging, parallel thirds in the home key ofE-flat. A more
flowing countermelody is set against this, and
the key of C-major is reached. Muted strings
soon announce the opening theme in G-flat
major, misterioso, and the horn theme enters
quietly in E-flat minor and is repeated by
trumpets in the major. In the epic coda, the
home key is reestablished, and the work ends
in aunique and memorable way: six massive
triple-forte chords, interspersed with dramatic and lengthy rests.
As this article was written, there were 20
recordings of Sibelius 5in Schwann Opus.
One is ahistorically very interesting account
of the work, made in 1932 by Sibelius's
friend and lifetime advocate of his music,
Robert Kajanus. It was the last recording he
made of Sibelius's music before Kajanus's
death the following year.
After studying music in Germany, Kajanus
returned to his home town, Helsinki, in 1882
and set about reviving the flagging spirits of
the Helsinki Orchestra, which he eventually
molded into aband of some note. By 1892,
the orchestra had begun to add Sibelius's
works to its repertoire. Naturally enough,
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Sibelius was forever indebted to Kajanus for
championing his music, telling his biographer, Carl Ekman: "It was of immense
importance to me that he placed his orchestra
so completely at the service of my art, partly
by himself industriously performing my
works, partly by placing the orchestra at my
disposal whenever Icared to try the effects
of combinations of sounds and generally to
see how my new scores sounded in reality."
Sibelius himself was something of aconductor and premiered many of his works, but
constant consultation and discussion of his
scores with Kajanus meant that he was more
than happy to leave them in the latter's capable hands, not only in numerous concert performances in Finland, but also abroad, as
Kajanus's international reputation grew.
This recording then, made with the LSO
and transferred from 78s, carries Sibelius's
seal of approval and must be looked upon as
something of ayardstick (Koch 3-7133-2,
coupled with Symphony 3and the March of
the FinnishJaeger Battalion/Helsinki PO). Inevitably, it sounds its age, both sonically and
technically, intonation wavering from time
to time and the performance seeming scrappy

by present standards. In fact, the wind, brass,
and strings come disastrously adrift in the
Piu presto section which concludes the first
movement. It seems as if the second movement deliberately shuns any form of expressiveness, and little attention is given to certain
key moments in the score. The big horn
theme in the finale, for example, enters very
prosaically. So, broad and heroic though this
performance may be, it appeals less to the
emotions than many amodern interpretation.
With the appointment of Georg Schneevoigt as principal conductor of the Helsinki
PO on Kajanus's death in 1933, Sibelius
looked elsewhere for achampion of his works,
finding that Kajanus's successor lacked true
empathy for his music. In fact, Schneevoigt's
attempt at Symphony 4was totally rejected
by Sibelius and set in motion the series of
events which finally led to the carefully instructed recording by Sir Thomas Beecham.
Sadly, there is no Beecham recording of
Symphony 5.
Serge Koussevitzky was also agreat, if late,
champion of Sibelius's music, and atwo-disc
set of Symphonies 2,5, and 7, coupled with
Swanwhite, Tapiola, and Pohjola's Daughter, is
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currently available in the UK on Pearl GEMM
CDS 9408. Symphony 5was recorded at the
end of 1936 with the Boston SO, and, again,
it shows acertain cool-headed, non-expressive response to the music that, to modern
ears, sounds alittle uncommitted. But more
to the point is the fact that it seems altogether
too "Russian," failing to tap the true idiom
of Sibelius's music.
Ican't summon any enthusiasm for Kondrashin's recording, set down at aMoscow
concert with the Moscow Philharmonic in
1973 (Globe GLO 6011, coupled with Symphony 3). This performance is brisk to the
point of sounding hasty. The pastoral second movement has no repose whatsoever,
with some extremes of dynamics and tempi,
and woodwind gaffes. The incredibly fast
finale is simply amess, but worst of all, somebody in the audience commits the unforgivable crime of coughing during the poignant
rests that give the final chords so much impact!
Two recent recordings, by Adrian Leaper
with the Slovak Philharmonic (two-disc
budget price set, Naxos 8.550200, coupled
with Symphonies 3& 4, En Saga, and Belshazzar's Feast), and Yod Levi/Atlanta SO
(Telarc CD-80246, coupled with Symphony
1) can also be dismissed fairly quickly.
Although they both bring ayouthful freshness to the work, they are very much wanting
when it comes to selecting tempi and shaping
the work into asatisfying whole. A pity,
when the Telarc recorded sound is one of the
best in this survey.
Sibelius's Helsinki Philharmonic is currently represented in the catalog only by an
AAD recording from 1968 conducted by
Jorma Panula (Finlandia FACD 004, coupled
with Symphony 4). This peculiarly nondescript performance is lightweight to the
point of being noncommittal, with details
missing and some inexcusably sloppy playing.
Ifeel slightly more sympathetic toward
Saraste's performance with another particularly apposite orchestra, the Finnish Radio
SO (RCA 7822-2-RC, coupled with En Saga
and Tapiola), for he has afeel for the architectural and understands the momentum and
pacing necessary to any successful performance of Sibelius. But sadly, the orchestra,
like Schneck's Ljubljana SO (Stradivari Classics SCD-6085, coupled with Valse Triste and
Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite), is simply not up to
the strength of this music.
STEREOPHILEjULY 1993

Apart from alive recording of the third
movement only, made by Karajan with the
Stockholm PO in 1949, only two other
Scandinavian orchestras give this work in the
current catalog: the Gothenburg SO with
Neeme Jârvi (Bis CD-222, coupled with
Andante Festivo and the Karelia Overture), and
the Danish National RSO under Leif Segerstam (Chandos CHAN 9055, coupled with
Symphony 7and Valse Triste).
Ireally warmed toprvi's first movement,
idiosyncratic though aperformance inevitably is with him at the helm. The degree of
tension he builds to climax points is quite
spine-tingling, although Ifeel that trumpets
are encouraged to overripe crescendi in the
transition to the second section (formerly the
separate scherzo movement). As he launches
into the Allegro moderato,prvi has the pacing
just right, and the flute playing at this point
is really quite beautiful. Some scrappiness in
the Piu presto can be excused by real heat-ofthe-moment commitment, but too slow an
Andante, and adisappointing finale after the
brilliance of the first movement, regretfully
rule this performance out as acontender.
Leif Segerstam offers an evenly balanced
and thoroughly considered account of the
Fifth, highlighting many details of the score
that are often missed in more general overviews of the work. This reflects acommendable approach to preparation, for no stone
has been left unturned here. But, ultimately,
this is not what Sibelius is about. The whole
work becomes too sectionalized, and positive
momentum is often lost.
The Finn, Esa-Pelcka Salonen, directing the
Philharmonia (CBS MK 42366, coupled with
Pohjola's Daughter), goes for amuch more satisfying architectural sweep, with simmering dynamics that gradually come to aboil
at just the right moments to dose the first and
third movements. Yet even this seems altogether too controlled and civilized, the sense
of menace that is always lurking behind this
work conspicuous by its absence.
When Vladimir Ashkenazy made his 1981
recording of Symphony 5with the Philharmonia (London 410 016-2, coupled with En
Saga), he had just embarked on arecording
cycle of the complete symphonies. These
have now been brought together into afourdisc set (421 069-2) at mid-price, but Iwould
warn against rushing out to find this unless
you already know the individual perfor-
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mances. Like Koussevitzky's interpretations,
Ashkenazy's add too much Russian spice to
allow the full flavor of Sibelius's icy Finnish wastes to filter through. His first movement is notey and detailed, with marked
dynamics and prosaic pacing, although the
Andante is allowed to speak more readily for
itself. The finale is perhaps the most successful movement, Ashkenazy audibly singing
along in his enthusiasm and the Philharmonia
giving their all. But the recording is very
poor, tlsesround being cut back under the
big horn theme. And the closing bars are too
clogged for pleasurable listening.
Simon Rattle also made arecording of this
work with the Phllharmonia back in the early
1980s that was highly regarded and won
numerous awards (EMI CDC 747006-2,
coupled with Night Ride and Sunrise). This,
perversely, has been deleted, leaving in print
his less successful recording with the City
of Birmingham SO (Angel CDM-64122,
coupled with Symphony 7). Rattle shows he
means business from the opening bars with
an intense and tightly reined reading that
more often than not observes extremes of
dynamics to gripping effect. Yet the muted
strings in the misterioso of the finale are forced
to play so quietly that the performance almost
falls apart at this point, dispersing all the
pent-up energy of the preceding movements
at asingle blow. Far from being an improvement on his former recording, this Rattle
production is simply not in competition.
Nor, unfortunately, is that given by amuch
older English conducting titan, Sir John Barbirolli, in 1957 (Angel CDM 64139, coupled
with Symphony 1). This man was agreat
Romantic, so while he could never be accused
of under-expressing, he could quite often lean
too far in the opposite direction. This is asubjective performance, and Ipersonally like it,
but it is more amirror reflecting the conductor than the composer.
The Scottish conductor, Sir Alexander
Gibson, made his recording of Symphony
5in 1983, coupling it with Symphony 4on
Chandos CHAN 8388. It has since been
recoupled (with Symphony 2) and reissued
in the mid-price Collect Series in the UK
(CHAN 6566), as well as in athree-disc set
of the complete symphonies (CHAN 6559).
However you buy this performance of the
work, it will be great value for your money.
In 1978, Gibson was awarded the Sibelius
STEREOPHILE,PLY 1993

Medal for his "outstanding contribution to
the appreciation of Sibelius's music throughout the world," afact which will come as no
surprise after listening to this account. What
the SNO lacks in precision and coordination
it makes up in enthusiasm and conviction.
They open the work in joyful mood, and
despite an excursion into the plaintive, with
the bassoon melody of the development, they
reach the Allegro moderato in equally high
spirits. The scurrying strings supporting the
wind soloists here are exemplary, maintaining
asoft but extremely well-articulated rhythmic support. The Presto climax to the work
is equally impressive, but, sadly, the recording
does not cope so well with the orchestra at
full volume here, and things become alittle
congested. Gibson finds abeautiful balance
between dancing strings and sustained winds
in the second movement's variations, and
again shows great deftness of hand in keeping
tight but delicate control over the strings in
the misterioso section of the finale. The horns'
entrance glows with awarmth that develops
by the end of the movement into amost
thrilling apotheosis, and here, thankfully, the
recording copes far better, bringing this wonderful performance to asuitably heroic close
In many ways, Gibson's recording is the
only one to approach Karajan's excellent
BP0 performance, recorded for DG back in
1965 (415 107-2, coupled with Symphony
7). Again, the work begins in joyful mood,
the brilliance of the wind colors here suffering hardly at all from the vestige of hiss left
over from the analog transfer. But Karajan
also finds amore threatening and forbidding
tone than Gibson as the movement progresses.
At the transition to the Allegro moderato he
reaches an awe-inspiring crescendo that heralds areturn to joy with lightly dancing
strings in the scherzo proper. There is so
much light and shade here, and yet momentum is maintained, resulting in amost exciting close that only loses detail in recording
terms. After such asplendid end to the first
movement, one wonders what he can have
left for the finale. But brilliant musician that
he is, Karajan has held even more in check,
and the work closes with monumental stature and nobility. Karajan made anumber of
recordings of Symphony 5, but none surpassed this DG account.
Leonard Bernstein also made aquite wonderful recording of the work with the New
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York Philharmonic in 1961 (CBS MYK
38474, coupled with Pohjola's Daughter) which
he did not better in his 1987 live recording
with the Vienna Philharmonic (DG 427 6472, coupled with Symphony 7). The allAmerican production still sounds good,
although sonically it occasionally loses focus,
as well as acertain amount of impact in the
closing bars. But this is alegendary performance. It suffers none of the excesses of the
VPO performance: Speeds are well judged,
momentum and menace are pressed home
to telling effect, and Sibelius's voice, though
apredominantly dark and lonely one, is heard
throughout the performance.
In the '60s, Lorin Maazel also recorded the
Fifth Symphony with the VPO. Although
the orchestra played with more conviction
for him than for Bernstein, the notes never
really leave the score. There is no atmosphere
here—it simply doesn't move you. His newer
recording of the work with the Pittsburgh
SO (Sony Classical SK 46499, coupled with
Symphony 4) is better, if still far from ideal.
The recording is one of the finest in this survey, preserving instrumental timbres to beautiful effect, but Maazel is too idiosyncratic,
destroying the performance by over-accenting,
over-exaggerating dynamics, and arriving
too suddenly, without adequate preparation,
at tempo variants. The symphony, as aresult,
dissolves into sections and fulfills none of its
promise.
Herbert Blomstedt with the San Francisco
SO could never be accused of the same excesses (London 425 858-2, coupled with
Symphony 4). Careful and thorough preparation means neat, precise playing, carefully
graded pace and momentum, and agood balance of detail and formal shape. But it leaves
me indifferent. It's all too clinical. The string
sound is too refined, and the woodwind and
brass are too lean and hungry—heroic grandeur is worlds away.
My "Building aLibrary" choices for this
symphony, then, are probably fairly obvious by now. Iwouldn't like to be without
Karajan and the BP0 or Gibson and the
SNO, but sample Bernstein's/NYP before
you make your choice. None of these, of
course, is sonically outstanding, but perhaps
by the time this article reaches the pages of
Stereophile, anew recording that satisfies every
criterion will have taken the classical world
by storm.
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Computer Software Progreses
Version 4.0.
Lets you analyze your room
mustits & eveals the optimum
seeker placement.
IBM version 45.00

41 444

IMI.1111••••20.8

New Grodo SR-325 "Prestige Series" Headphones
Features the dynamo driver technology al the famous
Signature Serie in new low pore metal hoeing 295.00

POWER LINE CONDITIONERS & POWER LINE FILTERS
'Paw« Wedge By Audio Power
Power Wedges rondition power using 3complementary tulle:
logies: filtering, domping, and tronsformer isolation.
Power Wedge 116 w/ 10 outlets
569D0'
Power Wedge 114 w/ 8outles .
449.00 1
Power Wedge 113 n/I miles for video
569.00"
Power Wedge 112 w/ outlets
319.00"
Power Wedge 122 w/ 6outlets for 20 amp devices ...429.00 1
Power Wedge 110 w/ 6hi-current outlets
239DO"
New Power, Wedge Power Enhancer PE-I .
249.95"

DIM

Improve Your Power Wedge
During The PE-1 Sole
Power Wedge PE Iprovides mu°
Miming &current damping to
further enhance Me already great
performer,. of the Wedges. Plug
into the Wedge or ony nearby wall
outlet. PEI oho has ahighly
mere voltoge meter List 5279,
now 249 95" Sale ends 7/31/93.

Tice Audio Power Conditioners:
Tire MFB-3, 2-branch power conditioner w/I6 outlets519.95*
Tice MFB.4, 4.bronth power onddroner w/I 6outlets.699.95'
Tim Power Block II, henry-duty tonditioner,6 odds 1349.95'
PAC IDOS Digitol Filter Strip
IDOS I5outlets' 49Y0 IDOS 29 owlets .....199.93

minuijc

ANALOG IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS FOR LPS,ARMS,TURNTABLES &STYLI
LAST Record Treatments
01 Power (leaner 19.95 LAST #4 Stylus leaning ka 12.95
.2 Prnervahve.. 19.95 LAST #5 Stylus preservolive21.95
.3 Regular Cleaner14.95 UST.10 Wog tope Sent _16.95
Turntoble Drive Belts
31 ES Ibell
12.95 Rego Mono, 2&3
YPI HO 19 bell ..... 19.95 SOTA Belts
Record Brush: Hunt E.D.A. WI 6dual-action

32.00
19.95
19.95

Miss Analog Accessories
Alphoson Midi, auto lift for manual teem. .29.95
Dennison Merci Soundtrartor alignment pogo_ ..I49.95
DB Systems Protroc alignment guate .
29.95
Kristaline Dust rover polish &snatch mince« ....
Shure
1902 stylus pressure page
14.95
SOTA
Arydic Record Mat
99.95
SOU
Reflex damp, fits most turnlables........ ..149.95
Sumiko Analog Survival Kit
49.95

ROOMTUNES ROOM TREATMENT ON SALE!
Roondunes' Designer Michael Green Has Created
Simple, law Price Ways To Improve Room Sound.
Cornerlunes llore Corner Tunes eceiling man«, to trop high
frequency &morons. Improves the highs 0soundooge
Corneriones were 579/4, now 69.95/mt of 4.
Echolunes. Mae EchaTunes on the side wall 1/2 way between
Ie
R. speaker. Reducm the comb-filter effect for o
more coherent image Were S39.50/pr, now 29.91/port.
RoomIunes. Aroustir porch mounted on wood bine designed
to sham sound reflected of meeker', walls, etc Improves
imoging, bass, harmonics, etc Wes S229/pr, now 199.95/pr

o'Tuned Room

hs
p.

it Echelon here or lower
...,,/
(melee in the romero
1
Three RoamTune panels
behind speakers for
optimum performance.
Loudspeakers here, in from
of Realms panels.

Headshell Accessories
Sumiko HS-I 2univerol type heodshell
19.95
Sumiko HS-29 premium heodshell leads.
..II.95
Swink° Rigid cartridge mounting kit
10.00
SME Litz Premium 33mm silver lia headier' leudo .29.95
New SOmm SME silver lita heodshell leads
39.95
Condos Tenearm Coble: flex SC custom mode, shielded,very
flexible, DIN-RCA w/Cardas vnre &connectors, 12M.. 149.91

SONEX ACOUSTIC TREATMENT
Soften Ire' 24" a24"
Acoustic rdes
Easy-Minton, thirk
ocoustirdamping loom
panels. In Nods or beige,
69.95/box of 4tiles
"UHL" Sonna 24" x
48" Accosta Sheets
Save 0/large size acoustic
treatment sheets in 2", 3
4" thicknesses. Choose black or beige I
69.95*•/box

CD CARE,REPAIR &CLEANING ACCESSORIES
,

New Nifty Gritty CD
Master Cleaning Kit

i
h
(D r
c
l
l
e
e
'
ani n
Cg
D'
k
'
r
'
t
/
'.141
eilitilli tPIG i

Includes wood bee,
buffer pods 8rimming
solution 49 95
Laser Master Cleaning Nit by Nifty Gritty
loser Disc kir includes wood bee, buffer pods 0cleaning
solution to clean, polish 0remove mollies from Loses Dors.
Complete Acier Disc kil 79 95

!r
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Audio Prism CD Accessed«
(D Stoplight Green paint pen for CD edge treatment,
reduces loser light moiler, treats 100 .. 14.95
Ira Bearings The best CD isolobon feet/ set of 3
39.95

Sumiko CD Treatments
Microdomper stobchting mat 49 95
!Imam CD Relereme Rings
II 21 11.95 150/ 69 95

Discwasher CD Accessories
(D-2
CD scratch removing system Includes (leaning
fluid, polishing fluid, swabs
001.2
CD laser lento cleaner w/ wet/dry odion.....19.95
Finyl CD trentment
Deluxe Kit (D rreorment enhanres readability ............29.95

Studio Lighting For The Home
litdde lamp has odimmer controlled
won halogen bulb and oflexible
I gooseneck The some lamp used
in pro studios, miring boards, etc.
Lem romp List 559.95, now 49.95

r

For Fast, Friendly Service Call Toll Free:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
WorldRadioHistory
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NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES,RICEPAPER
RECORD SLEEVES NOW ON SALE!SALE ENDS AUGUST 31, 1993

ged
Now, More Than Ever, It's Vital To Vacuum Clean LP:.
LPs are getting harder to find-end maie valuable It's
increasingly important to keep KA, safe &dean Hand
washing-even oath the fondest solutions 8. brushes-doesn't
remove all the gunk Yeruum petered cleaning mochiner. with
lite rigid fluid, Irle away dust, dirt, grease and grime.
You'll be shocked by how smooth and noise -free varuum.
cleaned LPs sound Record surlore noise %reduced by up la
90%! Clean records ore more volunble, too
Sore $33.80 On Complete Record Dori« Cleaning Kit
Retord Doctor cleans like the expensive machines-neck fluid
application 8vacuum suction-but toes Ins berme you turn
the recoids by hand. Rerommended by lending magazines.
The Record Doctor 11101 includes: Record Doctor rimming
machine, 32 ors of cleaning fluid, 6oz NG First extro-strength
cleaner, 82 applicator brushes-5233.80 value-199.95"

Ditty Gritty Vacuum-Powered Cleaning Modene Sale!
For alimited time sore on high quality compact record
cleaning mochines from Bitty Gritty iii models ore complete
with fluid end cleaning accessories needed to ¡tad cleaning
Mode in USA 230 Seaport units ovoiloNe
NOVI 33/45/78 RPM "Record Mosier" Cleaner
New manual opeinion vmuum.powered limy Gritty cleaner w/
bodrio odoptei for 33s, 45s, or 78's. The Record Master deans
all size/types of renards oath erne. List 5259, now 219.95"
holy Areternotic 1.51i Cleaner, Only $399.93
NON Gritty 1.5h hthe world's leeriest prole mahine with both
auto-rotation &auto-Fluid application lust push the buttons]
3E1 deans LPs rseconds! List 5469, now 399.95"
Cleo. Barb Sides At the Same liate-And Same S1001
Bitty Gritty Moi -Pro Iis the wodd's only vacuum-powered LP
cleaning machine the, deons both sides al Me some time ,No
other machine deans thrs nosy! list 5689, net 589.00"

PHILIPS CD CHANGER +DM PACKAGE

Distwosher V.R.P. Rice Paper Record Sleeves On Sole!
World's finest 3-ply ont.stahr rue paper record sleeves
Imported from lapon Also meat for storing Loser Diu,
List539 75/50, now 519.75/50, 539 50/100, 5195 00/500
Ditty Gritty Modena Accessories
NG brush
1195 DCI cover for 1SAIS
NG (option kit
II 95 NG Vor.sweep strip kit

17 95
11.95

Record Cleaning Solutions
Nitty Gritty Purifier .2 retord cleaner
16oz...14.91 1gal 5995
Hiny Gritty 'Unreal«, strength denier
loa .1495 iba .0491
Supertleoner II every day record cleaner
16ox....I2.95 32oz _1695
lgol. .2491 2.50.49.95
Tornio, gende every day retord cleaner
16oz....I4.95 1gal. .6991
VPI RCM every day record dome,

DIGITAL PROCESSOR &DIGITAL CABLE DEALS

Au& Akkeny Digital Components On Sole!
Pie lellewing modeSt tome wick e1.00 (5.1 digital caecal ;able
-a 579 volue-Free with order
DDEvI.0 Ilitstieam 0/A piocessoi .399.00"
DOEv2.0 10-bil 0/0 processor.........49995"
OTI Anliiitter digital filter._
349.00"
XOP New, °donned Remain DIA 499 00"
Philips CD(935 5-Disc CD Changeno Audio Alchemy's Digital Engine.
Introducing the world's firm low price CD changer +D/A processor parkoge. We combine
Philips new CDC935 5-Diu carousel CD changer with Audio Althemy's famous Digitol
Engine" DDEv1.0 digital processor. The combination con play up to 5horns withhol
repeatin, and sounds lonlestic! Philips CD(935 comes with remote 8coaxial digital
output We include Audio Alchemy's ClearStream CS-1 I
Mcoax digital ruble.
Order Now And Sane $200. Purrhased sepeintely frene inducts cost 5777.95. For o
limited rime the gerbage is yours for only 5177.95-you Save 5200. HUM, supplies are
10(935 CD Monger. DOEvl 0processor n(S-1 table 577.95'

Hew Audio Alchemy CD named,
DOS-II Front load (0 tromped
List 5699 None 599.00"
DDSvI.1 lop load, 2-rhassis model--- -----lot 5899. Now 79900"

Signet/Audio Enloe. Professional Toslink Gloss-Fiber Optic Digital Cable Sale
High quolity gloss fiber optic table-model A1619S-now ut closeout pores
5M Was 580, now 529 95 1014 Wm S100, now 549 95 IStA Was MO. now 569 91

INTERCONNECTS,SPEAKER CABLES ,VIDEO CABLES,&CABLE CONNECTION TREATMENTS
Amiopelk Speaker Cables
Call far prices on Cordes, Monster Cable, Mumtaz, Srlteili
TARA Lek, and The Audio speaker cables
Audio Interconneris (Pairs)
TARA Labs Prism Interconnect 1.08..29.00 1.5M.39.00
MIT Zonhord Interconnect
I
.0M..29.95 1.5161_45.00
TARA Labs Cluanium CO (able )
).01.1..49.00 1.5M..65.00
MIT PC-Squared Interconnect 1.0M..49.951.5M..59.95
New TARA Quantum CX Coble 1.0M..98.00 1.58132.00
Cordes 3008 Mirrotain IC
1.0M115D0 I.5M145.95
MIT 330 Interconnect Was S180/M...........novi 119.95
TARA Labs Pandora
IC Was $295/M......novi 169.95
MIT 330E Interconnect Was 5375/N
mcm 245.00
New Torn RIO Reference IC iv/RSC conductor, 18195.00

Sims Novrom Isolation Feet
Havtom Silencers .. 14 5995
Ahoy Herron, CD Fee 129.95
Monster Coble Footers
CO looter
14 49.95
Heavy Duty Foote .T4/ 95.00

!r
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Block Digital Noise With
Coble-Clamping Stockers.
BLOCKERS-Dmital noise
blorker Special design grips
sables boner (pairs/
Regular Blacker, 14 95
Intro Big Blake, 19 95
Signet RU Cleaning Tool Kit-6 mole 8female RCA
cleaning moors, cleaning fluid &coon swabs 524 95

Speaker Coble Sale flits w/tenninotionl
TARA Irds Omni soil(' core 8ft..45 00 12h 52 00 15ft 58 OD
Net TARA >mill sold <ore 8h 77.00 1211..99.95 15h 118.00
TARA 0.111-Nom On Sole , Ilft .129.95 1217.179.91 15h 215.00
Cordes fronlark Acol* Ilh..205.95 1211.265.95 15h 325.95

Elmira* (anted Conditioner/Erahancers
Rand cleaner 8enhomer kir
49 95
Surndro Tweak contact conditioner
14 95
Torumat T( 2contort condmoner
14 95

AudipPrism IsoBeorings
Unique round damping globes
irith support cup Three-layer
damping &isolating.
Standard sue
431 3995
Net I
orge ,111.
69 95

Audio Selection "German
Acoustics" Cones &Discs
-Choose black or bross finish.
Isolation tones
49.95
Support disks
-.16119.95
Combination '0,144) 59.95

Sale Ends Soon, Don't Delay Call Today:
1-800-942-0220 or 1-800-669-4434
WorldRadioHistory
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SELECTED TARGET &STANDESIGN EQUIPMENT RACKS
NOW ON SALE.RACK SALE ENDS AUGUST 31, 1993.
Some S.45-55 On Target Rocks
Sole racks feature a toll welded
steel frame with Ifa Ircomposik
wed eolo, Ueable derma
behmen shelves is 8.1'. Slack ody.
Tamer 11 5T one peke reekled sled
home, slopped fully assembled. List
5325, now 269.951
Toter 11,51so, some dimensions os
TT-ST, but shipped lot poded lo
reduce erect cost Some assembly
required; lads included. Sot 5275,
rons 229.955

Sue SSO O. Steededge Rocks
Sole ranks feature o34' toll oepier° welded steel home with 14"
18' romposite woodshelves. Useable
&stone behmen shelves n6.75'
Stoneman Ponta double side
supports
easy front or root
equipment Does,. Reg $350, now
299.951
írundesiun DI. shelves seem to
float but on. supportetbj osuper
strong 4' 1.5 -rear st beam.
List 5399, now 349.00l

3r

Torget Amp Floor Stood Sole
LaVoie your amp hum Floor 'throeisc cot
larger s11F-1 stond Fmtures origid etoll
metal corne, 14' a18' composite wood shell it
¡one pent spike feet War 585, now 69 95"

Standesign Amp Floor Steed
low loyal unnd for plena ramps or ode, rear near
the floor. Large compoute wood shell is le 18'.
Rigid steel hume is 5.25' tall E. handles amps up to
150 lbs. Cone point spike feet Lat 515, now 6500"

11F•1 Amp Floor hand

TRADEIN SALE ON MONSTER CABLE &SUMIKO PHONO CARTRIDGES
Monster Coble Moving
Code 1.3mv) Cartridges.
Alpha Germs 1000-11
Was $800
none 399.95
With trole -ne ..now 34995
Simi, Genesis 2000
Was $1200 .....now 59995
With trode.k....now 499.95

Sumiko Blue Point HighOutput (2.0mv) MC,.
Blue Pont MC
1.5.15......now 119.95
Vfith trode.in _wow 99 95
Blue Point Speed MC
List 5195.........now 259.95
With trode in....now 225.00

Golden Dragon Preomp Tubes-How Avoilable With
Gold Pins For Superior Conductivity dAnti-Corrosion.
Golden Dragon Tubes were developed by British oudiphiles and
engineers formerly w/tube greats MO Valve, Mulkrd, etc. All
models hove specie features hot make Item sound great
Model Serclaret 6+ loan As,
lone 6. towels. 6e
1.5 Pm Pelee I
t$Pnce Pra re/Goed Pets Peke

Increase Tube Lffel
Pearl Tube Coolers specially neared
copper fins remove earns heat, or
boni double or triple tube Ile and
improve tube sound
Power All, Tube Coolers

Roksan Corms Block
for he best moving
magnat rortridge I've ever
heard .Recommended 'Corey Greenberg Stereophik
Vol 16, Na 4, May, 1993.
Robson Corus Black 6.5mr
output, last $325, now 249.95
11y

SAVE THE TUBES!

526116
I2A07A
1
26176
6218

14.00
14,00
14.00
22.00

11.95
11.95
1195
1895

14.00
24.00
24.00
32.00

19.95
19.95
19.95
26.95

32.00
32.00
32.00
3900

26.95
26.95
26.95
34.95

Fits El-34, 6550, 8417, r-90, err.
19 511.25 each, 10. 995 emh
Preen" Tube Coolers
Fits 6018, 12,831, 12117, 6007 et,
1-9 55 50 ftch 10- 499 earl

Quicksilver Amp Owners-Rejoirei
We've recently docovered osource for he deontinued 511RO,
used in Quicksilver mono amps. They're Iran Russia, but mode
to Ile original British specs. Tubes ore preasion•leted in Me
US for reliability. Sovtek 5AR4s, IS 519.95, 4. 516.95
Tube Sodiel Cleoners
Keep tube sockets clean oath Scree Savers nylon-brised erro
brushes. Socket Savers remove contaminants without damaging
rire sake. Sel includes 1small d1large bore $14.95/set

o

TOP RATED TURNTABLES ON SALE.SALE ENDS 8/15/93.
SAVE Si 7552200e API 19 JR Turntable Pockoges
The VPI 111 is top rated 0very easy ro set up We combine the
JR w/rhe femora Rego R11300 orm Sa lap rod couridge
API 11111300 Pehoe. turnlable w/dustrover &harem
Choose oak or block finish. List $1025, now 849.951

SAVE 5525-5155 On SOTA Star Turntoble Porkoges
SO1A Star features aunique vacuum hold dorm system to
Amamie record warps, Improve harken Sreduce LP noise

FIX GROUND NOISE
lodosa background and Meal none by properly grounding
oil your equipment. The Also provides asimple, safe way to
check il audio or video gear is properly grounded. Polarity is
cpensolly importont anth digital geor
Elfix Polarity lever 29.95

‘
PrjRBl
3(
ee
11.
1
Mrible w/dustrover. toneoun,
s'uro,V,, ,u
prolessiono14 moun '
t
g
ed 81iu
g
i
ner7.1 '11170, no‘
:r
9
D
49.951

"Ellia is ..highly recommended:reports J. Gordon Hoh in Stereophile,
Id 15 No 6, luce 1992

the legendary lego 11300 arrt, lint $2715, now 1999,95f
SOTA Star/SJAE309 Peale. Ile Sim rurntoble with lop rated
SME 309 arm, list $3521, now 2999 955

THE ULTIMATE ISOLATION SANDWICH FROM BRIGHT STAR AUDIO
Lek Rock damps vibrations in the chassis
and shields circuits born airborne IF
inlerant. Wrier, mole co CD pkye., 0.1b
processoneeamps dvideo gear. Size 14'
10'e 2.25' ond weighs 28 lbs.
Little Rork in dark monde finish 99.00"

Bict Foot isolation base uses one of
nature's boa vibration killers, sand, to
remove harmful oibrotiorts horn peon.
Especially efferive with CDs, turntables, d
Loser Diu players. Siao 1I' ir 193' ef.
Big Foot in dark granite !Wish 149 00'

"NOT ASTORE...MORE"
CALL TOLLFREE TO ORDER :

1-800-942-0220

H
i
mr {te

CHARGE CARDS ACCEPTED-NO EXTRA CHARGE
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Shipping Charges (UPS Grand, mooned, 48 Stores)
Accessories: 1
st item........4.95 gonna hem
1SU earh
'Turntables/Stands
12 95
Rocks/Large stands/lunackle Parkes ..........I6 95 19 95
"Electronics,omp rmks, et, .....
95
©1993 Auer, Advisor, In. Pilaenonenbojecntoshonge
Business Hours: Mon-Fri 900030 ES1 ,50 1000 300
Address: 225 Odes SW, Grand lapido, All 49503
FAX 616.451.01W •
Phone 610451-31168
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Claudio Abbado's new recording of Debussy's

aLa

R EVI EWS

Pe!Was et Mélisande

is, according to Robert Levine, "a beaut"

(p.173). And mere months after Dry, her slashingly powerful debut, PJ Harvey does

it again

in

Rid of Me (p.I91).

CLASSICAL
BACH/VERBRÜGGEN: Solo Cello Suites 1-3
Marion Verbrüggen, recorders
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907071 (CD only). Steve Barnett, prod.; Peter McGrath, eng. ADD. TT: 53:51

Since Bach himself did so much transcribing
from one instrument to another, it is not at all
unreasonable to assume that he might not have
minded, in spite of the change in range, having three of his unaccompanied cello suites
adapted for alto recorder. All three are played
brilliantly, with thorough understanding of
baroque articulation and the character of the
various dances. Verbrüggen is well known as
one of today's most outstanding recorder exponents, and, except perhaps for afew places
where the manneristic sound of fast arpeggiation of individual notes must substitute for
the original multiple stops on the cello, her ediSTEREOPFULE, Jun, 1993

tionl can only elicit admiration. The recorders
used are effectively heard in the ambience of
areverberant room. Iwish only that afew more
seconds' pause had been added between each
of the suites.
—Igor Kipnis
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1; Two Songs for Alto,
Viola, & Piano, Op.91
Steven Kovacevich, piano; Ann Murray, contralto;
Nobuko Imai, viola; London Philharmonic, Wolfgang
Sawallisch
EMI CDC 754578 2(CD only). Mark Vigars, eng.; John
Fraser, prod. DDD. TT: 59:28

This is one of Kovacevich's most impressive
studio efforts and one of the best performances
1Verbrüggen performs her own transcriptions of these works
rather than the classic early-'70s transcriptions by Frans
Brüggen.
—JA

WorldRadioHistory
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CHANCE - OF-A-LIFETIME
MIT® CABLE SALE.
SAVE 33-66% On MIT Audio Sz Digital Cables!
Dateline: March 1, 1993. Transparent
Audio, of Hollis, ME, has stopped
distributing and manufacturing MIT
cables created by legendary designer,
Bruce Brisson, and sold their
remaining inventory to Audio Advisor.

"These are new, factory-terminated
cables—not used or demos," reports
Karen Sumner, President of Transparent Audio, "The prices are low
because we needed to clear our
warehouse quickly."

MIT Adjustable Digital CallIL

SAVE 43% ON MIT PC-Squared.

MIT Digital Cables 59-66% OFF!

MIT PC-Squared interconnect has a
patented design to produce phasecorrect, 3-dimensional sound.

Bruce Brisson created his own digital
cables which reduce digital jitter,
reflections and eliminate RF
interference.

.5M was $70, now $39.95
1.0M was $90, now $49.95
1.5M was $115, now $59.95

SAVE 33% On MI-330 Interconnect.
MIT MI-330, also called MI-500 & MIT
Music Link'', is world-famous for
being phase-correct & harmonically
accurate.
.5M was $140, now $89.95
1.0M was $180, now $119.95
1.5M was $225, now $149.95

Standard MIT Digital Cable—with
built-in fixed value network to match
most DIA processors-1.0M was $195,
now $79.95.
MIT Adjustable Digital Cable—allows
adjustment to precisely match any D/A
processor-1.0M was $375, now $125.
HURRY! Quantities are very limited.
Add $4.95 shipping per order in US.

MI-330E "Extended" Only $209.95.

VISA, MC, DISCOVER &AMEX ACCEPTED.
CALL TO ORDER:

MI-330E offers many of the sonic
benefits of MIT Shotgun Terminator
technology—at afar lower price.
.5M was $320, now $209.95
1.0M was $375, now $245.00
1.5M was $425, now $279.95

1-800-669-4434
Audio Advisor, Inc.
225 Oakes S. W.
Grand Rapids, MI
49503
l'H: 616-451-3868
MIT oRegistered Trodemork of Bone Brisson.

WorldRadioHistory

of this work that Ihave heard on disc. This reading can take its place beside the distinguished
editions of Serkin, Curzon, and Fleisher (all
having the support of Szell, the Fleisher currently available only on cassette), and those of
Rubinstein/Reiner, Pollini/Bohm, and Schiff)
Solti. For one thing, Kovacevich's performance
benefits from Sawallisch's splendid support.
Among the many conductors who have recorded

this work, only Szell (who did so five times)
has proven more impressive. And orchestral
direction is especially important in this concerto, which was, after all, originally conceived
as asymphony. Here its symphonic underpinnings are underlined by the clear textures,
snarling trills, and explosive outbursts that
Sawallisch generates.
Against this powerful backdrop, Kovacevich

RECORDING

of

the

MONTH

Selected byJA and RL
VIVALDI: The Four Season; Flute Concerto in D
("Il Gardellino"), RV 428; Harpsichord Concerto in A, RV 780
Igor Kipnis, Connecticut Early Music Festival
Ensemble
Chesky CD78 (CD only). David Chesky, Jeremy
Kipnis, prods.; Jeretny Kipnis, cog. DDD. TF 62:15

Iam now in the absolutely horrible position of having to recommend yet another
bloody Four Seasons. If you've already bought
the Huggett/Raglan version Ienthused over
in Vol.14 No.12, you don't actually need this
one, but you may want it. The Connecticut
Early Music Festival Ensemble is not up there
in technique with the Raglan players yet,
and violinistprg-Michael Schwarz is not
quite amatch for the great virtuosi who
have essayed this required Baroque exercise,
but they do have their secret weapon—Igor.
If this is not the most exciting or virtuosic
Seasons on record, it may well be the canniest. Using the advantage of detail provided by employing one instrument to a
part, Kipnis manages to emphasize both the
basic musical line, and all that onomatopoeic
writing that Vivaldi seems to have so enjoyed. We are even given aprecise guide to
all of this buzzing and whistling; eg, "The
Drunkard Inflamed by his Drink-1:10; He
Falls Down-1:31" and so on. But Jeremy
Kipnis has missed his chance by not using
index points to help the listener identify
each brief section. (Even if many players/
transports do not offer access by index, they
do display them.) If Iwere going to teach The
Four Seasons to amusic-appreciation class,
Iwould definitely use this recording.
In addition, we also have an excellent "Il
Gardellino," with splendid playing on the
jlauto traverso by John Solum, and Kipnis's
own reconstruction of the Harpsichord
Concerto in A.

STE REOPH ILE ,
JULY 1993

Then there's the sound. This is digital,
and you can actually just listen to it as
though it were areal record. It sounds, in
fact, not entirely unlike an analog master
tape! There is real texture here. When you
boost the volume, or listen critically to the
sound of specific instruments, it doesn't just
fall apart like CD sound so often does. It's
so good that you won't want to do any of
those silly audiophile-type things. You'll
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just want to enjoy the music. This disc is just
plain gorgeous. The advances in digital
sound in the last few years have been remarkable—the impression of real instruments
playing in areal space is astonishing for any
medium.' Iurge you to try it for yourself.
—Les Berkley
1While Iagree that the sound is excellent, making this
aworthy "Recording of the Month," there is aminor
point about the balance captured by Jeremy Kipnis that
kept tripping me up: The continuo theorbo, when it ventures out with asatisfying 'Mummy is just alittle too loud
for believability. Either it was positioned too close to the
main ensemble mikes, or it had amicrophone to itself and
was mixed slightly too high in level.
—JA
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produces afull but not overly ripe tone, blending where necessary with the orchestra. In
addition, his rhythm is aptly supple, conveying
the music's wide mood swings without rupturing its tightly knit structure Impressive, too,
is the pianist's sustained tenderness in the slow
movement and his sharply etched, angular phrasing in the finale, where he suggests Brahms's
(often overlooked) indebtedness to Bach. EMI's
engineering is impressive throughout: natural
in timbre, wide in dynamic range, and placing
the piano back just enough so that it meshes
well with the orchestra. The two Op.91 songs
may be odd fillers, but in these beautiful projections they comprise awelcome bonus on this
distinguished, warmly recommended release.
—Mortimer H. Frank
DEBUSSY: Pelléas et Mélisande
Maria Ewing, Mélisande: François Le Roux, Pelléas; José
van Dam, Golaudjean-Philippe Courtis, Arkel; Christs
Ludwig, Geneviève; others: Vienna Philharmonic,
Claudio Abbado
DG 435 344-2 (2 CDs only). Christopher Adler, prod.
DDD. TT 2:27:46

For an opera as challenging to perform as
Pelléas, it has fared amazingly well on discs.
There are no poor performances of it available:
Ihaven't heard the "live" 1954 reading on
Arkadia conducted by Karajan and starring
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Ernst Haefliger, but
it is apparently as interesting as the others. The
other six are all very good, from Karajan (on
EMI) to Boulez (Sony) to Carewe (Pierre Veranay) to Dutoit (London). And this new one,
from what appears at first to be arather strange
venue, is, perhaps, the best yet.
Abbado's approach is practically carnal, and
so is Maria Ewing's as Mélisande. There's always an undercurrent of fierce sexuality in this
opera—it is, in fact, the work's raison d'être—but
conductor and prima donna do not suggest here,
they state. This is not to say that there's an iota
of cheapness or obviousness about the delivery;
it's classy and poised. But Ewing, always afascinating artist, full of surprises, relishes Mélisande's ability to arouse. She's never greedy
with her voice, like some portrayers of this role,
but she also avoids flaunting. It's agreat performance.
François Le Roux's Pelléas is eager and open,
absolutely ripe for the situation—and who
wouldn't be? He's abaritone Pelléas, not atenor,
but he sounds young and has no trouble with
the high tessitura in the later scenes. As Golaud,
José van Dam is remarkable—touching, tragic,
enraged by turns; every inch the human being.
Christa Ludwig surprises as Geneviève—we
knew the voice is still rich and that the interpretation would be convincing, but her French is
superb and she gains even more of our sympathy by being authentic. The others in the cast
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are very good.
Abbado gives us all the pastels, but they're
clear and distinct; the emergence from the castle
vaults between scenes ii and iii of Act III left me
breathless. This opera changes mood rapidly
and dramatically, and Abbado leads us unerringly. The VPO's dynamic range is similarly
impressive—when they hush, they really hush.
The engineering is superb, able to capture
the openness as well as the claustrophobia. This
recording may make new friends for this most
peculiar of operas. It's awork which can be too
wispy in the wrong hands, but here it's in precisely the right ones. It's abeaut.—Robert Levine
FURTWÁNGLER: Symphony 2
Alfred Walter, BBC Symphony, London
Marco Polo 8.223436 (CD only). Martin Cotton, prod.;
Martin Page, eng. DDD. TT 75:28

If Wilhelm Furtwângler was, to invert Richard
Strauss's wry autobiographical quip, asecondrate composer of first-rate music, then his Second Symphony is the single one of his symphonic works that deserves first-rate treatment
and consideration. The Second was written in
the last years ofWorld War II; Furtwângler considered it his spiritual testament. It was also the
only one of his symphonies that the composer
himself recorded. (In 1952 with the Hessian
Radio Symphony Orchestra, on an out-ofprint mono disc—a Japanese import, no less.
Thanks to Clark Johnsen for the loan.) The
comparison is instructive Alfred Walter brings
agood deal more passion and commitment to
this score's monumental chromaticism than its
composer was able to, and the BBC Symphony
is afar more polished ensemble than the competent-enough East European bands Walter has
led in his other Furtwângler recordings. This
daunting work evidently needed distance from
its creator, even though Furtwângler's important legacy was one of leading orchestras, not
writing for them. Walter at least makes this
work gripping enough that I've now listened
to it three times and am looking forward to the
fourth. Unlike his First and Third Symphonies, Furtwângler's Second actually does get
off the ground.
Furtwâng,ler was, in some ways, the apotheosis of High German Seriousness. His symphonies constitute absolute music of unbending
intent, even if one continually gets the feeling
of great profundity without having any idea
just what the composer is being profound about.
At the risk of sounding cruel, his music could
be said to embody the melodic gifts of Bruckner, the profundity of Strauss, the concision of
Mahler, the structural rigor of Dvorák, and all
the sparkling wit of Wagner's Parsifal. But the
warm, modifying influence of Brahms somehow knits all of these together in dense orches-
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tration and adeep, darkly autumnal sadness that
is strongly, if heavily, affecting. Though there
is no lack of thematic or developmental substance, the endings of the four movements give
the game away: After all of his churning contrapuntal calculus, Furtwângler never seems
to know how to wrap things up, and must impose codas on movements that have not, in the
process of creation, indicated their own. It's difficult, even at the end of an hour and aquarter of nearly opaque polyphony, to believe that
anything has been accomplished.
Still, Irecommend this recording of avast
and ultimately unnecessary (except for Funwangler) reinvention of the Mahlerian symphonic wheel. There are so many moments of
striking harmonic beauty, tenderness of irresolution, foreboding power, and the sheer excitement of dark, brassy tragedy, that it does repay
repeated listenings—if only with asadly satisfying frustration. The sound suffers from a
dusting of digital grain, but otherwise calls little
attention to itself.
—Richard Lehnert
RACHMANINOFF: Etudes-Tableaux, Op.33 & 39
Idel Biret, piano
Naxos 8.550347 (CD only). Martin Sauer, prod. DDD.
TT 69:47

In spite of some heavy competition from those
pianists, including Ashkenazy, who have recorded the complete Etudes-Tableaux—and such
pianists as Richter, Perahia, Kissin, and, not
least, Rachmaninoff himself, who have recorded
selections—the present performances can well
hold their own. The Turkish-born Biret, steelfingered and with asplendid technique, has
both the necessary violence in such awork as
the first Etude of Op.39 or the gloom of the
sixth, plus the proper plaintive quality in so
many of the melancholy pieces. Though the
piano reproduction lacks some color and
emerges atrifle hard in climaxes, the performances are well worth hearing. —Igor Kipnis
REGER: Sonatas for Unaccompanied Violin, Op.91
Nos.2, 4, & 7
Ulrike-Anima Mathé, violin
Dorian DOR-90175 (CD only). Douglas Brown, David
H. Walters, engs.; Ann-Marie Barker, prod. DDD. TT:
60:14

Susanne Popp's liner notes quote a1905 letter
Max Reger wrote to afriend: "Have now written six Solo Sonatas for violin. Ifeel fine, how
well the fiddlers will feel, I'm not so sure!" I'm
happy to report that Ulrike-Anima Mathé feels
fine, too. At least she sounds fine—and then
some—in these performances of three of Reger's unaccompanied violin sonatas.
It's ashame these beguiling compositions
are not recorded more often. Reger's melodies
STEREOPHILE, JuLY 1993

are evocative and full of character, conveying
moods ranging from the capricious to the
heroic. While they are inescapably in Bach's
debt, they are also remarkably free of servile
imitation, and cut awell-defined swath for
themselves in the solo-violin literature.
Mathé's performances of the works establish
her as an artist to be reckoned with. Playing
with assurance, control, and huge heart, she
exhibits amature expressivity and amastery
of the difficulties of these pieces. Sonata 7
demands asustained intensity not unlike that
found in late Beethoven, and Mathé conveys
it with power and authority. The young German brings an emotional poignancy to each
piece that entirely belies her young age.
We are doubly fortunate to have her artistry
captured in ravishingly beautiful sound. The
Dorian team has again presented the rich acoustic of New York's Troy Savings Bank Music
Hall with anearly perfect blend of direct and
ambient sound. Rich and woody in tone, the
violin never becomes muddy or bloated in the
lower registers, and never shrieks in the higher.
While not exactly its equal, this disc is in the
same sonic league as Arturo Delmoni's Bach/
Kreisler/Ysaye collection on Water Lily Acoustics (see Vol.12 No.10, p.205).
The music, performance, and recording quality of this release combine to create acompelling overall excellence. Let's hope Dorian
produces asecond volume. —Robert Hesson
SCARLATTI: Harpsichord Sonatas
Igor Kipnis, harpsichord
Chesky CD75 (CD only). Jeremy Kipnis, prod., eng.
DDD. TT: 68:07

It would seem that Igor Kipnis has been playing
Scarlatti since not long after the composer's
death in 1757. The remarkable thing is, he
doesn't seem in the least bored with it. We have,
on this latest effort, all the things we have come
to hear and enjoy from IK for so long: the extraordinary finger speed and grace of ornament,
the sensitivity to musical ebb and flow, and the
deep understanding of the Baroque style. Kipdiscs, like those of Pinnock or Leonhardt,
are simply self-recommending. He has some
real competition these days, of course, such as
Colin Tilney on Dorian DOR-90103, but with
only two pieces (K.30 & 159) in common, the
musically conscious audiophile will want both
anyway.
It's true that the recording is abit low in level,
but you'll still hear clearly the different sounds
of the five instruments that Kipnis plays. This
ability to differentiate the sounds of specific
instruments is often mentioned in audiophile
writings, but Iquestion its real significance. I
could always tell aGibson guitar from aMartin
or aGuild on my friends' truly abysmal '60s
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systems. What agood system or recording does
is to not only differentiate, but make each instrument sound closer to the real thing.
As Imention in my review of Kipnis's Four
Seasons (this month's "Recording of the Month"),
recent advances in digital sound have been
remarkable; they can be heard and enjoyed to
great effect on this CD. Highly recommended.
—Les Berkley
SCHNITTICE: Life with an Idiot
Dale Duesing, Teresa Ringholz, Howard Haskin, Leonid
Zifnnenko, Robin Leggate, Romain Bischoff; Rotterdam
Philharmonic Orchestra & Vocal Ensemble, Mstislav
Rostropovich
Sony Classical S2K 52495 (2 CDs only). Marcus Herzog, eng.; Andreas Neubronner, prod. DDD. TE 113:34

This world-premiere recording of Alfred Schnittke's grimly extraordinary opera offers elements
that may make modern music lovers jump for
joy and tradition-bound fanciers of grand opera
run for cover. Such duality of artistic impact
is not uncommon with new 20th-century works,
but the polarization of styles here is aptly
echoed by the composer's radically broadbased aesthetic. Schnittke has long been amodernist who borrows liberally from all eras and
approaches, never content to speak in merely
one style. While he has acertain fondness for
non-serial, atonal freedom, his frequent quotation of tonality and leitmotfmake him the perfect operatic creator. And while I've admired
Schnittke's work for many years, it's hard not
to hear Lfe with an Idiot as the new epitome of
his art.
Schnittke was strongly influenced by the
early works of Dmitri Shostakovich, his national predecessor and composer of such operatic masterworks of hallucinogenic grittiness
and unrealism as The Nose and Lady Macbeth of
Mtsensk. In the two acts of Life with an Idiot,
Schnittke never flinches from the vulgarity,
depravity, and outright perversity of the downtrodden and the desperate. The opera's coarse,
common world is quite similar to that of Franz
and Marie in Berg's Wozzeck.
The libretto, by prominent Russian writer
Victor Erofeyev, is abrilliant mélange of hopeless futility, darkly ironic humor, and shocking
earthiness: A state worker falls out of favor with
the government; as punishment, he and his wife
take into their home an inmate from an asylum.
At first the idiot, Vova, is docile, but he soon
takes over the house, performing unspeakable
acts of depravity and abandon, including raping
and impregnating the wife, engaging in homosexual acts with the husband, and ultimately
decapitating the poor wife and wandering off
down the street. The husband's fate is no less
grim—he ends up in the asylum himself. A
vivid but hardly light or hopeful tale, perfectly
STEREOPHILE, JULY 1993

suited to Schnittke's gripping music and dramatic momentum.
Schnittke's handling of the drama and recitative is masterful as, according to the narrative's
dictates, he alters his line in convulsions of
rhythm and edgy, wide-intervalled melody. The
singers are asked to perform some truly fiendish
leaps of register, and Duesing and Ringholz
offer particularly heroic performances. Especially in the writing for the baritones, Berg's
Wozzeck and Lulu can be heard as precursors
in the freakish high notes denoting barely suppressed hysteria.
Rostropovich conducts, plays piano and cello,
and generally delivers what must surely be the
most sympathetic accompaniment imaginable. The Rotterdam Philharmonic tackles the
opera's episodic, often jagged textures with precision in what sounds like (I haven't seen the
score) an amazingly accurate reading. Sony's
20-bit recording is bright and spacious, with
arealistic stage presentation suitable for alive
performance.
While Ihave no doubt that Life with an Idiot
will repel as many opera lovers as it attracts, I
do not hesitate in declaring it Schnittke's
greatest work to date. One can only hope that
it will not suffer the usual fate of modern operas
and fade into early obscurity. But even if that
happens, this recording will remain avaluable document from the premiere performance
of one of the most compellingly intense and
musically intriguing works of modern opera
since Penderecki's The Devils of Loudon in the
late '60s. Schnittke's uncompromising vision
offers originality, depth, and courage—qualities
that have always characterized the best in Russian music. Life with an Idiot is an unqualified
success.
—Carl Baugher
SCHUBERTt Quintet in C, D.956
Emerson Quartet; Mstislav Rostropovich, second cello
DG 431 792-2 (CD only). Gernot von Schultzendorff,
eng.; Christopher Alder, prod. DDD. TT: 53:29

In every way, this is adistinguished release. Produced in concert, the recording—in aclose perspective that masks audience noise without
picking up the intrusive breathing that such
microphoning often captures—is uncommonly
realistic in its natural timbre and wide dynamic
range. Yet it never sounds too big for the music,
retaining an intimacy that complements the
haunting lyricism of this magical score.
The playing is superb. The gentle, ethereal
melodies of the opening movements are sustained with apointed blend of intensity and
delicacy, while the rude interruptions of such
passages are projected with an apt fierceness.
The Scherzo erupts with driving force that is
counterpointed to an aptly brooding Trio, and
the finale, for once, seems like alogical out-
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growth of all that has preceded, having atempo
that is just broad enough to suggest both lilt
and longing. Particularly impressive is the
movement's coda, which drives to apassionate
conclusion, the final chord played as astrong
accent rather than with the diminuendo that
some groups in recent years have inferred from
Schubert's indication. In short, here is one of
the phonograph's finest statements of this
towering masterpiece. My only (minuscule)
complaint is DG's failure to provide an access
point between the two statements of the firstmovement exposition for those who may feel
that the observed repeat adds nothing but
excess length.
—Mortimer H. Frank
TIPPETP. The Ire Break
Heather Harper, Nadia; David Wilson-Johnson, Lev; Sanford Sylvan, Yuri; Carolann Page, Gayle; Cynthia
Clarey, Hannah; Thomas Randle, Olympion; Bonaventure Bottom, Luke; Christopher Robson & Sarah Walker,
Astron; Donald Maxwell, Lieutenant; London Sinfonietta Chorus; London Sinfonietta, David Atherton
Virgin VC 791448-2 (CD only). Mike Hatch, rug.; Clive
Bennett, prod. DDD. rn 74:09

This is asplendid production from every viewpoint. Although this, Tippett's fourth opera,
was written between 1973 and 1976, initial airings on stage came to ahalt in 1979, and it was
not heard again until as aconcert performance
at the Henry Wood Proms in London's Albert
Hall in July 1990. This, however, prompted the
superb recording here, made by the same artists.
The Ice Break is atightly constructed work,
running its three acts through in only an hour
and aquarter. It tells of the coming of Spring
in Russia and, with the ice breaking in the rivers,
the attempt by two exiles, Lev and his wife
Nadia, to "break the ice" in their strained relationship with their son Yuri. Racial strife further
exacerbates their dilemma, and although reconciliation is temporarily achieved, the message
of the opera is that the "cycle of conflict and
resolution is eternal."
As orchestral transitions from one scene to
the next are dispensed with completely in this
opera (there are ten, ten, and nine scenes in each
Act, respectively, which constantly change
venue!), the opera has obvious staging difficulties, but it can, and does, work extremely well
as arecording. However, one has to be prepared
for violent changes of emotion, orchestration,
and character portrayal within avery fastmoving framework. As the chorus also plays
anumber of different roles, representing various
sects in society, the plot is to be followed closely.
This can easily be done thanks to the superb
accompanying booklet.
The inspired recording handles this diversity
with aplomb, holding the soloists in firm focus
against kaleidoscopic orchestral color and
numerous sound effects. If eventually tackled
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by the same forces, Tippet's newest opera, New
Year!, will indeed be in safe hancis.—Barbarajahn
VERDI: Falstaff
Rolando Panerai, Falstaff; Alan Titus, Ford; Frank Lopardo, Fenton; Sharon Sweet, Alice Ford; Julie Kaufmann, Nanetta; Marilyn Home, Mrs. Quickly; Susan
Quittmeyer, Meg Page; others; Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra & Chorus, Sir Colin Davis
RCA 09026-60705-2 (2 CDsonly). Wolfram Graul, prod.
DDD. TE 117:36

This is aFalstaff which can make you feel good
all over. Sir Colin Davis leads the Bavarian
Radio Symphony Orchestra and Chorus in a
reading of great warmth—nowhere will you
find the biting, snappy satire you might find
with Toscanini. Similarly, the ribald points are
not underlined with anything like the ferocity
Solti brings to them. Rather, you'll come away
appreciating this multifaceted score and the multifaceted characters; you'll be abetter person.
If all this sounds abit like aprissy recommendation, well, it sort of is. Iprefer to be excited
and tickled by this opera; at its best (with Toscanini, say), it buzzes in your head and makes
your senses tingle. Davis and his crew leave you
pleased but not high; even Davis's somewhat
measured tempi are meant to keep you calm and
knowing. Panerai's Falstaff is very much the
fat knight, but he doesn't point up the words
and events the way Gobbi does for Karajan, or
Evans does for Solti—he's more one-dimensional, and misses some nuances. He conveys
the character, but he doesn't go very deep—and
that goes for Davis too. But at 60-something,
Panerai is in remarkably good voice.
The rest of the cast is excellent in the same
way. Sharon Sweet makes us understand Alice's
playfulness, even if her voice isn't particularly
loveable. Quittmeyer is as good aMeg as you
get; Home is aswell Quickly, but if you haven't
heard Simionato for Sold, you're only getting
half the role. Julie Kaufmann is among the loveliest of Nanettas; Lopardo's throaty delivery
somewhat spoils my enthusiasm. Alan Titus
sings Ford's music with verve, but he's alittle
blank, too. The rest of the cast is good and the
sound is excellent.
I've clearly damned this performance with
faint praise. Iliked it and have played it afew
times; you might, too. But you won't feel giddy
and great. You'll have to go with Toscanini
(though the sound is anightmare), Karajan (also
mono, but better), or Solti (brassy but new) for
thrills.
—Robert Levine
WEBER: Overtures
Peter Schmoll, Turandot (with March), Abs Hassan, The Ruler
of the Spirits,Jubike, Der Freischütz, Preciosa, Euryanthe,
Oberon
Neeme Jârvi, The Philharmonia
Chandos CHAN 9066 (CD only). Ralph Couzens, rug.;
Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. TT:75:27
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mark Levinson No. 30 & No. 31
Krell KRC 1& Krell "Audio Standards"
Graham 12 & Benz Micro Reference
Basis "Debut"
Transparent Audio "Reference" Cable
MIT "Z" Stabilizer, "Z" Strip & "Z" Cords
Wilson Watt III, Puppy Il & Pow Whow II

The quality of these distinguished components
reflects the select inventory of audio/video
equipment we choose to offer — starting under
$1000.
Call for an appointment or drop by for a visit.
Discover that our level of personal service is as
unique as the products we sell.
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It is acommonplace of musicological speculation to imagine the kind of music Mozart and
Schubert might have composed had their lives
not been so short. Oddly enough, though, a
similar conjuring is rarely, if ever, applied to
Carl Maria von Weber. Sixteen years younger
than Beethoven and eleven older than Schubert,
he died at 40 in 1826, living but five years more
than Mozart and nine more than Schubert. It
is often (and accurately) said that Beethoven
opened the door to the 19th century, but it
might well be added that Weber led the way
across that threshold. His style is stamped with
alyricism that anticipates Mendelssohn, aharmonic boldness foreshadowing Wagner, and
aflair for the theatrical that sparked the growth
of grand opera.
These traits are suggested, of course, in the
three overtures on this release that are most frequently performed —Freischütz, Oberon, and
Euryanthe. But the less familiar ones, if not quite
so glorious, have—in their wit, sparkle, melodic
richness, and masterful orchestration—many
riches, and deserve to be heard more often than
they are. Particularly noteworthy is the close
ofJubilee, where Weber's use of the familiar
"Heil dir in Siegerkranz" (known in England
as "God Save the Queen") anticipates Brahms's
treatment of "Gaudeamus Igitur." And anyone who knows his Hindemith will immediately recognize the source of the second movement of his Symphonic Metamorphosis in the
Turandot Overture and March.
Ifprvi's performances had matched the level
of Weber's music, this release would deserve
an unqualified recommendation. But this erratic conductor is not at his best here. Attacks
are not always precise, phrasing is sometimes
shapeless, tempos are adjusted arbitrarily and
sometimes poorly gauged (note the jog-trot
blandness ofJubilee and Ruler of the Spirits), and
balances are not always ideal, robbing the music
of some of its rich color. Still, this repertory
remains all too infrequently recorded, and having it on asingle disc makes this release well
worth acquiring. The distantly rniked sound
is adequate.
—Mortimer H. Frank

Constantly on guard against the sin of overstatement, Iam struggling mightily with the
temptation to proclaim this the best recorded
sound Ihave ever heard. In fact, it's so good that
it almost overshadows the exceptional performances by Orquesta Nova. If you suspect I'm
going to recommend that you buy this disc,
you're wrong. I'm going to demand that you
buy this disc.
Whether or not you're afan of the kind of
Latin American popular and dance music presented here, one can hardly help being seduced
by these immaculate performances of sophisticated arrangements recorded so realistically.
Ihave reservations about the genre's characteristic sentimental prettiness, but this is easily
overlooked in light of the complete dedication
to excellence displayed on this CD.
Orquesta Nova is agroup of gifted musicians
united by the common bond of obvious love
for this music. Their second Chesky release,
Salon New York is acollection of 14 short pieces
composed by Astor Piazzolla, Chabuca Granda,
Orquesta co-leader Carlos Franzetti, and others.
These compositions often combine the feelings of world-weariness and joy in atotality
of opposites that results in poignancy. And they
are filled with rhythmic vitality and intrigue.
Accented with jazz-flavored improvisations,
the works portray awide variety of exotic moods
and colors—all recorded with an effect that is
truly worthy of the word "phenomenon?'
There is adimensionality to the instruments
that is abit unsettling on first hearing because
it is so eerily tangible. Each instrument is clearly
located within the soundstage without being
unnaturally spotlighted. And tone colors are
as faithful to the originals as Ihave ever heard.
Recorded "using the 128x-oversampling A
to D Mark Ill converter with ultra-analog
modules and vacuum tube equipment built by
George Kaye," this is stunning work. My only
wishes are that Chesky would use its technology and expertise to record more works from
the classical repertoire, and that Mr. Kaye would
design aD/A converter to give us some of his
magic at the playback end of the chain. Buy this
recording; it is atriumph of the recording arts.

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS

ANDRÉ WATTS: At Carnegie Hall
André Watts, piano
Haydn: Sonata 58, Hob.XVU48; Mozart: Sonata, K332.
Schubert: Sonata, D.784. Brahma: Klavierstücke,
Op.119
EMI Classics CDM 764598 2(CD only). Patti Laursen,
prod.; John Newton, eng. DDD. TE 71:46
ANDRE WATTS: The Schubert Recital
André Watts, piano
Sonata in A, Op.120; Impromptu in B-flat, Op.142 No3;
Klavierstück No.1, D.946; Wanderer Fantasy
EMI CDM 754153 2(CD only). Patti Laursen, prod.;
John Newton, eng. DDD. TT: 64:44

—Robert Hesson

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ORQUESTA NOVA: Salon New York
Robert Chausow, second violin; Lawrence Feldman,
soprano sax, clarinet; Guillermo Figueroa, first violin; David Finck, bass; Carlos Franzetti, piano; Erik
Friedlander, cellojuliet Haffner, viola; Gary Schocker,
flute; guest instrumentalists: Lois Colin, harp; Tiberio
Nasdmento, guitar
Chesky JD86 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David Chesky,
prod. DDD. TT: 65:15
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The Carnegie Hall recital, aprogram obviously
catering to the classic rather than to sheer virtuosic display, was recorded April 6, 1988 in
celebration of Watts's 25th season as aperformer, and is an impressive example of his current position as an interpreter. The playing
throughout is expert, if perhaps alittle lacking in graciousness in the faster movements of
the Haydn and Mozart. When it comes to
Brahms and Schubert, however, lyricism and
strength both win out. Certainly, the two
introverted Intermezzi of Brahms's Op.119 are
absolutely gorgeous and very moving. With
Schubert, Watts seems also to have aspecial
affinity. The Op.143 Sonata in the Carnegie
recital and the entire second, all-Schubert disc
are played with consummate understanding
and sympathy. This is vital Schubert with a
strong sense of direction, but the clearly unsentimental approach shows amelodic and harmonic awareness that causes one's sensibilities
to absolutely melt. The Carnegie piano reproduction, just slightly unyielding because of the
necessarily closer proximity of the microphone,
is adequate but lacks the richness and warmth
of the studio-made Schubert disc.—Igor itipois

JAzz
TERENCE BLANCHARD: The Malcolm XJazz Suite
Terence Blanchard, trumpet; Sam Newsome, tenor sax;
Bruce Bath, piano; Tarus Mateen, bass; Troy Davis,
drums
Columbia CK 53599 (CD only). James Nichols, eng.; Terence Blanchard, George Butler, Robin Burgess, prods.
DDD. TT: 73:31

The Malcolm XJazz Suite is the third disc to
appear that is related to Spike Lee's movie. A
13-number anthology of music by such figures
as Lionel Hampton, Joe Turner, and Billie Holiday, Musicfrom the Motion Picture Soundtrack Malcolm X (QWest/Reprise) preceded it, as did Terence Blanchard's Malcolm X: The Original Motion
Picture Score (Columbia), which contained 26
pieces by the trumpeter, all of which were heard
during the movie and ranged in length from
38 seconds to almost four minutes. For The
Malcolm XJazz Suite, Blanchard has scored 11
pieces for small band, often linking the numbers
with short bass or drum solos. For the most
part, Blanchard's quintet jams on those compositions. This new disc provides afresh look
at pieces that were sometimes played only in
fragments during the movie.
The music is worth rehearing. Moviegoers
will remember the impressive opening piece,
with Blanchard's dignified, almost impassive
trumpet over alarge orchestra and, toward the
end of the credits, over the Boys Choir of
STEREOPHILE, J
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Harlem as well. "The Opening" has afunereal
majesty that sets an elegiac tone for the movie.
The new version opens with one of several
equally impressive bass solos by Tarus Mateen.
The trumpet theme that follows lacks something of the weight of the movie score, but it
has more of ahuman face, and Blanchard manages to turn the tune into amid-tempo swinger
without losing its character.
Not all the solos by Blanchard's young band
are gripping, but on numbers such as "Melody
for Laura" and "Blues for Malcolm," Blanchard
demonstrates his own big, rich tone and easygoing lyricism. He has become in recent years
an even more impressive instrumentalist than
he was as aYoung Turk sucked up from New
Orleans in the wake of Wynton Marsalis, and
his writing is suggestive without being entirely
programmatic. I'm not sure whether it is by
Blanchard's instructions, but it seemed significant that "Blues for Malcolm" includes aquotation (by drummer Troy Davis!) from Coltrane's "A Love Supreme." (A later quotation
of Wayne Shorter's "Footprints" is more mysterious.)
The sound on this disc is good, but not exceptional by audiophile standards. Nonetheless,
Blanchard demonstrates here his impressive
talents as acomposer, arranger and soloist.
Fans of the movie and of Blanchard will want
to hear both versions of Blanchard's music for
Malcolm X.
—Michael Ullman
LAVERNE BUTLER: No Looking Back
Laveme Butler, vocals; John Faddis, Joe Magnarelli, trumpet; Joe Henderson, Chris Potter, tenor sax; Mike Renzi,
piano/arranger; Romero Lubarnbo, acoustic guitar; Chip
Jackson, bass; Klaus Sounsaari, drums; Mark Sherman,
synthesizer, percussion
Chesky JD91 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; Mike Renzi,
David Chesky, prods. DDD. TT: 48:35

The first thing Inoticed when Iput on vocalist
Laverne Butler's debut album was the vibrant
sound of the band playing Mike Renzi's subtle,
buoyant arrangement of "The Song is You."
This wasn't going to be one of those vocal discs
which feature anervous singer mouthing lyrics
before adisconsolate-sounding band. Laverne
Butler has fewer reasons to be nervous than
most. She's an experienced performer, once the
vocalist for the Widespread Jazz Band. She's
anative of New Orleans, where she performed
with Ellis Marsalis and others, and she's been
aresident of New York City since 1984.
No Looking Back may be mistitled. Butler
sings such classics as "I Cover the Waterfront:'
"Speak Low," and "Easy to Love:' Only acouple of songs, including John Williams's "Make
Me Rainbows," are of recent vintage Butler has
aflexible voice that is more than serviceable,
though it doesn't have the ineffable bloom of
Ella Fitzgerald's, to pick an almost impossible
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standard. She pays close attention to both the
lyrics and original melodies. At the same time,
she's able to personalize them attractively. The
arrangements frame her vocals in avariety of
ways: "The Song is You" and "Sunday in New
York" open with the band playing brightly;
"It's Alright With Me" gives the introduction
to bassist Chip Jackson, and Butler and Jackson
improvise together during the whole first chorus; and on three tracks, tenor saxophonist Joe
Henderson solos with the low-key fluidity that
he is known for, and trumpet star Jon Faddis
has two solos as well.
Chesky's famed minimal miking techniques
have resulted in the beautifully natural sound
of the whole disc. When Henderson comes in,
however, he sounds relatively distant. Idon't
find that aproblem.
Laverne Butler is afine singer with an intelligent repertoire and an eminently musical
approach to asong. On her first disc she has
been blessed with fine arrangements and support by topnotchjazz players who sound like
they're having fun. In future years, Butler
should look back fondly on this debut.
—Michael Ullman
MARCUS ROBERTS: If ICould Be With You
Marcus Roberts, piano
Novus 63149-2 (CD only). Delfeayo Marsalis, Les Stevenson, engs.; Delfeayo Marsalis, prod. DDD. TT: 75:41
HANK JONES: Handful eKeys: The Music tens Waller
Hank Jones, piano
Verve Gitanes 314 514 216-2 (CD only). Rudy Van Gelder,
eng.; Jean-Philippe Allard, prod. DDD. Tr: 56:26

In these discs, pianists Marcus Roberts, who
is still in his 20s, and Hank Jones, now 74, pay
tribute to the ragtime and stride traditions of
piano jazz. Roberts's disc is more ambitious—to
the music of stride pianist James P. Johnson he
adds selections by Scott Joplin, Duke Ellington,
George Gershwin, and Thelonious Monk, plus
acouple of standards and originals. He even
throws in the spiritual lust aCloser Walk with
Thee." Jones has afirmer program: He plays
music by Fats Waller, music played by Fats, and
acouple of numbers that Waller didn't play but
that, as Jones says disingenuously, he might have
played.
IfJones's disc is more consistently attractive,
he had several advantages. Not only did he
grow up with Waller's music, but in 1978 became the house pianist of the Waller-based
show Ain't MisbehavirÉ He sounds perfectly at
ease with Waller song hits such as "Honeysuckle Rose" and "Ain't Misbehavin" and
manages to make the raggy "Handful of Keys"
sound like his own. Jones doesn't push the
tempos; neither does he make atune such as
"Jitterbug Waltz" into adisplay piece, as did
the great Art Tatum. Rather, he brings out the
gracious, lightly swinging melodies that Fats
STEREOPHILE, J
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wrote, and improvises seductively on them.
Rudy Van Gelder recorded Jones's piano. Its
warm, natural sound is atribute to both engineer and pianist. Roberts's disc was recorded
in two places and with two engineers. In neither
case does it sound particularly good to my ears:
The treble sounds stiff and dead, and the engineers, particularly Delfeayo Marsalis, have chosen to create astereo image by aform of multimiking that seems to split the piano into segments. Listening to asolo piano recording
should not be like watching atennis game from
mid-court.
The playing varies. Roberts sounds as if he
doesn't quite know what to do with Joplin's
"Maple Leaf Rag" or James P. Johnson's "Carolina Shout' two structured pieces based on 16bar segments. He's caught between playing
them as written and improvising over the left
hand. The result is unsatisfactory: Roberts
sounds as if he's dropping alot of notes in
"Maple Leaf" He should have played it straight.
But he plays "Just aCloser Walk with Thee"
beautifully in atoo-short performance, and is
convincingly vigorous and inventive on such
standards as "Every Time We Say Goodbye."
Surprisingly, the best playing on IfICould Be
With You is on Roberts's own compositions,
with such programmatic titles as "Rippling
Waters" and "Sweet Reposer On these, and on
"Country Blues" and "In aSouthern Sense,"
Roberts shows that at least in his own music
he has absorbed the music of the masters to
whom he pays tribute in this disc. There's one
obvious mistake in the credits: "Snowy Morning Blues" is by James P. Johnson, not by
Roberts himself.
—Michael Ullman
DOM UM ROMÀO: Saudades
Dom Urn Romào, drums, percussion, berimbau, vocals;
Chico Freeman, saxes; Izio Gross, piano; Alex Blake,
bass; Waltinho Anastacio, percussion
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-CS-16 (LP only). 1Cavichandran Alexander, eng., prod.; Richard Vandersteen, coproducer. AAA. TT: 50:28

Dom Urn Romào has recorded steadily in this
country since he made Brazil '66 with Sergio
Mendes, but Idoubt that he's ahousehold name
despite his work with Cannonball Adderley,
Antonio Carlos Jobim, Weather Report, and
Gil Evans—and despite his own previous solo
albums such as the 1976 Hotmosphere. Idon't
suppose the small California label Water Lily
Acoustics is going to propel him to great fame
either. Still, funded by Vandersteen Audio, the
company has made an exquisite recording that
reflects many glittering aspects of Brazilian and
African-American music. The sound of this
purely analog recording, made in the First Presbyterian Church of Santa Barbara, is almost
flawless. The percussion is clear as abell and
precisely placed, the bass warm and powerful.
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(The piano presents aminor problem—one
hears it as aslight ghost at one point on the second side.) Chico Freeman evidently stood away
from the microphone, which was set up in "the
classic Blumlein arrangement!' As aresult, he
seems almost to float behind the band, his
soprano sax filling the space of the church
effortlessly.
Given the lyricism of most of the music on
this date, that is not abad thing. Freeman here
mostly eschews his hard-bopping tenor and
plays gentle melodies on his soprano. On his
tenor feature, "Pôr-De-Sol Enevoado," he
sounds—probably because of the writing of
pianist Izio Gross—a bit like Stan Getz. But
then the piece sounds abit like "The Girl from
Ipanema." Mostly the music is more original.
Bassist Alex Blake has written two songful
tunes. He introduces "Pacifica/Estrela da
Manha" with astrong bass solo, the piece
becoming ahigh-pitched ballad as Freeman
plays the melody supported by Rotrao's wordless vocal.
There's much that is pretty here. There's also
much that is rhythmically powerful and moving, including Romào's "Seriamente Louco,"
with its percussion solos that should warm the
heart of every audiophile. Romào chants and
plays the berimbau on "Para Kavi," and he has
created aremarkable, and remarkably unexpected, tribute to the late Art Blakey on "The
Messenger Has Departed:' This two-minute
number consists solely of agentle swirl of bells,
rattles, and other percussion, to which Romào
adds afew bird calls. It's as if he were welcoming Blakey, who in his lifetime wanted to be
known as Buhaina, into ajungle paradise. It's
not the way Blakey would have played it, but
"The Messenger Has Departed" is touching
nonetheless.
—Michael Ullman
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JOAN ARMATRADING: Square the Circle
A&M 75021 5388 2(CD only). Mike Ging, eng.; Joan
Armatrading, prod. AAD. TT: 42:47

This review was going to start something like
this: loan Armatrading doesn't seem like the
type to get bullied around by some goldchain-wearing, Porsche-driving producer, so
how come she releases album after overproduced album that sound like Vanessa Williams
on Valium?"
Then Ilooked at the jewelbox, and much to
my horror, Idiscovered that it wasn't Steve
Lilywhite or Jeff Lynne who'd made amess out
of Square the Circle, but Armatrading herself.
Go figure.
Mama always told me not to beat adead
STEREOPHILE, J
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horse, so here comes the faint praise. When it
peeks out through the mix, it's clear that Armatrading's astounding voice is as good as ever.
And her subtle way with words allows asong
like "If Women Ruled the World" to become
more than acliché. And the punchy, polished
sound is really topnotch. For aVanessa Williams record.
But when Armatrading sings, "I put rhythm
in your soul /Baby, sweet rock and roll, sweet
rock and roll," it's strictly wishful thinking—at
least on this plodding album. The really frustrating part is that Iknow she knows how to do
it right.Joan Armatrading is truly arecord for
which to perish, and for one brief, shining
moment, she got, from Glyn Johns, the sensitive and subtle production that's the equal of
her great singing and great songs.
So Joan, please, next time remember that the
record isn't done when the last song is written.
—Allen St. John
BLACK 47: Fire ofFreedom
SBK 780686 2(CD only). John Goldenberger, Johnny
Burke, engs.; Ric Ocasek, Larry Kirwin, prods. AA])?
TT 69:20

It was the winter of 1981 methinks, when my
college roornie, Dave, hiked across the quads
to see ayoung Irish band playing afree concert at another dorm. Ibegged off and went to
amovie with my girlfriend. The name of the
band was U2.
Itry not to make the same mistake twice, so
of late I've been regularly hiking down Second Avenue to Paddy Reilly's, where for the
price of afew pints of Guinness you can hear
another unknown Irish band. The name of that
band is Black 47.
So, just as Dave wasn't surprised by "I Will
Follow:' I'm not surprised by Fire ofFreedom.
But you will be. Black 47 takes the name from
the year of the Irish potato famine, and they play
Uilleann pipes and tin whistles, but the Chieftains they ain't. Picture the Commitments come
to life. Only these guys copped their beat from
Ice-T and Bob Marley, and the stories they tell
are their own.
Lead singer Larry Kirwin's tales of the twin
cities of Dublin and New York just ooze the
stout and peat textures of Dubliners, orJuno and
the Paycock. Atop abeat that's as primal as your
own pulse, he's forever flaunting that Gaelic
gift for making the simple seem grand, the joyous seem angry, and vice versa. Some of the
songs—like "Fanatic Heart:' about asniper's
bullet and alost love—are as somber as awake,
while others—like "Funky Ceili," chronicle
ola shotgun deportation—rollick like an allnight pub crawl. But every cut conjures apicture more vivid than anything that's ever run
on MTV.
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And unlike early U2, Fire of Freedom is no
civics lesson with abackbeat. Kirwin and Co.
honed their chops by getting booed out of
those Fordham Road pubs where music begins
and ends with Charley Moore. "Maria's Wedding" starts out as astandard "old beau crashes
the wedding" toss-off, but ends with Kirwin
pledging the ultimate rock and roll sacrifice,
the one that goes well beyond eternal love:
"Maria, I'll even get ajob for you!" How does
the old saying go? Three chords and the truth?
The one problem with Fire ofFreedom—and
it's abig one—is the production. Thanks to coproducer and ex-Car Ric Ocasek, this sounds
like Son of Candy-0. The record is preposterously overproduced, and while that's bad
enough on the rockers, what he does to semiballads like "James Connolly" is nearly criminal. The sound is worse, the mix so hot it literally sounds better from the next room. So, Ric,
can't you just, like, go coach Paulina for the Battle of the Network Supermodels or something?
No, he can't sing alick, but Larry Kirwin is
aMajor New Voice. This disc hasn't left the
CAL Icon for two solid weeks, so if you can't
get down to Paddy Reilly's on Wednesday or
Saturday night, pick up Fire ofFreedom and asix
o' warm Guinness. Like they say on the record:
"It's got awhole lotta hell and alittle bit of
heaven /That's the story so far of Black 47."
—Allen St. John
COVEFIDALE•PAGE: Coverdalm Page
Geffen GEFD 24487 (CD only). David Coverdale, Jimmy
Page, prods.; Mike Fraser, co-prod., eng. ADD? TT:
61:17

On paper, amusical partnership between David
Coverdale (Deep Purple, Whitesnake) and
Jimmy Page (Yardbirds, Led Zeppelin) doesn't
seem like abad idea. After listening to this album afew times, I'm not so sure.
Calling this effort Led Whitesnake would have
made more sense Gritty vocals, banshee screams,
rehashed guitar tiffs, stop'n'go rhythms complete with machine-gun rimshots—it's all here,
induding the obligatory "rock ballad" (an oxymoron if there ever was one).
Given the musical caliber of Page and Coverdale, it's disappointing that this is all they could
come up with. The songs are tolerable but forgettable; I've heard it all before (about 20 years
ago). Ihave to wonder if Coverdale's damn
good pre-"Stairway-to-Heaven" Robert Plant
impersonation wasn't intentional. Had an unknown band released this collection, it would
have been reviled as the next Zeppelin wannabe—just like Whitesnake. After years of trying to escape Zep's shadow, maybe Page has
figured out that if something works, don't fix
it. But Coverdale•Page doesn't work well at all.
—Steven Stoner
STEREOPHILE, J
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DEPECHE MODE: Songs of Faith and Devotion
Sire 45243-2 (CD only). Depeche Mode, Flood, prods.;
Steve Lyon, Chris Dickie, Paul Kendall, engs. AAD.
47:32

Eeek! A Brian Eno credit has been sighted! Be
warned: high-tech and high concept dead ahead.
Fortunately, electronically generated dance/
pop and serious thought sort of cancel each
other out, rendering Songs ofFaith and Devotion
as genuinely transcendental as was Sexual Healing, Marvin Gaye's rather unsettling riff on
mysticism.
You can, however, dance to it, and both are
on that less-than-straight line which runs from
rhythmic movement through sex to ecstasy,
sometimes perceived as religious.
That's fine, because some synthesized reinterpretation of "Ode to Joy" or Kindertotenlieder
this is not. Instead—as if Depeche Mode could
make the choice—this is another perfectly produced piece of Eurodisco, with an aural nod to
"faite and "darkness" and "religion" for those
who insist on listening to alyric.
Here, the mix combines guitar feedback,
strings and ...eeegaaad ...
gospel backup, plus
frontman Dave Gahan singing rather than (as
more typically) intoning. The guitar work on
"Get Right With Me" sounds like chimes.
"Judas" uses Uilleann pipes. The production
is as clear as Lakme's bell, and if the whole thing
doesn't exactly make an entirely joyful noise
unto the Lord, Depeche Mode sure votes with
its feet.
—Beth Jacques
BILL FRISELL: Have aLittle Faith
Elektra Nonesuch 7559-79301-2 (CD only). Joe Ferla,
eng.; Wayne Horvitz, prod. TT: 50:68
RINDE ECICERII Finding My Way Home
DIW DIW-859 (CD only). Oliver DiCicco, James Farber,
Mark Slagle, engs.; Lee Townsend, prod. TT 55:46

Here we are, well into '93 and anew presidential administration. Ihave to say that Mr. Bill
(Clinton, that is) has caused some stirring in
even this cynic's soul with his message of "taking back America." The time is perfect for the
release of this new CD by the other Mr. Bill
(Frisell, that is).
Without aword, Have aLittle Faith speaks
volumes about taking back America, or at least
reclaiming her music. Having nothing further
to prove as acomposer, Frisell has chosen to
record works that reflect the diversity that was
the rallying cry of the Democrat victory.
The composers represented here are more
than asampling of American musical history;
they form the roots of Frisell's own music, roots
as wide as the Kansas plains and deep as the
Kentucky mines. His readings of Copland's
Billy the Kid and Sousa's "Washington Post"
will come as no surprise to anyone familiar with
his Rambler record. Likewise, his take on Muddy
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Waters's "I Can't Be Satisfied," which Don
Byron helps turn into athree-minute history
ofjazz/blues, will shock no one who has heard
him evoke the spirits of Muddy, Lightnin', and
B.B. in the middle of Monk tunes.
There is no trace of Zorn-like irony in any
of these covers. When Frisell throws afuzz solo
over an otherwise straight reading of aSousa
march, it just shows that this isn't amuseum
piece, but aliving, breathing piece of music.
And, if Guy Klucevsek's accordion adds a
Norteño touch to Stephen Foster's "Little Jenny
Dow:' well, it just proves that Foster is not, and
never has been, the sole property of whitebread drawing rooms.
The CD's true centerpiece is not the title
tune, but "Live to Tell" by Patrick Leonard and
Madonna. Yes, that Madonna. On this rock ballad Frisell brings to bear all the elements that
he has absorbed from the other composers featured here: Copland's drama, Ives's dissonance,
Dylan's simple reading of melody, John Hiatt's
soulfulness, and Sonny Rollins's swing.
Frisell uses the mistress of fad and fashion
to show that great music transcends both. If
"When IFall in Love," apop tune of its era, can
be turned into art by decades of talented jazz
musicians (including Bill & Co.), that same talent can turn aMadonna tune into astandard
of the future.
Just as Mr. Bill the President would like us
to put aside our partisanship to sift out the good
for the betterment of all, Mr. Bill the guitarist asks us to set aside musical partisanship to
build abetter musical world. All it takes is alittle faith.
Frisell lends ahelping hand to Rinde Eckert in Eckert's attempt to reclaim his own musical roots. Finding My Way Home finds Eckert
trying to meld into aunified vision his huge,
multi-timbred voice, performance art/acting
background, and operatic/folksong,/art-song/
rock influences. In this he is mining avein also
worked by Robin Holcomb and Laurie Anderson.
Like Holcomb (and Frisell), Eckert exhibits afondness for simple, if slightly twisted,
melodies. Melodically, "I'll Never Go Roving
Again" sounds like adirect transplant from the
auld sod. It is contrasted with abrilliant instrumental arrangement featuring Frisell textures
and climaxing with Eckert's band, the Compleat (sic) Strangers, rocking out, albeit in apomo fashion. Lyrically the song sticks with the
biggies—love and death—treated in the traditional manner.
When Eckert trusts in these simple verities
and first-person observations ("One of Love's
Mysteries," "Amazing Grace "Gospel Plough"),
the record is most successful. It's when he feels
obligated to elaborate that the music falters.
STEREOPHILE, J
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"Sitting on Top of the World" starts well with
astraight reading of the original evocative
words, "It was on awinter's day /Lord she left
me, she went away /Well now she's gone, but
Idon't worry /'cause I'm sitting on top of the
world" When Eckert transforms into acharacter representing the evils of the Republican
years, however, the song descends into political
cant, and the power and beauty of its simplicity
are lost.
Mr. E has an eye for detail as fine as Holcomb's. Too bad he squanders it on cheap shots
at easy targets, like the fundamentalist, amateur hunters in "Trophy on the Run" If Laurie
Anderson's irony works (I always found her to
be, at best, apo-mo Henny Youngman, complete with violin—not necessarily abad thing),
it's because her music is as cold as her eye. Eckert's distance from his characters is betrayed by
his music's warmth, making him come offjust
as self-righteous as the bible-thumpers he
parodies.
If Finding My Way Home is indeed asearching,
there is reason for optimism that Rinde Eckert will find away to pull his interests and concerns together in away that rings as true as the
music that inspires him.
—Michael Ross
PJ HARVEY: Rid of Me
Island 314-514 696-2 (CD only). Steve Albini, eng., prod.
AAD? TT: 48:10

After last year's Dry, belatedly named Stereophile's "Recording of the Month" for March
'93, the last thing Iexpected was that PJ Harvey's second album might be as strong as her
astonishing debut. Well, it's even stronger.
Thank God—Camille Paglia needed someone
to write about besides Madonna.
There are many truths about the Bermuda
Triangle of sex, possession, and love into which
most hearts at some point disappear, but Polly
Jean Harvey knows one of them right down to
the bone: That in the intensity of Eros, the
boundary between magical power and sheer
horror simply doesn't exist. Whether it's genetic knowledge that individual death comes with
the evolutionary territory of sexual reproduction, or simply the modern malaise, Rid ofMe
literally screams apocalyptic heterosexuality
from every track. But she makes you work for
it—I still can't make out half the words. The
quotations and interpretations that follow are
at best approximate.
Rid ofMe is about erotic desperation so powerful as to verge on the heroic. Harvey gets right
to it with track I, "Rid of Me," asong of sexual
jealousy on ascale Othello would recognize.
After along introduction of quietly tense foreboding, bass and rhythm guitars rattling the
snares, Harvey whispers, "Tie yourself to me
/No one else, no /You're not rid of me // I'll tie
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your legs /keep you against my chest /You're
not rid of me /I'll twist your head 'til you wish
you'd never met her." Sex is more threatened than
promised here; the song is as strong astatement
—from awoman—of intent to rape as Ihave
heard in arock album. We had it coming. At
the same time, this is awoman brave enough
to beg. ..
at first. From "Legs": "You were
going to be my life /Imight as well be dead /
but Icould kill you instead." PJ ain't PC.
Such transcendent codependence is the After.
The Before is no less dark, filled with avoracity
of sexual appetite that gives new meaning to
"sexual demand." From "Man-Size Sextet":
"I'm coming up man-sized /Iwant to fit /I
want to get man-sized /Cast my iron knickers
down /I'll measure time, I'll measure height
/I'll calculate my birthright." This is sung in
atortured, half-smothered moan accompanied
by astring sextet arrangement that could be
dinner music for ablind date at Dachau. "Silence my ladyhead /Get girl out of my head /
Douse hair with gasoline /Set it light and set
it free." The song reappears later in the album
in apower-trio setting almost as strong.
But don't think for aminute that Harvey
wants some he-man to out-tough her. From
"Me-Jane": "Goddamn your chest-beating just
you stop your screaming /It's splitting through
my head and swinging from the ceiling /Move
it over, Tarzan, can't you see I'm bleeding? /I
called you by your first name Good Lord IT'S
ME-JANE! /Don't move in on me—Don't lord it
over me." Inever cared enough about The Future
of Rock'n'Roll to share punk's finally impotent rage about it all, but, whether the volume
is measured in decibels or lost sleep, PJ Harvey writes songs worth screaming.
Elsewhere on Rid of Me, Harvey sings a
"Highway 61 Revisited" that makes Dylan's
version sound as if he was just kidding, retells
the Bible stories of the Fall ("Snake") and, I
think, the Assumption ("Missed"), loses me
in "Hook" and "50ft Queenie," but finds me
again where Ilive in "Rub 'til it Bleeds.'
Through it all runs avein of tough, mordant
humor as dark and dry—and as dangerous and
necessary—as abloodclot.
Raw ore from adeeply mined subconscious
that these lyrics are, they are devastatingly
direct, as only the words of abasically nonverbal person can be. As is the playing of Harvey (guitar), Steve Vaughan (bass), and Robert
Ellis (drums): arelentlessly intelligent, deadserious, stripped-basic rock band. Harvey continues here the dramatic dynamics, odd meters,
tight arrangements, and densely rhythmic
ensemble playing that made Dry so riveting,
the music unfolding with askeletal grandeur
rare in rock. As raw, immediate, and inevitable as they sound, these songs have been arSTEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

ranged to afare-thee-well by an unwaveringly
focused musical vision. Brave stuff of great substance, it demands full attention and gets mine,
delivering chills every time. And PJ plays some
some true gonzo guitar heroics on "Ecstasy."
Except for afew tellingly manipulated vocal
tracks, the sound is almost as honest and unprocessed as Dry's, though with more upfront
distortion, hash, and white noise, and less of
the first album's almost-acoustic feel of fully
rounded instruments simply miked. (Island
promises to release Harvey's four-track demos
of the Rid ofMe songs later this year. If they're
anything like the Dry demos, they'll be even
better than the final versions.) Istill don't know
whether Harvey can actually "sing" or not; it's
atestament to the power of Dry and Rid ofMe
that Istill don't care.
Iknow nothing of PJ Harvey's personal affairs, but Iwouldn't be surprised if the men in
her life are terrified of her. They should be. Rid
ofMe is not just about why men are terrified of
women, it is why men are terrified of women—
which makes it the single most useful, important, and necessary album I've heard in years.
Harvey doesn't yet know the differences between joy and ecstasy, sex and power, love and
need. They're all one to her; such undifferentiated totality of vision constitutes the core of
her unique and undeniable power. But she does
know the difference between music and noise;
she's amaster ofboth. As with all true and necessary works, gifts, and partners, actually liking
what one needs to love—in this case, Rid of
Me—is aluxury one can't always afford. We're
lucky to have PJ Harvey at all.—Richard Lehnert
MOTHERS OF INVENTION: Ahead of Their Time
Barking Pumpkin D2 74246 (CD only). Frank Zappa,
prod.; Bob Stone, eng. ADD. TT: 67:35

This nearly complete live London date from
October 1968 gives both the desultory and the
devoted agood idea of what could be (un)expected during an original Mothers of Invention concert. It is also one of the most satisfying
of Zappa's ongoing deluge of archival releases.
More than half of the original M.O.I. were
musically illiterate, and, compared to Zappa's
later state-of-the-art ensembles, not all that
endowed in the chops department. But they
more than made up for these lacks in sheer personality and outrageousness; Ahead of Their
Time has both in spades.
The concert's first half is devoted to Progress,
a"play"—improvised by the band and refereed
by Zappa—on the subject of musical revolution
("We must overthrow the diatonic system!").
Between and behind the gutter Brecht-speak
aesthetic agitprop, 14 members of the BBC
Symphony (mostly winds) play the very first
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of many FZ arrangements of orchestral (here
chamber) charts that would soon be incorporated into 200 Motels, and eventually into the
various iterations of Bogus Pomp. As crude, rudimentary, and heavy-handed as the found theater of Progress is, it's all good-natured fin, and
afar cry from the bitter mean-spiritedness that
has increasingly passed for social commentary
in more recent Zappa polemics. Listening to
Ahead of Their Time, Iget the rare feeling that
Zappa actually loves this bunch of weirdos who
work, and seem willing to do anything, for him.
In his detailed liner note, FZ describes the
concert's second, entirely instrumental half as
"a fair—not outstanding-1968 M.O.I. rock
concert performance"—a fair enough assessment from aman whose self-critical faculties
seem to have atrophied of late. Ilike this solid
medley often M.0.1. perennials abit better than
FZ seems to, and certainly more than any of the
endlessly redundant (and mostly lousy-sounding) Beat the Boots! discs. The set list, from smack
dab in the middle of the Uncle Meat era, includes
"King Kong," "Sleeping in ajar," "Pound for
aBrown," "Oh No:' and ten dramatic minutes
of "Orange County Lumber Truck:' aseverely
edited version of which appeared on Weasels
Ripped My Flesh and which here contains one
of FZ's more rigorous modal wah-wah studies.
Zappa gripes in the liner note about the
primitive rented equipment with which he was
forced to record this concert, but I'm not complaining. On the contrary, the enforced minimalism (eight mikes mixed live to 1" fourtrack) resulted in what is probably Zappa's bestrecorded (ie, most naturally convincing) live
sound—not that fidelity to the sound of the
original musical event has ever been anything
in which Zappa has been the least bit interested.
At any rate, the realistic, unmanipulated sound
adds greatly to the comedic and musical immediacy of Progress: drums sound like drums, cymbals like cymbals. More than on any other FZ
album, the illusion of being there on stage at
the Royal Festival Hall with the Mothers of a
quarter-century ago, in an age before stage
monitors, is palpable?
In aword, recommended. Fans of the original M.0.1.—and not just completist fanatics
like me and Carl Baugher—will love Ahead of
Their Time. And even if they don't like it, newcomers will get as good an idea as exists on tape
of what it was like to spend acozy English evening visiting their Mothers.—Richard Lehnert

Sort of sounds like Teen Spirit to me—that supersonic roar that generates slam dancing in
the pit, or right up there in the tenth round of
aWorld Heavyweight title fight. Well, okay.
Saturday Night's All Right for Fighting, as
Elton John once observed, and if you're young
today, you've got plenty to be angry about.
Mudhoney, for instance, are mostly angry that
they're not getting laid right this minute.
They're not real articulate, but you can hear
the existential howl just fine. And the testosterone evident in acouple of fine tracks—"Make
It Now" ("Make me whole, make it right") and
"Suck You Dry"—provides the sort of shamefaced pleasure you get from watching mud
wrestling.
They can play. Good melodies. They're loud.
They start off "Piece of Cake" with ajoke: just
enough disco (60 seconds) to make you think
you picked up the wrong CD, then Blam! into
the grundge. Yes, they're from Seattle. Yes, they
play like acombination of Blue Cheer and
Motorhead. And, yes, they were on the ferociously addled independent Sub Pop label.
Now they're on Warner Bros., and they've discovered that: a) real rock stars get laid at will
(a cause for ambivalence and, naturally, rage);
b) they put in more studio time (at Egg Studios,
Seattle); and c) they moved up to 16-track
recording. Darn. Hearing the unprocessed,
unequalized, distorted, fuzz-boxed sound of
avolcano about to blow is alot more scary
when you can't hear every note.—BethJacques

MUDHONEY: Piece of Cake
Reprise 45090-2 (CD only). Conrad Uno/Mudhoney,
prods.; Conrad Uno, cog. AAD. TT! 46:54

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St. Santa Fe, NM 87501

2Ifind FZ's apologies for the forced naturalness of the sound
an indictment of 25 years of "progress" in the recording of
rock!
—JA

(Please indicate hard copy or disk and disk size.)
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Enough
Pretty pictures, elegant graphics
and clever taglines don't make
state of the art audio but, we do.

We built the
best store:

Nine private demonstration
rooms, each set up like aliving room
without trick acoustics so you can hear it
like you would at home: Tranquil and real.
Krell Reference 64, MD -1 0

We sell the best:

Audio and video components.
From inexpensive to cost-noobject we have culled and
sifted out the most musical hi-fi
and sharpest video from the rest.
And that is all we sell.
Krell Model KAS

We offer the best service:
1111111111110

BENZ
MICRO
R

E

F
,A !
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To us that means doing whatever it takes to
ensure that your needs are met; the ones
you are aware of as well as the ones you
may never know about. Delivery,
installation, loaners, exchanges, on
premises and in home service, on site
surveys. Whatever it takes to make you
smile. We do it.

Benz-Reference
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Gimmicks.
We make
the best sound:

In your home. The idea is to make
it work in your living room, not
ours! So, we use only the most
experienced and skillful installers—
ones who can hear as well as hook
up components. They cost us alot
more, but they get the job done.

•

Conrad-Johnson Premier 8

We are the best!

From presentation thru installation each
member of our staff gives 110%. Competent,
caring, expert, thorough and friendly, we
exemplify the term professional.

We have simple tastes:
We like nothing but the best for us,
but more importantly, for you.
Wilson WATT/Puppy

SOUND 13\- SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 9248600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS •Acoustic Energy •Acurus•Adcom •AMC CVT3030 •Apogee
Grand Series •Aragon by Mondial •AR Classic •AR Limited •ASC(Tubetrap) •Audible Illusions •
Audio Access •Audio Quest •Aural Symphonies •Benz-Micro •B+W •Cal-Audio Labs •Cardas
Audio •Conrad Johnson •Convergent Audio Technology •Creek •CWD •Day Sequerra •Denon •
Duntech •Enlightened Audio Designs •Ensemble •Esoteric •Epos •Fosgate •FosgateTHX •Grado •
Graham Tonearms •Hales Audio •JBL Synthesis THX •Koetsu •Krell. Krell Audio Standard •
Krell Digital •Lyra Cartridges(Clavis) •Martin Logan •Marantz •Monitor Audio •Monster Cable •
Muse(Subwoofers and amps) •Museatex •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Ocos •Onix •Pioneer
Elite •API Power Wedge •Proton •PS Audio •Quicksilver •Ram Labs •Rega•Revolver •Rockport •
Roksan •Room Tunes •Runco IDTV•SBS Powerverter •Simply Physics •SME•Snell Acoustics •
Sonance •Sonographe •Sonus Faber •Stax •Sumiko •Target •Terk •Theta Digital •Valve
Amplification(VAC) •Van den hul Grasshopper •Vandersteen Audio •VPI •Wadia Digital •
Wheaton 'friplanar Tonearms •Wilson Audio•Wilson WAMM* •XLO
Bold listings available in New York exclusively at Sound by Singer. *Exclusive US Dealer
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Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium vacuum tubes
newly developed by British
audiophiles and engineers,
produced in China.

Twin Triodes:
(singles)
I2AT7A
$14.00
I2AU7A
$14.00
I2AX7A
$14.00
pair matching for above
$ 6.00
6DJ8
$22.00
pair matching for above
$20.00
low noise testing (each)
$I0.00

"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the
Golden Dragon I2AX7 and
EL34, this venture is the
best thing to have happened Gold Pin Series:
to tubes since the heyday of E8 ICC-01/12AT7A• $22.00
the likes of M-0 Valve and E82CC-01/12AU7A" $22.00
Mullard . . . the Golden E83CC-01/12AX7A' $22.00
$29.00
Dragon goal of premium E88CC-01/6DJ8'
tubes rivaling the best ever Power Amplifier (matched
made appears to have been Tubes:
pairs)
realized."
613Q5/L84
$22.00
$28.00
Dick Olsher, Stereophile Vol. 14 7189/E84L*
$42.00
No. II, November 1991. 6CA7/EL34

uL34 Super*
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT88
KT88 Super
2A3
2A3 Octal
211
3006
81IA
845
power tube quad matching
power tube sextet matching
power tube octet matching

$ 55.00
$ 42.00
$ 72.00
$ 48.00
$ 96.00
$122.00
$ 96.00
$ 96.00
$134.00
$264.00
$ 54.00
$156.00
$ 8.00
$I4.00
$20.00

Many types not listed above
available NOS
*NEW!

Tubes by Design
813-925-3483
P.O. Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230 •Fax: 813-925-1220

THE FIRST NAME IN POWER CONDITIONERS
ANNOUNCES ANOTHER BREAKTHROUGH

TICE MBF-3 $550
Tested and proven TPT technology to enhance
clarity & soundstage

reproduction.

includes Tice's best PC 2
adjustable powercord.
POWER BLOCK
series II. $1350

TITAN
series II $1100

WORLD '
SLARGEST CABLE MATCHING DATABASE .CABLE & COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE .

cR 800FAVV\RE

THE CABLE CO .

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL. 215-297-8824•FAX-8661
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
C.E.C. TL I

Editor:
All of us at Parasound and the "skunk works"
team at C.E.C. (who deserve special acclaim
for developing the CD belt-drive principle) are
enormously pleased by Robert Harley's
enthusiastic recommendation of the TL I. It's
pretty rare that arespected reviewer lavishes
praises that exceed by far even the manufacturer's self-promotion. But we're not surprised.
Bob was enchanted by the same "rightness"
that has seduced other critical high-end
reviewers in the US, Germany, and Japan. Not
to mention agrowing number of lucky TL 1
owners and those high-end manufacturers who
have purchased TL Is as the unimpeachable
reference source for the final listening tests of
their own new DIA converters, speakers, interconnects, etc.
Sometimes art anticipates science in highend audio. John Curl has been teaching us to
trust our ears even when tangible measurements elude us. Indeed, recent audio history
has confirmed that, when we really heard something, eventually its scientific explanation was
forthcoming.
Happily, the TL 1offers us an immediate and
intuitive understanding directly traceable to
solid principles of mechanical engineering. All
the electronics in the world can't totally substitute for amassive mechanical system to subdue resonances. And while electronic circuitry
is arelatively cheap and accepted method of
controlling speed, the most elegant (and, unfortunately, costly) way to achieve unpolluted rotational stability is with an uncompromised
mechanical system.
Thus, it's no coincidence that Bob hears
"smoothness, ease, and liquidity" and "a feeling
of ease, relaxation, and warmth' These are the
same accolades that reviewers have bestowed
on the best analog turntables since we returned
from the somewhat polluted future of directdrive motors and their inexpensive servo controls. The High End "rediscovered" belt-drive
systems and the audible benefits of refined
workmanship and hand-machined massive
brass, steel, and aluminum. And we were
STEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

thrilled to rediscover the music in our record collections.
It's an exciting new era for music that just
happens to be recorded on compact discs.
That's the special gift C.E.C. has given us with
the TL 1.
RICHARD SCHRAM
President, Parasound Products
BASIS OVATION
Editor:
Thanks go out from us at Basis to Stereophile
and Dick Olsher for the glowing review of our
Ovation turntable. In this, the supposed age
of digital, Iam pleased that you are still willing
to extend the effort to review what may be the
most difficult product to evaluate in acontrolled
situation: the turntable. This commitment to
quality of sound reproduction is commendable.
While addressing commitment, Iwould like
to remind you and your readers that for six
years Ihave been making, and Icontinue to
make, the promise to produce our turntables
as long as any demand exists. (I am pleased to
say that, currently, demand is fine.) Possibly
more important is my commitment to continue
servicing these products even if demand for the
turntables ever stops. Ipoint this out not as a
sales pitch, but as an important piece of information about our company.
Ihave little to comment on about the content of the review itself, except to say that one
year ago we successfully addressed the spring
issue about which Dick spoke. All springs now
are pre-stressed and load-simulated to prevent
any height variation from turntable to turntable.
Thanks again for the great review, and for
pointing out that analog still has significant
musical merit.
A.J. CONTI
President, Basis Audio
MARANTZ DD-92
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
your extensive review of the Marantz DD-92
Digital Compact Cassette Deck.
DCC has been introduced to provide digital recording and playback capability to as wide
an audience as possible, with the goal of achiev-
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HI-END VALUE =PERFORMANCE

PRICE

We're proud of our ability to create quality hi-end systems at real world prices.
How do we do it? By combining our 100+ years of total audio expertise
with Hi-Value, Hi-Quality manufacturers.
Nobody, but nobody, in Northern California offers abetter selection!
LINE-UP:
ACURUS •B&K •CARY AUDIO •ROTEL •SONY ES •SOUNDSTREAM •VIL •SNELL
MIRAGE •SIGNET •DEFINITIVE •VELODYNE •PARADIGM •AR •SUMIKO •KIMBER
STRAIGHT WIRE •AUDIOQUEST •MONSTER "M" •POWERWEDGE •PAC IDOS

Campbell
2627 S. Bascom
(408) 559-4000

Mountain View
391 S. San Antonio
(415) 949-4000

Square Deal is Proud to Feature...
The "New" Power Conditioner From Tice Audio
The New Multi Branch Filter MBF-3 has 1875 watts of Power Available
from Any Outlet, A Tice TPT Treated Power Cord, Hand Wound High
Current Toroid Filters, Polypropylene Capacitors, Full Spike and Surge
Protection, 3 Separate Isolated
Branches for Digital, Analog and Power
Amps. One Reverse Polarity Outlet for
each Regular Outlet. 16 Outlets in all.

We Also Carry:
Apogee *
Audio Quest *C.A.L.
Classe *Genesis *Kinergetics

Square Deal
456

Waverly Ave..

Patchogue,

NY

11772

$550.00
(516) 475-1857
Others:1 800 DEAL-441
Local:

"60 Years in Business, We Must be Doing Something Right."
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ing asimilarly high market popularity as is
presently enjoyed by the analog cassette format. Because analog playback compatibility
is provided in the new machines, consumers
are not faced with manufacturer-imposed
obsolescence, and are free to upgrade according
to their own individual timetables. This approach is much more sensible than the traditional "stop-everything-and-then-restart"
market introductory cycle for other new technologies and formats. And it hardly qualifies
as "nailing the coffin shut," to quote JGH. We
agree that, for the purist audiophile, analog cassettes may not hold much interest today. But,
overall, the cassette format is still an extremely
popular music carrier, and far more versatile
in its many forms than even CD.
At recent shows, we have demonstrated that
PASC-coded program material on DCC is free
from degradation after numerous generations
—we have demonstrated this to 20 and 50
generations, with no one claiming quality loss.
We cannot agree with JGH's comments
regarding the deck's analog playback quality.
Analog cassette playback fidelity must be
judged in context with the original recorded
fidelity of the particular tape being played. The
DD-92 provides very good-sounding playback with well-recorded analog cassette tapes,
but one should be careful to take into account
the wide variance in sound quality of prerecorded analog tapes. There is also awide variance in home-recorded tapes, due to the
significant variations in bias, equalization, azimuth, and overall mechanical and electrical performance that exist among various brands and
models of cassette decks.
One of the most important benefits of DCC
is that the base performance level of digital
recording and playback fidelity is elevated to
auniformly higher standard, compared to analog cassette tapes and decks in general. Our
experience is that the Maranta DD-92 will provide analog cassette playback fidelity comparable to quality three-head analog cassette decks,
assuming the source material is of good quality
to begin with.
DAVID BIRCH-JONES
Marketing Manager, Marantz
KIMBER KC-PBJ
Editor:
Ohhh, Corey, you've really done it now. The
PBJ has cheap-ass packaging, it has looks only
amother could love, and it won't have aslick
brochure. Ihave told you over and over that the
customers, dealers, and others would cry and
whine, demanding value-added packaging (this
means expensive-looking and -feeling), sensual
good looks, and an encyclopedic brochure. All
of these items are, of course, essential to enjoyment.
STEREOPHILE, P LY 1993

S000, Corey, you have told me that Iam
wrong, wrong, wrong. You said give 'em great
konnektors, with stripped-down lean-andmean konduktors, leave all that other stuff out,
and everybody will be overjoyed at the resulting
bargain.
Wellll, Corey, Ithink that everybody is going
to bitch'n'moan over the skimpy packaging,
unattractive cable, and missing white paper, and
they will call us here at ICimber Kable and want
long-winded comparative dissertations on PBJ.
But Itook your advice anyway and didn't add
any expense to the PBJ to cover any handholding or stroking.
If Corey is right, I'll be taking orders, making
PBJ, shipping them out, and that's all. If I'm
right, I'll be spending my summer and fall
designing packaging, writing abrochure, and
deciding how much to raise the price. The test
is on!
RAY KIMBER
Kimber Kable
P.S. PBJ in balanced form is available at no extra
charge.
HAVDCANARE DATA LINK
Editor:
Thank you very much for the chance to read
CG's review of our Canare 75-ohm coaxial
cable. It is awonderful article for the cable and
for us. We couldn't have written amore positive
article ourselves.
Though the assembled cable he discusses is
exclusively made with Canare cable and connectors, we manufacture the finished assembled cable product which your readers will be
buying. These cables are called HAVE DFlex
Gold. We pride ourselves on the workmanship
and care with which these cables are made,
including the rubber strain-relief boots we use
for protection and strength. You might also be
interested to know that we supply these cables
to some of the major equipment manufacturers,
production facilities, and TV stations.
BOB WEINMAN
Cable Specialist, HAVE
AUDIOQUEST
Editor:
Isuppose it will look too much like sucking-up
if Iprofusely thank Corey Greenberg for paying attention to real-world products—especially such an everyday real-world item as
AudioQuest's $2.25/foot speaker cable. Iagree
wholeheartedly with Corey's complaints about
how afew members of the audio-reviewing
community tend to be much more concerned
with their own personal agendas than they are
with the responsibility inherent in taking on
the task of telling other people how to spend
their money.
Fortunately, Corey writes for Stereophile, a
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publication that bares its soul on aregular
basis—and even prints Corey's comments.
There will always be incompetent and cynical
people in the world. Stereophile isn't immune
to reality, but Stereophile isn't aclosed club. The
weaknesses revealed are similar to those of a
fine and honorable person who is, after all,
"only human."
Now for the un-sucking part: You incompetent swine! You probably couldn't find the toilet
paper, and had to use the instruction manual
instead—gee, how was that for an Andy Giles
imitation? (You do read British mags, don't
you?) Actually, Corey has brought up avery
legitimate and often misunderstood "problem"
with audio cables—corrosion.
Every strand of copper or silver is tarnished
as soon as it is made. There is corrosion on the
surface of the strand before the cable is ever
assembled. This is not adoomsday fact that
means all cable is garbage. In awell-designed
cable it is simply an irrelevant fact—in other
cables, it explains some of the hashy and gritty
sound the cable has, even when new.
The corrosion on the surface of aconductor is very important, if current is forced to
travel through this corrosion on the way to
another strand. The corrosion is basically irrelevant, if current is not forced to travel through
this non-ideal conducting material. The corroded surface of aconductor is far from being
the path of least resistance Skin-effect is the reason that current is forced to jump from strand
to strand in astranded cable, but it does not force
current to travel through the corrosion.
As implied above, the solution for preventing
corrosion from compromising the performance
of an audio cable is quite simple If strands never
touch each other, current can't travel through
this distorting layer. Cables from companies
such as TARA Labs, Cardas, ARC, CoganHall, and, of course, AudioQuest, don't have
this problem. All these companies use individually insulated strands or solid conductors.
These cables will maintain their original level
of performance almost indefinitely, whereas
cable with adjacent bare strands will suffer continuing degradation over time.
The above is an explanation of why the corrosion Corey saw on his F-14 will not affect
the sound—it still doesn't mean that Iwant to
make obviously corroded cable. Ihave been
looking at samples of F-14 from the very first
run, and haven't found any of what Corey has
seen. My assumption is that at least the part of
the run that Corey's cable came from must have
had alittle too much of the chemicals that are
used to lubricate the PVC extrusion process.
These chemicals do react with the copper, causing ablack outer surface. This was very common with some finely stranded overgrown
STEREOPHILE, J
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lamp cord some years ago. However, even with
that cable, alook inside revealed the corrosion
to be limited to the outer surface—the sound
might have been bad from day one, but turning
black was really only acosmetic problem.
As Corey points out, AudioQuest Type 4is
amuch better cable than F-14. It better be: It
costs almost three times as much. However, I
would argue that the actual cost of a(say, 15')
pair of these cables is so close that to buy the
lesser cable with asystem worth $500 or more
is simply penny-wise and pound-foolish. Iam
very proud of F-14 for the statement it makes
about AQ's audio capabilities and our intent
to offer value, but Iwould prefer to see its use
restricted to the rear channels of asurroundsound system.
WILLIAM E. Low
AudioQuest
FORTE MODEL 4
Editor:
We at Forté would first like to thank Robert
Harley for classifying the Model 4as "one of
the bargains of high-end audio." The Forté 4
is the result of some ground-breaking work by
chief designer Mikeal Bladelius into the use of
Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) output devices. This relatively new device has some
wonderful qualities when implemented correctly. As aresult of this ongoing R&D, IGBTs
will permeate the Forté and Threshold amplifier
lines in the future.
In the current economic climate we are very
proud to be offering an amplifier that is of
better-than-average value for the dollar. I
believe that if the audiophile on abudget (and
who's not?) looks hard, that not only is Forté
offering great performance at areasonable price,
but that there is atrend with many high-end
companies to prove that high-end audio's definition is much broader than just high price.
Let me close by thanking Bob for his
"Follow-Up," Corey for the original review,
and Stereophile for its Class B "Recommended
Component" designation of the Forté Model
4. It is great that the Forté Model 4is known
as abargain for the dollar and, thanks to the
audiophile press, is no longer abest-kept secret.
ANDREW REGAN
Director, Marketing & Sales, Threshold
FRIED TRANSMISSION LINES
Editor:
In the review of the Shahinian Diapason loudspeaker, May 1993, p.103, footnote 2reads as
follows: "In fact, the only other ones Iknow
of are made by the English TDL firm."
This note refers to transmission lines, and the
text goes on to say, ". ..
something which really
surprises me when the LF transmission line's
superiority over anything short of ahuge horn
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TO ORDER: 1400-782-3472
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is one of the few things practically all highenders agree about."
Icite my various letters to your journal re.
transmission lines. Ialso remind you that in
your issue of May 1992, p.63, Peter Mitchell
describes, almost eulogistically, my D/2 transmission-line system.
During the 1992 Chicago CES, we showed
the latest of our legendary Studio series, the
Studio 5. This is also atransmission-line loudspeaker. Needless to say, several of your staff
heard it, and were assured that my involvement
with transmission lines would go on.
Both the D/2 and the Studio 5 are to be
shown at the 1993 Chicago CES, and are being
made available to those around the world who
still settle for nothing less—in line with the
comments Ihave repeated above.
Please inform your readers that Iam not
passed from the scene, and that they will be able
to read about my long-term involvement with
transmission lines, and to hear them, own them,
and even to read your further reviews of them!
Iam especially disturbed by this oversight
because J. Gordon Holt was the first writer on
the US scene to note, when he reviewed my
IMF Studio ITIB, its "shuddering columns of
air."
I
RVING M. FRIED
Fried Products Corporation
—JA

My apologies, Bud.
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21:EMALN S
neer, S
urrE 104-525 Humperas BFACH, C
AUFORNIA 92648 •(714) 963-9556
Hand-crafied cablesfor audiophiles and music lovers who listen witb their ears
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Audio hile Electron Tubes
Premium Iluali[q Tubes
I
Matched Power Tubes

PrtY

EACH

6B05
10.00
6CA7
25.00
6L6GC-PHILIPS....30.00
6L6GC-CHINA......12.50
6LF6-USA
EL34-GERMAN. .15.00
EL34-CHINA.... .12.00

PAIRS

QUARTETS

2000
50.00
60.00
25.00

40.00
100.00
120.00
50.00

3900
24.00

60.00
48 00

P(EI

EACH

KT88-CHINA
KT90-YUGO
300E
6550-CHINA
6550A-GE
7591A-PHILIPS

_25.00
35.00
22500
19.00
30.00
25.00

PAIRS

QUARTET

50.00
70.00

100.00
140.00

38.00
60.00
50.00

76.00
120.00

Pre-Amp Tubes

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC 71)LIL SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax: (8 18) 997-61 58

(818) 997-6279

5AR4/GZ34
5U4GB

15.00
15.00

12AX7
LM-12AX7

6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE

6AN8A
6E07/6CG7
6DJ8
LM-60J8

13.50
12.50
6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE

12AX7A
LM12AX7A
12BH7A
5751

6.50
12.00
14.00
8.50

6922
LM-6922

12.00
18.00 LOW NOISE

12AT7
12AU7A

6.50
6.50

Shipping Information & Terms
COD Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air $12.00 /UPS Reg. 510.00

LOW NOISE

* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
Mastefeagd.

Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air $8.00 /UPS Reg. $6.00
8.25% Sales Tax In CA

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANG!

AUDIO NEXUS

STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC
MELOS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of
their preamps, CD players, and D/A converters
make musicality available to all budgets. Highly
praised in TAS and Stereophile.
ROTEL Better sound best buys. Starting with the
RCD-955 and 965 CD players they crafted an entire
line of superb products!
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar speakers. Superb values, outperforming competitors
twice their price. The awesome model 3must be
heard to be believed, as well as the fabulous model
2Ce!
APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers, frequent "best sound at show" awards;
available in decorator finishes. Come hear the
acclaimed Stage and the affordable Centaur Minor.

LAD The word is getting out! The affordable
DSP7000 D/A Converter and DST Transport are
contenders for best sound at any price! Come
check them out.

CARY Beautifully crafted tube and hybrid amps
possessing exceptional sonic performance. The
SLA and 300B set exciting new standards for musicality, affordability. Hot New Product-CARY SLM
mono blocs with 135W/CH, (100 W/CH Class A) for
under $3000.'e/pair!

JEFF ROWLAND World's finest electronics for the
audio connoisseur who demands the very best.
The Consonance and Consummate set the sonic
standard for remote control preamps.

Altis •AMC •Apogee •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •BEL •B& K •Cardas •Cary •Celestion
Counterpoint •Dynaco •EAD •Eminent Technology •Esoteric •Fried •Forte •Fostex •Grado Headphones
Jamo •Jett Rowland Design •JM Lab •Kimber Kable •Klyne •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack
Melos •MIT •Monster Cable •NEAR •Nitly Gritty •OCM •Ortolan •Power Wedge •PS Audio •PSB
Rotel •Scientific Fidelity •SME •Sony ES •Sofa •Stax •Talisman/Alchemist
Tara Labs •Target •Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VPI •Wadia

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901-We Ship Anywhere
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836. Stereophile is also available
at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Austin News
Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
Imaginary Records
332 N. Dean Rd
ALASKA
Anchorage
Alaska News Agency
(Wholesaler)
325 W. Potter Dr at CSt
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi-Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Sounds Like Music
Real HiFi Systems
2734 W. Bell Rd #1306
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Audiophile Selections
8111 E. Oak Ridge Circle
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
17178 University Ave
CD World
1573 Solano Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio
8950 W. Olympic Blvd #902
Christopher Hansen
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Carlsbad
Sound Waves
6965 El Camino Real #103
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
Concord
Stereo Unlimited
2151 Salvio MG
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd

Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave

Paradyme AudioNideo
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Sound Company
Dublin
5079 El Cajon Blvd
Stereo Doctor
Stereo Design
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Encino
Stereo Unlimited
All American Newsstand
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
18001 Ventura Blvd
San Francisco
Sound Factor West
San Francisco Sound
17265 Ventura Blvd
&Vision
Fremont
2074 45th Ave
The AN Room
Stereo Plus
710F Mowry Ave
2201 Market St
Gardena
Ultimate Sound
Reference Audio Systems
141 Kearny St
18214 Dalton Ave
San Rafael
Hollywood
The CD Seller
World Book and News
90 ASt
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
San Jose
Los Angeles
Books, Inc.
Robertson Magazine
420 Town &Country Village
&Bookstore
San Luis Obispo
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Cheap Thrills Records
Menlo Park
553 Higuera St
Kepler's Books &Magazines
Santa Barbara
1010 El Camino Real
AudioVision #1
Monrovia
612 N. Milpas St
Brooks Berdan
Cymbahne Records
110 W. Olive Ave
1035 State St
Moorpark
Lenz Arts
Pat's CD &Stereo
142 River St
104 E. High St
Mission Audio
Monterey Park
215 W. Mission St
Xponent Audio
Santa
Crux
2560 Corporate PI #D108
Cymbaline Records
LA Corporate Center
1336 Brommer St #A9
Mountain View
Santa Monica
Sound Goods
Optimal Enchantment
391 San Antonio Rd
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)
North Hollywood
Shelley's Stereo
Levity Distributors
1520 Wilshire Blvd
6850 Vineland Ave #F
Santa Rosa
Pacific Grove
Sawyer's News
Audio Video Design Group 733 Fourth St
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
Dave's Video,
David Rutledge Audio
The Laser Place
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
12144 Ventura Blvd

Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
Speaker Craft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
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Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave #100
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
The Audiophile Network
14155 Kittridge St
Venice
J.W. Griffin
728 Lincoln Blvd
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Vernon
Kinergetics
4260 Charter St

WorldRadioHistory

Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Westminster
Drown News Agency
(Wholesaler)
15172 Golden West Circle
West Sacramento
Mts Inc ./Tower Magazines
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
Whittier
Kolb News Agency
(Wholesaler)
7044 Elmer Ave
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack,
Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
Middleton
Madrigal Audio tab
2081 S. Main St
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St

COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd.
Westport
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284 The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.
Eads News &Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
FLORIDA
Listen Up
Boca Raton
2034 E. Arapahoe
Front Row Center
SoundTrack
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8
1685 28th St
Stereo Shoppe
Colorado Springs
279 N. Federal Hwy
Listen Up #3
Clearwater
230 N. Tejon
Rising Sounds
Sound Shop
28901 US 19 N.
528 S. Tejon
Coral Gables
SoundTrack
Sound Components
1230 N. Academy Blvd
1533 Magruga Ave
Denver
Fort Lauderdale
Listen Up #2
Audio Center
999 S. Logan St
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Second Sound
Hollywood
1875 S. Broadway
Hollywood Sound
Sound Hounds
523 S. 21st Ave
1575 S. Pearl
Jacksonville
SoundTrack
House ut Stereo
1298 W. Alameda Ave
3505 Southside Blvd #10
SoundTrack
Key West
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Englewood
Gold Sound
Madeira Beach
4285 S. Broadway
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Fort Collins
Ovation
Miami
236 S. College
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Disctronics Corp.
2315 NW 107th Ave
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
Joe's News
2513 Belford
1549 Sunset Dr
Highlands Ranch
Orlando
SoundTrack
Anderson News (Wholesaler)
2680 E. County Line Rd
3840 Vineland Rd
Littleton
Pensacola
SoundTrack
Invisible Audio
9350 W. Cross Dr
318 Beverly Pkwy
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PHYSICS WINS AGAIN!
THE ONLY PATENTED* USE OF MAGNETIC CONDUCTORS IN
AUDIO CABLE "SWEEPS CLEAN A HOST OF ESTABLISHED
CABLES... LONG LIVE THE NEW KING!"
DICK OLSHER, STEREOPHILE,
VOL. 14,N0.2, FEB. 91

*Patent #4,964,738 &
5,099,518 covering the use of Mu-Metal
conductors in audio cables. LINDSAY-GEYER
interconnects $195/1m pair, speaker cable $249/10ft. pair
WORLD'S LARGEST CABLE-MATCHING DATABASE. CABLE & COMPONENT LENDING SERVICE.

cR 800FAWRI

THE CABLE CO.

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 TEL. 215-297-8824•FAX-8661

The Critics
Had Their
30-Day,
No-Risk,
In-Home
Audition.

Because Icon speakers are only available directly from our factory,
you'll save hundreds of dollars by avoiding the usual dealer markup!

Isn't It Time
You Had
Yours?

"The Lumen is the best under-$1000 speaker Ihave heard."
-Kenneth Duke, The Sensible Sound, No. 43, Summer 1991

The Lumen 2-way monitor -$795 per pair.
The Joule 2-way floor-standing speaker -$1295 per pair.
The Parsec 3-way floor-standing speaker -$1795 per pair.
"You'll fall in love with this speaker's clear sound. Ifeel that it can
compete with several prestigious loudspeakers costing many times
it's price."
-Bruce Bartlett, High Performance Review ,
Summer 1991
"Close your eyes and you'd think you were listening to electrostatic
speakers... Iwas constantly reminded of the Quad ESL-63, with its
breathtaking transparency and impeccably true timbres...The Parsecs
are speakers for symphonic music; to the Sibelius Second they
brought a naturalism and presence simply unmatched by any other
design under consideration." -Lawrence Johnson, CD Review, Nov. 1991

"The Icon Lumen is the best for it's price."

-Audio Art Magazine

"I think you will definitely fall in love with these American speakers!"
-Modern Audio, January 1992
also see the rave review of the Lumen in issue 81 (July/Aug. 1992) of
the absolute sound magazine. ...and many more!
For your own copy of our free 12-page color brochure
and review reprints please call us toll-free at:

I

<

since 1989

— 8cbce — 669 — 9662
Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Drive, Billerica, MA 01821
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Stuart
World of Sound Stuart II
3373 SE Federal Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
AnaLogique
5645 Grove Point Rd
Atlanta
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
Southeastern News
(Wholesaler)
4070 Shirley Dr SW
Dunwoody
AnaLogique
5331 Forest Springs Dr
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Stereo &Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184A Waialae Ave

IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe #3
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
Ketchum
Mountunes
dba Magic Mountain
231 Sun Valley Rd
8778 Fairview Ave

ILLINOIS
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Jazz Record Mart
11 W. Grand Ave
Mills Audio Video
174 N. Michigan Ave
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Homewood
Record Swap
18061 Dixie Hwy
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
Naperville
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Norridge
Rolling Stones Records
7300 W. Irving Park

Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Park Ridge
Dr B's AudioNideo
Emporium
2166 N. Home Ave
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Skokie
Digital Sound
7435 Tripp Ave
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
Tinley Park
Digital Record Swap
15954 S Harlem Ave

INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
La Grange
Webers TV &Appliance
808 N. Detroit St
Richmond
Side 1Music
3753 E. Main St

IOWA
Arnolds Park
Jam Records
Hwy 71 S.
Bettendorf
Sound Environments
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert St

KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E. Harry
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
36368 Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Record Masters
711 W. 40th St
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
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Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
&Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment Pl.
Annex Bldg

MAINE
Lewiston
Final Note
256 Lisbon St

MASSACHUSETTS

Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Audio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Birmingham
Street Corner Music, Ltd.
17620 W. 13 Mile Rd
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton

WorldRadioHistory

Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W. Saginaw
Niles
Michiana News Service
2232 S. 11th St
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
%verse City
The Sound Room
1331 S Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
35 E. On The Concourse

MINNESOTA
Brainerd
ARA Services Mug
(Wholesaler)
1006 Wright St
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St

MISSOURI

Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600 S. Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
The Sound Room
747 N. New Belles Rd

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions
136 Main St

NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
3021 S. Valley View #103
Reno
Alpine Ear Audio
2875 Kietzke Ln
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Ln

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterborough
Old Colony Sound Lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St

NEW JERSEY

Cherry Hill
NOS Audio
dba Sassafras Audio
1720 E. Rt 70
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Howell
Camera Video Showplace
4518 Rt 9, Friendship Plaza
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight &Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Nutley
Bemhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo &Video
US Fit 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound FX
10300 Menaul NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Garcia Street Books
376 Garcia St
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The World's
Finest
Loudspeaker

CHESKY
RECORDS
BRAND NEW EARL WILD
SYMPHONIC RECORDING!
EARL WILD:
VARIATIONS ON AN
AMERICAN THEME
Doo-Dah Variations)
7,ershwin: Concerto in F
irI Wild, Piano
Joseph Giunta, Des
Moines Symphony
Orchestra
CD98 DOD DIGITAL
The diversity and
character of American music is well-represented in this new
orchestral release by vii-tuso pianist Earl Wild, featuring the
world premiere recording of his own orchestral work
VARIATIONS ON AN AMERICAN THEME, subtitled
"Doo-Dah Variations", as well as his own edition of
Gershwin's CONCERTO IN F.
SYMPHONIC GEMS RESTORED!
THE GERMAN
ALBUM
errnuin
Schumann-Symphony
,l lusus
No. 3in E-Flat. Overture to Manfred;
Wagner- Overture
to Tannhauser, LisztMephisto Wain
Rene Leibowia,
RPO, ISO CD96
ADD STEREO
Atreasure-trove of great German masterpieces, featuring
works by Schumann, Wagner and Liszt, conducted under
the precise direction of maestro Rene Leibowitz.
rt.

lir•11111MMI

1111

4

4VI

STRAUSS WALTZES
VOLUME II
fascha Horenstein,
Vienna State Opera
Orchestra
CD95 ADD STEREO
Following the great
success of STRAUSS
WALTZES (CD70),
Chesky Records has
newly transferred the
remaining Horenstein-Strauss material onto CD, using the
latest technology, ensuring that the fine legacy that both
Strauss and Horenstein created will endure.

CHESIffillECURDS

MBL

They have developed a True 360
3 Way Radiating Loudspeaker.
Finally aSpeaker That Sounds LIki -Lire Music!

Hear What You've Been
Missing at

AMBROSIA AUDIO
AMBROSIA also carnes Bectronles: Convergent Audio
-.Knno,ogy•MBL•Cary

Audio•Creem*Muse•Rotel•McCormack

• efeference Line•OCM•Times One•Ensemble•Melos•Encore
•Amencan Hybrid Technology *Speakers: MBL•Rush Sound
*Unity Audio•NEAR*Flatline•Fosgate•Legacy•JM Labs
•innovac•PSB•PBM•Green Mountain Audio•Interconneets:XL0 and
XL0 Signature•P.A.D.•Wireworld•Straightwire•Apex
*American Hybrid TechnologrMS13. Bel Labs
•Margo Audio Labs•Van Den Hul
•Analoe V.P.I.•Forsell•Lyra•Dynavector•Sumiko•Wheaton
•Nitty Gntty•and most Turntables, Anns. and Cartictes
•Dliptal: Enlightened Audio Design•Vimak•M.S.B. Technology Corp.
(Brasfieldl•Monarchy•Audio Alchemy•Rotel•Audio Lab
•Musical Concept•MIscellaneous:Video•Fosgate•THX
*Cable Enhancer•Grado•Microscan•Power Wedge
•Combak Devices•Absolute Power•Margo Audio Labs
•Most Stands and Racks !Custom also Available

AMBROSIA AUDIO

you can hear the difference

210

TAS Review December1992 *

Discover the German High—End company

$$ We Buy Rare Records & Collections $$

Cheeky Records CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record
Stores, or order direct with Visa/MasterCard by calling 1-800331-1437 or 212-586-7537 or send check or money order for
CDs $14.98 plus postage and handling (add 8.25% sales tax in NY
State) to: CHESKY RECORDS Radio City =
Station, PO Box 1268, New York. NY 10101

411>

*See

2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6
Los Angeles, CA. 90077
Phone (310)440-gre2 or (310)472-7980
FAX (310) 440-5526

WorldRadioHistory

Cmctt C.arls •Sheeg•Trades Welcome
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Rare Bear
1303 Corrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight &Sound
500 Montezuma #109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Alfred
College Suppliers
15 Church St
Amsterdam
The Music Store
RD 4, Rt 30 N.
Astoria
Square Company
30-98 21st St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1330 Front St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Hudson Falls
Maple Street Video Variety
161 Maple St
Jamaica
RAF HiFi/Stereo
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8409-B Shallow Creek Rd
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
Trading Corp.
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Accent on Music
175 Main St
Fox &Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148E Rt 59
New York
Audio Arts
247 Centre St
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Plattsburgh
Alpha Stereo
11 Smithfield Blvd

Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Rockaway Park
Hi Fi Classics
115-09 Rockaway Beach
Blvd
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight &Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
Rt 6, Box 21, Hwy 105 S.
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Mr. Audio
601 S. Kings Dr CF
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc...
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Gallipolis
Zenix Video/Audio
544 Jackson Pike
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
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Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
Westlake
New Image Electronics
31017 Center Ridge Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Stillwater
Cartunes
1302 E. Sixth
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St

Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. RI 220
Willow Grove
Sound ex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
1807 Bush River Rd
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Mt. Pleasant
Tunes Discs &Tapes
976 Houston Northcun
Blvd #2
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192

TENNESSEE
Gatlinburg
The Rhythm Section
118 Roaring Fork Rd #2
Hendersonville
Musical Elegance
PENNSYLVANIA
111 Oak PI
Allentown
Jackson City
Take 5Visual Sound
The
Soundroom
Systems
701 W. Market St
1985 S. Fifth St
Knoxville
Altoona
Hi Fi House
Greenwood Electronics
1635 E. Pleasant Valley Blvd 8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ardmore
Ingram Periodicals
Danby Radio
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
15 W. Lancaster Ave
Nashville
Berwyn
Cumberland Audio
Soundex
4119 Hillsboro Rd
747 Berwyn Ave
Nicholson's Stereo
Camp Hill
115 19th Ave S.
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
TEXAS
Carlisle
Amarillo
Sound Solutions
Don's Hi-Fidelity
150 M.J. Mall
7402 W. 34th SI
Doylestown
Sound Systems
Trac Records
2502 Paramount
Doylestown Shopping Center
Arlington
Erie
Texas Audio
Custom Audio
4211 S. Cooper #111
1550 W. 26th St
Austin
Harrisburg
Audio Systems
Hi Fi House
1102 W. Koenig Ln
3350 Paxton St
Austin News Agency
I.P.D. Distribution Services 2830 Real St
2323 Woodlawn St
Cochran Corp.
Jenkintown
2830 Real St
The Stereo Trading Outlet
Corpus Christi
320 Old York Rd
Audio Innovations
Philadelphia
5439 Everhart
Chestnut Hill Audio
Dallas
149 N. Third St
Audio Insight
Levy United News
13929 N. Central Expwy
(Wholesaler)
#G441
850 E. Luzerne St
Fine Print Distributors
David Lewis Audio
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
8010 Bustleton Ave
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Pittsburgh
Preston Trail AudioNideo
Audio Options
3953 Beltline Rd
5824 Forbes Ave
Shakespeare Beethoven
Monk's Audio
Galleria #3200
3047 W. Liberty Ave
El Paso
Selinsgrove
Soundquest
Village TV &Stereo Shop
6800 Gateway E. #1D
19 N. Market St
Houston
State College
Audio Concepts
Paul &Tony Stereo
2200 Southwest Fvry
121 S. Burrowes St
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Esotehc Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Laredo
Audio Systems
4500 San Bernardo
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Showery Stereo
320 S Tenth
UTAH
Sall Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
Chassman &Bern
Booksellers
81 Church St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N. Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
&Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
The Vikings
15015 Main St
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
307 N. Columbia Center Blvd
Seattle
Adams News (Wholesaler)
1555 W. Galer St
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
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Buy & Sell Pre-Owned Audio
Equipment Nationwide!
Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed
to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each
month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date information. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items
in each issue.

I

Subscription Rates:
6months/12 issues $25
12 months/24 issues $45
Send Ck, MO or call with Visa/MC
Call for foreign rates.

Advertising Rates:
Subscribers: Advertise free, up to 10 items per 6
month subscription period.
Non-Subscribers: For just $2. per item, your ad
will appear in the next 5consecutive issues.

AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27
Conover, WI 54519
Ph (715) 479-3103
Fax (715) 479-1917

-de\

New York's Best High-End
r
r
- Dealer... in New Jersey?
CSA Audio proudly introduces the new Dunlavy Audio Labs
Signature Series loudspeakers.
Respected industry-wide for his many patents and technological breakthroughs,
acclaimed engineer John Dunlavy has drawn upon 40 years of experience to produce his crowning achievement.
After 18 months of research in what is considered the world's best-equipped
audio lab, Mr. Dunlavy has developed six new models of Reference Standard speakers designed to satisfy the needs of discriminating audiophiles and recording studios.
Beginning with the SC-1 ($995 pr.) and culminating in the top-of-the-line SC-V1
($17,000 pr.), the new DAL Signature Collection combines aesthetic beauty with
well-documented performance that is simply without peer.
FULL SERVICE AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
ARAGON •ACARIAN •ACURUS •ARONOV •ARTEMIS •AUDIO RESEARCH •BASIS •CAL •CARDAS •CWD •DYNACO
DAY-SEOUERRA •DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS •DUNTECH •ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN •ENSEMBLE •FOSGATE •GRAHAM
GRADO •JADIS •KOETSU •KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL •LUXMAN •MARANTZ •MARTIN-LOGAN •MB QUART •NAD •POLK
PROAC •
SILTEC •
SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY •
STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •
TARGET •
VIMAK •VPI •
WADIA •
WELL TEMPERED •
XLO
TOP DOLLAR PAID ON TRADE-INS •AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE

AJO
'12

193 BELLEVUE AVE .,
UPPER MONTCLAIR .NJ 07043
201-744-0600
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Spokane
Aspen Sound
7316 N. Division
Recorded Memories
N. 1902 Hamilton
WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Germantown
Nublo Technologies
W.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Racine
Cook-Gere
312 Sixth St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.
CANADA
National Distributors
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
Ajax, Ontario
Disticor
695 Westney Rd S.
ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S. Railway St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
The Magic Flute
2100 W. Fourth Ave

Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St
ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St. Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Essex
Audio Two
5Frances Cs
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W.
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Lasedand
2200 Oundas St E.
North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio &Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Sudbury
Total Sight &Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Timmins
Professional Sound
175 Third Ave
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Disticor
155 Gordon Baker Rd #213
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
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Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St #E8/E9
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio Video
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique
Montréal
Opus Audio
5181 boul. Décarie
Québec
CO.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
544 Burwood Rd, lot Floor
Pidmai Hi-Fi &Video
Westfield Shopping Town
#54
Butwood Rd, Burwood
Melbourne, Victoria
McGill's Authorised News
187 Elizabeth St

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF. S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saad No.21
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
ISRAEL
National Distributor
Tel Aviv 61500
The Music Room Ltd.
P.O. Box 50087
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via della Formica 496

BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

CIS & BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe
Shosse 18 #212

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrlava 1

MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384

DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund OK-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Ve¡ 23
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
KT Radio
M.P. Bruunsgade 36
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensve¡ 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Valle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
HONG KONG
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon
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NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Peter's, Wellington
UR. Britton
3Sydney St

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio N8-A
Damaia de Baixo
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
#04-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
Padre Jofre, 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM&M3
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Rajprasong
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln
Glasgow 02
Music Room
98 Bath St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade,
Friar St

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
78 Greenmeadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision VENEZUELA
National Distributor
Caracas
POLAND
Ardica
National Distributor
Centro Comercial
Concresa, Piso 1
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
Local 321 Prados
UL Bacha 101303
del Este
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GREEN CHAMELEON'S INVADE
THE APPLE!
ONE ON ONE WITH MICHAEL GREEN
HEAR THE CHAMELEON AND OTI IER
EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS ONLY AT
ULTRA SYSTEMS APPLE SITE.

Ultra

SYSTEMS 800-72/ -3305

MATCHED SYSTEMS ,QUALITY DEMOS ,UNBELIEVABLE SERVICE .
Music Sites in NJ PA NY OH WY Te1-215-297-0227/Fax-8661

The Lyra CLAWS Cartridge

For $1695 you can own the
cartridge that is recognized by

•

reviewers as the standard to
compare to, and chosen by
manufacturers as the most
balanced reference to design
with. And you can tell your
friends,

"This cartridge cost $2800!"
Then tell them the nice folks at IMMEDIA gave you an $1105 discount
for being an intelligent consumer.

The latest high-tech materials. The first removable body
design. $995 exchange buys an entirely new Clavis.
Distributed by IMMEDIA Ph(510) 654-9035 Fax (510)654-9039
214
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, 90¢ per word, $18 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, 112.75 per word. S110 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX is
now available. Indexes every record review published
in Stereophik, from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.15 No.12
(1987-1992). Also includes indices to "Building A
Library" and musician interviews. Available as hard
copy or on 51
/"or 31/
4
2"floppy disks (MS DOS, raw
ASCII only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review
Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate
hard copy or disk and disk size.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH:' featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Enlightened
Audio, Grado, Linaeum, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab,
NEAR, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight Wire, Target, WellTempered, WireWorld. Custom cable terminations. Audio
Excellence, Liverpool, XY, (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (pat. pending). Passive design,
uses analog out of CD'or DIA. Reduces time-domain
errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded
"Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound. Be "DigititisFree"—send S169.95 to: Taddeo Loudspeaker Co., 2604 Ebnwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Sumiko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (818) 307-6467.
DUNTECH BLACK KNIGHTS CUSTOM tops and
bottoms, $6000 retail, as new with factory boxes, $3000;
sounds like Sovereigns, more coherent and cheaper. (817)
244-3913.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources,
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade-in
older Series II and Series II Improved tonearms for significantly updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies
to SME Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper
kits for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors,
templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,® P.O.
Box 38Z Pacifica, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.
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LOUDSPEAKER IMPEDANCE DATA (magnitude and
phase) for 145 different loudspeaker samples, measured
from 10Hz to 50kHz with the Audio Precision System
1. Available on 51/
4"(1.2Mb) or 31
/ "floppy disks (MS
2
DOS only). Send $19.95 to Impedance Data (Attn. Debbie
Fisher), Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Please indicate disk size.
AR LIMITED, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC, AR Classic, Enlightened Audio Design, Polyfusion, Scientific
Fidelity, Symphonic-Line, Coda, XL0, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaco, IDOS, Definitive Technology,
Audio Alchemy, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Presence
Audio, Space & Time, Reference Line, Lyra cartridges and
turntables, Musical Design, Marantz, Arcici, Bright Star,
Well-Tempered, Transparent cables, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate THX, many more. Straightforward guidance.
Krystal Clear Audio, 4433 McKinney Ave, Dallas, 7X 75205,
(214) 520-7156.
HAFLER HEADQUARTERS, in Pennsylvania! Now
featuring TransNova: The master of performance and value
in power amplifiers. FET preamps and professional power
amps (balanced inputs). Seven-year warranty. Free shipping. Call or write: Audio Arts, RD2, Wemerwille, PA 19565,
(215) 693-6740 evenings.
VORTEX KRS (Kevlar/Transrnission Line) speakers, new
S3500, asking $1600, pick-up only; Carver TX11A tuner.
(215) 567-4626 (in PA).
SAN DIEGO AREA: Hats off! Microscan vibration
dampers for speakers and CD players. Other damping
items from Bright Star and Sound Anchor. Marvelous
new cables from Highwire (believe it!). Cardas, too. Great
power cords from T.G. Audio. Audio Archives, (619)
455-6326.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles
nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452.
PROAC RESPONSE Ill, rosewood, mint, $4700; Klimo
Lynette EL34 monoblocks, 150W class-A, with Mullard
tubes, $6600 ($8500 new); Klimo tube preamp line drive,
$2400 with Super 6DJ8 ($3400 new); Marantz 7C with
box and manual, $1900; PAC IDOS, $80; Nakamichi
BX125 tape deck, $175. (718) 793-0394 until 11pm EST
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ACURUS

ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH

JPS LABS
CAN MAKE YOU HAPPIER
IN IWO WAYS.
KEF, B&W and Thiel °veers.
For A $349 Investment
You Are GUARANTEED Big Returns.
464e (Soli=

MIRAGE
HAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
R C AUDIO
YELODYN E

DRASTIC IMPROVEMENT
WITH UPS Labs
NEW INTERCONNECTS
RCA c. MLR
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CUSTOM LENGTHS

Bess Meeent Rhea
Pie Custard:red For Your Model To Peavey
Extend Base Reeoonse Of Your Loudspeakers
RAT As Low Pe They WI Go.

IN
PRICING
RCA COAXIAL

Mer Years In The Boehm,,
100's Of Seined Customs, Lose
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MAGNEPAN
MAGNUM DYNALA

NOW All
AUDIOPHILES
CAN EXPERIENCE A
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For Mom Information.
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NEVER
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FOR YOUR SOUND

BUFFALO.

JUST

OWNER
NV

14224

PHONE & FAX 716-822-0159

ANY

PRESSURE,

EXPERT

ADVICE.

Sauerkraut &Hot Fudge
Bad combinations are mistakes either in food or music systems. Simply
choosing a"Recommended" amplifier or an "Editor's Choice" speaker
doesn't guarantee asuccessful system. At Audio Vision we stress synergistic combinations without regard to what may only be this month's
conventional wisdom. Sometimes our recommendations are unusual,
but always tasty. Our ingredients include:
Adcom. AR. AudioQuest. Cardas. Forte. Genesis. Kmergetics.
Krell. Lexicon. NAD. P.S. Audio. Signet. Sumiko. Thiel.
Transparent Cable. Vidikron. Video Acoustics, VPI

AUDIO
if•
frt."'

T 1060 Massachusetts Avenue

—
'
Ti"
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Everybody'sfavorite rogue bili store.
Arlington, MA 02174
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ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER CO., NY.
Linn, Naim, Rotel, Arcam, McCormack, Magnum
Dynalab, Rega, Creek, Epos, QED, JPW, Nitty Gritty,
Goldring, interesting LPs and CDs.Join us for our Friday
musical evenings from 6pm. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main St., Mount KliCO, NY 10549,
(914) 242-0747.
USED AND DEMO SALE: B&W 801 Series 3, 802
Series 2& 3, 803 Series 2, 804 Counterpoint SA-1000,
SA-2000, SA-3000, SA-5000, SA-100, Solid 8, Audio
Research SP-9, D-125, D-70, Proceed Series 2& 3product, Krell 64X, Theta Pro Genil, Pro Basic Pre, Vimak
2000 & 1800, Mark Levinson and Krell. Call Audition,
(801) 467-5918, or Fax: (801) 467-0290.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alón,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Alt, Counterpoint,
Dynaco, Kimber, Space & Time, XLO. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-2178.

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Innovations, Audiomeca by Pierre Lurné, Audio Note, Aural Symphonies,
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chario, Coda, Dynavector, Ensemble, Golden Dragon, Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Design, Muse, Roksan, RoomTunes,
SOTA, Tice, Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and
more. ..CallJohn Bames, (303) 698-0138, or Fax (303) 9220522. 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413, appt.

PROAC RESPONSE II, rosewood, new with Target RS2
stand, $2950; Forte F-44 preamp with remote, new, S850.
(718) 830-9562.

AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' 13 2 Twin-Balanced' interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Ave., Trenton, NJ 08629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.

CLASSÉ AUDIO 10 power amp, mint condition, $1500
OBO. Stan, (708) 898-4196, anytime.

MAGNEPAN MODEL MG II, $300 firm. Call (401)
457-3619 or (401) 943-0547.

SUMO AURORA TUNER, list $749, sell $375. (415)
341-9771.

KRELL WITH WARRANTY: CD-DSP (custom cover),
$2000; MD-10 (latest), $3800; Studio, $2500; all with
AT&T KSL, $1500; ICRC, $4000; KSA-150, $2900; KSA250 (latest), $3800; MDA-300, $6300. All are immaculate
with boxes. (718) 277-6123 (NY).

MUSEATEX: MELIOR Audio/Video Control Center
($2300), $1300 OBO; Melior 150W high-current monoblocks, pair ($3400), $1800 0130, las than 6months old.
Bob Barry, (310) 478-6081.
UNITY FOUNTAINHEAD SIGNATURE, latest, biwire, transferable warranty, $2875; Siltech 4-56, lm, $350;
4-24, lm, $200. Trades? (215) 721-9659.
SNELL TYPE 1SPEAKERS, $600 OBO; McIntosh
MX114 tuner/preamp, $700 OBO; Nakamichi 600 II tape
deck, $400 080; Kyocera DX710CX CD player, $250
OBO. (203) 531-4217.
AUDIOBALLS.'" Why pay more? Get rid of unwanted
vibrations and greatly improve sound quality. Component
isolation hemispheres, set of 4, $29. Each one supports
weight up to 30 lbs. Higher weight capabilities available.
Joe, (201) 444-5291 after 4pm EST
B&W SPEAKERS, model 801, rosewood, Series I, excellent condition, $2400. (505) 984-9800, Tues.-Fri.

AUDIO RESEARCH 115 MK.II, mint/boxes, $1250;
Sonic Frontiers SFS-50, as new, $850; ProAc Response
III, 6months old, $3995; Velodyne ULD 15-II, $900.
(703) 386-9826.
COMPLETE SET of back issues of Stet•eophile, Vol.8 No.4
through Vol.16 No.4. Best offer. Chris, (717) 569-9981.
OHM WALSH 5, original boxes, $2100; Spectral DMA200, $3080. (212) 994-3986, evenings EDT, askfor Hugh.
CLASSE AUDIO DR-9 amplifier, mint, $1850. (81
9953 evenings.

776-

STEREOPHILE Vols.7-15, excellent condition, complete set, $300. (219) 269-1742.
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER, mint, $1890. (914) 376-3256
evenings.

APOGEE GRAND, BLUE MARBLE finish, excellent
condition, $35,000. Serious calls only. (619) 698-6015.

ARAGON 2004 MK.II, mint with box, new 10/2/92, list
$1200, sell $700 firm, plus shipping. (215) 679-9304
evenings.

STAX ELS-F81 Electrostatic loudspeakers, excellent
sound, rosewood trim, good amplification needed. Orig.
$2800, sell $1000. Firm. Mashpee, MA, (508) 477-2013.

4PAIRS TIFFANY TPC-60, 6' AC power cord, $125
list, $75; 2pairs TARA Temporal Continuum interconnects, lm, $395 list, $195. (206) 322-6846.

NITTY GRITTY 1.5Fi Mk.II automatic record-cleaning
machine, unopened in box. (313) 879-8396.

UNITY PAlUv1 SPEAKERS, $7900 OBO; McCormack
CD drive, $1090; Purist Audio cables. Call (601) 872-4310
CST

MARK LEVINSON NO.27 with all packaging, $2600,
shipping included; Stax Sigma ear speakers with SRD7/SB adapter, $400 OBO. All mint. Jay, (901) 523-1212.
ENSEMBLE REFERENCE SPEAKERS, black, bi-wire
option, $5300, sell $2950. Stereophile "Recommended
Components" Class B, 6months old, demo pair. (212)
563-1515; evenings (201) 670-1762.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 piano-black lacquer, biwire, $895; Mod Squad Deluxe Line Drive AGT, $495;
Celestion SL 24" stands, gloss black, $125. All mint plus
shipping. Torii, (516) 321-4754 evenings/tveeleends, (516) 2269760 weekdays.
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ARC CLASSIC 120s, black, $7200 new, $4150; ARC
SP11, $5000 new, $2150. All mint with manuals and
boxes. Phone/fax (707) 938-0836 evenings.
PSB STRATUS GOLD speakers, $1000, absolutely flawless; Sony CDP-X779ES, $900 mint in box. Call Peter,
(201) 893-0087 (in NJ).
B&W 801 OWNERS: Our Complete Passive Crossover
Replacement represents the ultimate 801 performance
upgrade. Please call or write for our complimentary catalog and literature. North Creek Music Systems, 500B Route
8, Speculator, NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
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Our component rack systems are the result of
serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.

e.

'We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!'

SOUND
RESOURCE

Mr. Bags (Design Department)

Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:
Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •ladis •Klyne •MFA
Oracle •ProAc •Quicksilver
Jeff Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

Also On Display:
•Tubular Steel Construction
•Tube Flex Kits
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving •AMP Stands
•Cut Comers and Beveled Edges
•Big Screen Pedestals
•TV/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops •Superior Rigidity
•10-day Delivery on Most
•Made in the USA
Pre-design Models in US
13 nil
BILLY BAGS
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampen

Audio Ouest •Cardas •Eminent Technology
Genesis •left Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rote)
Sanus Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Sound Lab
Sumiko •Tice •VP!
12621 Larchinere Blvd,
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-313 I

CALL USF
OR
YOUR L
OCAL DEALER
4147 Transport St. •Ventura,

C
A93003 •0105)644-2185 Fax 644-0434

z

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
-.mom

REPRESENTING:

AUDIO OUEST •
AUDIO RESEARCH •MK AUDIO •

1

Serious
Sound

,

8 & W •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •CLASSE •
CONRAD-JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •
LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE-

Classé Audio
Theta Digital
Conrad-Johnson
B&W
Adcom
Velodyne
PSB Speakers

MOD SQUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAX •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
V.A.C. •WELL TEMPERED •

Martin Logan
Cal, Audio Labs
Hales Audio
NAD
Snell
Audio Quest
Reference Line
•

WILSON d MORE •CD Sit LP r•

New Location'
CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •

1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd ,San Jose, CA 95129

SET UP •MON-SAT II-6
0••••"
i.

Call

.

Steve or Keith at .

408.255.0735

4119 HILLSBORO

RD• NASHVILLE,

TN 37215

BayArea Audio

(6151 297-4700
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CAL LABS SYSTEM ONE DIA with 20-bit ladder
module and 1-bit Super MASH module. Outboard, battery/AC operated "digital interface" reclocicing unit. Also
one lm and one 0.5m CAL optical cables. As new with
box, packing, manual, warranty card. Original price,
S5700. Best offer above S1400. Highly rated in "Recommended Components." AudioQuest Diamond interconnect, lm, 5385; 05m, S325. AudioQuest Clear (new type)
speaker cable, two 10' pairs, S600/pair, both pairs SI100.
Mod Squad Digital cable, 0.5m, 585. Koetsu Rosewood,
Koetsu Black, both need retipping, make offer. H/K T-65
belt-drive table, 5225. Adcom GFA-535 Mk.II, new, S225.
Contact Bob, (317) 474-8251, 9am-5pm EST weekdays.

MARANTZ 8B, 52000; Theta Digital cable, S80; Kimber
Digital cable, S80. Call Eric at (212) 244-5580 days; (718)
424-1002 evenings.

MARTIN-LOGAN CLSes, Kinergetics subwoofer,
S1500. (212) 503-3667.

KRELL KBL PREAMP, S2350; KSA-150 amp, S2850;
CD-DSP player, S1700; all less than 2years old and under
warranty, mint condition; Velodyne ULD15-II, black oak,
brand new in box, S1400; AudioQuest balanced 3m Lapis
(Silver) with XLR. S600; lm with XLR, S300; lm with
RCA, S260; AudioQuest Clear speaker cable, 5' pair,
S350; Tice Power Block, 5650. Call Randy, (313)948-5397
days, (313) 669-6986 evenings.

ACURUS A250+LIO, S1190; Vandersteen 2W, S875;
McCormack DNA-I, S1600; McCormack DAC-1, S800;
PS Audio UltraLink, S1625; 100 Delta, S1050; Alón II,
S1400; Alón IV, S2600; Totem Acoustics I, S1200. Everything new, factory-sealed. (601) 982-7054.
HI-F1 EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.
ELECTROVOICE PATRICIAN LOUDSPEAKERS,
hand-built from factory blueprints, cabinets unfinished.
Currently bi-amplified. Call for details. (502) 937-0095,
leave message, will call back if not sold.

LINN INTEK INTEGRATED amp, S600 OBO plus
shipping; Casino Royale, COSO-5005, good condition,
serious offers only. Call Tom at (607) 962-7053.
MIRAGE M-1 SPEAKERS, excellent condition, original
boxes, $1995. (412) 373-3165 (in PA).
POWER WEDGE MODEL 116 by API, new with full
warranty, $456. (503) 835-6661.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV 11, 3weeks old. S1375, list
S1895; CAL Labs Tercet, S350. Call 1615) 928-3256.

KRELL KST-100 MK.II, pristine, less than 10 hours use,
S2150; Theta DS Pro Basic D/A, mint, S1200. Call Mark
at (615) 966-8110 8am-5pm, (615) 531-3470 after 6pm EDT
McINTOSH 275 AMP, new in box, balanced inputs. (313)
852-3296 after 7pm or leave message.
MIRAGE M-1 LOUDSPEAKERS, glossy black, biampable, pristine condition, 52500/pair firm. (312)
486-0036.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP 11 MK.II preamplifier, S2600;
MIT cables, 8' 750CVT, S1295; 20' 750CVT, S1895; lm
Proline, S195; lm 330CVT, S750; 20' 330SG, S850; lm
330SG, 5265; lm 330, S97; Nestorovic amplifiers, S4900;
Athena Polyphasers (line and phono), 5495 each; Tice
Power Block II and Titan II, S1480; Microblock II, 5395;
Magnan Vi, I
m interconnect, balanced, S495; singleended, S395. (509) 946-1529, West Coast.

ROOM ACOUSTICS HANDBOOK: "A wider,
deeper, more holographic soundstage," S14.95. 75 ohm
digital interconnect, S99. Vibration isolation feet, 24/599.
Much more: speakers, amps, and the best DAC under
S2000. Dealer and field rep inquiries invited. MACH 1
Acoustics, RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH 03086, (603)
654-9826.

HI-FI CLASSICS—SELECT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tel: (718) 318-9618. Fax: (718) 318-9623.

MARK LEVINSON AMPLIFIERS: No.23 (200Wpc),
$2300; No.27 (100Wpc), S1800; I'm moving! Original
packing and manuals, excellent condition with warranty.
Call (203) 635-0368 after 7pm EDT

B&W 801 MATRIX Series II (white), S4200 OBO. (404)
516-7518, ask for Mike.

KRELL SBP-64X PROCESSOR, warranty, $5200; Tice
Power Block & Titan, $1250; Magnan Type Vi cable, 4'
pair, $325. Bob, (716) 825-4962 evenings, Wednesdays, and
weekends (in NY).

AUDIO RESEARCH D400, S3885; Forté IA 50W classA, S699; Apogee Centaur, S1100; Audio Alchemy DDE
1.0, 5220; Fosgate DSL-2, 8750; and more, all mint condition. (818) 304-0876.
COUNTERPOINT SA-5.1 PREAMP, S700; Cardas
Hexlink 5balanced interconnects, two 1m pairs, $275
each; one 2m pair, S350. Sue, (414) 494-2744.
MEITNER PA6i preamp, excellent condition, cost 82400,
asking S1000 OBO. (714) 856-9830.
SONIC OPTIMIZERS: Sonically enhance your speakers
and equipment. Spiked isolation cones, hexagonal top,
machined aluminum. Anodized, black, gold, clear. Complete kit, 8Optimizers, wood inserts, studs, drill bit, hex
wrench, instructions. 1", 870; 7/
8", $65. Also sold
separately. The Kind Horn Co., (805) 654-0650.
COUNTERPOINT'S BEST PREAMP (SA-5000), 1.5
years, factory warranty, mint, $2700 OBO; Counterpoint
DA-10, Japan's 1992 Component of the Year, 5months,
$1300 OBO; lm Digital-Pro (silver), mint, 6months,
3120 OBO; 30' hi-wire Midnight 2/1 speaker cable (11g,
4x30'), mint, 16 months, 5750 OBO; 2pairs 1
m Lapis
(silver), mint, Iyear, S340/pair OBO. (319) 984-5090,
David, leave message.
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LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature drives from Vila and Scan-Speak,
the world's best crossover components, and exceptional
musicality. Please call or write for our complimentary catalog. North Creek Music Systems, 500K Route 8, Speculator,
NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
MARK LEVINSON NO.26 moving-coil phono, $2900;
Mark Levinson No.23, 82900; Krell KSA-100 Mk.II,
$1900; AudioQuest Diamond, lm, balanced, $375. Call
(212) 677-1382.
QUAD FACTORY-AUTHORIZED SERVICE and
replacement parts. New/used Quad equipment bought
and sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands available. For
all technical, service, parts, and/or equipment inquiries,
contact: QS&D Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredericksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703) 372-3713. MC/Visa
accepted.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI speakers, 81150, excellent
condition. (708) 824-8254.
SYMPHONIC-LINE RG7 amplifier (latest version),
mint, originally 85k, sell 83.5k. (404) 752-7772.
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Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.

ZEONEX Compact Discs

us for expert advice on custom
home and theater sound systems at
affordable prices. We offer fast,
convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.

IM Call

Ul

REFERENCE
310 517-1700 • FAX 310

NTEW RELEASE
IECENTIN GIBBS

517-1732

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
AKG • aN •ATLANTIC TECH
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIOQUEST •AUDIO ALCHEMY

CLARITY RECORDINGS are
available at Selected Audio
Dealers or call 415-626-7540.
Fax: 415-641-1734. Distributor
‘.8z Dealer Inquires welcome.
e

AUDIO CONTROL •'MYER DYNAMIC •BOSE •(AL AUDIO LABS
CARVER •CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD
DA HLQUIST •DCM •FOSGATE •GENESIS •GRADO SIGNATURE
HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFIN I
TY •JAMO •JBL
LEXICON •MAGNUM/
DYNALAB •Mc
CORMACK •MUSE
NAD •NESTOROVIC •NHT •NILES •ONKYO •PARASOUND
PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC
PS AUDIO •ROOMTUNE •SONANCE •SONY •STAX •TARGET
TDK •THORENS •TICE •VELODYNE •VPI •AND MORE !

Straight Talk....

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!

For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!

Searching for the best CDs at
a LOW price?

106 Brands Available!

We specialize in only the best

Actrus

and with unbeatable prices!
We carry:

Fineline - Forte - Kef - Kimber
(able
Klipsch - Martin-Logan Mitsubishi - Monster Cable - NAD

Audioquest($12.99), Chesky($11.99).
Dorian($12.99), Harmonia Mundi($13.49),

Nakarnichi -Onkyo
Paradigm Parsec - Phase Technology Phillips - Revox
Santos Sennhelser
Shue -Signet -SME - Snell -Sony Sony ES -Sfax - Simko -Target Threshold - Velodyne -Yamaha -

Mercury Living Presence($9.99),
Ref. Recordings($12.99),
Sheffield($12.99), & Wilson($12.99).

& 66 More-call fix

For more information and FREE catalog:
Send mail:

P.O.Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038

or FAX:

(714) 283-2857

udiophile
elections

Adcom - ADS - Audio

Prism - B&W - Boston -CWD Denon - Esoteric Audio

unrtsnotssted

Phone: 913 -842 -1811

Est-6

24th 11. Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-Thur. 10am-8n, Fri & Sat: 1Oom-6prn

KIEV' S
A.T_J IC, I IE)

I>

C_>.

18.000 Display of World Class Audio
12 Sound Rooms 25 000+ CDs
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, SCR, Wonder Caps/solder/wire; Vishay, Mills,
Caddock, and Holco resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires, BUF-03 preamp kits MIT Z-Stabilizer,
tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and terminations,
hospital-grade AC outlets and plugs, tools and accessories,
request catalog! Michael Petry, Box 526, bwerness, CA 9493Z
(415) 669-7181, Fax (415) 669-7558.
QUAD ESL-63 USA with Arcici, S2400; Quad 606 amp,
34 preamp, FM4 tuner together, $1600; Vortex KRS
speaker, S1350; AudioQuest B200MH cartridge, sealed,
S400; VPI TNT turntable, S1600; SME VI tonearm, S700;
all low use, A+ condition. Tel./Fax (315) 469-8384.
MINT ONIX BWD Ituner (S1200), S650 OBO; Stax
SR34 Pro headphones (S200), S135. Both Stereophile Class
B "Recommended Components." Walter, Jr, (210)
342-8906
KRELL KSA-150, mint, S2800; Spectral DMA-200, mint,
S2800; Federal Express shipping included. Estate items.
Priced to move fast. Serious inquiries only. Hany, (708)
456-1285 evenings.
McINTOSH MX110 TUNER/PREAMP, excellent,
$295; MR-73 tuner, mint, S385; C28 preamp, mint, 5385;
MC2105 amp with meters, mint, $795; Counterpoint SA2
head amp, warranty, mint, $595; Dynaco ST70 pair, rechromed, $225 each; with cabinets, boxes, and manuals.
(407) 283-3243.
AUDIOPHILE POWER ACCESSORIES!!! Hospitalgrade plugs, outlets, and power strips. Shielded Teflon
power cords. EMI/RFI shielding copper braid or tape.
Teflon hook-up wire and 8-gauge grounding wire Conductive graphite spray and silver or nickel conductive paint
for shielding or grounding purposes. Teflon electrical tape,
cable ties, spacers, tubing. Polarity/grounding checkers,
power probe and monitor, true-power watt meters,
power-factor meters. Sinewave-tracking power filter/surge
suppressors, whole-house or with outlets. Adjustable voltage transformer power source with meters. Power-line
conditioners, laboratory-grade AC power supplies, and
uninterruptible power supplies. Many more power-related
items. Plugs, wall outlets, and polarity checkers from 510.
Shielded superior-quality power cords in variable lengths
and terminations, from $25. We feature the superior performance of the Absolute Power Series power-line purifiers and also the finest in UPSes and power supplies, in
many sizes to handle all your power-conditioning, regulation, and protection needs. Call (800) 321-6512 nowfor
free catalog, literature, or to place your order, 24 hours daily! From
the experts in power conditioning, PC Expert Systems Corporation.
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI 1Mk.I1Silver, $2500; ConradJohnson Premier Five 200W mono tube amps, $2700/pair;
SOTA Star Sapphire black lacquer turntable, $1000; Star
Sapphire koa turntable, $800; SOTA Electronic Flywheel,
$150. Doug, (402) 289-0886 home, (402) 779-2531 work.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
quick, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, Cary, KEF, Parasound, Philips, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many
more Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
STEREOPHILE, J
ULY 1993

EAD DSP-7000 GOLD, S850; API Power Wedge II,
S375; API Power Wedge V. S275; Tice Power Block and
Titan, SI100; PS Audio Power Sonic, S200. (804) 6226532 in 1/.4 after 7pm EST
POWER WEDGE 116, used 10 hours, S460; Accuphase
DP8O/DC81, previous Stereophile Class A (1987-90),
S2700 OBO; LNC2 oak case, S50; mint. (303) 320-3921
evenings, weekends (MDT).
ROWLAND MODEL 7amp, black, MFG 3-91, S5090
plus shipping; Krell KBL line stage, 52290. (219) 264-9495
until lOpm EST
GET MORE DEEPLY INTO your music with Cormorant interconnect cables. Accuracy and realism are
achieved through optimal application of laws of physics
and advanced concepts. Skeptical? Zero-risk 30-day audition. Guarantee: If returned, refund includes all shipping
plus S5! $1124/1m pair. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave., West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407)842-7316, (800)
484-8271, code 7281.
KEF 105/3 REFERENCE SERIES speakers, mint, original
packing, S1900 OBO; Straight Wire Triaxial power cord,
6', S65; Maestro Straight Wire lm balanced, S150; Cardas
Quad Link 5' power cord, $65. Darrell, (704) 846-496E
KRELL KST-100, EXCELLENT CONDITION, $1720;
Cogan-Hall EM interconnects, lm, $180. (309) 523-316a
SELL FOR CASH/TRADE audio and video. Authorized:
Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Rotel, Sumo, Denon,
11/K, Maranta, Celestion, Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Sumiko, Target, et al. Ship
anywhere. Stereo Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick,
NJ 08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284.
PROAC RESPONSE III, light oak, mint, S3750; NBS
Blue interconnects, lm, $125; 43m, S300. Greg, (208)
853-4518.
KRELL KSA-50 MICR $1500; Proceed PDP, $610; VTL
Integrator, $275; NAIT-2 with cables, $675; B&W 801
Series III, $3200 (pickup only).James, (216) 253-8743.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350 (D); Focus .7s, $500 (D); Fried
Q-4s, $350 (D); Focus HDM Towers, $1000 (N); Superphon SP100, $270 (D); and more. We represent best-buy
products from B&K, Parasound, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR,
Audio Alchemy, Melos, many more! Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
NAIM CDS, $4400; Naim 72/Hicap/250, $3300; Linn
Isobarilcs, black, $2800; Linn Sayas, stands, $800. Bob, (314)
821-0782.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30, black faceplate,
KT88s, 6months old; Muscates Meitner STR55 amp,
mahogany finish; Proceed PCD/PCP; Magnepan Tympany IVa full-range planars. Purist Audio Maximus/Aqueous cable/interconnects; Emerald/Jade 11 Hyperlitz, latest;
MIT 330; Tiptoes; Softshoes; Audio Selection Cones. All
mint with boxes/manuals. Original owner. Russ, (205) 2449968 after 6pm CST
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rotel. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
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PURE SILVER
PURE MUSIC

itt

After years of research
& development, the
culmination of science
and inspired listening
come together to produce
the most musically accurate
and harmonically correct
design on earth.
$210.00 per meter pair
Money back guarantee
CALL NOW!

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components

SILVER SEVEN INTERCONNECT
WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES INC.
122 S. Clearwater Largo Road
Largo, FL 34640
(813) 587-7868
222

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap, WonderCap, Kimber, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Matsushita; Alps, Bourns, Noble, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas,
Tiffany, Vampire, WBT, Edison-Price Music Posts, Neuink; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable; Teflon wire
(multiple avegicolor); Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks;
Curcio Daniel Mk.I and Mk.II preamp kits/Dynaco
rebuild kits; upgrade kits; PEARL Tube Coolers and
Isosockets; Analog Devices (AD827JN, AD847JN), PMI;
tube sockets; component modifications, etc....Discounts
up to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1993 catalog: Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M5, Canada. Tel: (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416) 847-5471.
FOR SALE: IPAIR Scientific Fidelity Tesla speakers; one
EAD T-7000 and DSP-7000 gold finish, AT&T glass optical; one Camelot D/A, best offer. Call Scott, (803) 842-7987
NAKAMICHI BX300 3-head cassette deck for sale, mint
condition, original box and manual, wired remote, $500
OBO. (718) 237-9650 evenings in NYC.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-6B, factory reconditioned 1092, walnut case, operating manual and shipping box, $750.
First Sound Reference II passive preamp (see 1-92 issue
of Audio), mint condition, $950. Dave, SF Bay area, (415)
898-4545.
MUSE SUBWOOFER, $2750; Muse amp, $1200; preamp, $2500; Coda preamp, $1650; amp, S2250. Will trade
for B&W 801 II/III, Kinergetics KCD-40, Berning EA2101, ProAc Response 3, WATT 3, Spica Angelus, Quad
63 USA. (916) 920-9113.
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega,
Oracle, Ftoksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XLO, Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S.
Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE MODIFICATIONS. FET
analog output, upgraded filtering, etc. Realize greater depth
and asilkier, more open midrange and top end, $169. Outboard LCR battery supply. We promise absolute heaven
with this pure DC source, $269. Mod and LCR supply,
8370. Money-back guarantee. Audio Alchemy honors
warranty with our modifications. Also selling new Audio
Alchemy products. Call for special pricing. Wave Trace Technologies, Inc., (813) 587-7868.
VAN DEN HUL "THE SECOND" balanced interconnects, brand new in box, two 1m pairs, $260 each OBO,
shipping prepaid; 25' pair TARA Quantum III plus
speaker cable with spades, as new, 8295 OBO, shipping
prepaid. Call Tim, (806) 756-4425, between 5-10pm CST
NBS #2 power cord, 6', 8295. Steve, (205) 823-94/8.
WESCOTT AUDIO—The component-matching specialists. We offer: Symphonic-Line, VAC, Bruce Moore,
Muse, Legacy, Alón, Sci-Fi, EAD, Monarchy, van den
Hul, Vampire, XLO, Music Metre, Siltech, Discovery,
Power Wedge, Promethean Power Flo, German Acoustics,
Chang Lightspeed, PEARL Tube Coolers, TG Audio,
Super Contact, RoomTune, Michael Green Chameleon,
Microscan, Shun Mook, The Original Cable Jacket,
Arcici, PAC, Sumiko, OCOS, Dynavector, Transfiguration, Omega Mikro, and Maplenoll. High-resolution
systems matched and tweaked over the phone. Call Scott
anytime, (800) 669-7574.
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CLASSE AUDIO DR-2, rare class-A amplifier, $1500.
Phone BlaMe at (204) 261-0908.
THETA PRO BASIC II, balanced, mint condition, S1375.
(602) 863-0022 evenings.
WADIA WT-2000 TRANSPORT, S2950; Wadia 64.4
DIA, S2000. Both mint, or best offer. Call (6/4) 766-4434,
ask for Art.

LPs/CD s/TAPES
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stereophik review, December 1986,
p.41. S21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO LPs: Mercury SR90212
(Chabrier), RCA LSC 2225 (Witches' Brew). Others
wanted! Randal/ Goldman, P.O. Box 2806, Rancho Mirage,
CA 92270, (619) 323-2000.
TIRED OF READING CD REVIEWS? What do they
have to do with the real sound of music?! This material
is often available on LP! There's new music by top artists:
Hot Jazz on OJC and Blue Note, and hundreds more!
Don't suffer with those "audiophile" labels! Find great
music and sound on record ...on Better Records! Free catalog,
(800) 487-8611.
GABBY PAHINUI CD/LP Gabby (m Stereophilés "Records
to Die Foe February 1993), $13.49/CD. Many more titles
available. We carry everything available in Hawaiian music,
at discount prices. Call or write for free catalog: CDs of
•
P.GBox 4884 IC.anoehe, HI 96744, (808) 247-4297
COLLECTORS RECORDS AND TAPES (no rock),
plus tube-era electronics. (702) 647-2190,JC, 5249 W.
Auborn, Las Vegas, NV 89108.
MOBILE FIDELITY UHQR Sgt. Pepper's. The ultimate
recording of the ultimate Beatles record. Best offer(s) on
1-5 sealed copies. (6/9) 748-5933.
OVER 30,000 TITLES!!! 1950s-1990s. All categories.
LPs (12" and 10"), Audiophile, Imports, RCA, Mercury,
sheet music, reel-to-reel tapes, cassettes, books, video,
CDs. 83 catalog. Hot Platters, Box 4213-K, Thousand Oaks,
CA 91359-1213.
The TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog,
including Classical, Jazz, Rock LPs, is available. Write:
Suite 184, 835 Deltona Blvd., Deltona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5706.
IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, etc). William Hesler, 8765 Radburn Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 13027, (315) 635-2506 after 6pm EST
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefimtaine, Framingham, MA
01701.
SIMPLY THE BEST RECORDS! Large private collection
Living Stereo, Mercurys, EMI, etc. Call toll-free, (800)
995-8436, Me/ Surdin, 23647 Aster Tie Calabasas, CA
91302.
20 YEARS OF SPECIALIZING in jazz, rock, blues, and
R&B. 25,000 CDs in stock, featuring many imports from
around the world, plus domestic and indic CDs, CD singles, '60s/'70s reissues. Large vinyl selection, even new
releases. No bootlegs/classical. Major credit cards. Third
StreetJazz and Rock, 20 North Third St., Philadelphia, PA
19106, (215) 627-3366. Outside PA/
NJ/DE,(800) 48MUSIK.
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AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, halfipeed, Quiex II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilford Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317) 255-3446.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Discs,
Quiex, American, imports, collectibles, and others. William
Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, Milford, CT 06460-4238,
(203) 877-3911, 24 hours, 5th ring, machine.
RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS:' Mercury 90000, London
FFSS "Bluebacks," Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, Fax (212) 496-0733, Harvey Gilman, 243 W. 76th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.
WE BUY AND SELL LP VINYL RECORDS. Over
100,000 titles in stock. Mail orders and most major credit
cards accepted. G&A Rare Records, Ltd., 139 West 72nd St.,
New York, NY 10023, (212) 877-5020, Fax (212) 595-2941.

WANTED
WANTED: CELESTION SL6, consider swap for my
SL6S; Velodyne ULD Mk.I subwoofer, consider swapping for my ULD Mk.II. (516) 334-5762.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Criestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046 (215) 886-165a

WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Maranta,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Beming, Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Citation, Fisher,
Rowland, Klyne, Dahlquist, Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton,
Sequerra, Cello, Robertson, Tannoy, Linn, Ariston, Quad,
Western Electric, tube and solid-state. (713) 728-4343, Fax
(713) 723-1301, Maury Cork, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX
77035.
WANTED: SONY POWER AMPS—TA3130F, TA3140F,
and Sony or Pioneer (3-way or 4-way) electronic crossovers. Paul, (313) 274-5983.
WANTED: MARANTZ tube gear: 7C, 8B, 9, 10B. Randall
Goldman, P.O. Box 2806, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, (619)
323-200a
WANTED: NEED A MANUAL, or copy of one, for
Fidelity Research FR-61 tonearmloseph, (415) 550-1376
evenings, (415) 282-2616 days, PST
WANTED: dbx BX-1 multi-channel power amplifier.
Don, (313) 559-8204.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee. Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc.
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 384-4667, NY.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.

Sonic Frontiers
Tube Integrated Amp

S
WEET THUNDER
... for jazz
Searching for acoustic jazz audiophile LPs?
Tired of mediocre music on "name" labels?
Let Sweet Thunder help you discover
superb recordings on vinyl by jazz greats
like Evans, Monk, Baker and others! Our
many years as acoustic jazz lovers and
audiophiles combined with access to
hundreds of jazz labels worldwide including limited edition Japanese Blue
Notes -enable us to unearth those special
recordings for you.

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
•SONIC FRONTIERS
(Tubes Pre/Power Amps, Phono Stage &
Integrated Amp)
•MONITOR AUDIO SPEAKERS
•JANIS SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS
•AUDIO ALCHEMY CD TRANSPORT/
DA PROCESSORS
•GOLD AERO & RAM TUBES
•DISCOVERY CABLE

We are committed to serving jazz lovers
with their requirements and special orders
in any format, especially vinyl for as long as
LPs are available. Ask for our free catalog.

Room acoustics and audio consultant
B.S.. MS., in Aerospace Engineering
A specialized service for music lovers
Hours are by appointment only

ACOUSTIC CHAMBER INC .
Greenbelt, MD
PHONE/FAX (301) 552-9157

vela

575 Johnson Street,
Victoria, B.C. Canada V8W 1M2 •
Tel /Fax: (604) 381-4042
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does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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ohn Atkinson has reported in this issue's
"Industry Update" on the 1993 awards
banquet of the Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio. Ihad looked
forward to the awards weekend with some
trepidation; Iknew in advance that the attendance was going to be pretty skimpy. Still, I
had agreat time in New Orleans, which just
goes to show that acritical mass of audionuts
is less than one hundred. The people who did
attend had lots of good ideas for advancing
high-end audio, and constituted ahigh proportion of the industry's brightest minds.
In the weekend's aftermath, the Academy's
latest project provided alot of work and stimulation for Stereophile's publishing and editorial
staff: working with the EIA, sponsors of CES,
to choose high-end equipment for three rooms
at the Summer CES which EIA was kind enough
to set aside at the Chicago Hilton and Towers
for active demonstrations.
Nothing seems more appropriate than demonstrating the tremendous virtues of highend audio with active systems. Of course, all
CES exhibitors try to do just that, but the EIA
wanted to give consumers something educational outside of the manufacturers' exhibits.
Other high-end magazines were asked to help
in choosing equipment for the three rooms, but
Steteophik was the only one masochistic enough
to say yes.
The ground rules were simple enough: Only
equipment from CES -exhibiting manufacturers could be used, with preference given to
manufacturers who had actually joined the EIA.
(A sensible enough prejudice; in addition to
their exhibition fees, such companies can pay
upward of several thousand dollars ayear in
membership fees.) The three rooms would have
system "price points" of $3000, $7000, and
unlimited.
You'd think any red-blooded American highend magazine would drool at the opportunity
to put its money where its mouth so often is,
but the selection process turned out to be truly
difficult. We definitely did not simply go
through "Recommended Components" and
cherry-pick those units we know and love. For
226
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one thing, many popular manufacturers were
going to skip this summer's CES. For another,
some would be exhibiting at sites other than
the Hilton, or on the trade-only floors, whose
exhibitors weren't eligible for inclusion in the
three EIA rooms. All in all, we had our work
cut out for us.
The $3000 room was the biggest problem.
As many of you so often point out, it's damned
hard to put together asystem for that "little."
Besides, our experience is less extensive in this
price range. In the end, however, we came up
with what proved to be an excellent $3000 system: PS Audio 6.1 preamplifier, B&K ST-202
power amp, Rote! RCD-955AX CD player,
AudioQuest F-14 speaker cable, and Snell Type
Eor Definitive Technology DR7 speakers. (We
planned on swapping out the speakers during
the exhibit to give visitors an idea of the range
of different sounds available at the price.)
Because we wanted to be sure our choices of
equipment would sound good together, we set
up the system at my house before forwarding
it to Chicago. Sure enough, it sounded very
good, particularly for the price. To make sure,
Iinvited Stereophile's non-audiophile staff members over for alisten to ensure that the system
didn't just impress those preconditioned to like
it. The system passed this acid test, though
golden-ear-in-residence Anita Trujillo (whose
voice you're most likely to hear when you call
our offices) was adamant that only one of those
two sets of speakers would tempt $3000 to
leave her pocket.
Iresolved to see if the manufacturers involved
could be persuaded to leave their equipment
with us for use as an "inexpensive system in
residence." With their cooperation, and that of
other manufacturers, we will, over time, be able
to expand the list•of equipment which works
well in this system without busting the budget,
and pass this list on to you. In addition to the
comments of critics like TJN, RH, JA, DO,
JGH, and me, we'll be sure to pass on the (no
doubt) harsher comments of Stereophile's nonaudiophile staff. Let us know if this idea turns
out to be useful.
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AD 1013 Sasha Matson
Steel Chords, i-5: Works
For Pedal Steel Guitar,
Harp and Strings
Fascinating contemporary
classical music from California
composer Sasha Matson.
"Sasha Matson's music
is sensual, evocative,
challenging, lyrical and
passionate."
Tom Schnable
-KCRW-FM Santa Monica. CA

AO 1014 Jeff Palmer,
John Abercrombie, Arthur Blythe,
Victor Lewis Ease On
Asteaming organ, sax, guitar and
drum romp with New York's finest!
"Palmer pushes the music beyond
Jimmy Smith, bringing an entirely
modern attack to grand-daddy blues.
The result is awildly innovative
program that expands the tradition
rather than replicates it."
Bill Kohlhasse
-Contributing (au writer-LA Times

AO 1015 Mighty Sam McClain
Give It Up To Love
What ASound! Mighty Sam is a
rhythm and blues legend who comes
out of the classic Otis Redding/Bobby
Bland tradition. Asmoking backing
band. Astunning comeback!
"Today, Mighty Sam McClain is one
of America's greatest deep-soul
vocalists."
Ted Orozdowski
-Boston Phoenix

WORKS
OF ART
VOL. 2

AD 1017 Bennie Wallace
The Old Songs
Tenor sax master Bennie Wallace has
one of the most instantly identifiable
sounds in jazz. This set finds Bennie
at the top of his form putting his
indelible stamp on aprogram of
timeless classics! Bennie is joined
by Lou Levy on piano, Alvin Queen on
drums and Bill Huntington on bass.

AVAILABLE AT ALL

MIR MMUS 1%0E11
To order by phone:
Tower Records (800)648-4844 or
Acoustic Sounds (80015251630

NAURID

AO 1018 Ronnie Earl and the
Broadcasters
Still River

AO 1016 Choice selections
from the latest ten (AO 1007
to AG 1018) AudioQuest Music
releases.

Ronnie Earl pedorming at the
absolute peak of contemporary
blues guitar craft. Finally, the all
instrumental showcase of versatility
Ronnie's fans have been waiting for!
Also features keyboard wizard
Bruce Katz.

Distributed by:
Abbey Road (800) 827-7177
Encore (800) 334-3394
North Country (315) 287-2852
Timeless (212) 529-3655
Titus Oaks (800) 388-8889
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